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STRATEGY

Typically, a strategy reflects the choices which differentiate the organisation from its competitors to give it its competitive
advantage. This on the surface seems an irrelevant objective – the ODU is a closed “club” with, it would seem, no
competitors. But although the ODU is not competing for members, it is competing for engagement and the engagement
levels overall are very low. Depending on how engagement is defined, the estimate is somewhere between 10%-20%.
Which means that at least 80% of ODs are not experiencing the “offering” of the ODU, if they experience it at all, as
valuable, relevant or meaningful.

CONSTITUTION

The constitution embodies the fundamental principles, premises, protocols, procedures and rules by which the ODU is
governed. It will specify the key roles in the organisation and define the remit/terms of reference for these. The
Constitution defines membership criteria, and the system of controls which ensure the proper running of the Union. The
Constitution can and should be amended from time to time in terms of the rules governing such amendments. It will also
contain dispute resolution methods

GOVERNANCE

The controls and oversight which ensure that the constitution (and dispute resolution mechanisms) are applied fairly,
equally and transparently

Key Terms

OPERATING
MODEL

20 November 2019
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The structure and management processes which support the most efficient delivery of strategy, and which spell out the
limits of authority and decision making levels for each role
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A ROBUST STRATEGIC
REVIEW IS REQUIRED
TO ADDRESS THE
CURRENT STATE OF
THE OD UNION

❑ ODs and the ODU have emerged from a
bruising and reputationally-damaging conflict
❑ The conflict culminated in an SGM called to
propose a motion of no confidence in the ODU
Committee. The motion was withdrawn on the
undertaking that a thorough investigation into
the strategy and processes of the ODU would
be carried out.
❑ Three key criticisms underpinning the conflict
were:
• A lack of transparency
• A breach of the values of Bishops
• A constitution and governance framework
(including a dispute resolution process)
which were not fit for purpose

SOLUTION
❑ The ODU are now embarking on an inclusive and
consultative process which will address these
shortcomings.
❑ Over the next seven months leading to the ODU
Annual General Meeting in March 2020, work will
be completed to:
• Refine the strategy and corresponding
operating model for the OD Union
• Agree a set of values which will guide the ODU
and its members
• Produce a constitution which is relevant and
useful
• Produce a governance structure which is clear,
transparent, efficient and effective
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SITUATION

It is critical that the ODU and its stakeholders approach
this exercise in a way which reflects the values and
behaviours they would expect all ODs to live by.
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HOW DO WE GET TO
OUR DESIRED END
POINT?

20 November 2019

The planning will encompass:
o The Vision for the OD Union
o The Strategy & Values that will provide
the both direction and moral pillars for
the journey
o The Structure and Operating Model.
This includes:
o The organizational structure
down to its lowest level
o The roles and responsibilities of
each position
o Decision rights for critical
decisions
o Governance structure,
including both agenda and
cadence of regular meetings

HIGH LEVEL PROCESS

1.

Pre-session questionnaire; responses
collated an distributed before the
planning session

2.

Working Sessions focused on Strategy,
Governance and The Constitution.
They will be dealt with separately, but
brought together at the end to test
for relevance and alignment.

THE OUTPUT

The following will be produced as draft (i.e.
not the final version):
o A Vision which is directional,
aspirational, challenging and
compelling
o The Strategic choices, values (and their
associated behaviours)
o The Operating Model to deliver the
strategy
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SCOPE

Please note: During the working sessions,
all ideas will be clustered into main
themes, discussed, rated and ranked
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THE WORKING
SESSIONS ON THE
STRATEGY,
GOVERNANCE AND
THE CONSTITUION
WILL REQUIRE X DAYS
OF PARTICIPATION

Phase 1

Recommended Participants

Working Session 1: Strategy
o Duration: one day plus pre-work
Working Session 2: Governance and Constitution
o Duration: one day plus pre-work

No more than 30 individuals, made up of the
following:
o Committee (including the observers)
o Observers
o Selected ODs (including those from overseas)
o Black OD representatives
o Young OD representatives
o Selected Vice Presidents
o Selected Branch Secretaries
o Chairman of the College Council
o Selected Bishops representatives
o Selected Bishops boys
o Facilitator modifications made: one day

Phase 2
Working Session 3: Finalisation of the Strategy,
Governance and Constitution:
o Duration: one day (plus pre-work)

Phase 3
Strategy, Governance and Constitution published
for comment:
o Duration: open for three weeks

Phase 4
Collection of comments and final modifications
made: one day
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Total meeting days (see page six): five, excluding
the AGM

Total meeting days (see page six): five, excluding
the AGM
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IT IS CRITICAL THAT
ALL PARTICIPANTS
UNDERSTAND THAT
THIS INCLUSIVE
PROCESS AIMS FOR
CONSENSUS, NOT
AGREEMENT

The ODU is made up of c7,500 members. They are spread across the globe, across ages and across diverse social groups. They
have different lifestyles, life stages, goals and, crucially, different levels of interest in and engagement with the ODU and
Bishops. No one ODU strategy, Constitution, or Governance Model is going to meet with 100% acceptance by 100% of our
members and we need to anticipate and accept that.
The goal of this exercise is to come up with the strategy, constitution and governance model which is more Utilitarian in its
objectives; that is, it should seek to find the greatest level of acceptance among the greatest number of ODs, bearing in mind
that even “acceptance” will mean different things to different members.

This process does not look for agreement. Rather it looks for consensus, meaning that all participants are heard and even if
they don’t fully agree with the solution, they can live with and commit to it.

20 November 2019
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WAYS OF WORKING,
ESPECIALLY WITH
REGARDS TO
COMMUNICATION
WILL BE CRITICAL TO
OUR SUCCESS

20 November 2019

01

There are several streams of work being carried out, independent of the ODU Committee, working on strategy, the
constitution and governance. It is important not to discourage this involvement, but important too to ensure that the
centre co-ordinates and harnesses these efforts so that we avoid parallel, duplicate and possible conflicting objectives.

02

Communication will be critical in informing, guiding and channelling the good intentions of all ODs and/or groups of
ODs who are exploring and proposing solutions to the main challenges. A clear communication plan must be agreed
upon from the start

03

ODs abroad will be difficult to reach and probably even more difficult to engage. They have to be convinced that this
undertaking will be of benefit to them as well. If possible, one or two should be involved in a working capacity. They
will have noted that the three observers appointed to the sub-committee are all Cape Town-based ODs, further
entrenching the view that members outside of Cape Town and more specifically outside of South Africa are peripheral
to this process specifically and the ODU as an institution generally.

04

The working groups need to be representative of all the cross-sections of ODs. The international ones have been
mentioned above, but we need to be careful not to exclude especially older ODs either.

05

Cape Town should be sensitive to time zone differences, especially those of the USA and the Far East/Australasia

06

We know that not all ODs are able to be present to physically work together on working groups and so all means of
technology should be deployed to facilitate as full a level of participation as possible.

07

It should not be assumed that non Committee or sub-committee ODs asked to work at the centre of this initiative are
going to be acceptable to everyone. As far as it is possible and efficient, any such appointments should be “advertised”
to ensure that anyone wishing to contribute is considered

08

Lastly, strategies (but not constitutions and matters of governance) are usually the responsibility of the executive
leadership. Therefore, keep in mind that any future Executive Manage/ODU Secretary might not agree with some/any
of it
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The basis for the 2020-2025 Strategic plan was the draft created in 2015. ODs were asked to scrutinise that plan and make suggestions, lend their
support of reject as many of the elements as they wished. Responses consisted of binary yes/no answers and text either clarifying the binary
answers or making further comments. Other than three biographical questions, none of the questions were mandatory. Not all ODs submitted text
answers

Therefore an ODU strategy around which all ODs can coalesce was always going to be a semi-fictional aim; the best to be hoped for is that ODs
arrive at consensus with a strategy broad enough to appeal to the widest possible number of ODs without being so broad that it is meaningless.

THE QUESTIONNAIRE: A
WORD ABOUT THE
PROCESS OF
CONSOLIDATION

A number of the responses dealt with governance and operating issues. These were not in the scope of the strategy and were passed onto the
Standing Committee which were working in parallel to this exercise. A number of responses referred to the effects of the recent SGM and the
causes for it. These comments were also excluded from this exercise.
All comments were taken verbatim from the submissions. The only changes made, in incorporating them into this document were:
o Incorrect spelling, where picked up, was corrected (the plural of OD is ODs – never with an apostrophe. I gave up with this one!)
o Names of individuals, where identification might have caused offense, were deleted and replaced with [NAME]
o Some comments which covered more than one subject were split so they could be placed in the relevant cluster

ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025

One thing one can be sure about ODs is that agreement is impossible. Ranging from diametrically opposed answers (“non-Bishops recipients of the
Bishops Rhodes Scholarship should be eligible for ODU membership/ (“non-Bishops recipients of the Bishops Rhodes Scholarship must never be
eligible for ODU membership”) and everything inbetween.

Some comments were highlighted:
o Yellow denotes agreement/in favour with the question/proposal
o Red denotes disagreement/in favour with the question/proposal
o Blue denotes an interesting observation or suggestion
Not all comments were identified in these categories only because with many respondents saying the same thing, it was a case of diminishing
returns

20 November 2019
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE:
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
AND IMPLICATIONS

20 November 2019

➢ n=473
➢ engagement with the ODU in this exercise, if based on the response rate is roughly 10%. (It cannot be assumed that the 90% of ODs who didn’t
respond are not interested and/or engaged. Interest is always higher than engagement but this rate tallies with the heuristic that the ODU’s
engagement is between 10% and 15% which corresponds to the levels enjoyed by good alumni association in the UK) (p9)
➢ While difficult to draw a definitive conclusion, levels of engagement appear lower among younger ODs than older ones (p13)
➢ the ODU was considered as a relevant institution in the 21st century (p40)
➢ there was broad agreement with the ODU Purpose – but there was confusion and divergence on what “the ODU as a force for good meant in
practice” (p21). This has been dropped as an element of the ODU purpose in this draft.
➢ there was broad agreement with the objectives and level of priority supporting each purpose (pp23 and 33)
➢ Segmentation of by interests, age and geography was split, with some ODs feeling that such an approach could be divisive and others saying it
would increase engagement
➢ there seemed to be no correlation between age and country of residence and the responses, further underscoring how diverse and
“unpredictable” (perhaps “non-conformist” is a better label) ODs are
➢ that said, engagement (as measured by the percentage of those who completed the questionnaire) differs dramatically by country with,
counterintuitively, South Africa being the least engaged, with the UK being the highest (p15)
➢ there was a strong feeling that the ODU was for ODs and that broadening the eligibility to non-ODs would fragment and dilute the essence and
spirit of the ODU (p37)
➢ while the question of underpinning the ODU with a set of values was supported (albeit not the Bishops values) work will need to be done on
this to clarify how these values will apply, and who deals with breaches and how these breaches will be dealt with (p34)
➢ many ODs cautioned the ODU to keep their strategy simple (reminding it that it was not a huge corporation)
➢ the recent SGM, and the reasons for it drew fire from ODs, some who criticised the ODU (and its management) with others taking issue with
those who brought the motion. In a nutshell, both sides were called out for not being able to resolve their issues in a less public and
acrimonious way – the outcome of which, regardless of “blame”, brought no credit to the ODU
➢ generally, ODs are comfortable with the ODU, happy with what they do and how they operate notwithstanding the recent imbroglio which led
to an SGM (p41)

ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025

Overall:
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➢ A strategy is a series of unique choices made (and deliberately not made) by an organisation to remain competitive and (increasingly)
profitable by providing something its customers want at a price which is affordable
➢ The ODU is not a commercial enterprise, but it needs to be relevant (competitive) and sustainable (profitable) by fulfilling its core purpose
➢ The ODU is a closed club which can never increase its membership beyond the pipeline of ODs who matriculate from Bishops (this is an
assumption that the ODU will not open itself to “associate” members
➢ At present, potential members (customers) have many social options to choose from. The ODU is unique, but it’s not that unique. We are after
all, as past Bishops boys, already ODs: so the ODU has to create the pull for ODs to want to join the club? Especially for the at least 35% of ODs
who live outside of Cape Town and the at least 25% who live outside of South Africa (and the answer lies in branch effectiveness)
➢ How the ODU builds its relevance and value is what this “strategy” is all about
➢ There are some emergent strategic implications:

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN

20 November 2019

➢ The ODU membership is as diverse and disparate as one could wish for and unanimity on just about anything (including one’s experience of
Bishops) is impossible to attain – and we should accept, celebrate and leverage this
➢ Interest in and engagement with (both terms which have to properly defined and measure and targets set) depend on branch effectiveness and
the role of the branch (including where to locate them) needs to be defined
➢ While Cape Town enjoys the largest number of ODs and that’s where Bishops is, it serves, on the whole, only Cape ODs. The ODU has to guard
against being perceived – or actually being – Cape-centric
➢ More and more, Cape Town emerges as a discrete branch distinct from the ODU, but related to it as are all other branches. Aside from then
being able to contain the issues which led to the recent SGM (seen by a large number of ODs living abroad as a “Rondebosch problem” but
impacting the ODU as a whole) this structure and model would ensure that the ODU “mothership” is able to take a broader view of the
organisation and give greater attention to the diaspora. (The structures and operating model, not part of the scope of this exercise, will need
careful thought and implementation and will impact on the relationship and role of the ODU Secretary and the Cape Town branch secretary).
➢ The ODU cannot satisfy all ODs; its objective has to be to satisfy the greatest possible number, accepting that some ODs will never maintain
their interest in either Bishops or the Union. But in the view of this author, the interest and engagement levels are too low and, potentially,
“doing the right things and doing them right” they could easily double. That must be the key measure of success
➢ In the various sections of comments, there comes through an expectation from ODs that the ODU should do things for members. Yet 91% of
the respondents agreed that events and functions should be delegated to ODs, both in conception and execution, and that the role of the
branch was to facilitate and support, but, in most cases, not do. This model is already in place (think class reunions and Founders Day sports
teams) but there are many other engaging events and functions which could increase interest and engagement but need to be driven by
members themselves.
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THE QUESTIONNAIRE:
METHOD AND
PARTICIPATION

1

2015 – 2020 Strategy with a request
to respond to 5,098 ODs on 16
September 2019. The questionnaire
was completed online

2

2,361 opened the email

3

473 responses were received (n=473)
by the closing date of 11th October
2019

4

20 November 2019
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6% of total number of living ODs
9% of total email recipients
20% of those that opened the email
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If completion of the online questionnaire was a quasiproxy for interest and engagement, this graph reflects
a diminishing interest among younger ODs
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•

Summary of
responses
relating to the
ODU Purpose

84%
15%
<1%

Agree fully

•
•

Agree with some of it

•
•

Disagree
•

The intent to be a “force for good” in the societies in which it (the ODU)
operates enjoyed some support, but on the whole was confusing and a
distraction to the main objective of friendraising.
Even though 86% agreed fully that “being a force for good” was a high
priority, there was doubt/confusion as to the exact meaning what this meant.
There were questions about whether this was really the purpose of the ODU
Nevertheless, there is a feeling that the ODU needs to be aware of its place in
South Africa and avoid being too inward looking and self-serving
Difficult as this might be to achieve, the ODU, it is felt, should build the
conditions required to enable ODs to form/maintain connections to each
other and the School.
It seemed from many of the responses that being a “force for good” in the
societies in which ODs are to be found should be a personal decision and
many found it difficult to see how the ODU as an institution could do this.
Wordsmithing was encouraged in pursuit of a shorter, punchier expression of
the purpose

ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025

To engage with and bring together OD communities wherever they are, to keep them in touch with Bishops
and each other, to promote the interests and welfare of Bishops and each other and for the ODU, through its
members, to be a force for good in the societies in which it operates

To build a Union which keeps ODs all over the world connected to one another
and, as a Union, united to protect the welfare of Bishops
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In order to fulfil the ODU’s Purpose, four objectives were identified.
The following page indicates the level of priority each objective was regarded as

20 November 2019
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WHAT DOES THIS MEAN

20 November 2019

The role of the OD
Branches must be clearly
defined and activities and
goals clear and achievable

The ODU membership is as Interest in and engagement
diverse and disparate as
with (both terms which
one could wish for and
must be properly defined,
unanimity on just about
and measures and targets
anything (including one’s
set) depend on branch
experience of Bishops) is
effectiveness and the role
impossible to attain – and
of the branch (what
we should accept,
constitutes a branch and
celebrate and leverage this
where to locate them)
need to be defined

The OD Union must serve
all members and guard
against being Cape Town centric
ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025

Accept and Celebrate our
Diversity
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Objectives
To support the
Purpose
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One

Build and promote a support framework for ODs worldwide

Two

Segment and broaden functions/events to appeal to the
widest possible OD membership

Three

Communicate with ODs worldwide in a way that is
meaningful, relevant and timely, using a range of traditional
and social media technology

Four

Advocate for and promote Bishops (or: uphold and
strengthen the Bishops reputation worldwide)

AGREEMENT AS A
HIGH PRIORITY

91%
86%
96%
92%

ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025
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Build and promote a support framework for ODs worldwide

Summary of
comments on
the initiatives
supporting
Objective One

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Summary of responses influencing these objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 November 2019

Build and maintain a full, accurate and updated database of Mentors by branch and hold one central consolidated database in Cape Town.
Establish contact protocol and mentoring objectives
Publicise Mentoring Programme to ODs, Bishops boys and their parents
Utilise the Mentor Panel to convene industry/profession specific evenings with either Bishops boys or other ODs to widen their reach
Source and supply internships for young ODs
Create and administer a fund to support indigent ODs
Administer a fund to provide financial support for the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees
Provide access to relevant support personnel for ODs experiencing psychological or social hardship

Ensure that regional/country databases were up-to-date and
Equal importance must be placed on ODs outside of South Africa and specifically outside of Cape Town
There was resistance to supporting both indigent ODs
There is also resistance to providing financial assistance for sons of ODs who can’t afford to send their children to
Bishops
Although considered valuable and successful, “mentoring” was mentioned too often (and could be more outwardlyfocused)
ODs gathering together on an organised and regular basis came through as an important way to build the relationships
and outreach this objective suggests.

ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025

Initiatives:
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Build and promote a support framework for ODs worldwide

Recommended set of
initiatives for
Objective One

20 November 2019

o Build and maintain a full, accurate and updated
database of Mentors by branch and hold one
central consolidated database in Cape Town.
o Establish contact protocol and mentoring objectives
o Publicise Mentoring Programme to ODs, Bishops
boys and their parents
o Utilise the Mentor Panel to convene
industry/profession specific evenings with either
Bishops boys or other ODs to widen their reach
o Source and supply internships for young ODs
o Create and administer a fund to support indigent
ODs
o Administer a fund to provide financial support for
the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees
o Provide access to relevant support personnel for
ODs experiencing psychological or social hardship

RECOMMENDED INITIATIVES

o Build and maintain a full, accurate and updated
database, segmented and available by branch.
o Build out local gatherings to promote networking
and outreach support
o Market mentoring objectives and programme, and
use it to provide industry experts to School
industry/career evenings
o Administer a fund to provide financial support for
the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees but
who otherwise would be suitable

ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025

ORIGINAL INITIATIVES
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Segment and broaden functions/events to appeal to the widest possible OD membership
As examples: functions/events should be segmented into categories such as Sports, Arts, Politics, Finance, as well as ODUfocused functions such as annual dinners, Senior OD functions, Founders Day, etc.

Summary of responses influencing these objectives:

Summary of
comments on the
initiatives supporting
Objective Two

•
•
•
•
•

20 November 2019

On the whole, segmenting events and functions according to interest is supported
There is strong resistance to segmentation based on age or colour and this is seen as divisive
Class reunions, an obvious form of segmentation and which are by % potential attendance the most popular of the
ODU events are an acceptable form of segmentation
Segmentation of functions/events is only practical in branches that have the numbers. Smaller branches are
encouraged to stick with general get-togethers
The emphasis of all events/functions should be on Friendraising; in this regards there was a feeling that the more
(frequent) informal the events the better

ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025

Summary of responses influencing these objectives:
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Segment and broaden functions/events to appeal to the widest possible OD membership

ORIGINAL INITIATIVES
o

Recommended set of
initiatives for
Objective Two

20 November 2019

As examples, segment into categories such:
o Sports
o Arts
o Politics
o Finance
o etc
o General ODU-focused functions (e.g. annual
dinners)
o Class reunions
o Senior OD functions
o Founders Day, etc.

o

o
o
o

More regular informal gatherings (drinks
receptions, post-match functions (in CT)
Special interest groups, inter alia:
o Sports
o Arts
o Politics
o Finance
o etc
General ODU-focused functions (e.g. annual
dinners, Founders Day, etc)
Class reunions
Senior OD functions

ODU Strategic Plan 2020-2025

RECOMMENDED INITIATIVES
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Summary of
comments on the
proposal that ODU”
special interest”
groups are organised
by members
(the delegated
approach)

20 November 2019

Summary of responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•

There was a majority of support for this idea
Some responses saw this as being potentially exclusive (who chooses who gets to join)
By delegating activities to ODs, it was likely that engagement would increase
Success would depend on commitment, perseverance and a fully-populated database of ODs
While there was a push to utilise social media and messaging apps more, selectivity was advised
Views on whether communication should be segmented by interest were mixed
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The more effective and engaged alumni associations internationally follow this segmented
approach, but delegate the responsibility of convening and arranging events to alumni
themselves, i.e. the arranging of functions and events is not left to the management of the
alumnus association. In other words, if for example ODs wanted an Asset Management Society
or a Cricket Club, it would be up to ODs themselves to set these up, convene and run them with
the ODU centre providing only administrative and communication assistance only.
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Communicate with ODs worldwide in a way that is meaningful, relevant and timely, using a
range of traditional and social media technology
Suggested: Communicate with the global OD community in a timely manner through traditional
and social media

Summary of
comments on the
initiatives supporting
Objective Three

o
o
o
o
o

Summary of responses:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 November 2019

Clarify and upgrade the communication between the Branch Secretaries and the ODU Committee
Publish the ODU Committee Meeting Agendas (and solicit input from Branch secretaries) and Minutes
Identify the key messages which the ODU has to communicate to fulfil its purpose
Segment communication by age, geography and interests: content, news, notifications, frequency, and media
Develop a regular and frequent programme of branch visits of senior Bishops staff and ODU officers

Responses dealt with two issues: what was communicated and how it was communicated
Many of the responses asked for enablers already available to ODs via the OD Connect website. For example, the
website provides ODs with a choice of several option on how they want to be communicated with or don't.
communicated with is
Many ODs requested ODU Committee Meeting minutes and generally more clarity and transparency around the
management of the ODU
Responses were divided over the suggestion that ODU officers and Bishops staff visit the branches. The weight of
opinion was against this
Many respondents requested more communication on what was happening in other branches
Emphasis was placed on two-way communication with the ODU and ODs and the facility to enable this
Many warned of communication-overload
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Communicate with ODs worldwide in a way that is meaningful, relevant and timely, using a
range of traditional and social media technology

ORIGINAL INITIATIVES

o

Recommended set of
initiatives for
Objective Three

o
o

o

20 November 2019

Clarify and upgrade the communication between
the Branch Secretaries and the ODU Committee
Publish the ODU Committee Meeting Agendas
(and solicit input from Branch secretaries) and
Minutes
Identify the key messages which the ODU has to
communicate to fulfil its purpose
Segment communication by age, geography and
interests: content, news, notifications,
frequency, and media
Develop a regular and frequent programme of
branch visits of senior Bishops staff and ODU
officers

o
o

o
o

Establish regular, frequent, informed and twoway communication with branch secretaries
“Market” the ODU website as the default source
of all ODU communication and OD data including
communication preferences
Give visibility to the workings of the ODU
Committee
Establish a programme of communication,
frequency and medium
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Advocate for and promote Bishops
(Uphold and strengthen the Bishops reputation worldwide)

o
o

Summary of
comments on the
initiatives supporting
Objective Four

o
o
o
o
o

Summary of responses:
•
•
•
•
•

20 November 2019

Establish regular and open two-way communication process between Bishops and the ODU, the ODU Committee and the College
Council
Be clear about the School Strategy and objectives and ensure the School is clear about the strategy and objectives of the ODU and communicate to members
Understand and support the key messages which the School is putting out
Celebrate publicly among ODs worldwide the Bishops successes which underscore the values, ethos and objectives of Bishops
Notify timeously Bishops tour details with relevant branches
Develop and publish a clear and transparent process for dealing with threats to the reputation of both Bishops and the ODU
Support the Robert Gray Award

There was overwhelming support for this objective with many suggestions as to how this cold be achieved in practice
There seemed to be confusion between ODs marketing Bishops and upholding its reputation. Marketing is what we (and the
School) say about ourselves. Reputation is what others say of us and reputation is based on what we do and how we behave
rather than lofty declarations of intent. In this, it was suggested, ODs be role models for the School.
That said, it was felt that Bishops and the ODU should not hide their lights under bushels and where there was genuine cause for
celebration and pride, we should acknowledge these unashamedly
ODs reminded us that Bishops and the ODU are separate entities, albeit symbiotic, and that one shouldn’t meddle with the other
– but that support for each other, where and when required would be entirely appropriate. However, seen against this sentiment
is the wide lack of awareness of the Robert Gray Award
To achieve this objective, it is important for ODs, possibly through the ODU, are aware of and understand the School vision,
strategy and key messages
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Advocate for and promote Bishops
(Uphold and strengthen the Bishops reputation worldwide)

ORIGINAL INITIATIVES

o

Recommended set of
initiatives for
Objective Four

o
o

o
o

o

20 November 2019

Establish regular and open two-way communication
process between Bishops and the ODU, the ODU
Committee and the College Council
Be clear about the School Strategy and objectives and
ensure the School is clear about the strategy and
objectives of the ODU - and communicate to
members
Understand and support the key messages which the
School is putting out
Celebrate publicly among ODs worldwide the Bishops
successes which underscore the values, ethos and
objectives of Bishops
Notify timeously Bishops tour details with relevant
branches
Develop and publish a clear and transparent process
for dealing with threats to the reputation of both
Bishops and the ODU
Support the Robert Gray Award

o

o
o
o
o

o

Reinforce the reputation of Bishops and the ODU
through the behaviours and accomplishments of
ODs
Celebrate achievements and successes widely,
proudly and visibly
Ensure where Bishops is present outside of Cape
Town, branches are aware of and involved
Publish and remind ODs of the Bishops vision,
strategy and key messages
Establish and publish a clear and transparent
process for dealing with threats to the reputation
of both Bishops and the ODU
Support the Robert Gray Award by increasing
awareness and involvement
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% of respondents agreeing these priorities are high
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Communicate with ODs worldwide in a way
that is meaningful, relevant and timely, using a
range of traditional and social media
technology
Advocate for and Promote Bishops

Prioritising
Priorities

Build and promote a support framework for
ODs worldwide

Segment and broaden functions to appeal to
the widest possible OD membership
80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100
20 November 2019
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Values for the ODU

live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.

Summary of Comments:
• The majority of respondents rejected the idea that the Bishops values should be applied to the ODU en bloc. There were many reasons given for
this but the ones most cited were:
• While Bishops is founded on the Anglican tradition, the ODU includes members from a much broader selection of faith groups (and none),
both within and outside of the Christian faith
• For the same reason “Christian” was rejected
• Applying the Christian and Anglican values specifically contradicted the value of embracing and celebrating diversity
• Note that what was rejected were the labels “Christian” and “Anglican”, not the underlying values which those labels implied.
• This, according to the feedback, was not because of the values the Anglican tradition expects of “followers” but because the labels “Christian”
and “Anglican” were exclusive and divisive.
• Values 4 and 5 were considered irrelevant to the ODU.
• Many respondents questioned the need for a set of values for the ODU at all. Some suggested the OU consider a “code of ethics”

20 November 2019
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The ODU does not have an articulated set of values (a collection of principles which shape the behaviour of the ODU and its
members) by which it carries on its business. Those who brought the motion of no confidence to the SGM on 1st August
suggested that the values of the ODU are/should be those of Bishops which they said were to:
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Doing a wordcount on suggested values and extrapolating on other opinions and extending the
intent behind the Bishops values, the values proposed for the ODU are:

o
o
o

Values for the ODU

o

o

o

live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition,
humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and
hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up
to date with the best educational and
technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability
of the environment both as part of the
curriculum and as demonstrated in school
operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the
communities of our school and nation.

RECOMMENDED

Humility
Respect
Courage
Accountability
Compassion
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ORIGINALLY SUGGESTED

Transparency

These are labels. The behaviours underpinning these values need to be described and agreed
20 November 2019
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Ensuring sustainability

20 November 2019

WHAT THE ODU DOES WELL

REASONS WHY THE ODU COULD BECOME IRRELEVANT

Weekly Communication (all communication)
The New ODU Magazine
Mentoring Programme
Local get-togethers
Annual Dinners
Making ODs feel welcome
The new website
Support for class reunions

Poor and out-of-touch leadership
Inward focused conflict / Factionalism
Too narrowly focused
Too Cape-Town centric
“Losing” the younger ODs
Insularity / Arrogance
Emigration
Fragmentation (sub groups of ODs)
Bishops loses relevancy
Unable to hold onto tradition while staying modern

WHAT THE ODU SHOULD IMPROVE

WAYS TO INCREASE INTEREST & ENGAGEMENT

Eradicating discrete groups
Governance & Transparency
Introspection
Universal franchise
Promotion of OD enterprises
More digital/social media communication
Broader appeal of events (also to include families)
The database
Community impact
Too few ODs covered in newsletter and magazine
Branch activity and engagement
Warmer more personal tone and content of the magazine
Conflict resolution

Online accessible-by-all database of ODs
Spouse and family functions/events
Year/interest-relevant functions/events
Meaningful networking events
Broadening event topics
Make the ODU a place not just for the overachievers
Create pride in Bishops & the ODU
Revive dormant branches
Leverage modern communication platforms
Communicate key events at the School
Broaden the participation in the Committee beyond CT & SA
Set and galvanise around a BHAG (big hairy audacious goal)
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• Although extending ODU membership to nonBishops Rhodes Scholarship recipients received
more support than a general invitation to
“others” to join, there is a sense that the ODU is
for ODs
• That said, there was support for an associate
membership category for both the groups
reflected in the two charts.
• But the overriding principle ODs wanted
preserved was that the ODU is for ODs

There is a strong
wish to keep the
ODU for ODs

20 November 2019

• The acceptance of the idea that a non-Bishops
Rhodes Scholarship recipient was only just
defeated.
• Those who supported the idea felt that in not
doing so would be only a grudging acceptance that
the Scholarship was genuinely shared
• The rejection of this suggestion almost perfectly
mapped age – the older the OD, the stronger the
opposition
• There was a strong case for doing more to bring
such recipients more into the Bishops family
• And that by definition, recipients would bring
credit to Bishops
• More than a few ODs had no idea that the Bishops
Rhodes Scholarship had been opened up to other
schools
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• Both questions (and sets of answers) received
positive responses. There was a caveat that the
systems governing the process of remote voting
needed to be effectively controlled to prevent
manipulation of voting.
• The process needs to be put in place to
determine when votes are allowed, i.e. before a
decision is discussed or when the decision is put
to the general vote.
• The overall view was that a remote vote should
be subject to the same protocol as the votes of
those present – and enjoy the same influence.

There is
overwhelming
support to extend
the influence on key
ODU decisions to all
ODs regardless of
whether they are
present at meetings
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• The idea of proxy voting was considerably less
supported than remote (postal/email) voting.
• Many couldn’t see the point if remote voting was
in place
• Depending on the controls, many felt that proxy
voting could be manipulated.
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• Both these questions surprised some ODs who
“didn’t see either coming”.
• The first, dealing with pupils acting as guides is a
popular practice in the UK, based on the
rationale that current pupils are a better and
more contemporary “face”/”product” of the
school than older guides.
• With almost ¾ respondents supporting this idea,
many suggested that we should maintain a
mixture of guides (pupils, archivist, ODU
Secretary, etc)
• This has gone down well with alumni, parents
and prospective parents
• Pupils who volunteer/are selected as guides, are
trained and recognised by distinctive badges/ties

The nexus between
Bishops and the
ODU is tight …
… but not that tight
• The second question – management of the ODU
– also as a practice originates in the UK.
• ODs acknowledged that the School and the ODU
are involved in a symbiotic relationship, but one
which pursued different objectives and needed
different forms of management
• The question being asked doesn’t mean it’s going
to happen, and with the strength of the
response against it, it will probably not be asked
for a few years.

20 November 2019
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The ODU is here to
stay …
… but needs to be
mindful of trying to
be and do too much

20 November 2019

• However, many ODs (one third of the
respondents) urged the ODU to recognise that it
wasn’t a complicated and complex organisation,
and doing to much, or putting in
structures/objectives which overreached itself
would be a risk
• There were many comments about the “old
days” of the ODU which offered itself as a
“simple” Union which spoke to all ODs and
whose main objectives were strengthening the
connections between ODS and Bishops
• Those days reflected a Union which supported
rather than led and, for some OD respondents,
that was just fine.
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• Notwithstanding the diverse and occasionally
controversial and provocative and critical views
expressed by OD, a huge 93% believe that the
ODU serves a purpose in the 21st century
• The opportunity to build an engaging connected
Union is here, now
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PS
… on a positive note …

❑
❑
❑

Selected statements from
the “additional comments”
at the end of the
questionnaire

❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

20 November 2019

I have been encouraged in the recent past with the technological leap and increased quality of communication that the ODU is engaging in. There is still a long
way to go but there has been a marked improvement. The increased focus on building the OD network is significant and the attempt to be inclusive on young
ODs is promising.
This is a great initiative and it was a pleasure to provide insight as an OD that left the school 40 years ago but still holds the values and the importance of the
Union close to his heart!
Just keep it simple. The ODU is improving in leaps and bounds. But keep it relevant to the "everyman“
To those ODs who are devoting their time to fix things - take a bow
Having been associated with schools for much of my working life, I know that Bishops' old boy network (for want of a better expression) is the envy of schools all
over the world. This says much for the loyalty engendered by the school.
I cannot be of much use but was delighted to have been able to give my very limited views as have always wondered why a School like Bishops was not known
universally and it is only its Old Boys who should be empowered to spread the word
I strongly believe that the ODU is a critical entity and a valuable resource that has been underutilized and taken for granted. I really hope the ODU perseveres
and I can most definitely see it becoming a great meeting place that all Old Boys will come to respect and utilize but like with all great things and innovation,
there is often huge resistance and time is needed for those to come to understand its purpose and accept it for what it is.
After being abroad for 50 years, I returned with my wife for our class reunion ('68). It was amazing to see how well the school has advanced and kept up with the
times. I am forever grateful for the teachers and outstanding education I received at Bishops, and my parents sending me to the school. Recently I realized that I
never bothered to thank my teachers. I wish I had.
“Great to see the engagement, looking forward to the outcome” and “Great to see this process being open to all ODs” and “Great work in pulling this strategic
initiative together - good luck” and “I can only congratulate all those involved in this extensive and well designed strategic planning exercise. Strength to your
arm!”
I am happy with the Union as it is and has been for the last 50 years that I have been a member .Leave well alone , why change things which work well .This I feel
very strongly about .
I think that the ODU today is far greater over the last decade than all those that have gone before. I wouldn't look for or advocate wholesale changes but tweaks
and narrower focus on critical issues that can't be ignored.
I think the mentorship programme is one of the best initiatives to have been implemented. The more the ODU makes a difference in society rather than being
parochial in focus, the better.
I'm no great judge of the genre but I am glad the ODU exists for all of us who shared a common time together .. I enjoy the magazine. I also think for those who
value keeping in touch with fellow ODs more than I do, the ODU is a simply wonderful and necessary link across time and continents. Thank you for keeping the
flag flying.
Please keep up the wonderful work. It is deeply appreciated by so many of us.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to participate in this survey. Living out of South Africa since the late 90's this is the most interaction I have had with the
ODU in 20 years. I trust that the ODU will be able to put behind it the rancour of recent events and move ahead with a unity of purpose that fulfils and extends
the blessing and privilege of having attended Bishops.
I am very impressed and proud of the Bishops tradition and look forward to the OD News and email each week. Although I have not been able to participate
directly, I do believe there can be a very strong fabric between ODs worldwide - supporting and working together to improve one another and society in general.
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Responses

INTERPRETING THE HIGHLIGHTS
Note that only a selection of the comments are highlighted, but all should be read
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Comments in agreement
Comments in opposition
Suggested alternative(s)
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Regarding the
Purpose, what
changes would you
suggest (and/or any
other comments)
(1)

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 November 2019

To engage with and bring together OD communities wherever they are, to keep them in touch with Bishops and each other.
.’to be a force for & set an example for good in the societies..’
I have always understood that an underlying attribute of the ODU was that it should encourage its members to be active participants in society as individuals, rather than as members of the ODU. As an example,
OD sports clubs/teams were discouraged. If that is correct, then the "force for good" above must come "through its members", as stated, rather than through the Union. No change, just a matter of emphasis."
System works well. Receiving notifications is vital, and is happening
We have the capacity to be not just a force for good in society, but a leading force. We need to be more bold - rather aim high and fall a bit short than settle for above average."
The sentiments expressed in the above statement are in line with my own beliefs of the ODU's purpose, but it could benefit from a little polish - not sure if this is a public-facing statement of purpose, but it is
clumsy. “Welfare of bishops" suggests a scope limited to the institution itself. The core of Bishops is the current student body, I believe there should be greater outreach between the ODU and current students mentorship.
I'm not sure that the last clause ("...and for the ODU...") is needed, although one rather assumes that ODs WILL be a force for good. And I can't see the ODU can promote this worthy aim.
I agree fully with the purpose above
Work out how to live up to it - especially the Committee.
More emphasis on the obvious relationship between ethical values and self esteem.
I like it
Force for good is open to wide definition dependent upon individual society political affiliations and location. As such it is rather ambitious and possibly open to abuse. There is much “othering” , “moral”
outrage” about differing view points which clutter modern discourse which one would hope the ODU could rise above. Something along the lines of respect for the individuals and society (societies? within which
the ODU operates might be less ambitious.
The ODU should also strive to influence the High School and Prep School to be more aware of real world issues. The school can often shelter boys and this is not sustainable for the long term.
The ODU cannot be the main interest/involvement of ODs. There is too much else to be involved in to concentrate out of all proportion mainly on the ODU. This almost defines the ODU as the main thing ODs
must interest themselves in after school. There is just too much else to be involved in !
"effectively" engage communities "and interest groups"
Do the IEB matric
We have to be conscious of the sensitivities of the wider society in which we live. A perception that we operate as a "a jobs for pals“ society will lead to resentment and will be counter productive. I would prefer
to see the emphasis placed on continuing and building friendships. I am also hesitant about making claims such as "" a force for good"". Although this is true of many of the OD I have known it reads as being too
pious and "goody goody" for my liking.
"to be a force for good in the societies in which it operates" seems like the responsibility of the committee. "a force for good" is quite a fluffy concept. What I believe to be good is a small, limited government,
that empowers individuals. what others believe to be good is a big government that provides for society. This will also have budgetary implications if the Union has to undertake social upliftment programs.
Does ‘communities’ mean anything? It’s about connecting individual OD’s into one virtual community
To engage with and bring together OD communities across the globe, to keep them in touch with Bishops and each other, to promote the interests and welfare of its members and to promote the welfare of both
South Africa and society as a whole.
"Why the focus on 'OD communities' and not 'past pupils' or similar? The communities or 'branches' seem to me to be more about how the ODU is structured and not why it does what it does. I also feel there
needs to be something in here about inclusiveness - in all aspects of diversity, including women (I am assuming there are still women attending Bishops in post matric) as I cannot recall ever hearing or reading
anything from them. Not sure about the 'force for good' phrase but perhaps connect to the school values mentioned in the intro?"
None - too old!!!
The final aspect (force for good) of the purpose is laudable, but as it stands, it may not be appropriate a part of our principal purpose, EXCEPT if stated in the South African context.
To support the school, especially in the culture it adopts.
Stressing the need of inclusiveness of all who have passed through Bishops and promoting friendship and keeping contact with OD communities throughout the world is wonderful. There should be more
emphasis on what OD,s can do for the union, rather than leave it to an over worked few/ committee .Each individual should try to seek to do what he can to bring any improvement to himself/family/
friends/community- no matter how small, but to prioritize the needy. Small as long as it is pithy
I fundamentally agree with the statement, but feel that it falls short as this presupposes that ODs will be in an 'OD community'. This is not necessarily true. Also, not all would have had the 'best' time at school
(and sometimes afterwards) and struggle to find relevance in the ODU after leaving. Although it is patently difficult to engage with someone who doesn't wish to, a mechanism should be looked into to catch
those who have fallen through the gaps.
When I was in difficulty, having been suddenly and unexpectedly retrenched because the firm of Civil Consulting Engineers for whom I worked at the time had had a major project put on indefinite hold; I was
""dumped"" by class-mates from Bishops. I had no regular income for 9 months and the ODU was ""unable to assist"" or perhaps just unwilling to do so because I was not one of the ""favoured few"".Some sort
of provision needs to be put in place to prevent arrogance, wealth, and societal position from affecting those who do not access to the ""snob-benefits"" of many of the ex-bishops pupils."
Would prefer it to read: “.. bring together and support Old Diocesans”
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More emphasis is required for the Union to be a friendship club for ODs worldwide rather than the 'force for good' which smacks of arrogance. Let's get the basics right to prevent the for example reoccurrence
of the latest debacle and make sure we act as ambassadors for Bishops while letting the School get on with the business of running itself. We are not known for our focus on ourselves nor our independence of
operation...that has to change if we are to make headway
This links in with well a continuation of pride in our school, sense of community (belonging) and development.
To encourage Bishops to embrace the traditions and values at its core and not to stray from the model that made the school what it was and always should be. Excellence across the board in all departments. I
believe that there has been a shift away from these.
It is quite long with four distinct ‘sub-purposes’. Could be shortened to the first two ‘sub-objectives’ which are probably the most important.
Long winded, sometimes generic and a bit robotic. “...societies in which it operates” - it is worded in a robotic way
More focus on SA as a whole and what Bishops and the ODU role is in rearing modern men in this day and age
I do not believe the ODU is, or should be, a 'force for good' in the societies in which it operates. I think the final part of the purpose could be better written as ....""for the ODU to be a platform for its members to
be a force for good in the societies in which they live."""
"The purpose is dilute, ambiguous, over-reaching and vague. I prefer, "To engage with ODs globally. To keep ODs in touch with the union and each other"
No problems here
Language could be streamlined to reduce some redundancies and to flow better.
I would include, ""to bring OD's together, as a union, visibly showing pride and interest towards those scholars still at Bishops."I.e. OD's sport, OD's presenting entrepreneur days to seniors, etc."
I am uneasy with the term ""OD communities"". Why not bring together ODs? OD communities sound sinister. It strikes me as unrealistic to set the ODU up to be a force for good in 'the societies' in which it
operates. It should be a force for good in South Africa, which is where the school is located and which is the society which produced the ODs, at great cost (money spent by wealthy parents educating ODs is
money that could have been spent on educating South Africans systematically deprived of education or indeed invested in productive and redistributive elements of the economy); the opportunity cost of our
education is high and imposes an obligation on the ODU to be a force for good in South Africa."
I would significantly strengthen "the force for good in societies in which it operates". It is currently far too introspective. Amplifying the comments which Profs Jansen made in the recent OD publication, ODs
should leverage their privilege into communities and societies in which they operate. The ODU should build on the concept of Bishops being the best school for Africa, not in Africa and should launch collective
and coordinated initiatives where ODs and logical groups of ODs act as thought leaders on advocacy and best practice especially throughout the African countries they operate in. They should be ambassadors
and leaders on best practice governance, leadership, ethics and ,where appropriate, in defined technical fields.
For the first time I have witnessed that the OD Union has a purpose through the instigation of the Mentoring system which Nicky Bicket started a few years ago. Until then I saw no reason for its existence.
There should be a correspondent who is there to give quick feedback.
While I feel a connection to other ODs, I do not feel the same connection itself. Partly, this is because I hated the school I went to, but largely as I have lived in the UK for 30 years and my kids grew up here.
Not sure what is meant by "to be a force for good in the societies in which it operates". Obviously the ODU is not intended to be a "force for bad", but I don't believe it is or should be a service club outside the
Bishops context.
Care & an interest in Senior OD's - their health, welfare etc.
.....force for relevance and positive impact... in the societies etc
Bishops is a (church) school, which exists to educate young men (and women) - imbuing knowledge, values while advancing the health and welfare of the full community. This does not end as one exits the
Avenue gates. For me, education, values and health are under-represented in this purpose statement.
To encourage Bishops to embrace the traditions and values at its core and not to stray from the model that made the school what it was and always should be. Excellence across the board in all departments. I
believe that there has been a shift away from these. "
While I agree with all the contents, I think the ODU must be conscious that staying in-touch/part of Bishops is at best a secondary purpose for many ODs, and perhaps not something many want - for many/most,
the main engagement will be generated by the value the ODU itself brings, not the connection to Bishops. Therefore to increase engagement in the ODU, I would suggest foregrounding the non-Bishops
objectives, especially the value the network can generate amongst it members. The mentorship initiative has been a great example of this. Concretely, these should come first:- engage with and bring together
OD communities wherever they are- be a force for good in the societies in which it operates And consider adding something specific about enable the success of OD / maximising the value they can add in
society.
I like to see what is going but am not active in the school. I live in Cape Town but we homeschool our kids. The OD news is really only relevant for myself but it is nice to see the achievements of school mates and
keep in touch.
Scrap from 'and for the ODU, through...."
It's too long. It could just be "To engage with and bring together OD communities throughout the world, and provide a link to the school". Not really sure about the "force for good" bit - are we really trying to
achieve that in the UK? Or in SA? I think we overstate our importance - really we are just an old boys group!
The basic idea is good but as was seen recently even within the ODU things can get heated and disagreements arise. I think the world and South Africa has changed in so many ways that it is unfair for me to set
down what is required for the future in which I will play an insignificant role as I will be 80 in 2 years time."
Not sure why it needs to be a force for good!
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What does the second 'and each other' refer to? Also, we may want to be a 'force of good' in societies but its not the purpose of the ODU. The purpose of the ODU is the first two lines, ending in '.. welfare of
Bishops'.
As a union, consider and engage with the essential societal environmental issues, impacts and resolutions…….. (quite a scope, yes, however soooo important!)"
I do not believe it should bring the communities together, but rather the OD's together (the communities could be a tool, but if communities are weak through poor organisation or lack of momentum, it should
not restrict the individuals from actively participating in the broader union and engaging with fellow OD's).Keep them ""in touch"" but possibly better to reflect that it provides them with a multi-faceted platform
to maintain the Bishops ""Friendships"" that you reference in ""Friendraising"" during the introduction to this document. Force for good - add in ""Communities and Environment"" instead of societies - A more
modern approach, including the ""world we live in
To "help keep them in touch" its hard to unify people when we are spread out all over the world and at times in remote places.- sometimes virtually impossible. The more consolidated areas that OD's
congregate, the more presence, time and effort should go into ensuring the "masses" are looked after the most. We try our best here in Queensland but its very difficult to get things off the ground constantly.
First and foremost to connect and engage with OD peers and broader OD community. Rest of Purpose looks good
The friendship/association of those privileged to have been at Bishops, should, by definitions, endeavour to continue reaching out to wider worlds of friendships/associations to include the naturally widening
circles of friendships/associations as they evolve in lives: specifically lives connected beyond this schooling experiences; again by definitions, beyond Bishops in a world where gender and religion and
environment, economy and society matter the most for all the futures...
The above definition reveals a high degree of exclusivity / superiority / snobbishness which is often criticised by non-ODs as being an unacceptable characteristic of ODs . This definition should concentrate as
well on encouraging ODs to be worldly-wise and ever ready to associate with non-ODs as equals and not at some undefinable level below anyone who is not an OD. This is a very real issue and has often
prompted me not to wear my school on my sleeve in general mixed company.
Comment: Broederbond based :-), unity, ease of access, warmer open-door "approachability" and helpfulness between ODs, look out for each-others backs, worldwide force to be reckoned with.
Can’t really suggest changes . But I belong to the sceptical sixties and to some extent the wording reads a bit “ all in or all out “ it makes it feel as though I am a member of the Masons. I find the ODU a very
positive and necessary body ...but I do feel as though the wording requires an oath of allegiance .
I feel it needs to include something about mentoring and/or guidance in business and after school life that will assist in more ODs becoming as successful as they can be in the business world so that are in a
position to give back. I’d also suggest that ODs are encouraged to start smaller OD groups for various things. E.g. OD running group, OD Business Network Meetup, OD golf group, etc. Maybe for the ODU to have
a platform where ODs can search for these smaller OD groups, join them and make it easier for them to get more involved in the ODU.
It's an admirable purpose but could it be a little less wordy? "To engage with and bring together ODs wherever they are, to keep them in touch with Bishops and each other, to promote the interests and welfare
of the school and its alumni, and to be a force for good in society."
I would love to make it shorter and punchier, while keeping the concept of our roots being in our shared experience during our formative years, the reach of the ODU keeping us connected, and the noble
objective of the ODU being a force for good for ourselves, the Bishops family and the broader communities in which we live. My wordsmithing is letting me down...
The ODU for me as I envisioned throughout my schooling career both at varsity and at bishops was a network were people could connect through shared the experiences they had at school no matter the age gap
between those individuals. ODs 50 years apart should feel a kinship and a and a camaraderie between them even though both the word and the school has changed as time passes by.
I really appreciate the Old Diocesan magazine was a way of keeping in touch with Bishops.
Make Bishops more democratically accountable to the society in which it exists (i.e., more deeply embedded in the realities of South African life)
Delete the last phrase " To be a force for good". Good is too subjective and can be hijacked by cliques
This is an extremely idealistic and correct view of what the ODU is and stands for. However, in light of recent controversy, it is evident that the desire to "be a force for good in the societies in which it operates" is
not being released through inadvertence or otherwise. It would be in the best interest of the ODU to reconsider and reinforce the methods used to monitor the moral/ethical behaviour of the board etc..
I do not agree that the Union it’s self should benefit. The union is the structure and tool for it’s members to have a say in the schools direction of growth and to help each other in our missions in our lives and
also to be a force of good not only for each other, Bishops, our community, but the country. It’s written “pro fide et patria” and that should be at the centre of the union’s being.
One of the primary functions of the Union should be to keep the history of the school alive- beyond the small museum that is on Bishops' campus. Whilst I have been to the museum, I understand that there have
also been several books written about the school over the years: I have never come across these books nor encountered the information they contain. This is a failing on the part of the Union and the School as
this knowledge-base should be made widely available to students and ODs and should be engrained into the tapestry of our culture. Whilst it is a complicated history, politically, the Union should be finding a
way to navigate through the past and promote key historical events and powerful stories which the whole community can feel proud of. Simultaneously, it should use the confrontation of the more controversial
areas of our past as opportunities to demonstrate the current outlook of the institution. Shared history is a medium through which we can create a more cohesive community.
Since Bishops is located in Cape Town and we as ODs have been privileged to have been educated and have lived, worked and played in South Africa we have a particular responsibility towards improving the
socio-economic wellbeing of South African society particularly by improving the standards of education.
"To promote the interests and welfare of Bishops" should be the first purpose.
I agree with the purpose but the officers in place are grossly unfair for such
If by engage you mean disseminate information pertaining to ODs and Bishops in general then I am satisfied with the purpose.
The OD Union should only be involved in keeping OD's where ever they are in the world in touch , a strong mentoring program for young OD's and to remove itself completely from any fundraising to do with the
school. Any and all fundraising should be done directly by the school
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Put the last part in earlier in the statement - To engage with and bring together OD communities wherever they are, to be a force for good in the societies in which it operates, to keep them in touch …."
Some distinctions between Prep and Senior schools. I was at Rossall House but that was not an optional choice
The purpose of the ODU is to show Bishops boys what they should strive to become. To have a unified set of values regardless of career path, sexual or religious orientation, or anything else that distinguishes
individuals, the set of VALUES embodied in the ODU is a core part of its raison d’etre. This must be reflected in its mission statement. Know our values. Uphold them. Demonstrate them. The reason Bishops exists
is to produce the men embodied by the values of the ODU. Therefore the reason the ODU exits should be to uphold and demonstrate those values. This absolutely MUST be reflected in our mission statement.
Something to consider would be the role, if any, the ODU has a collective say in contributing to the governance of Bishops itself, and the values it would seek to maintain or develop within the school.
In communications with committee members, I have made my point felt that if you are not in the mainstream of the ODU and by mainstream I mean in South Africa, or the UK as you are the secretary of, I feel
that OD's are not informed enough and we feel put to the side. For example, on the ODU website, I signed up to become a member of the local USA Eastern chapter. That request is still pending and has been
for several months. Just because we are not in the mainstream activity focus, doesn't mean we are not interested.
I would like to add, that the ODU is a potential international Network where OD's will always have the possibility to get in touch with somebody with similar values. If you are stuck somewhere in the world, an
ODU should be contactable. Your idea of "Mentor" is also good.
Remember that the product of Bishops (in the eyes of the wider world) is not so much the school's current pupils (cloistered in their leafy, isolated campus) as it is the school's graduated pupils (who are living
and acting in the real world).These are the "Bishops Men and Women" who make their mark on the world and, all being well, recognise the advantages that their great school has given them. In return, they will
give Bishops the best, most influential, marketing it could ask for - by speaking well of the school in public, defending it when it is attacked, and generally being proud to be from Bishops. Therefore the primary
purpose of the ODU should be to promote the interests of the members of the ODU (provided of course that these interests do not conflict with the core values of Bishops - eg to be a force for good, to be
ethical, to be an all-rounder, etc etc).
Enforce equality and diversity
In my view the ODU fails at promoting the welfare of Bishops and its connection to the ODs as the Union has pushed what it believes to be the right direction. Secondly this fails to address the support the ODU
should be giving ODs who aim to work at, send their sons to or get involved with the school
To engage with and connect ODs around the world, to keep them in touch with Bishops and each other, to promote the interests and welfare of Bishops, each other and the ODU, and through its members, to be
a force for good in the society.(I like a core repetitive message. Socially Connect ODS, Welfare of all ODs, Positive impact on Society. Through each of those three themes, all objectives have a place. e.g. promote
wellbeing of school, to ensure it's successfully producing best people for society)
As written currently it describes what the ODU does. Suggested re-write: "The purpose of the ODU is to provide a platform and resources that enable OD communities to keep in touch with one another and with
the School. This enables ODs to promote the interests and welfare of the entire Bishops community and accordingly to be a force for good wherever we operate.“
I would also like to see something to the effect of the ODU is also responsible for instilling and upholding the values that makes a Bishops boy, and ensure we carry this through as ODs as well.
Given home important fundraising is, it seems a little disingenuous not to include it. That said, I do not think it should be a priority of the ODU
The OD Union's purpose should be to represent the school on a global basis and to keep its members informed and updated on opportunities to interact with both the school and each other in a manner which is
both positive for the school and the greater school community.
I would like the ODU to also have as a purpose its dedication and support for the education of most conscientious and promising (across academic, sport, and cultural aspects) boys at Bishops.
I would potentially add something about leadership and being a role model
Increase US communications. Perhaps a survey to see who is where doing what. Then a US specific news column would help. The same might hold for Canada or make it a North America effort. The Canadian ODs
were strong in the 70s and might still be willing to take a lead.
Is there a spreadsheet of any kind listing the countries in which the OD's reside and the years they left school? This may be helpful in keeping peers of any leaving year in touch.
You state above that "The Purpose answers the question “Why does the ODU exist?” Not what does it do …".Consequently, by your own definition, the last part of the purpose:"".... and for the ODU, through its
members, to be a force for good in the societies in which it operates"", is not an appropriate part of the purpose. In other words, the ODU does not exist to be a force for good in the societies in which it
operates. That is not its purpose. Obviously, in fulfilling its purpose, the ODU would not do anything that would be a force for evil. The ODU's purpose is the reason for its existence - i.e. to bring together and
foster the OD and Bishops communities. So I think that the last phrase should be deleted as an unnecessary and inappropriate piece of political correctness.
I think the ODU *can* serve a purpose in the 21st century IF it becomes more relevant, humble, contemporary and progressive in it's thinking (post-capitalist!)
I would recommend changing the focus to “be a force for good in society and for each other as a platform to enable all ODU members to achieve their life ambitions and lead fulfilling and exemplary lives in the
values of what Bishops represents. (Not completely well-worded but more focused on the members as role-models rather than just about the school. What is the school without genuine heroes that define its
character?)
I think we should try and write our purpose more simply and a little clearer. For example, To promote meaningful interaction within the global Bishops community, with a view to encouraging members to be a
force for good in the societies in which they operate"
I would recommend changing the focus to “be a force for good in society and for each other as a platform to enable all ODU members to achieve their life ambitions and lead fulfilling and exemplary lives in the
values of what Bishops represents. (Not completely well-worded but more focused on the members as role-models rather than just about the school. What is the school without genuine heroes that define its
character?)
No change required. Remains relevant & complete
This central purpose will probably need emendation once all the discussions and decisions at various levels have been agreed on, And even the ways of determining agreement are up for discussion!
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This central purpose will probably need emendation once all the discussions and decisions at various levels have been agreed on, And even the ways of determining agreement are up for discussion!
"When I was in difficulty, having been suddenly and unexpectedly retrenched because the firm of Civil Consulting Engineers for whom I worked at the time had had a major project put on indefinite hold; I was
"dumped" by class-mates from Bishops. I had no regular income for 9 months and the ODU was "unable to assist" or perhaps just unwilling to do so because I was not one of the "favoured few". Some sort of
provision needs to be put in place to prevent arrogance, wealth, and societal position from affecting those who do not access to the ""snob-benefits"" of many of the ex-bishops pupils."
Would prefer it to read: “.. bring together and support Old Diocesans”
Although the ODU is international it should be accepted that the School is a South African school that primarily needs to play its part in enhancing education in its home country and to assist in the improvement
in education in South Africa.
I feel that if the OD is to play a humanistic role in the lives of OD's, it should also consider the OD's who are hampered by disability. In other words, to act as a guardian of the welfare of OD's who can prove that
they are unable to pursue conventional employment. That would ensure that the ODU becomes seen to be a force of good for its own members. Don't forget that according to the saying, charity is supposed to
begin at home!
Not a "force" but "influence" for good. Replace "societies" with "communities"
Not sure the ODU needs to be a force for anything in the societies in which it operates. I would suggest 'To engage with OD communities wherever they are to keep them in touch with Bishops and each other.’
Once we start promoting interests many questions are begged.
This central purpose will probably need emendation once all the discussions and decisions at various levels have been agreed on, And even the ways of determining agreement are up for discussion!
In the fourth line I would add "in the context of a South African school" after Bishops.
To work closely with the school in the best interests of the school, boys and ODs. Whether its mentioned here or elsewhere, I believe the ODU should be developed as much as possible to be a key differentiator
when parents are deciding where to send their children to school. Why choose Bishops when it's 3 or 4 times the price of very good educations at other southern suburbs schools? Because the education/support
doesn't end at the end of matric“
The ODU should be able, as far as possible, to record accessibly the lives and achievements of ODs for future reference, for instance to enable future Histories of Bishops or the ODU to be researched and written.
Since the abandonment of the old magazine, this has, I believe, become vastly more difficult. Until 2016, the magazine was, I believe, the life-blood of the ODU. Since going on line, we have lost an enormous
amount of detailed recording .The 'Old Diocesan' is a superb publication, but it serves a different purpose and is in no way a substitute for the old magazine."
The purpose is too broad and possibly too verbose. Maybe something along simpler lines will suffice, for instance: To develop and maintain close links between Bishops, its ODs and OD communities, by
providing ongoing enrichment, fellowship and support.”
The current 'societies' in which it operates is privileged and exclusive. Our mandate must be broader and patriotic toward being a force for good in every sphere of society. I.e. we need to be more outward
looking and less self gratifying
A force of good in the society may be laudable but may also be undesirable or lead to undesirable initiatives which are contrary to the purpose. This is not the purpose of the union, nor should it be. Certainly the
union should seek not to negatively impact the society in which it operates. But it should go no further than that. And what is ‘good’? Given a context that may be open to interpretation and disagreement.
"For me, a purpose/mission statement answers the question: who we are and what ""business"" we're in. How about the following mission statement?“ The Old Diocesans Union is an association of Bishops
Diocesan College alumni whose mission is to sustain its network of members, and to promote the interests, values and welfare of the School, its students and its staff.""I have added staff to the statement
because at the ceremony for the first Bishop Gray Award it was evident that long-standing members of staff were a source of connection and, indeed, inspiration to ODs when they were at the School and
beyond. "
I am happy with the purpose as stated in a non-secular manner.
I think there should be something forward-looking in this purpose; for example, “to build a support structure and a family for ODs now and in the years to come.”
I think we need to explicitly recognize our privilege in the context of the society we have grown up in
I would consider expanding the "force for good in the societies in which [the ODU] operates" - maybe by bringing it forward in the Purpose statement (thus: To engage with and bring together OD communities
wherever they are, to keep them in touch with Bishops and each other, to be a force for good..., and to promote the interests and welfare of Bishops...
I would remove the words 'to be a force for good in the societies in which it operates’ Reasons: 1. there is no clear meaning to this -- what one member thinks is 'good' quite likely will not agree with another
member's view. And even if they do, there's no clear priority2. it's the role of the members to be the force for good in a society, not the role of the Union itself. After all, the Union is not part of every society and
who is to say it should (even if it could). And again, which societies and to what extent? 3. The words can detract from the rest of the purpose which is to support members. Basically:ODU supports members.
Members support their individual societies. Clean, simple, clear"
You cannot bring communities together with such a divisive committee. The way in which the current committee have conducted themselves, especially on Social Media, is quite frankly embarrassing. They
should be ashamed of themselves and should have stepped down before the SGM.
To be a more caring organisation; more concerned with individual OD, our boys at Bishops, South African (Pro Fide et Patria?) and human beings in general
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Think it needs a more specific outreach element
The following initiatives need to be undertaken for the objective to be met: Build and maintain a full, accurate and updated database of Mentors by branch and hold one central consolidated database in Cape
Town. Establish contact protocol and mentoring objectives
Without detracting from the importance of mentoring, an up-to-date database by region e.g. in my case, Western Australia, of ODs is foundational to the success of the local OD Union. In addition, active
secretarial representation is essential.
I find it difficult to envisage how far the reach of a Mentor programme might spread. More than 50 years ago, I went to teach at Michaelhouse. If that had been today, would I have had a reasonable expectation
of access to a mentor, should I have needed one? Again, should an OD not already be better equipped than most, to take advantage of any social or professional help offered by the society in which he finds
himself.
We should reconsider the need to create a fund as a necessary undertaking.
All commendable initiatives. Showing the true spirit of what Bishops is intended to be, and also helping new OD's get their feet on the ground - even in the current tougher markets
More information on the initiatives of individual ODs, business or social, shared with ODs.
This is a fantastic set of initiatives, particularly the parts about mentorship. Should be better reflected in the preceding statement about purpose of ODU.
Advice and help from Branches to ODs considering or coming to overseas universities, immigrating, temporary company transfers for training, conferences
Change: "to convene industry/profession specific evenings with either Bishops boys or other ODs to widen their reach“ I do not believe the current mandate is being effectively coordinated, there was once an
email regarding a FMCG/beverage industry group but after replying, nothing was followed up. Is there no central resource to indicate which groups are active to cater to the various interests?"
The multitude of objectives, as described above, seem vast and, in my view, over-ambitious.
Really great initiatives
Importantly, put a VOICE of overseas ODs on to the ODU Committee. Local members will only see local.
On the question of a fund to support OD's unable to afford Bishops....perhaps there can also be consideration of ODs overseas who might at some point be struggling to afford fees for schools they have chosen
to try to give their kids an equivalent values and sporting based, and academically interesting education. I personally found myself somewhat resenting requests to support boys going to Bishops while at a
particular point in time was battling to support my own children's education in Australia at the schools I chose for them here. While I understand this is all about Bishops... as you suggest, Bishops is about a
global community. Can I suggest that a child going to a 'sister' or 'brother' school in Australia (because his Bishops parents live here), might also 'qualify' in some way. Firstly of course, schools that compare would
need to be identified - there may be one or two only in just a few major capital cities in the world - as a start.
I think a prime objective is to maintain contact information for all members who wish to be associated with the ODU - not just mentors. As part of the organising committee I find keeping track of local members
is essential to the annual pot-luck gathering we have and we have found the ODU helpful in this regard, particularly with recent graduates who move here.
These are all worthy, but not a high priority. We can't be all things to all men. It runs the risk of overstretching the concept of a support framework. Support can be in informal, unstructured affair from local ODs
for another OD needing help of any sort. This emphasis on structure seems excessive.
I do in fact agree with this but to the exclusion of ODs feeling that they are entitled by right to being supported by other ODs - like freemasonry.
2nd last point - I thought there already was a fund to assist ODs unable to afford Bishop's fees??
While one is in broad agreement with the sentiment the details of the process appear ambitious and time consuming for individuals possibly involving full time employees. There might be discord as who
precisely should benefit
I think creating a fund to enable od's unable to afford to send their sons to Bishops is a foolish waste of time. It could also be seen as an elite trying to circle the wagons and bring disrepute.
More entrepreneurship opportunities
This converts ODs' relationship with Bishops to a magnificent obsession which will unduly reduce the OD's ability to be involved or interested in hundreds of other involvements in life, the majority of which are
much more important than an OD's old school - especially those not living in Cape Town.
Remove - Utilise the Mentor Panel to convene industry/profession specific evenings with either Bishops boys or other ODs to widen their reach
Support "and communications“ Mentoring is important but relatively few ODs are mentored
Yes - but provided the resources used to do not diminish the role played with local ODs.
Too much emphasis on mentoring. Mentoring is just one aspect of how the ODU can be supportive, but my feeling is that it is quite niche. The initiatives should instead speak to the the promotion and
enlivenment of the ODU support network generally."
My family have moved on St Johns,St peters etc. Any funds from me are not in the Cape
The last three points here are extremely important
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I certainly don't think this should be number 1 on the list, and am not sure if it should be on the list at all. On the bursary: I think that if you cannot afford to send your son to Bishops, so be it. I have a measure
of sympathy for pupils who are already established at the school and then run into financial difficulties for whatever reason - this can be assessed on a case-to-case basis - but I feel no need to contribute to the
fees of someone just because his father went to Bishops and the father/ parents cannot afford the fees. On the Mentoring Program: I have always felt a little unsure of this. The vast majority of Bishops boys
are way ahead of the pack in terms of contacts/ connections/ networking etc through their upbringing/ education/ association and are thus far less likely to really need help than - and I realise I am referring
only to SA members here - the majority of South Africans. The same goes for internships. I think it would be far more laudable for the OD Union Mentoring Program to mentor people who have NOT had the
benefits of a Bishops education. General welfare: I am very lukewarm on the concepts of support for indigent ODs and general welfare. I do not see this as a key mandate at all."
Consider adding mentoring at a business/ organisational level as distinct from individual mentoring. That is, lever the vast base of commercial experience within the ODU. Use the ODU to help with career
planning of young OD's in general- may not be the intensive mentoring process, but rather a shorter remit around specific objectives. e.g I need some help in deciding which university I should attend. ODU
connects to multiple OD's with some insights.
"Create and administer a fund to support indigent ODs" I'm not sure that this is a priority. as i understand, the Union no longer fundraises. How would a volunteer committee determine need in the
circumstances. "Provide access to relevant support personnel for ODs experiencing psychological or social hardship" - this is another onerous burden that the Union should not have to carry. there are
organisations better suited for this purpose. "
Funding for son’s of previous ODs should be administered carefully as this has potential for bias. I would place a higher funding priority on bursaries on race equality.
I would insert one general point in this list before defaulting to the admirable mentoring programme
More focus on helping ODs/Bishops boys during transitions. For example, mentoring/guidance from ODs for boys when moving from Bishops to University. Similarly for the transition from University to the
workplace. This should also have a global outlook in mind. The support of the ODU and OD communities in areas outside of Cape Town is invaluable for ODs who move to these areas. Furthermore, building on
the mentoring panels and evenings, I believe there should be a formal framework for ODs to collaborate in the workplace and use each other's knowledge, contacts and resources to help each other and those
in need (under privileged) in building careers and businesses
I would like to see the ODU used more as a business network, building on the mentorship program that is a great idea already. Possibly some sort skills matching or similar type of program - ie connecting ODs
with a view to growing international businesses for example. It would be especially good if that includes building up South African based business so they can compete in the UK and Australia - with some
benefit flowing back to communities in which ODs live in SA."
Create and administer a fund to support indigent ODs - this needs to be limited to young ODs.
Although this is an important aspect, especially mentoring, I worry somewhat that elements from the list above starts to feel either nepotistic or taking on the cloak of a charity. In a future exercise, perhaps you
could number the elements above and ask members to rank them."
Administer a fund to provide financial support for the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees - This is a great idea, but may be very difficult to Implement. i.e. the criteria for this. What ODs would qualify
under what circumstances. Do the talents of the OD's son have any influence in this financial support. What if an OD applies but isn't successful, but another OD's son is accepted, and there's a dispute, how
would this be handled?"
In terms of the initiative Provide access to relevant support personnel for ODs experiencing psychological or social hardship. Are these support personnel, OD's themselves or independent providers? I believe
the OD Union should be careful to recommend specific service providers. If an OD in his own capacity wishes to recommend (provide access to) a specific provider, that is a different point, but the OD Union
needs to be very careful about providing access, if this is seen as a recommendation by the Union itself, as this could have consequences if the service provided does not meet certain criteria according to the
participant.
Remove the "sourcing and supplying of internships" - this should be on people to organise themselves, possibly with some assistance by the ODU, not being organised through it. I'd probably also amend the
"provision of relevant support personnel" - possibly better to provide a support network that could lead to that."
"+ continuously upgrade the ability to be in contact with members, eg internet/Facebook/ WhatsApp, so that people needing help or wanting to give ,know who to contact"
This is highly relevant - while many ODs appear to be successful (some very much so) in their endeavours, I suspect that many disappear in the business of life. There is a strong focus on mentoring: while those
who are ambitious will seek it out, there are those who might need mentoring who would need it couched in different terms?
I think we should be more a social network for ODs. Some of the above sounds a bit like seeking unfair advantage for Bishop's boys.
I am not convinced that the Union should be the administrator of funds for the purposes suggested. This places an unnecessary burden on the Union to make decisions and could create conflict if their are
differences of opinion. Equally taking on the task of providing internships and support personnel requires effort and infrastructure which at present is in short supply at the Union despite the enormous effort
by those responsible at present. We are not equipped to be an HR department and shouldn't try to be.
"agree with the above. Suggestions are: Add - Relocation & global information sharing (i.e. finding a community when you move)
"1. First point-guess you need to add ..updated database of OD's and Mentors..2. Mnnn.. not sure about funding to support indigent OD's. Nor last point wrt support personnel for OD's. Where do we start and
end with this-divorce counselling, ...the list could be endless?"
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All initiatives are worthy. In order for the objective to be met, only the first three initiatives are necessary, with the remaining being nice to haves but not essential.
Financial support for indigent ODs should be extended to indigent past staff.
While the order of priorities might not be important, I would suggest that this be placed in third place, changing the order to 3,2,1,4.
Too much emphasis on mentorship
Whilst the objectives stated are great for ODs, I feel that the ODU could do more towards creating positive marketing towards Bishops. For example, sharing as many OD success stories as possible with the
members of ODU (which is already done) and with the greater public
Good idea. Personally however I have no desire to be involved.
The issue of communication is insufficiently addressed. A key underlying component of a support framework must be communication. Mentoring is but one aspect of a support framework. Availability of
information is important (are documents available online via the OCU website with details for each of the last 4 of the abovementioned initiatives?)
Australia has a small OD membership which makes mentoring less relevant unless conducted remotely. I agree with the remaining initiatives."
Change the wording of second last point from "sons of ODs" to something like "descendants of ODs" - sometimes an OD may have only daughters and a daughter may have a son who should also be afforded
an opportunity to go to Bishops (ie grandsons, etc as well!)
I think the network is established via regular communication and promotion. An immediate focus to bring younger ODs on board and in the loop so as to make the ODU as diverse as possible to foster
strengthening Bishops
I would add "Increase and" before Publicise
I would remove financial support for indigent ODs or for fees. These are to me separate issues. There are many reasons, good and bad, that ODs might want financial support. I do not think that it should be the
ODUs job to decide on the merits of a request for aid. I believe that setting up a separate entity for this, staffed with people with the relevant qualifications and with appropriate governance is a better way
forward. I would add an initiative to support ODs in their business ventures, particularly those who are entrepreneurial."
While I am quite happy with mentoring on a local and informal basis I am not in favour of a world wide organisation which calls upon funds to promote its ends
I would remove the final three bullet points. We are not a charitable organisation, we are an alumni organisation. Bursaries and fundraising are the domain of the school and the trust. It is as important to know
what we are not - we are not the 3 final bullet points.
While agreeing with the essence of this objective, l do not feel it warrants being the primary objective.
I’m not sure that the mentoring program is as important to fulfill this function as it seems to be based on the number of initiatives addressing it. For those ODs overseas, the support can come through simply
being an active community rather than providing any professional development.
As an objective, "to build a job portal for OD's or include on the OD website. Matthew Grey 1999 Birt House has extensive experience in job portals for private companies.https://www.graylink.biz"
I am deeply unhappy with the mentoring programme. It's disgraceful that the most privileged, skilled and experienced products of a private education organise themselves to mentor the next generation of
themselves, of mini-me's, ignoring the enormous benefit that this mentoring would have on the millions of South African (and global) youth deprived not only of the education that we were so fortunate to get
but also the social capital that we get as being the products of such extraordinary privilege. The last three bullets are impressive and important and should be driven hard. And I believe that the mentorship
scheme should either be scrapped or re-oriented to less privileged youth. A good journalist sinking their teeth into the mentoring scheme as it currently stands would wreak havoc with the very reputation that
the ODU seeks to strengthen."
I see the mentorship programme in its current form as a nice to have. It is far to inward looking and self- serving. It should be significantly broadened to include mentorship focus on a programme which spans
all walks of life with some focus on disadvantaged communities. Can you imagine the impact this could have?
Six of the Wilson greater family attended Bishops, and 3 of my late wife's family, Keith, Ross and Neil Balchin.I can remember about 15 to 20 years ago when Keith had a work situation suddenly thrust upon
him and I said Now is the time for you to use the 'brotherhood' and see if you can get some help. I don't know whether he took my advice, I doubt it. I have two nephews; one who has been battling to get work
for a number of years having lost his work as he was of the wrong colour. I think he is making some progress, but I am not sure; his situation has been dire for more years than I can remember. My other
nephew, somehow didn't know about the Mentoring meeting last night on the 18th Sept, until I raised it with him and I understand he attended. This is the sort of thing that companionship and friends,
especially Christians should do. I hope and pray for some sort of help for him.
I would support points 6 & 7
Support and maintain branch chapters outside of Cape Town or South Africa as a "landing pad" and networking platform for ODs arriving and living in the region. Provide standard protocol for such chapters
(meetings and communications format"
I would like to see more emphasis on using the network to support OD's of all ages, especially older OD's who may have a renewed interest in the Bishops community after completing their early life tasks. I
submit this website as an example of what can be done as a model https://www.caba.org.uk/I would also like to see a support group established for OD's whose experience while at school, but not necessarily
because of it, was difficult, and may wish to share their experiences in a supportive environment."
"It is difficult for me (Class'62= old) to oversee all of the many objectives of the mentoring programme and its execution. The common denominator for the programme is being an OD and not the specific work
that you do. I am afraid that the benefit to the mentee will be limited if the ambition of the programme is to foresee in mentoring to all forms of work."
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In general the purposes feel too focused on ODs and Bishops boys. It would be great if things could be made less exclusive and more inclusive. While the OD network should be focused around ODs, I don't
think that limits its purpose to be only inward looking.
Might help to clarify what we mean by mentor - professional, educational, pastoral, physical, ... What form will mentoring take?
Remove specific support for indigent Ods .I'm all for supporting getting indigents in to Bishops in the first place but I believe that if they need 'specific' support post school over and above the last point then
Bishops has failed them!
All great initiatives. I would like to see something more explicit about networks/events,/connections, not just around the mentorship program.
Wouldn't add or remove anything.
How successful has the mentoring initiative been so far? how many OD's have been involved all told? if a significant percentage of the members, allow it to be a priority. if just a few, then create a sub
committee of interested parties and report on progress occasionally. Possibly administer a ""scholarship"" for sons of OD's who apply, thus maintaining the parents' dignity. "
It's a nice to have, not a must have. And it can't be a strategic objective - it might flow from contact and communication, but it can be no more than that.
I believe that the mentoring programme is subservient to the main purpose of the ODU but is valuable to those who need mentoring.
The "old School Tie" clique is already dangerous to the world - look at the havoc being caused by Eton. This just emphasises an elitist promotion of people beyond their competencies.
The ODU ought not be a 'nanny' organisation. Given the privileged schooling, surely alumni need to stand on their own feet without ongoing 'schooling'.
ODU to become more bold in their out reach to communities and provide services both directly ( financially) and indirectly ( socially) to places like Red Cross Children's Hospital.
This programme seems to cover most of the objectives.
I feel that they fact that the ODU is starting to reach out the younger members is a very good factor.
I am ambivalent on this one. It is a very noble and good idea but in my view to make it really successful to the extent the objective seems to require would mean the employment of permanent staff to 'drive' it
in all branches worldwide, which is clearly not on. Employment of staff means more union costs which translates back to an increase in member subs which leads to a reduction in members which is not what
the union wants to achieve. I think it should be confined to the major centres with a large number of members and thus the resources to drive the project. Small branches in certain instances may be able to
help, but nine times out of ten will feel they cannot meet this objective which could be very demotivating.
I'm impressed by the inclusion of support for indigent ODs or those in need of psychological/social support.
Not sure as to why parents should be involved.
Mentoring is an element which is a comparatively new aspect which is being given priority but may be invasive in the future but is an idea with merit but in my opinion needs to be carried out with caution and
for a specific time period.
Perfect. Nothing to add.
adding to the mentoring programme, it would be nice to view business "adverts" for OD's, a Bishops LinkedIn if you like.
Provide a support network for OD's who have experienced a change in circumstances i.e. Lost their jobs.
My sons are at Bishops at the moment. None of the parents (not ODs) I spoke to at a house function were aware of the OD mentoring programme and neither was the teacher we were talking to. The message
is not being communicated. The parents wanted to also contribute as mentors even though they are not ODs. There is huge talent in this body of people."
1) Data Base to be used not just for mentor ship, but for networking too (Like LinkedIn)2) Regarding specific evenings, focus this initiative on students who are in final year of degrees to provide them with
insight into career paths and opportunities (e.g. An Engineer does not necessarily have only options in pure engineering.....provide real life examples from other OD's with similar degrees who have been
successful.3) Enhance the methodology to source and create internships for Bishops graduates4) Provide a platform that provides real life support and understanding for the complications of immigration and
moving families and managing the complications of immigrant opportunities and challenges!
Utilise the Mentor Panel to convene industry/profession specific evenings with either Bishops boys or other ODs to widen their reach”. My comment: “evenings” should be “gatherings”. “Create and
administer...........indigent OD’s”. My comment: The ODU staff must not be responsible for the fundraising. “Administer a fund........afford Bishops fees.” My comment: (Same as previous). "
"Under contact protocol, I think the word ""proactive"" needs to be added to many items we only hear of things at the ODU after the event has taken place. Use the ODU as a source of hiring potential staff
members. The assumption being that if OD's have similar culture, values and belief then there is a higher probability of a good organisational fit "
I agree with mentoring programs and personal support but believe paying for ODs sons fees is a tricky area to fairly use funds.
A first point of contact for immigrating OD’s An ODU job board and CV database (possibly through a platform such as an ODU LinkedIn page Create scholarships for university study or invite OD's to set up
bursary schemes to that effect linked to internships, perhaps.
Incorporate - as in natural life - the wider mentorship of partners, wives, spouses, friends, associates of those involved naturally in the purposes and processes of this privileged educational experience.
Specifically, for example, mothers, sisters, fathers and friends/associates who may not have been directly at Bishops. Build unpatronising inclusivities with complete humility....
"This promotes the absolute obsession you want each OD to experience in respect of his OD status. There is MUCH more to life than being an OD !This all smacks of every OD being 100% occupied and
impressed with his status as an OD which is not necessarily shared by the vast majority out there who are not ODs!"
Agree with all this, though not sure that there is a real understanding of 'mentoring', how it should work and whether or not the actual seeds should be sown more effectively when a student is still at school ie,
peer mentoring. Every student then leaves school with a clear understanding and appreciation of the spirit of mentoring and its role in life - that's how to transform and be positive influencers in the local,
wider and global community.
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make it fluid, easy access. Some good thoughts above
I’ve said yes because I can’t say no. And there are really valid propositions in the above eg indigent ODs. But the ODU played no role in my decades after leaving bishops and that was and is fine by me . Priority
..yes . High ..not so sure
Funding for OD's who cannot afford university?
I feel the list of mentors available and which industries they are in, is not as easily accessible to ODs as this objective states.
I would like to see a specific fund (providing financial support) be set up and administered by a small group/committee with clear guidelines as to how individual assessments are made on a consistent basis.
The database could be improved. When employing or looking for capable people in business, would be nice to have access to a system where resources can be found.
You are going to need a staff of hundreds to do all this, how are you going to fund it ? Surely the ODU is just a contact clearing house. Is there not a careers department in the school? Neither is it a welfare
organisation. It is not up to the ODU to recommend professional contacts, for instance with psychologists. This is the job of the GP together with the NHS.
While I see the value I am personally less interested in developing ODs and more those who did not have the benefit of being at the school
I don't like the "broederbond" ideals that seem to lurk behind this. Bishops equips you to compete on merit for life, we should not have to look out for one another once we have left. We certainly should not
be expected to favour one another in business/ employment. Not sure if that is intended but seems to be implicit. It wont serve the school in the long run.
While these initiatives sound worthy, I think there needs to be more focus on how these services will be delivered and how the community can be engaged. The OD network is spread far and wide, so the idea
of "industry/profession specific evenings" is very limiting, while on-line platforms like LinkedIn, WhatsApp and Facebook offer more potential for sharing knowledge, identifying particular areas of expertise and
getting as many people involved as possible. A social media engagement strategy would be a good start.
As part of the support network it may be appropriate to have a focus-team looking at drawing in ODs who have negative feelings towards the school and/or ODU. This might include those who were bullied at
school, or had awkward adolescent years, or feel like they have fallen behind in achievements etc. I know of some ODs who have bad memories of their school years, or see the ODU as some kind of club for
people in finance, or... Maybe worth having a team to bridge gaps, perceived or real.
the mentoring system should be focused on the years primarily after school in university and after university perhaps the first 5 years of work. I am currently within this bracket of people and I have struggled to
adapt as I am sure many people have. more emphasis should be placed on ODs between the ages of 18 and 30 to acclimatise to the rigors of life
Would not change anything
This simply perpetuates the elitism and class privilege of Bishops students. For a more egalitarian world, Bishops should focus less on being an Old Boys Club and more on being responsive and accountable to
South African (and global) society more widely.
These initiatives bode extremely well for me as an OD, as I have moved to the UK to study and it will likely be beneficial to have an OD connection with regard to securing an internship during my studies.
I was aware of the mentoring initiative, but not of the support function. Is this a point of contention? If not, it seems a good idea. By the way in deciding on a name for our (until yesterday) Elgin Grabouw Peace
PANEL, we discovered that the word panel is associated with a group of experts in front of an audience. This we are not, nor is the Mentor Panel. We decided to change to 'Dialogue Group' first, then 'Dialogue
Initiative'.
I am currently studying on the US East Coast, and have had no interaction with the OD community in the region. I know several other young ODs studying in the region: they too have had no interaction, despite
using the OD platform to link-up to the listed East Coast Branch. The UK branch seems to be immensely active and looks as though it provides a valuable service to the UK ODs. The same cannot be said for the
US East Coast OD network, despite what I presume to be a significant population of Bishops Boys in the area. The Union should be more discerning in choosing the regional leaders and aim to replicate the
activity of the UK branch in other areas. Regional leaders should have the capacity, time and willingness to enthusiastically drive cohesive OD activity in their areas. In the absence of such initiative, the
presence and strength of the network is somewhat invisible and the distance between the Union and international ODs, becomes immense.
Good objective. May be difficult to achieve in practice but well worth attempting
It is universally acknowledged that cancer has reached past-pandemic levels and that small, structured, support groups for patients and, separately, their loved ones has a proven, positive affect on the immune
systems of both parties thereby enhancing the day to day lifestyles of those people living with cancer.As a cancer survivor, one is ideal to facilitate such a support group that has three rules: don't be late, don't
interrupt and do bring paper and pen/pencil.I would like to offer my services to train up facilitators, free of charge-of, course.
"1. remove 'Administer a fund to provide financial support for the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees' - utilise current bursary and scholarship programmes2. remove 'Provide access to relevant support
personnel for ODs experiencing psychological or social hardship' - this goes beyond the purpose of a school union3. add 'Develop a network where ODs could visit and provide companionship to senior ODs' the focus is currently more on the young ODs"
"This is a great sent of initiatives, but would think that this is a lot to achieve in 5 years.I would have put my name forward as a mentor, but was not clear as to what the commitment would entail. This is likely
to be an oversight of mine."
Publicise Mentoring Programme to ODs, Bishops boys and their parents is incorrect the current pupils and parents should be told by only the school itself. The OD union should distance itself from current
pupils and parents as it is not or should not be a core focus of the OD union. Likewise for the mentor panel , it should only be for OD's and not for the current pupils.
The fund should be done by a third party, not the OD union and all potential candidates should be interviewed by such third party. Nepotism and all sorts of accusations could arise if not done independently.
likewise for the last point. any support given incorrectly may leave the OD union liable ."
Not sure of the Fund aspect. Will ODs think of it as a "begging bowl"? There are lots of "competing charities".
More emphasis on mentoring outstanding children in the community
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Not sure about openly and blindly supporting OD sons. There is no right for them or anyone, but I do agree that each case needs to be carefully measured on its merits.
You could use less mouth exercising descriptions. For instance no1 could be "Central Cape Town database. And no2 could be "Easy contacting and advising". I do think verbosity has taken hold of the authors
of the missive.
Whilst the objective is sound, some of the initiatives feel overly ambitious for an alumni organisation to be taking on. This probably comes across as unsympathetic and uncaring for those who are struggling
mentally and physically with life, and who need the support in their early years of work. The first three initiatives relating to mentoring are good - this puts the onus on the graduate to reach out to willing
mentors. On the financial side, I'm not so sure - my view is that meritocracy, both in academia and sport, is the basis on which people get into Bishops and will ensure it remains at the forefront of academic and
sporting excellence in South Africa. On the last point, providing the opportunities to meet and socialise with ex-school friends is a good way to enable people to share any hardships they may be experiencing in
a safe environment.
I'm not sure that funding is a core business.
Yes - I think all of those are very relevant!
No, These are good and true value objectives
I think these are noble objectives but I fear they present a formidable challenge.
I think it important that we are not seen to be a closed ‘mentoring’ support group/club like Freemasonry, giving ODs advantage in job applications and facilitated entry into other areas of business or the
professions.
I strongly advocate for the last bullet point..... I know it's a sensitive topic but we seldom hear of struggles among OD's. Not sure how that could be accomplished... but sometimes the portrayal is everyone is
successful and thriving.... How does the ODU support the ones that may have fallen through the cracks. Is there a discreet way to notify someone who lives nearby.... I'm thinking of one person I was at school
with and ended up into heavy drugs and died many years ago.... I always wish I'd known earlier and been able to visit etc.... I believe Bishops is way more open to this reality now than in my days at school.....
and yours
Support for indigent ODs and financial support for the children of those unable to afford Bishops fees should be top priority.
I think it would be interesting for the school to let ODs know where and when international trips are being planned for existing boys. This way, ODs could be more involved in seeing current students in different
countries. One only hears about these trips months after they occur. It seems that boys regularly take sports or cultural trips overseas.
A contact protocol and mentoring objectives should be separate. Contacting the network of OD's for support shouldn't be reliant on the mentoring programme. The ability to find and network with members in
a region/from a sector is something is important.
Enforce equality and diversity.
This is a very important priority
I agree with the objectives, but not that they should be the high level objectives. They feel more like projects or methods to carry out objectives. Objective 1. Support ODs to achieve their Success: Have a
positive impact on the success of ODs and to strive to never let an OD fall. We celebrate the success of fellow ODs in life - whatever their version of success might be, through encouragement and enabling
activities. 1.1 BUILD AND PROMOTE A SUPPORT FRAMEWORK FOR ODs WORLDWIDE Mentoring: • Build and maintain a full, accurate and updated database of Mentors by branch and hold one central
consolidated database in Cape Town. • Establish contact protocol and mentoring objectives • Publicise Mentoring Programme to ODs, Bishops boys and their parents • Utilise the Mentor Panel to convene
industry/profession specific evenings with either Bishops boys or other ODs to widen their reach Internships: • Source and supply internships for young ODsSupport: • Create and administer a fund to support
indigent ODs • Administer a fund to provide financial support for the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees•
Provide access to relevant support personnel for ODs experiencing psychological
or social hardship1.2 Enable a business network between ODs • Develop and increase use of OD Connect to promote each other • Regular talks & expertise • etc.Objective 2. Socially Connect ODs: Maintain a
Social Connection with those we schooled wherever they may be, and with those who went through the same through social occasions and sharing news in a compelling manner.•
Sports events,
reunions, dinners etc • Target 2000 users on OD Connect Objective 3. Have a positive societal impact: We strive to ensure that ODs have a positive influence in society. Acting with integrity and honesty and
pro-actively seeking ways to have a lasting impact. • Ensure Bishops educates with values and produces boys that add to society. Advocate for and promote Bishops (or: Uphold and Strengthen the Bishops
reputation worldwide) •Build a culture amongst ODs of servant leadership and positive contributions to society"
A full, accurate and updated database should be kept for this objective for all ODs and not only for the mentorship programme. Perhaps these initiatives should be split between sub-headings a) general admin
b) mentorship programme c) other support
This is very strong, and a great reason for being
Objective - To build and support the global OD community. A database of individuals who are members. Mentoring/corporate engagement should be a separate sub-structure. The current window I don't think
will allow for the building of an indigent OD fund. This may take longer, I am not convinced this is the right place either. Possibly under the corporate engagement / fundraising piece. Fund raising in general
should be a separate subset. The final point is very localized, and I am not sure this should be an OD Union responsibility."
I have a problem with the use of the term "high" priority. You list so many goals under this, only the first objective, that they cannot all be high priority. Priority maybe, but suggest the need for care in ranking
degrees of priority if the outcome is to be manageable. This concern applies as well to the objectives that follow"
I support all of these initiatives, but having attempted to access and work with the mentorship programme once before and having no response to my appeal I hope the system will become more engaged.
This is the most contentious initiative. It sounds like Freemasonry. Most boys who went to Bishops were in a privileged minority and should be able to make their own way in the world. What is being proposed
is a mechanism of consolidating that positional edge. This is deeply resented by those not as fortunate as we were. See the Economist Sept28th-)ct4th 2019 pages32-33 especially ""The new old-boys networks.
"Providing help, insight and advice is one thing but promoting an individual because he was at Bishops is wrong
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Balance mentoring OD members with mentoring others
Create and administer a fund to support indigent ODs. I don’t accept that there should be a fund to take care of those that fall on hard times? a fund that helps their children, whilst they are under hard times
makes sense. a support network to offer assistance where possible, mentoring to help the person out of that position, all make sense. but free money when they have none. that does not sit well with me.
Additionally what would be the definition if indigent? and to what level would the fund help? this is a can of worms with huge variations and differences in standards."
I think it would help to define the scope of mentoring and include some sort of a routine which could be quarterly contacts for a specific purpose of communicating successes, failures, barriers for possible
solution or just encouragement and congratulations on goal achievements.
The ODU should focus on friendraising and not fundraising. ODs who cannot afford to send their sons to Bishops should apply to the School for financial support. The ODU representative on the School's
bursaries and scholarships committee should participate in evaluating the merit of any application by an OD for financial support. The BSU could be made available as a resource for ODs experiencing
psychological or social hardship
The providing of financial support to parents of school boys who maybe finding it difficult to fund the full term of a son's education at Bishops.
"The term "support framework" is more passive and negative than I would prefer. Is the framework only a safety net, is it only to support those who fall? Should the aim not be for a more active framework that
seeks to advance the interests of ODs? I do not believe a fund to support indigent ODs is warranted, nor the most valuable way in which OD funds could serve the union and the future of the union. Further the
administration of such a fund, and its grant awarding, would be admin intensive, and ripe for misuse and misallocation of such funds. ODs committed to this task should rather form informal support networks
for individuals in need. There may be the need for some central communication and idea sharing in this regard. An endowment fund is sorely needed. To my mind the aim should be twofold, on the one hand
to support sons of ODs where those ODs cannot afford fees, but equally to support the education of highly promising and conscientious boys. The funds should aim to help Bishops produce the next generation
of leaders, rather than just provide education for boys who's father's were fortunate enough to attend the school (though this is also important).
This is a complex, multi-faceted issue that cannot be responded to with a simple yes or no answer. In particular, I do not agree that the eight initiatives listed all "need to be undertaken for the objective to be
met". For example, I award internships on merit/potential etc, and not simply on the basis that someone is an OD. I certainly do not agree that the ODU should administer a fund to provide financial support for
the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees. This is because I do not believe that people should have the right to attend Bishops simply because they are sons of ODs. So I support the ODU administering a
scholarship fund, on the basis that scholarships are awarded on the basis of agreed criteria based on merit - but not on a basis that favours sons of ODs. So whilst I agree with this objective, I do not agree fully
with the way in which it is articulated."
Whilst I think the last bullet reflects a generosity of spirit that I believe is well intended, I would put a cap on the amount if you are referring to monetary aid to pay for these support personnel. In todays
working world and in the profession I am in, more and more staff are turning to therapy and this is a costly support mechanism.
It seems to me that a lot of this has been achieved so we're in a "maintenance" phase where we need to focus new energy elsewhere, and only maintenance energy here.
As is the case with a number of the proposed objectives, there are at least two levels of priority, need and other factors. It would therefore be more effective to rank these and deal with them consecutively
rather than simultaneously.
Excellent initiatives. Support fully.
"I think bullet points 1 to 5 above are good. With regard to bullet points 6 to 8, I'm not sure that Bishops should be raising funds to support indigent ODs. What defines someone being indigent? Who decides on
what support is given. The OD community is enormous, and no amount of funding would ever really satisfy a need like this. I also don't agree that we should be helping just OD's sons - what about their
daughters? If the objectives were to be in an order of importance, I would put them in the following order: Objective 2Objective 3Objective 4Objective 1"
It all sounds so very proper. I want to see it really work first. the current mentor programme smacks of favouritism
. "Again, a support framework is once which lends support to ODs who can verify that they are unable to support themselves. There are disabled OD's to consider, but what about OD's who experience financial
disaster and can no longer maintain themselves in old age. They would need to be able to reach out to the OD union and request some kind of assistance."
As is the case with a number of the proposed objectives, there are at least two levels of priority, need and other factors. It would therefore be more effective to rank these and deal with them consecutively
rather than simultaneously.
I agree with most points, however I have an issue around the historical purpose "to provide financial support for sons of ODs". Should this be expanded to provide support to other boys who may deserve it
more?
i would add an initiative to highlight the part that the ODU should play in assisting education in South Africa
"I would not make this a specific aim. ODs should have ways of contacting each other through the ODU and that should be sufficient."
Point three is already being very effectively done
"Priority before any of the above, I'd think, is to build and maintain an accurate database of all ODs with as much relevant information as possible. First point would be for the Union itself to know how to
communicate with its members, plus relevant information such as where they live and what they do. Surely fundamental information we need to be a world-leading union - and would presumably benefit this
strategy survey! Second point would be to enable ODs to track down fellow ODs relatively easily wherever they may be in the world. Presumably there would be privacy concerns/laws to bear in mind when
making contact details available, but the basic list of house and year plus the option of reaching them through the ODU (if it has contact details), would be without controversy. From this we could then build an
opt-in business network; i.e. contact and business details, so that the old boys' network is formalised in a way, and more accessible to ODs.(Nicky, this is Tim R here... the lack of OD database has been an
enormous bugbear for me since I got involved in the magazine, as you possibly know. I genuinely think an actively built database should have been a priority years ago, not just for magazine delivery purposes.
Beyond the administrative practicalities, it's the type of initiative that would say to all ODs everywhere, ""we are interested in you"".)
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"Create and administer a fund to support indigent ODs - I believe that Bishops provides an education which prepares a young person for life out of school. Managing a fund and deciding who is a worthy
beneficiary is a complex task. The ODU would do better to maintain the network which ODs can tap into and ask for direct financial support from other members. I am not, however, against having a fund to
support indigent member of staff ODs at any level. Administer a fund to provide financial support for the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees - An objective of the ODU bursary fund since the early days
but one which I personally don't agree with. Privilege should not be reserved for those who are born into it as this leads to a sense of entitlement. Bishops would do better to spread its message and values by
enabling access to a broader spectrum of society. However, I also believe the school should not become a playground for the highest bidder and completely exclude sons of ODs. Bishops instilled in me a set of
values which I will pass onto my own children whether I can afford to send them to Bishops or not."
More frequent social gatherings.
I would suggest that it should be assumed that all OD''s are potential mentors unless they opt out
I would endorse the use of mentoring functions. Sometimes individuals are shy of going one to one with a mentor, particularly for the first time. A group may encourage more to try it.
These are fantastic. My only suggestion would be that we advertise these initiatives more. The Mentorship is perhaps the OD's greatest service, but the problem seems to be that many ODs don't know about it.
I have tried to tell YODs about it in meetings, but with Jeremy Ryall in the new communications role he could perhaps be advised to focus on letting ODs know about these services.
I believe it would be very difficult to administer a fund for indigent ODs. How would eligibility for assistance be determined, without causing possible discontent or embarrassment?
The Mentor Programme is an invaluable initiative. Long gone are the days when, being an OD, it was much easier to slide into jobs, club membership, etc.. We need to reinforce that the ODU needs to be
respected. It runs efficiently. The administrative burden on the ODU is significant, and is perhaps not fully understood. There is a massive amount of unseen effort and commitment that belies the normally
quiet facade. The ODU’s activities do not only extend to ODs and for their benefit. The ODU mandate and outreach is far wider than one expects.
"I am not sure about the points regarding financial support for indigent OD's or those who are unable to pay the fees. In the case of the former, this becomes an open-ended commitment, with no clear
boundaries regarding who qualifies, for how long, what level of support will be provided, etc in the case of the latter, Bishops has a bursary scheme and various scholarships and these should be the vehicles
that provide this support"
Agree
I think each of the above is good, and necessary for achieving this priority. It would make sense to prioritise them, though, as well as publicise them. The initiatives strike a good balance between 'being there'
for ODs whose careers are blooming and providing help for those who need support.
I would change the objective to: "Foster and sustain a global network of OD's"
In terms of the fund providing financial support for ODs unable to afford the fees, this needs clear, transparent rules and records for qualification and quantification of funding. How will this process be
administered?
Less emphasis on funding and more on providing personal time support and guidance
Mentoring is a nice to have but not as important as suggested here. More than half of these initiatives have to do with that. Providing support for each other is better achieved by promoting meeting with each
other and fostering friendship. That together with emphasis on the caring culture- already established at school- is where support will - and should - come from. Support across the years should be driven by no
more than the readiness to respond to requests from each other. Foster that readiness and make it more easily findable through voluntary participation in a database if you want to. But don’t try to organise it
or compel it. While this fostering friendship may lead to spontaneous (financial) support for fellow ODs on hard times a fund for sons of ODs should NOT be an objective. All that does is promote something that
is real problem at the school: the culture of generations at the school that discriminates against newcomers. Today - and in today’s SA context - any such funding should support the ‘new’ South Africans and in
that way seek to propagate the values we stand for. Support for next generations of ODs only entrenches a culture that holds the school and all of us back. "
Personally, for all the above initiatives to be relevant, coverage and accessibility to the union globally is important. As a member of the OD and interested in furthering the presence in the Eastern Cape, I have
not seen or heard of any branch meetings, or gatherings of any sort. I’m not being derisive here but merely stating that a strong and well maintained global presence should be focussed on before all the above
initiatives can be worked on. Mostly I am pointing to the importance of points 1 and 2 of the above list.
Point 8 is a sociological occurrence which should be dealt with outside of the OD Union
Remove: Administer a fund to provide financial support for the sons of ODs unable to afford Bishops fees. Source and supply internships for young ODs Provide access to relevant support personnel for ODs
experiencing psychological or social hardship. Create and administer a fund to support indigent ODs. ODs should have to deal with the Real World like everyone else. No handouts. By all means use the old
school network like a Facebook or Linked In, but nothing else."
The initiatives are laudable but some may be rather ambitious. The first challenge will be to find the human & financial resources to drive the initiatives. The first 4 points (& to some extent, the 5th) are about
aspects of mentorship and should be combined into one initiative being a mentorship programme.
The ODU should not be a trust fund for OD's. Support should be administered through stronger personal relationships and not slush funds. I would encourage initiatives that promote relationship building,
camaraderie and reciprocal generosity.
There is too much reliance / emphasis /structure on mentoring. The concept is useful if required and available but not everyone will want to be a mentor nor be mentored. A facility for bringing ODs into
contact with each other for a general provision of helpful information e.g. location specific information would keep the contact less onerous and serve the purpose of building and promoting a support
framework.
This is a powerful set of initiatives, and I support them fully.
I want to be specific on the last point, "relevant support personnel for ODs experiencing psychological or social hardship" viz:
- Gay OD's, there is little support for gay folk of our cultural background, especially for the young. Professional support only of course.
- OD AA & Narc Anon groups if these do not yet exist - given our cultural and socio-ecc reputation for substance abuse ...
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I am finding that the older one becomes (now 73 years old) the older ODs do not like attending functions, esp OD dinners. I am having more satisfaction in group get togethers (eg Colin Boyes 60s group)
who are having a get together tomorrow ( Mon 30th Sept). At present there are NO senior get togethers in CT.
Events need to be affordable in many cases they aren't .it is assumed that all ODs earn high salaries and often many ODs feel excluded from many held events
Yes, to ODU-focussed functions. No, the sports, arts, politics etc. Not the core business of the ODU
I’m not convinced that segmentation is necessary.
Sounds like a grand idea to create broader range of focused events.
Include a central resource that indicates which active functions/events are located in which cities.
I think the above works so long as ODs have an opportunity to recommend events along the way
In principle a good idea, but loss of coordination and supervision by the centre could lead to unintended consequences. Basic terms of reference, budgetary constraints, exclusionary membership practices,
aims and purposes would be examples.
A priority but not necessarily a high one.
The key would just to make sure more people attend events.
At present most functions take place in Cape Town, this is understandable, so are of little interest to the many ODs living elsewhere.
So far from what I have seen functions mostly cater for a select interest group... not many functions for ODs in general but mostly topic specific
The segmentation of members is divisive and creates cliques and a lack of understanding of each age segment. We are a grouping of ODs irrespective of year or race.
While I think some segments are surely interesting - I think this can easily become too broad for the ODU - and only a limited number of key events should be led by the ODU. It would be better spending
energy and resources encouraging the capturing and sharing as wide as possible information and variety about what other OD's are doing in the world via social media platforms and regular bulletins. Then,
as per comments below, facilitating and encouraging OD's with these interests to step up.
My reservation is that this is almost impossible for small OD communities beyond normal travel distances from the school.
Too segmented and impractical to implement
I would have thought this happens naturally with each new O.D. communication.(You might like to add an "l" to should in line 1."
Take out the words 'high priority' and then I agree. Same applies to next few questions below.
None, although everything doesn't appeal to everyone but it needs to be spread over all subjects. Everyone is different.
Too much involvement in historical relationships concentrating on one subject when new ones should be being developed (marriage, work etc). Bishops has reputation of being exclusive (snobbish) and
restricted to other ODs and activities confined to relationships with other ODs.
The functions/events should always serve the primary purpose of connecting ODs with each other and the School.
am too old
The country OD branches ie Overberg, Karoo, etc in my mind should be teamed up with the Boland branch. These smaller branches do not get much attendance.
If there are too many functions / events, it will start getting boring and less and less OD's will turn up. Concentrate on certain functions / events and have them well-supported.
ODs can filter what’s relevant to them so I don’t think this necessarily a priority and resources can be used elsewhere.
etc. is always weak
I think a 're-branding' of these events is needed especially in the Cape Town branch as they are often viewed by many ODs as nostalgic events that aren't forward thinking and modern. Notably, I do not
believe the UK branch has the same reputation and all members there see events as a great way to network while still appreciating one's time at Bishops.
I'm not sure why 'Finance' specifically? Why not business, or entrepreneurship and also something more 'spiritual' - not only religious but to include mindfulness/meditation etc?
I support the aspiration, but don't see this as a priority.
Makes sense for ODs in Cape Town. On other locations there may be insufficient ODs to allow for successful segmented events.
Yes could spread the workload.
Keep functions OD centric...the involvement of partners and friends and past parents only helps to diffuse our focus.
I would remove the words "Segment and" from the description of this objective. I don't see the need for segmentation.
Start small and focused (i.e. don't spread resources too thin too quickly). An example of an alternative to specific presentations is could to be to generate almost a thought-leadership element whereby OD's
can get together in working groups focused on their industries to share inf/expertise/opportunities.
I strongly support the need for a wide variety of functions and events that will appeal to a broad range of ODs thus increasing the number of ODs that find the Union relevant. While Cape Town has a critical
mass of ODs and access to magnificent facilities, attention needs to be given to how to broaden the reach of these events. Consideration might be given to broadcasting certain events using Zoom or similar
technology as was done for the recent SGM.
This is not a Fortune 500 company. Wind it down a bit chaps.
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Given recent events I could not call it a HIGH priority.
Is a global, downloadable, current events calendar available online? For all events at all branches?
I think it needs to be remembered that Bishops is a Church school and that many OD's are church-affiliated in some way. I sometimes get the impression that this 'segment' is marginalized in favour of
success in areas of commerce, industry, sport, academe, etc.
Similarly, Australian OD membership is too small to make segmentation a priority.
This objective needs to be re-worded to make sense - someone also should have checked the spelling/grammar of this questionnaire (look at the following paragraphs for example!!!)
Definitely broaden the scope of the events. Bishops needs to keep its finger on the pulse of what is happening in the world and the ODU can facilitate in making Bishops a progressive establishment. But
maybe not segmenting events all the time. There may be times that it is more applicable to have young ODs or old ODs catered events but the ODU should really try and engage in a diverse spectrum
Most events should aim to be inclusive as well as focused
That I live too far away to easily attend any gatherings.
I like informal ODU events, and I believe that more, low-key events are more likely to foster closeness than periodic formal events.
What local branches do should be left to them
Virtual events should be more broadly utilized to connect ODs in the far corners of the world. Potential partnerships with other schools alumni groups in other countries could be explored for international
ODs. For example, the East Coast of the US is too big an area to effectively form a community, however that’s the area needed for a reasonable OD number - Washington DC though might have enough
people between ODs, Rondebosch, Wynberg, etc alumni to form a Cape Town schools group which could be far more active than simply an OD group.
Nice to have. Rather initiate events with a purpose and benefit to broader society.
These sort of things are a bonus. I've never had the time to have interests outside of work, though I have had a lively social life. Work to keep my family has taken number one above self-satisfaction.
Events should be to get ODs together on a social basis & not to promote a business or money-making venture.
The more of us involved there better for the union and, I think, for ODs
Less is more, targeting the broadest set of functions might detract from the core focus. But to the second point, if this is left to the members, then I guess it is not a distraction... But in that case it is not a top
4 objective either?
With the current and probable future increase in info overload .. the categories make sense especially for older ODs like myself.
I would not object, but do not see segmentation as a priority, and would agree with the second paragraph below. Perhaps better to do more research into what OD's at different stages of their life are most
looking for from their association with the union, and see how to meet those needs for individuals in the electronic era since it is constantly changing. Not necessarily the widest possible membership either,
but to identify broad strata of common interests that can form groups and then develop their own niche focus as it suits them, would be my suggestion."
I would like to link this back to the purpose of the school across knowledge, (science, language, ...), culture (art, theatre, sport, architecture, ...), spirituality (religion, values, charity, ...), commerce, ...
In my opinion over-egging the omelette! Our 1978 reunions have been so successful precisely because we keep it simple and use 2 or 3 days to reconnect etc.
Overcomplicating
The structure of the ODU should allow for the various OD communities to arrange their own functions/events which are suitable for the particular interests of each community.
I would add Community as a key pillar
Not necessarily a high priority.
Drop the emphasis on golf.
I am of the opinion that there are too many functions. More emphasis on Founders day and the broader appeal like rugby "tests" against SACS, Rondebosch and Wynberg. More OD's to be encouraged to
attend these rugby matches.
In rest of world (outside SA and UK, where there is a major presence and activity) the OD Union needs to work harder to maintain presence and activity. Rest of World should be segmented and directed out
of 3 hubs, SA, US and UK. For example I have had a presence in France for many years, and throughout that time the only activities I have been able to participate in have been those coordinated out of UK.
Only now has the French rep managed to start to develop a database, and we have a plan for an event. So we have a beginning but it has to be nurtured and supported out of a major hub.
Good, but not high priority
I do not think this "over specialisation" is necessary. OD events are publicized and attendance is voluntary. Making these events too specialized might discourage ODs from attending certain events, which
might have been irrelevant to them during their school tenure - but post school sometimes these events might serve to gather ODs regardless of their school career paths. Indeed we continue to grow as ODs
and what might have been uninteresting at school might have grown into an interest in later life
Not a "high priority" Nevertheless, it seems to me that the younger the OD the more interest he shows in attending functions and events. This certainly applied to me and my peers. I like the idea of
categorising events. 65 year olds are more likely to attend functions and events where the majority of attendees ( say 80%) are in their age group - whereas currently it seems that it is swayed very much
towards 80% being in the 20 and 30 year age group who have little in common with 65+ year olds.
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Covered mostly by this summary - diverse, interesting and possibly leverage similar type platform as TED's talks to have some of these components available online and in archives for reference!
Under “examples.......such as” should be added “Class Reunions” specifically.
I like the evening talks and functions arranged by the ODU at the Mitre. There are many ODs in Cape Town so I would like the committee to see that these events continue at least one a quarter. It is good for
OD's, with particular interests around topics, to get together at events where speakers (OD's or others give input. eg book launches, talks about the (1939?) Springbok tour, entrepreneur evenings, travel, etc
Not clear cut. Too broad and it is of little interest. The ideal is perhaps a network/community of like-minded people who support each other.
Should have a mix of formal and casual events. For example touch rugby once a week is a good casual one, but in multiple geos, including other old boy unions from other schools if needed for numbers.
that may be relevant in South Africa but not in tropical Queensland. we struggle to get more than two handfuls together let alone segmented events
Through a structured natural endeavour, to enable these categories to be also mirrors of the real worlds beyond the school gates and badges; about which the schooling experience aspired to be...
You are-over concentrating on what life is all about. With your way, ODs will not have much time or inclination to associate with and mix with non-ODS of which there are plenty out there - thereby
becoming isolated and irrelevant to all those other people out there !!
A lot of statements are being made in this one objective, so, while I agree in principle with it, I would like a more flexible approach simply linked to having a variety of functions for those who wish to attend.
Maybe '83 wasn't the best year Bishops ever had :-) How to appeal to those who never shone academically/sport? Luck with this one.
This may apply in SA . It doesn’t seem to be pertinent to those of us overseas
Far too much drinking goes on in Cape Town
We need less formal events/functions. I suggest that ODs are encouraged to register with the ODU a Smaller OD Group for various things. E.g. OD running group, OD Business Network Meetup, OD golf
group, OD Mid-Week Volleyball, etc. Then the ODU to display the available groups on a platform where other ODs can search for these smaller OD groups and join them
Perhaps OD's should participate in offering events to members and if the ODU could focus on providing a platform through which they can offer such events.
Just keep to the dinners (formal) or pub meetings (informal )
This doesn't seem to be a step forward on the current set-up and the segmentation seems arbitrary and trivial. People are already coming together for events and regional OD bodies should feel free to
structure those meetings as they see fit. This doesn't seem like a good use of anybody's time. But I would love it down the priority order and combine it with #4.
Widening events can be a good idea when it doesn't simply reproduce existing hierarchies (e.g. through events that enable ODs to maintain financial power). Look further into building community relations
beyond the narrowly-defined Bishops community.
Yes, but not a keen attender myself. If I want to engage with other ODs, I find it useful to have access to their e-mail addresses and write to them direct.
As far as practically possible events should encourage the mingling of year groups in order support skills transfer ie mentoring and a general sense of camaraderie.
Another useful category would be Health
I think the first thing is to make sure the OD union is true to the core morals of such an institution which it is clearly not
Agree, it would be useful to be able to select the segments in which you have an interest so you are not "spammed" with OD overload!"
each region should have a chairman , with 4-5 OD's representing the categories and organising events on the board for that country.
Get less pungent verbosity
It's not that I disagree with the objective, I don't think it's particularly high priority.
With the proviso quality not quantity.
For those of us that are not South Africa-based, but still travel to SA for holidays, etc. we sure want to know what is going on because we might want to participate in things when we are in SA.
It must be voluntary. And it must be attractive to meet each other. Worthwhile, not just the proverbial "have a drink in the Pub..."
Doesn't feel like it needs to be "high priority". Feels a bit like arbitrary consultantese, to be honest (I'm a strategy consultant, apropos nothing).
Undoubtedly some of the more recent and appealing events have been those related to relevant and current topics/solutions/innovation - with guest speakers and forums that make us more relevant and
aware of change in the world.
Although how would you target specific ODs? International gatherings are few and far between. This may be too targeted.
Does the OD Union have the resources to organise as many segmented functions as it would like to?
I don't think the ODU needs to be a full-time events coordinator, too many events weakens the value of events and people don't go. With that being said, if there could be more quality events then that
would be beneficial. This is not a high level objective - it's a method or a principle which underlies all functions. Functions and events should never be segmented in a divisive manner. I notice a growing
trend to segregate young ODs from OLD ODs . This is worrying. YODs don't think the same and neither do old or senior - we're not alien to each other, lets not re-enforce it. and what's in the middle anyway?
Segment by interest and yes, naturally different ages will be interested - but never, ever, have a function or event that excludes any ODs. Agree with the interest or society approach - but not a 'closed door'
approach to anything. Obviously a reunion is a special case, but that being said, nobody would come to a reunion if it was their year; so even that being open would not be a problem. cut out exclusivity and
bring in inclusivity as a principle.
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I believe the role of the ODU is to strengthen the ties between the ODs and the school, and to keep the ODs informed about the school, and relevant to the school. I am not sure that having functions and
events that are of no direct link to this intent are a high priority. It is great to have them, and to feel that the ODU is engaging with their community, but to me, of more importance is the ODU assisting in
keeping the ODs engaged with one another, and with the direct goings on at the school itself - to better understand and appreciate the increasing breadth of expertise and excellence that occurs at the
school.
I wouldn't say this is a high priority, nor that they 'should' be segmented. I think that it's fine for ODs to set up e.g. their own cricket team, but also fine to have multi-faceted events such as occurs at some
reunion weekends: dinner, golf, tours, etc.
I think once you get into eventing, you are getting derailed. And once you start appealing to all you compromise yourself out of meaning. Instead perhaps focus on the creation of networking entities, be
they events or be they Facebook pages
Focus should be on quality and not quantity. Catering to everyone's needs will mean far too many events, too much spent on organizing events and ultimately a dilution in the offering.
If membership depends on involving the ODU in categories such as Arts, Politics, Finance and such, all beyond ODU-focused functions, then I believe the Bishops connection will be diluted to the detriment
of its core function.
While ODU-focused functions should be central to all Branches, categorising events etc. risks politicising the Union. It should remain a unifying/social organisation.
This sort of social activity with like-minded individuals who have a shared history is a good idea. By definition we lived in South Africa during the apartheid era, the transition and now the painful
disappointment of the incompetence and corruption of the ANC government.
Core events such as Annual dinners and year end drinks (e.g. UK ODU) is sufficient. Agree that other event can be organised by members as required.
I do not really like either of the terms Segment nor Broaden. Broaden especially concerns me. Part of the reason I believe the ODU has lost relevance and support over the last two decades is because of
poorly attended events, driving reduced connection with the ODU. Having events that appeal only a small number of ODs plays to this, and would seem an inefficient use of ODU resources and planning
time. Events should aim to bring together large, relevant attendances. In terms of Segment, it is not clear why it is necessary to label or think about categories separately, though I agree that the ODU should
organise events across a range of categories, where interest exists for such. I am not sure what value there is to making the Segmentation of events a specific objective?
Strongly agree, need functions to draw people into the friendship circle
The functions and events that are arranged for OD's living in the UK are well organised and much appreciated by those you take part in them.
Over planning is a concern - too many functions leads to function fatigue
Again, this seems to largely be the case now so we just need to maintain the momentum.
I would add that functions and events in the modern era don’t have to be live events and can also be e-functions!
Appreciate the variety of events that are held on a regular basis
Dealing with different aspects of ODU activities will inevitably be done both separately and with regard to their interdependence. This questionnaire is one example, as I said in the previous column.
I suspect that the ODU, if it is not already doing so, should consider segmenting its alumni database on age - though this might carry too much of a workload. Communication style, language, medium,
content and frequency will need to vary considerably I think between a 70 year old OD and a 25 year old OD.
It may not add much value to Objective 1 compared to the effort required.
Dealing with different aspects of ODU activities will inevitably be done both separately and with regard to their interdependence. This questionnaire is one example, as I said in the previous column.
I think offering different interest groups in the ODU different options. To come together and reminisce as member of the same community is something special which will become more important as you get
older.
"I think the traditions of Founders Day and OD dinners are fine. The main reason for other alumni connections should be to raise money for the school."
The existing functions (annual dinners, senior OD functions, Founders Day, Book launches, etc, already appeal to a very wide membership
"The focus should be on education in South Africa. If OD's want for example an asset Management Society OD's themselves should do this. The OD Union itself should not be involved.
I like the idea of creating functions and events with broader appeal, but am wary of the connotations of "segmentation". If it helps for administration purposes then fine, but I would prefer to avoid being
classified as a certain type of OD. The aim of the ODU should, I believe, be to create a community with a simple identifying feature: we went to Bishops. Use events with specific events to engage us - great.
But don't put us in boxes. In particular, I'm wary of creating unnecessary divides between old and young, geographically separated, etc, even though there are events that, for obvious reasons, will naturally
be segmented. Nominally, we should all be ODs. Particularly relevant given the recent discontent at the Union, with the quite obvious divide between younger and older ODs.
I would add as a sectoral interest Public Diplomacy with a focus on the threat global survival of climate change. I would also add the Fourth Industrial Revolution. And I would add a section on International
Relations with a special focus on China and One Belt, One Road.
I think this is a good idea. I know that [NAME] wants to do away with terms such as 'YOD' and 'BOD' (good luck to him), but we need to cater to a wide audience. The ODU for many years used to be a sort of
Olympics pub focusing on rugby, and much of the disharmony since 2014 has been because we have made the Union a place which is welcoming to a wider membership. This welcoming widening process
must continue. Many ODs feel uncomfortable at meetings and evenings where they feel in the minority, and I've seen over recent years that tech evenings, or talks about birds, bring in long-lost ODs.
Class reunions should be included in the above functions.
Maybe, consider segmenting on a local / international split. Quite honestly, ODs located overseas have no means to benefit from any of the above-mentioned Cape Town-only events, in the main.
Strategically, there is an argument for customising the ODU membership experience for overseas-based ODs ... so that they can derive value and benefit in a way that would be advantageous for them, and
which increases the likelihood of attendance. The UK group is a great example. Other countries are not as fortunate to have the OD numbers, or as enterprising a committee as is present in London.
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80/20 principle - focus on what is not working before expanding.
But, it is difficult to appease all! So, priorities must be defined.
Encourage different get togethers but don’t make it too formalized. Let some of the groups establish their own voluntary initiatives.
"I agree in general, but have two concerns. First, the more segmented things become, the more ODs are likely to not feel included or invited. Here, the language matters (""may appeal particularly to...""
would be better than ""this is an event for X subgroup"")Second, many events straddle two or more categories, and delineating between categories (or even deciding on which are the most suitable labels in
the first place) can be unnecessarily burdensome."
I don't get it. This statement may apply to local branches where there is a "critical mass" of members to warrant such sophistication. For smaller branches with wider catchment boundaries, the single biggest
challenge is having reliable current information on OD's living in the area, in particular any recent arrivals. Effective event management support would have as a priority the maintenance in Cape Town of a
current membership data base accessible to branch secretaries.
I think there should also be more opportunity for OD's to initiate their own, less formal events and initiatives, which are open to other, so that not everything seems centrally controlled. Relationships are
better strengthened in smaller groups and regular activity
I think this is a matter of degree. I wouldn't want ODs inundated with hundreds of events, but I would like them informed about events that are of interest and relevance to them.
I'd just be happy if my branch (Northern Provinces) had the odd dinner and drinks. Everything else is a nice to have, but certainly not a high priority objective.
If any ODs are interested in these any of these activities, the Union should provide a home for them.
It's not a clear objective. It's a tactic. So if the way to fulfil the main objective is to do this then great. If it's not the best way to fulfil it then don’t. Likewise, this may be good in Cape Town, but a poor
strategy in other parts of the world. Having a tactic as a goal is short-sighted and may well result in problems.
None of the examples of activities involve giving back to society
See previous question. Foster friendships. And segmentation- leading to more (and more focused) events can/should help that.
The need for face-to-face engagement is real, even in the digital age...!
We are all part of the same broad family. We had the same issues when Mr Peake implemented the Eisteddfod Owl into Bishops. Initial push back, but look at the impact now. We all need to learn and
appreciate others. We are not all rugby jocks (hell, I wasn't at school). The comment under "as examples" is practically ..... apartheid anyone? - to separate according to whether you played cricket, rugby or
sang in the choir? An appalling suggestion.
Exclusionism! Jocks will want to mix with jocks, the very wealthy do not want to be bothered with donation seekers etc. What about the socially marginalized: gays, Muslims, blacks/whites (don’t dare …
this is South Africa) ?
I would also appreciate Dinners by house, in the houses, the very places where we spent our childhoods – I appreciate that it is the boys home, but it was our home too – and it’s nice “to go home
Dinners would be nicer if other interest groups were explored first and included:
Matters of selective exclusion must be admitted to, and, as such, acceptance and tolerance should be addressed first:
It is all very well to mention Arts, Politics & Finance in broad terms, but a whole other matter to actually implement these when all those concerned, have been so utterly sidelined – yes, that IS A RELEVANT
ISSUE.
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The ODU is known for hero-worship of sportsmen - short and sweet. THIS IS AN ISSUE THAT WILL TAKE YEARS TO REMEDY.
Selective exclusion is the issue here: we don’t want to open out Management firm to this or that one … so, we just exclude them. That is very much a Bishops value …?!
I propose a coordinating group at a management level which vets these groups and allows or disallows association in the name of the ODU. Hate groups etc.
So, I want to widely and openly canvass for, and set-up an ongoing Gay ODU program...
1. What will other OD’s and other "International Alumnus Associations" think?
a. Constitutional Issues here I’m afraid,
2. Given our institutionalized homophobia:
a. What wrath will this Prorgram incur from homophobes within the ODU?
b. Who, in their right mind would actually attend?
admittedly, rocky ground, but I would like to see this.
The same Gay ODU program would include:
1. The obvious, gay get-togethers separately (at first), full integration (later) at the same tired ODU Dinners working towards full acceptance – this will need education and sensitivity (from both sides).
a. So much damage was done to OD’s
2. A support network for OD’s coming out of the closet and into their own social sphere
a. Experienced professional counselling (Psych/Legal/Social – worker etc)
b. Gay people have always been forced underground and into terrible social situations
3. Support for OD Fathers of children who are gay
4. Support for wives of gay OD’s
Other subjects that would benefit by this follow this segmented approach could be:
1. Special Needs
a. Support network of OD fathers of Special Needs (Psych/Physical/Emotional) children
i. Special Needs Streams at Bishops?
ii. Special Needs groups for kids and parents who are of necessity forever bound together eg. Playgroups, Group Therapies, Spec Needs outings for families etc
2. ODU Alcoholics Anonymous, Narc-annon Meetings meetings– perhaps these already exist
a. Given the drinking and other recreational substance so common within our social sphere – there is a definite need.
b. There is also a need for parental, spousal, sibling and child support of addicts notwithstanding how this can be extended to boys currently at Bishops …
3. Depression Groups and weight/lifestyle management groups etc.
These things make for an emotionally grounded group of people who WANT to get together after bonding over working on issues around an ODU dinner table …
Changes: getting rid of things like a Black ODs section or a young ODS section. Your race or age has nothing to do with your love and passion for our school.
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Agreed, the Union database can be a distribution channel to gauge interest. Thereafter it needs to be driven by individuals or a team.
Although we have a rubbish co-ordinator in Melbourne who has done nothing for three years
As always the “pecuniary’ question become relevant before strategising
At the moment leadership positions are given to the same 20 or so individuals and that needs to be broadened
Be careful of cliques. why should your schooling inform your conduct of Asset management?
But clearly I am not part of one of these "sub groups" and do not have experience with other international Alumni Associations. So perhaps they do work better
But there could be too much fragmentation, so some sort of central / branch co-ordination would be good. In the UK context, it might also be good if we could be put in touch with ODs living in the same
region e.g. Northern Ireland where I happen to reside.
Clubs involving say tech or finance could be virtual with members by subscription from around the globe.
Communication is key. An effective platform to communicate and improve participation in OD-run clubs. etc.
Could lead to elitism.
Facing and engaging with the challenges of inclusive design, set up, process, convening, running....
For the simple reason that if it is up to OD's to set it up and administer it, people who are not close to the ODU might not know about such associations as they might be left out, or even if it is not advertised,
then they don't know about it. If emphasis is left on the OD's to set it up, then there should be a central location where anyone and everyone can search for or at least see a list of available groups.
Form a Senior OD group in CT with a decent function.
However, it will need prodding to begin with and suggestions to key role-players based on the feedback you receive during this strategic review.
I agree and disagree to various degrees. I feel the union should take initiative to establish these smaller clubs and societies and merely keep an watchful eye there-after. They should be run by the ODs of
interest and should have committees if their own. Establishment of clubs should be done through the union. This will then tie in with the first objective."
I agree, however the Union could play a role if it has noticed that there have been a number of requests for a Cricket Club for instance, in asking members if anyone wished to play a particular role, such as
secretary etc.
I agree, there should be a pull from the members which will provide for the desire of creating such associations, with minimal intervention from the ODU centre.
I agree. There has to be someone willing to champion the cause 'on the ground'...
I am in between on this point as a majority of the ODU is busy and there needs to be a drive from the board members to initiate events and such to engage ODs and show them what they can do within the
OD space. I feel surely it is the role of the OD board to have core events and then if members of the greater ODU want to have special events/passion projects they can negotiate the space to do so
I believe that certain functions general functions should remain the domain of the ODU
I believe that the management of the ODU should be responsible for approving, participating in and monitoring each event or segment. Not necessarily responsible but an overall watching brief.
I don’t Know at my age
I like receiving all the news of the OD Union by the emails which you send, I have no objections to any of the above in fact it is a good idea to make any changes when necessary.
I like the idea of decentralization, but would not like to lose the impact of the influence the OD union can contribute in promoting and guiding the success of these individual units. In other words, ODU to be
more involved than admin and communication unless communication includes promotion of the idea.
I think a sub-committee should be established that would receive suggestions for functions/events within each chapter of the ODU. They should ensure that the topics or interests covered should be wide
ranging and esoteric in nature.
I think it should be actively encouraged and resources, where possible, should be available to form inclusive groups. exclusive anything or elitist anything should be avoided. By interest are is perfect - open
doors, and welcoming to all.
I think it should start with talks on the various categories organized by the OD committee. Depending on the interest one could then consider evolving the topic into a club.
I think it's a great idea, because I have heretofore seen no obvious way to connect through the ODU with others in the visual arts.
I think I've made my position clear under "Purpose of the ODU"I fear that ""effective and engaged"" very readily becomes synonymous with "elitist". There is nothing to stop ODs from forming an Asset
Management Society (possibly Syfrets might once have qualified !) but I don't think it should be in any way connected to the ODU.
I'm sure avid golfers living in a particular vicinity may wish to have an occasional round of golf, or just meet up for a drink in the pub etc. but best left to them to arrange this. So saying, and this may pose a
privacy concern for some, but apart from my own year group, I don't really know who lives close by, what their interests may be etc.
In principle yes, but at present the ODU is all over the place and needs to be re-centered and re-focussed. Once confidence has been restored, then the above approach is appropriate.
It may be beneficial to establish dedicated fora for specific interests on WhatsApp for example
It should have an ODU lead attached to it to drive
It would be great if the ODU keeps a "catalogue" of clubs for new entrants to connect with if they so wish.
It would be helpful, and indeed perhaps necessary, for the ODU to draw up a set of general guidelines for the conduct of any such groups/clubs. Not a restrictive set of complicated rules, but guidelines to
ensure they function in accordance with the ethos of Bishops and the ODU. This would be particularly important for any such groups that would interact with other bodies or the public (e.g. a cricket club
playing against other clubs) as they would clearly be perceived as representing Bishops.
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It would be useful if we could actively maintain a forum where proposals for, e.g., an entrepreneurial club might exist. All such associations within the ODU should be transparently open to all members,
except if there is a specific reason for not doing so (and maybe a disciplinary protocol whereby there can be exclusions to prevent disruption). Maybe an approved constitution template could be used to
ensure that these are inclusive associations that meet the other objectives of the ODU.
least govt = best govt
My reservation is that I do not expect that many stand-alone special interest groups will be formed and thus the onus will be on the committee members, branch secretaries and the secretariat to drive the
holding of functions and events.
Not really, as long as the guidelines are well established and that these groups don't become "splinter" groups, and always follow the guidelines and the "code of ethics" of the OD union
OD’s need to function in an open society and network with all.
Perhaps a mobile application that acts as a platform for booking events (voting on dates / times / agendas / speakers)
Perhaps useful to provide generic guidelines or similar for these alumni convened 'clubs' (or perhaps use another word: 'group' or 'circle'?)
Provided that these events align with the goals of the ODU These should not be ""exclusive"" of other OD's
Quite logical.
I'm fine with the 'delegated' aspect of this approach.
Why should there be a Bishops OD cricket club when there are so many other clubs where ODs can associate with a huge variety of fellow cricketers - which must be better. Should every school have its
own cricket club after its pupils have left school ?"
Should be a "partially" option - we may need to rely on the committee to encourage and promote such events, but leave the planning to ODs.
Stay humble. Stay real. Just an old boys union. We like to catch up with old school mates.
Subject to what I have suggested about clearer segmentation of rest of world.
The ODU centre should only act as an advisory role when ODs wish to set up their on initiatives.
The ODU may need to focus on tools to make this as seamless as possible.
The ODU should provide some examples and ideas to trigger thinking amongst ODs on what’s possible. Help spark their actions.
The Union should provide the platform, and the members should empower themselves to get it done.
There are obvious limits to the resources of the Union, but ODs must have an underlying regional network in order to even consider putting together a segmented activity. Where the international networks
are not in operation, ODs have very little way of knowing who else is out there and therefore they will struggle to bring any potential activities into fruition. There needs to be a top-down skeleton structure
of active and engaged regional leadership before any other such initiatives can be undertaken. The Union should focus on liaising with willing and active regional leaders and making sure that they are
engaging their local OD community: the rest will follow from there.
There should be a more formal framework for ODs to connect and network in different geographies. Being left up to (time poor) individuals often means events do not happen or are not well attended. Also
getting in touch with ODs abroad is limited to (often) outdated email addresses so the database / medium for communication could be improved.
There should be closer co-operation between those arranging class re-unions with the ODU centre to ensure no conflicts with dates of other major outside events happening at the same time making it
impractical for non Cape Town residents to attend re-unions. For example check when the Argus Cycle Tour is taking place and set the Founders Day celebrations and class re-unions a week later or earlier so
that ODs living in Johannesburg for example don't have to compete with cyclists for flights and hotel accommodation. Bishops doesn't exist in isolation to the greater world and Cape Town isn't the centre of
the Universe.
This is an excellent approach
this should be done by a OD chairman and the board
This should be encouraged as the ODU should not be seen to be overly hierarchical/bureaucratic by the wider OD community - it should be seen as a vehicle for events/societies for anyone who considers
themselves an OD regardless of their involvement with the union since leaving Bishops. That said, I believe there should always be a level of oversight from the ODU centre to ensure that the integrity of the
ODU brand remains and is not ruined
This works great f you have a large enough centralized group. In the scenario described previously the association would need to facilitate relationships with he would the alumni groups to allow a combined
group to connect.
Yes, agree events should be run by the societies themselves but ODU should retain ownership of the core events, reunion’s, Founders Day, etc.
Yes, but how would other ODs know about these societies if there is no central registry of the groups. ODs should be able to search by group location, type, etc.
Yes, but subject to the caveat that if a function/event is going to be endorsed by the ODU then it should always serve the primary purpose of connecting ODs with each other and the School.
I would add church affiliation given our tradition; especially in foreign countries which can be difficult. I think add the sciences and include medicine.
In principle, this is good, but may prove more challenging when OD's are spread far and wide.
Needs to be a clear channel to follow for this to take place. If I want to start a club - who do I contact, what help will the ODU offer, etc...
No, need to delegate to be efficient
See comment above, but I'm fine with the 'delegated' aspect of this approach.
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But there could be too much fragmentation, so some sort of central / branch co-ordination would be good. In the UK context, it might also be good if we could be put in touch with ODs living in the same
region e.g. Northern Ireland where I happen to reside.
I agree, there should be a pull from the members which will provide for the desire of creating such associations, with minimal intervention from the ODU centre."
I think a sub-committee should be established that would receive suggestions for functions/events within each chapter of the ODU. They should ensure that the topics or interests covered should be wide
ranging and esoteric in nature.
Be careful of cliques. why should your schooling inform your conduct of Asset management?
OD Union arranging functions and events is more proactive and, in my view, effective, than the delegated approach.
Better to stay focused on reunions, dinners etc - our competitive advantage? - and do those very well, than to become too dispersed.
If ODs want to return to the school for a class reunion, then the school should take a strong lead here especially for visits to the premises. If ODs outside of the school want to take various initiatives, then it is
up to the OD committee in the geography involved to organise such events.
There should be a certain amount of arranging of major events by the management but "smaller" interest groups etc should be self initiated but the admin assistance by management would be helpful.
Yes. There has to be some mode of ensuring that the OD or Bishops name (with their obvious influence and power) is not 'up for grabs', to use that horrible idiom.
Agreed as with any club or society, someone should take responsibility to drive it forward, even if they seek further support from ODs and even form their own sub-committee.
The values of the ODU to be accepted by any such group
Yes
Yes. There has to be some mode of ensuring that the OD or Bishops name (with their obvious influence and power) is not 'up for grabs', to use that horrible idiom.
"Needed a "mixed feelings" box...At this stage I think this is a potential distraction when there are more important priorities for the committee and Union staff to address. I would prefer to see the
development of internal clubs and societies happen naturally for the time being, and active development to be parked until a more appropriate time. That said, I think the idea of alumni having the option to
arrange functions and events using Union facilities and database is a good one. "
I agree. Managed properly, it would lighten the workload of the ODU office bearers and boost engagement. An online platform would be required to set up/advertise events etc. I'm not sure if this is already
possible?
This requires commitment, which will come from genuinely interested people.
My only concern is that ODs might be a bit pap and not manage to organise their stuff. It's not really our job to organise things for them, and I agree in principle with the segmented approach, but my only
fear would be that in practice ODs might not have the initiative themselves. Not every OD sub-group would be lucky enough to have its own Nicky Bicket driving things! I suppose we would have just have to
see what happened!
By all means create opt in "OD clubs" as you have suggested in this comment above, but the previous comment indicated OD functions would be segmented based on "categories" which is a load of rubbish.
I can only attend my 40th reunion if I played 1st team cricket is what you are suggesting... How do you define this. Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?
Great idea
Need a more imaginative approach to the activities
No.
Passion for an activity is what will drive commitment to deliver on such initiatives. Let likeminded people drive these and sustain them
The ODU centre may propose/suggest/stimulate but by all means delegate responsibility.
There should be a demonstrated level of support for segmented activities or we will run the risk of having multiple segments that are too small or niche to be relevant to the ODU
While "segmentation" and "delegation" may have application in the larger active branches, for the smaller branches the support and "cultivation" of active volunteers is probably the most critical
consideration in ensuring and sustaining local branches in Canada. For instance, it has been John Hueton who single-handedly did the heavy lifting to create two branches in the country. I suspect that this
consideration would also apply to smaller branches within South Africa.
Yes, I believe this needs to be made more clear to us as ODs. Is there a platform, such as a common noticeboard, where calls for forming such groups can be posted? I recognise that the newsletter is one
option, but even that requires the intervention of the association to some degree.
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Create one smart, global project for change supported by the ODs
Last point could become not expensive if not controlled.
Initiatives to meet this objective include: Clarify and upgrade the communication between the Branch Secretaries and the ODU Committee Publish the ODU Committee Meeting Agendas (and solicit input
from Branch secretaries) and Minutes Identify the key messages which the ODU has to communicate to fulfil its purpose Segment communication by age, geography and interests: content, news,
notifications, frequency, and media
Branch visits by staff or officers subject to funds available.
The OD News section in the old Mag used to give a lot of general social news of ODs everywhere. The Old Diocesan seems to concentrate more on achievement. I'm not against the latter but would like to
see more of the former. It isn't easy to find something along the lines of "Jim Smith is farming in the E. Cape where he..." unless Jim qualifies for a specialist article.
Communication both ways ODU to Branches and vice versa.
I would not try segment communication by age, geography and interests. The chances of getting this right are slim. Instead, offer ODs a chance to just opt out of certain communications.
The recent debacle of the SGM10 refers. This highly divisive and vituperative event created enormous damage. How to prevent a repeat.
I do not think item 4 is necessary. Regular visits of senior Bishops staff and ODU officers is a good idea!
Members should use what we have already.
Remove the last one.
Outside of the weekly newsletter which has a lot of dated news and the occasional UK newsletter. No other branch worldwide send or posts news and that needs to change.
At the moment, this is playing lip service to the above objective. The overseas ODs need a voice - and a strong one at that. We cannot ignore 30% of our membership and growing.
I think "regular and frequent" should be limited to larger communities. As one of the OD's separated by the longest distance from Cape Town I do not expect to be visited by school staff and would begrudge
the expenditure this would entail.
All good, and we all like communication and visits by staff etc. But few will read the agendas and minutes, as most don’t need or want that sort of in depth knowledge or involvement..
Remove last 2 bullet points
Regular and frequent visits appear ambitious
All is good. Some people are less gregarious so perhaps keep a lower profile, nevertheless if they are aware of the benefits they can tap into that which they 'need'.
The OD concept is being exaggerated out of all reasonable proportion here. ODU officers and staff will have to give up their work to visit the branches regularly as apparently envisaged here."
upgrade communication between ODU committees and OD members
I think we should ask members about how they would like to be communicated with. ODU Committee minutes need to be clearly communicated to members.
Looking back over the years I can remember only a few periods during which I was made aware of ODs living in my area. A great deal depends on the local Secretaries and Chairmen of the Branches. Some of
them are more active than others. ODs could be made aware of the possibility of obtaining a list of the names and addresses of fellow ODs living in their area.
I think Branch Secretaries already have enough to do (considering that this is a labour of love) and to make them do too much will simply drive them away. Thus having Bishops staff members and OD officers
visiting will only create more for them to do. Not all are as passionate as Nicky Bicket in the UK!
Agree with all. But very rarely do we see news of branches in the weekly newsletter, other than from the UK.
Agree Technology is the way forward and will bring ODs outside of South Africa closer to the mother ship. Providing greater access to information to Branch secretaries might be good way to share
information on the basis the Branch Secretary will have a sense for what is relevant for his audience because not all ODs will read newsletter’s etc.
Personally I would remove the reference to age in the fourth point
I would like to see a better way for ODs in different regions/countries to connect with each other, mainly to enable business ties
There is a complete lack of transparency and timely communication. Communication is slow and couched in 'innuendo'. If one has no knowledge of an issue that is affecting the ODU or the school then
communications are nonsensical and create hype which is the whole reason for releasing explanatory statements in this regard.
Include sharing school news and updates?
Leave as is.....
"I suspect that the vast majority of ODs would want this objective to focus on the more simple delivery of OD news and the quarterly/annual performance of the school. “OD Activists", like in political
activists, need to be communicated with in a different way, perhaps per the list above."
Sharing best practice / ideas of successful events in other locations could help to inspire, facilitate better events more widely. These could be more proactively shared and communicated.
In terms of the objective: -Develop a regular and frequent programme of branch visits of senior Bishops staff and ODU officers. I am not sure that visits by senior Bishops staff, should be that regular. ODU
officers, yes, I agree with this, but the visits by senior Bishops staff, need to be looked at carefully in terms of the objectives expressed by this document. My opinion is that visits by staff to branch offices
should be occasional, not regular.
This could be helped by ongoing encouragement to visit the Mitre
Don't segment communication by age, geography and interests. One could miss something interesting in a different segment from one in which you are included.
Not sure why comms is segmented age?
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Need for non Cape- based ODU committee members. The current mindset is way too insular.
I believe that this is the cornerstone to keeping ODs around the world in contact with Bishops. Communication needs to be well thought through to ensure that it remains interesting to ODs in all locations.
The current approach of the weekly newsletter from the OD office, the branch newsletters in the UK and the biannual magazine as well as the posting of photographs and articles on the website seems to be
a good balance and work well.
The weekly email is irritating. Quarterly magazine (successful for decades) is the right level of communication. Do publish minutes of OD comm meetings on website.. it seems they have lost the plot and
greater transparency could only help.
How will segmentation work (individual subscription to areas of interest, notifications) and who will determine the segments? This is a very tricky area. Better to receive non-relevant communications than
miss relevant ones. Much of the current news originates from Head Office. Does this imply that little is happening in the branches external to South Africa or simply that little reporting is occurring from
these branches?
Provide a conduit for school "information" to reach ODs - ie keep ODs in touch with happenings at the school
Make use of social media to engage more ODs
Only that communication is ever-changing and that any communication strategy needs to be continuously reviewed.
I do not believe that an OD committee in Cape Town can much reflect views other than those who are local. If the Cape Town branch want one for themselves so be it. Us diaspora are happy for the world
wide Secretariat to receive and promulgate news. This has been done increasingly effectively with modern internet
I like it as it is - now we have to make it happen!
Communication is very important to keep ODs connected and abreast of each other, the ODU and the school. As above, an outward focus to communities and greater causes and agendas need to be
coordinated and reported on.
I literally delete the e-mailed weekly mailing; the OD Union comes across to me as being introverted, and the same names come up year in and year out.
Build a platform that provides quick feedback
Drop the last point [branch visits]. Too expensive & easily abused.
Traditional communication methods are used less and less. It's all electronic these days
Introduce a two-way communication process making it easier for OD's to share news, ideas, events etc in a relatively informal manner.
I question the need for branch visits
Remove last 2 points.
Possibly senior staff visits should be by branch invitation.
I think that visits to branches by senior staff members would be welcomed by OD branches as the OD's always like to hear school news firsthand
Needs to be quicker, to the point and RELEVEANT. The OD Union should not belong or driven by a Cape Town based axis. This may have worked 50 years ago, but the world has changed and many are abroad
or even in other parts of SA. So digital inclusion in voting is nb for instance"
Office Bearers in particular should NOT set up ring-fenced discussion groups on Social Media in order to promote their own agendas. I took great offence when this was raised at the AGM earlier this year
Although frequency of message out of OD Union Cape Town has increased, the personal approach has almost been lost since the departure of the last great OD Union sec, Tim H-S, who together with
Caroline, maintained personal contacts, and knew who people were. This personal interest appears to have disappeared in CT over the last few years.
Be aware that members of a generation that still values privacy may not be on social media so that medium will exclude some members. I have never used Facebook, Twitter, Instagram. Snapchat and the
like and never intend to.
As far as I can see these initiatives all meet the high standards which you have proposed.
Make better use of the latest technology and communication platforms, such as WhatsApp
Stick to one type of social media. It gets chaotic with a number of systems
I live in Pietermaritzburg which is only 80 kms from Durban, a major centre. However in the last 10 years at least I have not received a word from our local branch secretaries and not one function, golf day,
dinner, pub lunch, etc has been arranged. There are not a great deal of OD's in KZN but those that are here are kept well-informed by the OD Union from C Town. However, to me, it is part of being an OD to
have local functions such as the golf trophy we used to play for annually against RBHS but which seems to have fallen away due, I think, to no enthusiasm being generated from the ODU in C Town. The ODU
can only thus be partly successful in achieving this objective if some of its arms are failing.
What is key in supporting parts of this segment is the integrity of the database. The biggest challenge is the updating of this as so often OD's do not communicate change of contact details thereby nullifying
the above."
The use of Social media has been tremendous and has kept me informed of functions and other issues.
As suggested earlier - use of LinkedIn type product or enhancing the current platforms may be worthwhile.
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I don't agree with the segmentation of news etc. Targeted messaging may mean we miss out on certain information that may be relevant to us. Further given the recent use of Social media by our vice
chairman (and the council chairman's wife), which spewed half truths, convenient context and in some cases blatant lies (a post on which he actively deleted counterarguments and didn't allow discourse),
we need to urgently draw up a social media policy so as to mitigate these fiascoes in the future. The use of social media is an imperative for the Union, the different channels will certainly allow a greater
reach in terms of communications, however it can also be a very dangerous tool in the wrong hands as we recently witnessed."
I doubt the necessity for the penultimate initiative.
I like the weekly blog that is sent out from the ODU which is full of news of OD's. I like the way it is succinct and that you can press on a link to find out more about a person or topic.
Agree to all of the above. However the ODU "head office" is just to slow to respond. As a branch secretary, my gripe is that it takes 1 week or more to get any response. The database of OD's is woefully
outdated in some regions. This will need to be managed much better. There needs to be some funding for the branches however big or small.
The newsletter is awesome
Branch secretaries who aren’t active should be encouraged to perform or replaced.
yes
(please cf previous challenges on inclusivities...)
It's all simply too much and over the top !
I don't think 'a regular and frequent programme etc.' is a high priority. It's expensive and senior staff should not have this burden added to already challenging roles. The Headmaster has this ambassadorial
role as part of his Job Description, I assume, and that is correct. Ideally, this key area of communication should be led by the OD Secretary (or appropriate title).
Add: track down those not contactable in a sincere and warm manner. possibly include an "anonymised" survey relating to their Bishops experience and personalise the response to any negative ones
(obviously not anonymised). I think certain Founders '87 leavers would appreciate seeing [NAME] strapped to a chair whilst something nastily creative is being done to him via live stream. We all saw there
was something a little dodgy about him with the couple of "regular" newboys who spent hours in his study during evenings, but we had no clue as to what took place behind closed doors.
Again am hesitant . The world is ever with us and here we recommend being lassoed by our old school Union! I am somewhat kidding but it reads that way .
Segmenting communication is important but again requires clear guidelines as to how this segmentation is achieved (ie.who decides?).
Too much communication can backfire.
The ODU should confine itself to information exchange. nothing more.
The regular programme of branch visits by senior staff and ODU Officers seems costly and unnecessary. Segmenting communications in the way proposed implies a very high volume of communication - it
makes sense if there is a lot of content but the current news flow is about events, sports, the occasional obituary. There's not much of a cake to cut. Instead, I'd suggest focusing on where people engage and
developing strategies for those platforms - how does the ODU interact over Facebook, what is the approach for LinkedIn, is there an appetite for a Reddit community, and who will be the gatekeepers for
those communities?
Could we use Webex or similar to have global conversations on matters of common interest, whether mainstream ODU business or one of the proposed associations?
Communication excellent
This is essential for democratic self-governance and accountability within the ODU
I feel the word “detailed” can be added somewhere.
Again, active regional leadership is step one here.
Messaging, content and consistency are important. The use of social media by the ODU to communicate with ODs should be selective, focused, well conceived and informative. An ODU social media protocol
or policy may be useful to all ODs.
The staff are important as they have helped to mould our lives to a point but the trained ODU members should lead the way further when required.
stop traditional print media and focus on digital to manage costs but have a solution for senior ODs that are not tech savvy, eg highlights newsletter on request
OD should be notified of the range of communication available and should be able to opt in to what they want to hear from the union
Now - who pays for these Branch visits by staff and ODU Officers?
I keep in touch with my old UK school, The King's School, Canterbury and my old UK University, Nottingham University and neither have such complexity. The best way to turn off potential ODU people is to
have painful dialogue. Maybe adopting KISS would be better
Communication should be two way. ODU members should have public voice, not just be broadcasted to.
Most of us are time poor, so social media (FB, LinkedIn, WhatsApp etc.) is a good way of dipping in and out, commenting occasionally, engaging in conversations and staying in touch. My main contact as a
Harvard alumnus is via WhatsApp - not a day goes by when someone in my year group doesn't post something or other.
Not traditional methods as electronic communication is much cheaper. I believe members should come to the 'home' of the ODU rather than the other way around. Communication should be by members
accessing the website which allows them to search for their interests."
Most definitely - as I have already stated, if we are not in the mainstream ODU areas, we feel left out and out of communication. This most definitely needs to be addressed as a core of any changes made communication is the most important.
I think, with the modern Tools of communications, you would be able to customise this so that every OD is addressed personally and in the intensity what he / she wants.
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This can't be "an objective". This is just basic operational activity!
The OD magazine which was a quarterly publication in my view was sufficient. The current email bombardment with OD activities is ‘overkill ‘ and is far too much such that personality I have stopped reading
them!
I don't like the idea of segmentation of communication unless a member so opts. I enjoy reading about OD goings on in other countries and what differing age groups are up to.
Communicate and update on Bishops
I would like to see more ways of interaction from the OD individual. Made available to partake in decision making even if he does not live in Cape Town
Not sure this is a high level objective - it forms part of a communication policy and good communication should be the objective for sure across all objectives. We should drive the use of OD Connect. Make it
the place to be. Even add forums and quora style Q&A - so Bishops commentary is contained, but importantly, users are encouraged into the system. Segment communication by age - again, I don't see the
need. By interest area, using tags and categories and preferences. Do not pre-suppose interest, you won't get it right. Let the user decide what they care about. Categorisation of information is so easy these
days. Not sure on frequent flyer programme - valuable? appoint senior status in the branches. I'm no fan of status. Not sure I have a strong opinion on that
Branch secretaries should be (they may be and I am unaware) in contact with one another more often. Perhaps a formalised quarterly meeting of all the branches should be held and feedback provided to
the ODU committee. I'm agitating for more direct input from the branches to the ODU.
The ODU is not, and should not be, a publisher. Perhaps focus on the gathering of news again using platforms that see the ODs sourcing and publishing. Said platform could then allow users to filter
information. I am not sure we are using technology to the best of our ability.
I would disagree to segmenting the communication. We are all one and the message should be the same (regardless of age; interests; geography)Personally, I feel that a weekly newsletter is too frequent (A
weekend brief of what events are taking place, could be a good substitute).Change the weekly newsletter to being every fortnight."
I fear that seeking to formalise and increase communications will result in members "switching off". It is a voluntary organisation and, providing it is running smoothly with social/sporting opportunities
being publicised as at present, members can choose their own level of involvement. They can also seek further and better particulars from the Union if they so wish.
I'm not sure that segmenting the communication is the best idea, as there might be something of interest that is missed due to this. Rather, make it possible for the OD's themselves to opt in or out of
particular areas of communications should they wish to do so.
We are all busy people and for most of us our school links are a small part of our lives. Keep us informed of important matters and news of our peers. I found the shenanigans of the ODU in relation to its
employees very tiresome.
"Communication needs to be accurate, relevant and responsible. Communication of any one individual's or grouping of individuals who are ODU office bearers views on ODU matters should not be
permitted. ODs should not be permitted to communicate on social media in any way that is harmful to the good name of Bishops and the ODU. It will not be financially feasible for senior Bishops staff and
ODU officers to visit remote OD branches. "
Current communication is sufficient. Nicky Bicket's communication style in the UK is excellent
I would hesitate segmenting communication
Keep it short and simple with goal orientation patterned on the objective 2 categories
No. These objectives are still relevant.
Remove point 4.
Whilst I agree with the objective, I do not believe that the "Initiatives to meet this objective" that are listed are particularly relevant to the objective. I would certainly articulate the "initiatives" needed to
meet the objective somewhat differently.
With regard to Bishops Senior staff it would be good, form time to time and as appropriate, to include Prep and Pre-Prep representatives.
Yes and that Social Media isn’t necessarily the best platform. There are others that are more private and more powerful as a 1-1, 1-many,many-many peer system
I do not see any need for Staff visits around the world.
I think that it should also fall on / be expected of those given / voted into leadership positions in their final year at school that part of that responsibility is to keep communication(whatsapp/facebook) open
and engaged after leaving school with those in their house and year. In other words for those in leadership positions in their final year to have a responsibility towards the OD union to keep new OD's in the
loop.
I think this objective is good. The electronic OD mag, for example, is a wonderfully modern form of communication. A pat on the back for those involved in putting that together!"
No change required.
Note Well; the ODU has a problematic "link" server that does not have the necessary protocols for a virus-free service.
These are for the most part extensions of current practice.
Yes but overloading members is/will be a bad thing. No need to compete on profiling with Facebook!
Do we need to continue to put such effort, cost and time into producing a print magazine which really only serves the interest of a few. Many ODs have never ever seen it and given the modern age of
content distribution, surely a e-version is required. Even if this is to provide for a historical record, there are more modern ways to record history electronically.
I do not see any need for Staff visits around the world.
At the moment a lot of the communication is one way... the Union telling us what they think we need to know and it needs to become more two way.
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20 November 2019

I would strongly support point 5 [staff visits to branches]
In regard to the last two: I would segment by geography only. I don't think regular and frequent visits are necessary if proper communication is provided."
These are for the most part extensions of current practice.
Yes, there should be a list on the Bishops website of all OD's worldwide and their work positions, qualifications and contact details. You could have this downloadable as a spreadsheet that constantly gets
updated. It would also be meaningful to be able to communicate with teachers from the year that OD's were in Matric. I went to the OD offices at the top fields and tried to get in touch with my old biology
teacher. The girls behind the desk said she would put us in touch but nothing was ever done about it.
Priority is the overall OD database, as strongly encouraged already...Also as mentioned, I'm not a fan of segmenting except where obvious and only as an opt in rather than automatic exclusion; i.e. not
"you're not allowed on this mailing list“ but "would you like to be on this mailing list?" Branch-specific mailing lists make clear sense, especially where branches are active (e.g. UK), but I'd think an OD
should be allowed to receive any formal communication available from the Union. General note: if we are to segment by interests (why age?) that would surely be developed from the broad mailing list... "
After the WP debacle I believe this is key to a functioning and transparent ODU.
Communication is at the core if every successful organisation and ODU UK begins from a high base.
For the older ODs traditional methods of contact/information are important as some avoid social media technology
I'm not sure about making minutes available. There are sometimes some hard discussions and we say things we wouldn't want made public. I think it could hamper the dialogue and work of the committee.
In today's world, certain subjects are completely forbidden from being even discussed (see the school's response to the magazine's use of the heinous, near-pornagraphic image of a bar lady holding a beer),
and I think members might not speak freely if minutes are public.
The publishing of minutes of meetings, while admittedly being welcome for its transparency, could cause embarrassment on occasions. Does 'segment communication' imply that different groupings of ODs
would receive different items of news, etc?
Agree with most. No need to segment. Will become a massive maintenance issue, otherwise - isolating ODs from bits of information from time to time.
A framework is required for Branch secretaries. At the moment the weakness of the network is that it relies on the initiative and ability of the secretary. Providing a framework and support structure should
help create a worldwide product. Furthermore each branch represents a wider brand and as such without guidelines (codes of conduct) there's a risk to the wider brand.
Communicating effectively is clearly essential, but I don't have much to add here.
I feel like I receive far too much communication from the OD Union, much of which is duplicated (even in the same email). I think the weekly emails could be reduced to fortnightly.
I support this fully.
Perhaps point 4 [segmentation of communication] is something where I disagree. I think it is up to the individual to decide what is of interest to them when they read newsletters etc."
Regarding the last point: this could be expensive given that branches are located across the globe.
There is a massive difference between the ODU communicating via Social media and individuals in their INDIVIDUAL CAPACITY communicating via Social Media and bringing the ODU into disrepute. If any
member of the Committee is communicating about the ODU via Social media or commenting negatively in any way, they should IMMEDIATELY be suspended from the Committee, pending the outcome of an
enquiry into their conduct. The recent events that led to the SGM, and the comments made by certain committee members in their personal capacity caused irreparable harm to the ODU yet zero sanction
has been forthcoming.
There is a strategic planning adage which states, "If you can't measure it, you can't manage it." In this instance, I would contend that the words "meaningful" and "relevant" are too subjective to be included
in a statement of objective. "Communicate with the global OD community in a timely manner through traditional and social media." Advances in communication technology have allowed the OD community
to be brought together in real time. The weekly newsletter from the Mitre allows ODs to be kept in closer touch than was the case with the quarterly OD Magazine. The information provided in the quarterly
magazine is still valuable and the format, being print, is still more readable and ""digestible"" than electronic media. "
Today we have the ability to communicate much more speedily and effectively. So let the ODU try to achieve this without going over the top. ODs who want to communicate or find out anything or want
information can achieve this today with the great progress made by the Union
We should not fund travel of staff/ODU members to the branches. That is too expensive and not effective. Our funds can be better used. The old OD section of the school magazine did a FAR better job of
keeping us informed of each other than the new glossy magazine approach. By all means use modern and ‘social’ means of communication but remember the objective. That has to some extent been
forgotten. The Mitre at Bishops is also an extravagance we do not need or want.
With technology - no need to send senior staff and ODU officers to branches.
I strongly object to “Identify the key messages” Communication is key to everything.
I would advocate a block-chain approach to communication: by this I mean that ALL communication entered into by the ODU be made absolutely and entirely available to OD’s in real time, the methodical
recording of all official meetings with no allusion to decisions already made in smoky rooms.
As an OD in frequent communication with a wide variety of OD’s outside of the ODU channels, I can assure you that we are well aware that there is more to the subject of the SAGM than was released … this
will not happen again, I hope.
Communicate by all means by categories of age, geography and interests BUT MAKE ALL OFFICIAL OD BUSINESS available to all members: do not allow for a repeat of what happened this past year. I called
for minutes, I was assured that I would receive these but did not.
I still feel there are blurred lines. For example, if I want to know about the rugby match, times, results etc. do I got to the ODU website or Bishops or a Rugby site. I think there needs to be ways to get to what
the OD is looking for be that school or OD related.
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All ok.
"The initiatives to meet this objective are:Establish regular and open two-way communication process between Bishops and the ODU, the ODU Committee and the College Council"
The legal framework in respect of the existence and ownership of Bishops needs to be investigated as it is no longer acceptable for a school to be managed by an act of Parliament which bears no relevance to
the new constitution ( both the act and the parliament ) Furthermore in South Africa today we are thus exposed to forces in Parliament who would like to see a demise of so called “ private schools “ This will
also effect the composition of the council which needs to change and appointments more transparent .
This all looks sound
ODs need to appreciate that modernisation sometimes conflicts with tradition, and tradition should not stand in the way of progress. The school exists for preparing the next generation to lead, not the vanity
of ODs.
Tour details, individuals on SA touring Sports Teams, Competitions, ie public speaking, chess, science, mathematics, others All where and when, and contact info for any Staffer accompanying.
This is all fine, but the financial barriers to entry at Bishops have really become excessive. This in turn means that enormous wealth alone is the ticket to entry. This income segment often have very misplaced,
arrogant, unrealistic and distorted values and beliefs, often highly divorced from society at large. I would like to see traditional Bishops values somehow more strongly reflected back into admission criteria. In
taking this tack I am reflecting my own experience with certain boys & parents encountered in the last 10 years.
I agree with all this, but feel that is asking a great deal of the ODU office-holders. The list of initiatives needs to be simplified.
Notify all ODs not just the branches
The present committee needs to look at themselves and see whether they have lived up to this laudable objective - probably not!
A minor point: the more common spelling is "publicly" not "publically". My Oxford English Dictionary does not recognise "publically" as an acceptable spelling.
I prefer the version in brackets to the initial one as it comes closer to the necessity of explaining what kind of school Bishops is. The is strong opposition to government funding of "private schools" locally so I
am usually in a defensive position rather than a promoter.
The first pupils to learn this lesson need to be the two OD committees which seriously threatened the reputation of the school by their high handed handling of Messrs Hamilton-Smith and De Villiers. Those
committees nearly cost us the headmaster, and brought derision and disrespect on the school, the boys and the parents. Their self-importance and lack of humanity (and yes, dishonesty) resulted in the exact
antithesis of "Advocate... promote... strengthen... Bishops reputation. They lost the goodwill of many ODs, many of whom will take no further part in the Union.
Once again, I do in fact agree with this but to the exclusion of the arrogance factor. "How do you know someone went to Bishops?" A conscious effort should be made to play down the arrogance that is so
much part of the ethos both of pupils and ODs. I don't like being embarrassed to admitting that I am an OD.
Yes, any positive promotion is beneficial, but the school's reputation will ultimately be upheld by how it performs rather than by any work the O.D. Union does.
Comment (which is applicable to all my responses): I was at Bishops for a short time, and have had little contact with the ODU since then, so I am an outsider looking in.
All perfectly acceptable.
Why ?!!!Your version will require full-time paid ODU administrators to do what you seem to want. Will Bishops have room for the hoped for huge amount of pupils from all the world !
"regularly assess brand value of OD and develop ways of enhancing it take quick and relevant action against those causing brand damage"
Neither the ODU, nor its office bearers should their conduct bring the School into disrepute.
The ODU can consider becoming more of a lobby group for Bishops to drive the interests of Bishops and OD's. This will become nb as the threat to private schools may grow over time.
This should be the main role and highest priority
All good.
For me this should BAU and yes it is very important but this could be managed through single POC and both sides quite easily.
Ensure that the school’s reputation is not harmed by any acts of individual or collective folly
While at Bishops, more emphasis should be given to the opportunities the ODU can give you. Many ODs lose contact with the union immediately after school as they only see it as a way to look back on times at
Bishops. If the potential of the ODU is known by boys they will remain engaged after Bishops.
I am not sure that this constitutes a high priority.
100%
I think two things need to be considered. Firstly the fact that the school is not just a rugby school; this seems to be the standard "value, ethos and objective" of Bishops based on the current communications.
Secondly, the OD culture needs to be amended to ensure that those values are on display at all official events, or when ODs are representing the Union (e.g. wearing an OD tie).
none
"The greatest 'advertisement' for the success of a school is what its alumni achieve in life. This is very much determined by individual ability / temperament and it is heartening to see those successes. However,
not all achieve great 'worldly' success and I fear that the ODU has little relevance for those who do not. I understand that (apart from those which are effective at a national level, e.g. sports) most successes will
be self reported.I am not sure how this could work, but the ODU needs to make more of the more ordinary members. And also to 'catch' those who through life circumstances have not accomplished much or
have even fallen on very hard times. Highlights and glowing commendations, while beneficial to the school, can push away those for whom the ODU could be a very helpful environment."
I think you need to be careful about this. The ODU should not 'meddle' in the affairs of the school. Encouraging yes, but in the past (like when I was at Bishops) the ODU acted as a bit of a block on change by
being very conservative.
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20 November 2019

All of the above is excellent common sense but we must always keep our Union independent. We exist for ourselves as a community and inter alia need to pay our own way and resist the temptation to
interfere with the management of the School. Our reputation for allowing such interference to become part of what we do is not healthy nor is our apparent financial dependence even vaguely acceptable.
Thought leadership that stems from some of the events can be shared. (refer working groups suggestions)?
ODU committee has no real authority (it is elected by a handful of folk) and its shortcomings are obvious given recent SGMs etc nor should it have any formal representation on College Council.
For me, this is one of the most important objectives. See earlier comment on one of the objectives.
Are we absolutely clear about what messages the school is actually putting out? I think that somewhere along the line that has to be clarified before we can agree to support it. Has the school ever done an
exercise to ascertain how others see it, and to discern whether those assessments are valid or not? It is the receivers of the message, not the senders, who are best able to judge.
all good
Fully endorse.
Third last point should include notifying (local) ODs about all upcoming sporting & cultural events that may be supported by ODs (Eg 1st team rugby matches)
"Third last dot point after ....'tour details' add ('sporting and cultural')This to cover Simply Blue and other musical events"
Bishops needs to move with the times towards an ethos of inclusivity and key aspects need to transform so that Bishops shakes its image of being a entitled elitist white only establishment, which still persists
when one leaves Bishops, this is a view held by some but steps need to be taken to change what it mean to a Bishops Man and an Old Diocesan
Ensure that the ODU input for Bishops that is appropriate and enables the governors of the school to operate optimally. (The ODU should not try to run the school)
Arrange regular rugby matches against similar schools in England. Very sorry I missed the match against Rugby."
Add that ODs should be first (jointly with current parents) to be updated with all relevant information on incidents / reports / etc that are in the public domain through newspaper reports / social media etc. so
that we can proactively and accurately defend the reputation of the school. Even when that information may be negative.
By their deeds you shall know them. An outsider's view of more than that suggests a privileged closed shop
A clear concise seamless communication strategy that links the community together.
I appreciate that the Robert Gray award is a new initiative, but other than supporting the concept, it would be nigh on impossible for older & more distant ODs to embrace or even "support" it in a meaningful
way.
Make sure the events were occurring within the ODU are being clearly communicated to ODs around the world.
Greatly improve the transparency of communication with ODU, Bishops and Council. Greatly improve the selection processes of office bearers and the governance structures in which they operate and thus
the ethical leadership and effectiveness of structures and messaging."
My years at Bishops were the worst in my life. I was pleased to be able to leave from Std 8. It is pretty over-blown in my view
I can set it is a priority for the ODU. It is not something that is a priority for me personally
We need to play an active role in "future-proofing" Bishops and what it stands for, including all stakeholders.
In the two way communication with the College Council, I would like to see input from the Union to ensure that the school acts consistently with the values of the Union, or that areas of difference are
addressed and resolved before they become threats to the reputation of either Bishops or the Union
Nothing
I think it is a high priority, but not as high as 2 and 3. And it runs a risk of the OD's becoming too powerful in the context of the school. That has led to conflicts and major mistakes in the past - see the running
out of town of John Peake for example.
I believe that the above initiatives are important but I do not think it necessary to strengthen the school's reputation publicly
Bishops should look after itself & not rely on propaganda from ODs.
Good suggestions... Ongoing national interest of Bishops successes in all forms, be it cultural, sport, politics etc.
We are proud and very pleased to be a member of the ODU it is an honor to have been educated there and I have good memories of Bishops as it was then and as it is now.
The high-handed, self-serving behaviour of the chairman and vice chairman illustrate that this priority objective is no more than a platitude. Their behaviour is the long-term threat to Bishops' reputation, not
the actions of the Rebel 10. Unfortunately, the ODU behaved as if it was these honourable gentleman that were the danger to Bishops' reputation, casting doubt on the integrity of the organisation and its
genuine will to live the values it espouses.
Don't let the older values of Bishops disappear
Absolutely agree
Don't cover up scandals, errors or arrogance.
No comment
Perhaps in here we could also add the development of ties and relationships with and within kindred associations. This adds to extending the framework and also assists with the exchange of ideas that can
advance the objectives of all alumni.
The school strategy and ODU strategy must be fully aligned and relevant to the time.
In the interest of objectivity, it would be worthwhile to mention where failures/pitfalls have occurred, However, this should be done together with a positive, constructive corrective approach.
"1) Bullet point 2 is very ambiguous, and needs to be clearly stated that the OD union's strategy should be clear and supported by the school at all times, not the other way around?"
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20 November 2019

"Fourth and fifth items: “Publically” should be “publicly”. Sixth item: “with” should be “to”. An item should be inserted between the present sixth and seventh items.:”Properly identify threats to the reputation
of Bishops and the ODU”To the final item should be added “and such other awards as have been and are initiated by the ODU”"
All of these bullets are important. The point about “dealing with threats” is very important in light of the SGM process
Try to establish partnership reciprocal arrangements with Old Boys societies from top schools in other countries.
What is the Robert Gray award?
all good
cf previous context on need for a naturally evolving inclusive base.....
It's an important objective, but I don't think it should be a primary objective for the ODU
Can come across as rather pompous and arrogant. I do not think the OD Union should be focused on advocating and promoting Bishops. We've all attended the school and have our own opinions.
I simply would not have the time to do anything else but become over-involved in Bishops long after I have left it behind !What about my similar experiences at varsity, at my work in my sporting connections
etc etc ?
Yes, I agree with all this. What has been lost in recent years is the really interesting news about ODs and what they are doing in different parts of the world i.e, always a feature of the old magazine format. As
ODs have moved beyond South Africa, perhaps it has been more difficult to cater for this area, I don't know? I also feel that there needs to be someone in the OD Office who responds to emails etc., as I have
found this area a little lacking in efficiency.
Can’t see myself doing this . Certainly , I will speak well of the school but am not interested in becoming a marketing officer .
Bishops' reputation was dragged through the mud in the debacle of the SGM - make sure committee are upholding this and hold them accountable too. They are not just purveyors of morals, they should also
practice them
None
There is no controlling the Bishops reputation since its ambassadors are every boy that has been to the school. The ODU has little control over this. It should, however, provide and be prepared to defend any
defamation that may be aimed at the school."
The school must speak for its self.
I think the initiatives need to be bolder, more proactive and a lot more exciting. The ODU is a network of several thousand highly educated, mostly successful and often quite wealthy people which could be
used to drive real change in society. It shouldn't just be about internal communication, patting ourselves on the back and risk prevention (which describes the first seven bullets), but rather about building
community of purpose in which ODs share their ideas for improving society and seek support from their peers, or perhaps aligns with other organizations or the Archdiocese of Cape Town on projects of
interest.
I suggested combining this with the association initiatives from #2. Promoting the Bishops brand and ethos may be best achieved by having a wide range of initiatives that promote fun, shared success, global
sustainability, human development, kinder treatment of our planet, etc.
as ODs we should uphold Bishops through actions more than words whilst being humble whilst doing so
Nothing to change
Yes, if and only if it is done in conjunction with Bishops/the ODU becoming more egalitarian. "Reputation management" for the sake of hoarding wealth and privilege is no better than propaganda.
We were the original testing ground for the Rhodes Scholarship - the world's most famous scholarship program. Yet this fact receives a two sentence reference on our wikipedia page, no ODs know who our
living Rhodes Scholars are, unless they are personally connected to them: it appears to me that our historical relationship with the Rhodes seems to be something the Union is ashamed of. Whilst the history of
the scholarship is politically complicated, I have never known sheepishness to be a part of our foundational values. If our past contains events which are worthy of shamefulness, we should recognise this. If our
past contains events worthy of celebration, we should recognise this. The Union is currently inhabiting a middle ground between these two positions where we can neither confront our past nor celebrate it.
This is a fundamental failure in the application of our values. If we are to be an international brand, we cannot afford to hide the fundamentals of our history. Why is Bishops' relationship with the Rhodes
Scholarship (and we can make a firm distinction between the scholarship and the man who bequeathed its funding) not something we are proud of? Why do we don't advertise our Scholars and their
achievements? The founding principles of the scholarship are almost identical to our Bishops values; likewise, the past recipients are embodiments of these principles yet the Union doesn't seem to do much
with this information.
An education at Bishops is a rare privilege. An education of the same quality attained at Bishops should be aspirational, inspirational and exemplary to all young South Africans and to all other members of the
global community who come into contact with ODs.
I believe it is important to celebrate the various successes of ODs amounts the OD community. However I don’t see any need to promote Bishops actively to the rest of the world and don’t believe that this sort
of marketing would be particularly well received.
Leave as is.
Make sure office bearers and members of the union hold the interests of the and school and the union above their own and don't bring it into disrepute. Particularly by airing grievances in the public domain!
"There should be 1-2 people in charge of liaising with the school and reporting back too the OD union which in turn can communicate the strategy/developments to the OD's and likewise for the reverse. The
defence of both the school and the OD union should be done by a nominated board of OD's who in their appointment are fair and impartial. I believe separating the two would be a wise decision as well."
"One must watch out for the ""elitism"" that has at times pervaded Bishops boys. We are NOT "better" than anyone else as some seem to think."
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"I have previously put to the head-master a strong case in my view for more recognition for Bishops women. The school would not exist if it were not for Sophie Gray. And we would be the poorer if not for the
Sheila Woolfs, Mollie Lewenbergs, and Vivienne Mallets wo were pivotal to the success of the school. Being an all boys school is not politically correct but should not be changed. My proposal was to promote a
central image on campus of ""The Bishop's Lady."" All the Bishops Ladies. It seems though that the suggestion - despite high regard by people like JB Gardener - has been simply side-stepped which frankly
makes me very sad. I would be keen to give it one final shot, with wiser men who understand what I am trying to promote, or a least have the courtesy of telling me why the idea is bad. My ancestry with
Bishops goes right back to 1849 and I can corroborate from personal experience that several Bishop's ladies (mothers mostly but also wives of ODs) sacrificed plenty for the school and they deserve permanent
recognition."
OMG does this never stop !!!!
See previous comment about upholding and embodying our set of values.
As stated at the beginning, I would and do advocate for institutions that promote the values that I personally hold dear. This however is a two-way street - one would expect the ODU to have a voice in
maintaining and enhancing the values one would expect from Bishops. By and large, pupils at Bishops are highly privileged relative to the average populous and therefore have an added social responsibility, in
my opinion, in promoting a fair and just society in which they live. I'd like the ODU to have a role in promoting such values, through ensuring these are core to pupil's upbringing at school.
Would be nice to be able to vote from abroad but would be important to have the facts available.
Nothing to add to this as it is definitely all relevant.
Yes, but also throw OD's out of the ODU who have not earned the honour of being an OD. Being an OD should not be only a Money issue…… but a lot About the values. And they cannot be bought by Money.
they are lived by example.
Related to my very first comment: the Bishops reputation is strengthened immeasurably by (a) Bishops Men & Women getting ahead in society and (b) those Bishops Men & Women maintaining affection and
pride in their school.
While some of the above is relevant I would not think it ‘high priority’.
I realise that the needs of finance require promotion but this is not an area of interest to me.
I think ODs could be showcased for achievements in their fields. Even start-up ideas are very interesting!
The OD Union should be looking after ODs – let the school do its own "marketing".
I believe this is important but the ODU has failed at this and the views and implementation is not inline with the ODs
"I think this is a high priority sub-objective of having a positive impact on society. ultimately, that's the measure of success of a school (I think) and it's what fills the positions at the school. Parents knowing that
their kid will do well in life, and serve the world with their success is a great message. Therefore, as ODS, we need to have a positive influence on the school and to have that, we need to have a great
relationship with the school and promote it's best interests. I do think the relationship and expectations between the school and the OD Union needs to be clearly clarified & defined“
This is one of the most important aspects to me. Your career at Bishops is all good and everything, but you really only fully develop and fully understand the Bishops values at College, or perhaps your last few
years of Prep. So this period lasts 5 - 7 years. Your time as an OD is multiples of this (hopefully), so what is of most importance is how you carry yourself as an OD, as opposed to how you carry yourself as a
Bishops boy (not that this is not important, of course). So underscoring the values, ethos and objectives of Bishops is paramount to me - as per bullet point 4 above.
With the introduction of the new magazine format, we may have lost something of the "News of ODs" which celebrated OD successes. However the weekly Facebook updates are good, as are the frequent
Bishops news updates.
"If this objective is to be a high priority, seems to me that we will need a high functioning, and probably expensive ODU office team. How do we afford this? More importantly perhaps the Bishops reputation
depends essentially on the education provided during the school years - OD's can uphold and celebrate that reputation, but strengthening that reputation ....?"
"This is fine but look at what is happening to the Eton brand. Of course the reputation of the school should be protected. It's achievements and those of the boys should speak for themselves but too much PR
will look like boasting and self-satisfaction. Sadly we are an obvious target for those envious of the school and so controversies such as the bullying scandal and the water polo fracas will be used to damage it.
The best thing for the school would be to move from being an academy largely for the wealthy to one for the talented. The best ambassadors for the school are those who have taken advantage of the
opportunities of the school and then gone out and served their societies. What we want to read is that these men were shaped by the ethos of the school and the role models, peers and teachers, who
influenced them.
All these objectives are well executed.
I would add that where appropriate and relevant, the ODU should engage critically with the school where its values or actions fail to comply with what is required in terms of social justice and the achievement
of equality, dignity and freedom for all in South Africa.
I would articulate the objective as follows: ADVOCATE FOR AND PROMOTE BISHOPS AND THE BISHOPS REPUTATION WORLDWIDE
Lets celebrate achievements other than just sporting ones
The statement in parenthesis is best......it should follow if objectives 1,2 and three are in place.
"To ensure the good name of Bishops and the unity desired within a Union of ODs, we have to ensure the leadership positions of the ODU Committee are taken up by ODs with the prerequisite leadership and
communication skills. We cannot be led by those wishing to promote their own self importance and boost their own ego. Leadership of a Union requires servant-ship, humility and poise - not arrogance, selfimportance, divisive action and obstruction. Events leading up to the recent SGM and the SGM itself clearly reflect the current leadership crisis in which the ODU finds itself.
I still believe that we are meant to be role-models and not just supporters. We have to hold each other accountable and live up to and into the values of the school. Our individual and collective successes will
be the defining factors of what Bishops will represent.
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Key is to remind members that Bishops remains as relevant as ever.
Much of this is already happening. Co-operation between Bishops (the school) and the ODU is essential but it is important to keep clear the different areas of authority. Somewhere in the working out of this
current survey the issue of staffing and the sharing of some duties and possibly costs comes into the picture. I'd prefer 'publicly' as a spelling!"
Provided that the ODU should be able to disagree with Bishops policy and decisions where it holds different views.
The last time I attended an ODU regional dinner, the speaker was Tito Mboweni. throughout his address, OD's (both old - one was over 70yrs - and new) kept up private conversations at their respective tables.
Whether you agree with the invited speaker or not ... it is appallingly rude to continue you private conversations while that speaker is at the podium. I have not attended any ODU function or dinner since, as
my own personal way of registering a protest at that bad behaviour. You want to talk about snobbish arrogance ?
Yes, knowing the school objectives and where its headed, including what the successes have been that underpin the school's progress, are vital in ODs being able to support direction and success. So
communication from the school to the ODS on a regular basis is crucial.
Point 1: is that not going to be covered by the recently-appointed Standing Committee
I do not feel confident that I know and understand current Bishop’s strategy and objectives - maybe there is a simplistic method of informing ODs without going into too much detail
I think the focus should be on internalising and living the values rather than too much reliance on symbols and rituals.
Strongly agree with all of this, as per comment on first page of survey. I believe the Union should be independent of the school but actively aligned with it, effectively a string in the school's bow (because it's so
useful/beneficial/meaningful for ODs throughout their lives).
I'm on the fence with this. In principle it's a good idea, but the fact is, sometimes, or often, the school is unimpressive and doesn't pull its weight. I've often found the mentality coming from the school buildings
to be petty and bureaucratic, with things moving slowly and taking far too long to happen. Bruce Jack tied us in to the school with our funding accounts, so I'm not sure if we can extricate ourselves, but tying
ourselves too closely to the school makes us vulnerable to failings on their part. If in time to come, a new head of council or headmaster didn't like the ODU, then we might have problems. While the initiatives
are good and I think we should do them, I'd be cautious in being too reliant on the school, which has often been very disappointing to me.
The Robert Gray Award means nothing to me.
Although I support the Robert Gray award, I am not in support of it being one of the initiatives to support this objective.
As is
Given the recent events and the attitude of the Committee, I cannot agree with the above. The ODU Committee itself threatened the reputation of Bishops, yet nothing is done about it.
I support this fully as well.
I think that the various spats in the OD Union over the years have been highly damaging to Bishops. The OD Union exists because of Bishops and should ensure that its conduct does not damage the school in
any way. The OD Union needs to recognize that the school exists in a rapidly changing South Africa and should do what it can to help the school remain relevant whilst maintaining the key values of the school.
I would have preferred to have responded to the Objective 4 question with "Yes and No" or "Both". As an alumni association, it is important that our relationship with the School - "the mother ship" - is
balanced and be viewed not unlike that of a corporate subsidiary. In my opinion, in the past the ODs in Cape Town have exercised a disproportionate influence in the affairs of the School. I suspect that in the
years ahead, that the situation on the ground at the school is going to change more rapidly than the culture of the OD Union. Folk, like myself, rooted in tradition will need to ""get with the program"" and
support the School as it comes to grips with the emerging issues of our time. High on the agenda are issues such as climate change and gender equity. Throw into the mix the emerging political situation in
South Africa and I believe that a fundamental challenge for the new strategic plan will be to provide a 21st Century road map to the OD Union in supporting the School during a time of challenging change in its
history. Now to the bullet points:1. I agree2. Is the phrase ""be clear"" necessary? Surely one would not want to obfuscate3. What are the "key messages" and where are they put out? 4. In addition to
"successes", it seems to me that ODs worldwide also need to know about the challenges. 5. I agree and also whenever the School has student exchanges to locations where there are local OD branches, those
branches should be advised so that members could provide hospitality to the exchange students involved.6. As an elite school, some public media take delight in adverse publicity affecting the School. Because
sensational news can spread like wildfire, perhaps rather than the words "and publish a clear and transparent" there should be a "timely" process for dealing with threats. I would hesitate to use the qualifier
"damage control" in describing the process but that is surely what is needed, i.e. getting ahead of and managing the issue before it takes on a life of its own. 7. I agree wholeheartedly. I also wonder whether
other forms of recognition for ODs might be possible. e.g. (say) DCOM (Diocesan College Order of Merit) which might be awarded annually say to up to 10 ODs and would include the Robert Gray Award
recipients.
It is not the ODU’s remit to influence the school. We need to be reticent about that. When I was at school badly needed reforms were held back by the influence of the ODU and the school was the worse for it.
But yes: Bishops was and is a great school and we should be happy - and proud - to support it and its reputation. Let us not forget that the school’s reputation is determined partly by the OD’s behaviour and
reputation. If anything we lead by our own example - not by seeking to direct the school.
It’s too self referential and assumes everyone knows why Bishops should be respected. It needs to be tied to an ethical perspective
Objective 4 [celebrating success] is clearly very important for the continued success of Bishops. However, the ODU is a worldwide organisation, with ODs in vastly different circumstances. That is why I have said
No to the question. Having said that, I do think the initiatives that follow from the objective are quite sensible. If the objective were reworded to something like the following, then I would wholeheartedly
agree: ADVOCATE FOR AND PROMOTE BISHOPS AND ITS VALUES"
Place greater emphasis on our values and ethos, so that what is promoted is inclusive and can be embraced by others. If we are just promoting an exclusive, privileged club then we will face a lot of criticism
and resistance
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Support the Robert Gray Award - not sure what this is. However in Australia each sport has an annual award which speaks not to the most successful or best player but is conduct oriented and they are
considered the pinnacle awards for those sports.
These points capture the elements that are necessary to establish & maintain a strong link between the school & the ODU.
What I missed in the objectives is the need for the ODU to be an archive. The benefit of all those old magazines and being able to go back in time to read what people did is very valuable. The ODU also appears
to be a place that people can leave mementos with, when they don't have anywhere else to go - e.g. old letters, ties, caps, etc.
I think that we need to be clear about what reputation the ODU has first, before we can collectively advocate, promote and or uphold and strengthen it. Viotti!!! Dear Lord!!!!!
While we are privileged in talent, wealth and opportunities: Bishops itself is sinking in the quagmire of National graft, bribery and generic African corruption.
We are good at telling ourselves that we are special and different because we went to a truly great school, a school that we have en masse abandoned for wealthier, calmer political climes. Every OD alive today
is beholden to OD's before us for the privilege of joining the ODU - Bishops for Life - our values, sense of self-worth and sense of belonging. We OD's have to try, if not ensure a future for Bishops and its boys
today and tomorrow. We can't move Bishops to England, the USA or to Oz, it is intrinsically South African – it is the school beside the Common, with the best view of the mountain other than from False Bay.
We cannot allow the alma Mater to sink
with South Africa into the filth of political opportunism; the fortunes made by OD's of the past on the back of British Colonialism and Apartheid and flaunted at Bishops, but good old Bishops decency forced
integration' (in the spirit of the Colenso Trial) years before this became the norm in local Christian Education. Let's resurrect that spirit and see if we can give decency back to South Africa, and instil our values,
sense of self-worth and belonging to current and future Bishops Boys. We do not have a reputation for anything much more than dinners, bickering meetings, self serving fundraising and drinks at sports
matches. Let’s all of us, do something BIG, NOTEWORTHY, COURAGEOUS and SOMETHING OF WHICH WE CAN ALL BE PROUD first. This is the sort of reputation I want to advocate, promote and or uphold and
strengthen in my Alumnus Association, and one that I cherish.
Since we have thankfully not paid with our lives in another World war and have no more names to cast in bronze above the Memorial Chapel most left Patriam in defense of all that is good and few have
returned. I wonder how many appreciate the role of memoriam enshrined in the ethos if not reputation of the ODU… Very few of us have the heroic memories of our deceased childhood friends in mind when
the OD email newsletter arrives on a Friday evening, but that is the legacy, at least in part. Turning up in a tie at a drinks party for a school tour is not a reputational issue.
The other point I see that irritates is “process between Bishops and the ODU, the ODU Committee and the College Council” – the ODU Committee is listed additionally beside the ODU – is the ‘Committee not a
servant of the ODU. This is a rather nebulous list of initiatives, alas sport is again a main issue!
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one high profile project for change in SA supported globally
Good & effective social conscience is increasingly important for all organisations, both corporate and nfp. It would be good to see the ODU socialise a draft plan for discussion for how the ODU can be more
active in this space.
Ok.
"OD participation in philanthropic efforts, individually & as a Union.Development of Centres of Strength/Support for Bishops, offshore - by both membership & financial means."
You have omitted "through its members". It would be excellent to see more ODs involved in national politics and setting standards. Where are the Graaffs, de Beers et al ? I would see the ODU as
encouraging members to playing constructive leading roles wherever they may be involved.
As stated before, encouraging the sharing of the initiatives of individual ODs in order to gain traction and support.
"Volunteer Projects Controversial: implementation of annual membership dues to support bursaries. Could be tiered; nominal amount to receive all current benefits, higher amounts for benefits like ""two
tickets to annual dinner"" and ""tea with Paul Murray""Mentorship Programmes that extend beyond the OD body, offering expertise and experience to those less fortunate."
"Active: ODs arrange activities that benefit the local communities/societies, something meaningful that aims at solving root cause issues. Eg: Non-profit organisation that actively improves the local
communities through job creation.Passive: ODs in their capacity at/within work take an active part in their companies ability to improve society. Eg: Actively participate or drive projects that reduce water
usage, energy consumption or emissions."
So glad this came up. It would be bold to suggest that the administrators of the ODU could solve this by themselves. We have OD's across the globe doing all sorts of social good. Use the union as a platform
for these ODs by highlighting at least one of these causes in every newsletter with very clear guidelines on how ODs can get involved. The other option is for the ODU to setup its own foundation that focuses
on a certain cause: one such idea would be for ODs to donate their time to help small businesses in previously disadvantaged communities. Access to thought capital like this is priceless. Just something to
think about
"Invite others (besides ODs) to mentoring workshops, presentations, etc. with a particular focus on those from disadvantaged backgrounds.Ask ODs who head up welfare organisation's to suggest ways in
which other ODs could be of assistance."
External mentoring. Support for OD led charities.
Maintaining honesty and integrity in business and private life. Speaking up when and where we can in our communities to assist in correcting the problems surrounding us.
Get the basics right and then move to this higher purpose.
The ODU should clearly be a force for good but I'm not sure what is meant by "the societies in which it operates". I don't know whether the ODU should strive to be a force for good in, say, Malaysia, where I
live (and am probably the only OD). It should perhaps strive to be a force for good only in countries where significant numbers of ODs live, particularly South Africa itself.
"I believe that this is a general statement that encompasses the majority of the preceding objectives in this survey. By acheiving the preceding objectives in turn also satisfy this section of the purpose.I
would also be happy with this section of the purpose falling under its own but similar objective as Objective two.Where if an OD or Group of ODs wish to be of specific force of good within a society, it should
be up to them to start organize and manage, with assistance from the ODU with regards to administration and communication to reach the desired goal. "
OD's overseas are often in small numbers - those not living in a major capital city. In my case I have met up with a few OD's but also enjoy the extension of this network into activities shared with people from
other closely associated schools who I have met up with, eg Herschel. Perhaps this 'force for good' can be encouraged and extended by inviting some of our 'brother' and 'sister' schools to communicate
around this ideal to their own 'representatives' in far flung places. I suppose it sounds a bit like creating a new form of 'Broederbond' - but I see it more about leveraging the ideals of more like-minded
people with a very similar schooling and cultural backgrounds and world view.
First set an example of how to behave towards each other. We have failed dismally as a Union. It is very sad and cant be wished away. The societies in which the Union operates are extremely variable. Some
well intentioned efforts could/would offend other ODs. for example, by religious overreach, or political alignment, or fund raising for certain charities. So this activities should be left to spontaneous
activities at a local level. eg The ODs around Victoria West or Saskatchewan, decide to rebuild a school that was washed away in a local flood.
"Must remain a-political, especially in the current crisis scenario in SA. Further initiatives such as the LEAP association"
O.D.'s generally are drawn from a privileged and usually affluent sector of society and one wonders whether some socially aware activity might not be more appropriate than helping indigent O.D.'s or
assisting O.D.'s to pay for their sons to attend Bishops.
"Uphold the Anglican Faith and what it stands forEncourage all ODs to promote the qualities which define ""a force for good"" in their daily lives - eg - truth, fairness, respect for all others in the societies in
which they live."
Very generally, uphold ethical behaviour in a world where this seems to have gone out of fashion.
Take the initiative in moving to green energy sources and providing opportunities for those less fortunate to have periodic access to Bishops facilities.
Encourage innovation and excellence in education in the Western Cape in under-served environments
I think by the very purpose of the previous statements that it intimates that objective.
Funding. Community Service. Senior Business Leaders providing expertise to young entrepreneurs from outside of school
be facilitators of change and transformation in societies in which we live and work
This should probably be the first and most important initiative - not the last one mentioned almost as an afterthought.
The ODU is a network of privilege; it goes without saying that in SA in particular we have a duty to use this privilege in a way that benefits society - whether it is through charity of time, opportunity, or
finances.
I cannot comment
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"I d not think that this is a function of the Union. My experience is that ODs I know are a force for good in the societies in which they live. "
Please refer to my responses to the first priority. Particularly in South Africa, there is a crying need to the wealthy and well-connected to share their skills, knowledge, networks and experience for the greater
good of South Africa, and not just for a bunch of generally well-heeled folk who have already benefited from a great start in life (in terms of education anyway).
Empowering OD’s that have established means of creating a social impact by allowing them to leverage their link to Bishops and it’s Union.
This is a difficult one as most people already probably have an affiliation with a charity which does good for societies so not sure if ODU can do anything over and above that as a stand-alone initiative.
Maybe highlight the good ODUs are doing in society. Maybe look at an award which is presented at the Annual OD dinner. Local and Global award.
A gentle mild kind and often invisible force
While it is tempting to relate all 'good causes' back to Bishops eg. scholarships, bursaries, the ODU can also work to help other areas. A bold approach would be to set up a charity in the ODU's name which
can be a force for good in the South African society and the world as a whole through funding and programmes. Issues which the ODU can attack can range from poverty to climate change and perhaps
selecting a cause for each year could be an approach. Such a charity would also strengthen the brand of the ODU and Bishops as a force for good in the world.
Grow businesses that employ people in the broader Bishops community...ie enable job opportunities in SA by using global networks of ODs living in Europe, Aus and the US.
"This is contained in previous statements.The ODU operates within the Bishops society. There is nothing wrong with uplifting those who are part of this society.By increasing inclusivity and giving those less
fortunate (be it the previously disadvantaged or sons of ODs) the opportunity to attend Bishops, this allows opportunities to persons to be included in this society.The ODU is not some grand worldwide
charitable society and it should never be. Bishops has enough issues that it should focus internally rather than trying to solve the world's problems."
"From a South African perspective, with so much focus on the quality of education, education and skills development initiatives should be on our list of initiatives:- For example, engage with the likes of
TSIBA (www.tsiba.ac.za) and offer tutoring/lecturing services or offer invites to workshop evenings/work experience opportunities to students/graduates.- Align with organisations such as PfPSA
(www.pfp4sa.org) in promoting the improvement of educational institutions"
wrt comments at the start, consider adjusting this wording to have a connection to school values. Different wording might make it easier to 'attach' strategic objectives?
I cannot suggest any thing else
Having a central cause/s that resonate with all ODs should be agreed and communicated widely so that at the branch level these causes can be universally promoted and supported, through locally-based
organisations. For example the sustainability of the environment and embracing diversity are two values identified on the next page. But there will be others, and these are very broad.
"The ODU, through the mentorship and other programs should play an active role in assisting with the integration of boys recently out of Bishops, into wider society, as economically active and socially
responsible individuals. To give these boys access to the experience and the knowledge within the ODU could be an incredible boost to these boys.If the ODU spreads itself too thin in trying to pursue
multiple social programs, I believe it will end up doing many things badly, rather than a few thing well. I support the latter approach. "
Create groups that would work with local projects to improve their work through the knowledge contained in the ODU.
It should be the main objective as an ongoing value learned at school.
OD community involvement in uplifting the poor and disadvantaged in their community. Vince van der Bijl's involvement with the Masiphumelele school is an inspiring example of this.
Stepping up to the plate with regards to social justice issues even if we are not directly affected. We need to be seen as approachable and willing to engage, listen and lend a hand to those in the broader
community/ies who might need our expertise. If this can all be done with more the spirit of Ubuntu that the European/English individualism approach, then indeed we will be a force of good and all that has
virtue.
The thought leadership and events it runs. Basically, the benefit to society is through enabling OD's to achieve the pinnacle of their potential as quickly as possible.
"ODU could hold debates/talks/seminars on a wide range of topics that need support/education-global warming; recycling; Palestine; state of the nation.Are we assuming the OD's and ODU are doing their
own thing or are there general ODU 'good' themes that are being pursued and OD's guided?Are we too afraid to take a stance or are we wishy-washy, dont upset anybody?"
"1) Probably more relevant to the South African branches, but we might consider extending the mentorship opportunities available to non-ODs from disadvantaged communities (on a case by case basis).
This would probably have to be trialed first.2) By celebrating the actions of individual ODs that act as a force for good in their societies we will hopefully encourage other ODs to act in a similar manner. It is
probably better that these are seen as the actions of men that attended Bishops than a specific ODU initiative."
Reinforcing Bishops values. Those are hard to define (refer to debate around recent SGM), but that should be the focus of this element.
Raising a trust for Bishops to fund bursaries or grants for students or teachers / staff
"* Outreach teaching and mentoring programs (they may well already exist)* Mentoring/support to 1st year university students from disadvantaged backgrounds (they have a huge step to take in adjusting
to a new environment)* Focus groups for first year university students where they can meet and chat with peers, exchange views and develop a sense of belonging.A more difficult topic - support to the
elderly* Does the ODU mandate extend to the elderly within the general community?* Does a role exist for the ODU in this area?"
This is for the ODU itself to discern, and the first initiative would be to do precisely that - to set up some dynamic which could assess the relevance of the ODU in the varying political and socio-economic
contexts of its members, and to define what 'a force for good' means within those contexts. This, of course, is only a start: the practical MUST follow.
be a force for good
Encouraging ODs to "give back" to society by becoming involved in charities, school committees, their local community, etc
If ODs are involved in initiatives such as Hermanus Siyakha which is a micro-finance lending project, this should be advertised via the weekly newsletter so that it can be replicated in other towns by ODs
resident there. They will get all the information they need from the OD concerned in the original scheme. Siyakha will benefit the local Overberg community, help strengthen the economy and provide
employment opportunities. If replicated the benefits will be multiplied to the good of the South African economy. Siyakha means 'building together.'
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Antagonise where Bishops falls short on issues of discrimination. As if ideas are still being held at school level they carry into the ODU we must evaluate what Bishops and the ODU's role is in SA and have a
purpose and concrete plan to be a force of good
Increase the mentoring system across all branches of the ODU
For societies that have sparce OD membership the values we acquire during our time at Bishops should still prevail.
OD Chapters are in the best position to identify ways in which they can best give back to their local community and best represent Bishops. Examples could include sponsoring and participating in Days of a
caring involving various volunteer projects, broadening the experiences of Bishops exchange students by setting up additional activities during their term abroad, etc.
I think the creation of scholarships, up lift-meant seminars held in underprivileged areas etc
"but, as I indicated earlier, it should focus on being a force for good in South Africa and I can think of no better way to do that than to re-orient the mentoring scheme, for example, to the emerging
graduates from UWC and CPUT.The incredible resource that is reflected in each of us, the result of our fantastic education, provided in a context of deep inequality, is one that - especially at this point in the
country's history - could be deployed to achieve real impact with great advantages to the reputation of the school and it's ODs. That ODs should be mentors is a brilliant idea. That ODs and Bishops Boys
should be the mentees is, I'm afraid to say, appalling."
"What a relief, albeit an afterthought!I think you should start with a clean slate, new people and new thinking.I see little benefit in starting with the 2015 document which was in General very limited in
scope, largely introspective and far too much anchored around an inwardly-focused mentorship programme.Open it up and be bold!"
I think the mentoring work that is underway could be expanded to assist with mentoring those in disadvantaged communities.
Encouragement of individual ODs to get involved locally, and individual branches getting involved in local projects
We need to prepare for an onslaught from destructive political players - because it will come. How do we do this?
This should be pursued in place of the "broad events" approach. To be a force for good means that we should be devising good - strategic in tackling racial and economic injustice. Tackling gender issues
when appropriate and encouraging an environment where Bishops men are pillars of society.
Keep out of poitics and support civil society initiatives that are seen to be a force for good.
Education in SA may be a good example. Currently there are at least 10 million unemployed South Africans. What role could Bishops play in practically alleviating this serious social problem and economic
impediment? I believe we need to address the 'big issues' and offer meaningful solutions for the country as a whole. A project team could be set up to explore such a possibility.
"Establish a code of business conduct to which OD's who can influence corporate behavior can subscribeIdentify existing local organizations that are already a force for good, and use the communication
network to support them with time, attendance and moneyEnsure that the psychological health of Bishops boys is addressed as a priority of the schoolAs part of the recent demonstration against abuse of
women and children, Bishops should formally apologize to all previous pupils for the physical abuse administered via corporal punishment to young children of all ages until it was legally prohibitedContinue
to speak out as a representative body against abuses in the society. In South Africa this includes corruption as well as physical sexual and child abuseAddress the issue of income disparity in the context of
Bishops being a school for wealthy people"
No specific initiative other than upholding high standards
Community involvement under as an OD union. I.e. beach cleanups, construction projects, etc.
See prior comments
This needs to be a core criteria for the OD updates/news that is shared, the events that are held, and the narrative of why the global success/impact of ODs is important. Every other element of the
objectives can privilege "doing good" as a lens through which it is seen.
n/a
none: covered by existing and proposed ODU supportive activities
I believe that Bishops boys are taught at school to play their part in being a force for good and that it is not necessary for the ODU to give attention to doing this
thats whi I added community as a pillar
More relevant to South Africa with regard to Apartheid history and correcting the wrongs of the past.
certainly not a primary objective & shouldn't need its own initiatives - plenty of opportunity in Rotary, Lions etc.......
"Outside of Scholarships / Bursaries etc, there should be more interaction with the wider communities in which we all liveDonating one's time and expertise to NGO's should also be considered"
I do not think the ODU has fulfilled the purpose of being a force for good in SA. I do not support Bishops financially at the moment for the sole reason that I see it still as a beacon of white privilege, only
slightly expanded to reach out and include a small elite from the previously disadvantaged segments of society in SA. Rather I support a black school in the Central Karoo run by the wife of an OD, because
this is demonstrably a small organisation that is a force for good. I would like to see Bishops establishing a parallel academy in SA, funded out of the endowment of the mother school, but bringing improved
(but not necessarily "Bishops" education) to a broader segment of previously disadvantaged groups. This I would support financially!
Some of us were members of Lions clubs which helped the areas where we lived in Zim.but because of all the difficulties we are facing I don't think we would have the means to carry out any activities at
present.
(a) Take note of the ODU chairman's response to the Tutu Committee in which he continually shows no remorse for his behaviour, nor for the behaviour of the vice chairman. (b) Ensure that the Tutu
Committee is able to perform the unfinished work of interrogating the behaviour of the ODU chairman and vice chairman, failing which (c) call a Special General Meeting to deal with this outstanding
business, (d) lose my support for the ODU, as I will not partake in any initiatives while the current chairman and vice-chairman are still office-bearers.
By helping to benefit the members of the ODU and giving the best support to Bishops as a school
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The ODU needs to position itself to make meaningful societal contributions, not only in kind but perhaps more importantly, in terms of advocacy. A set of values or guiding principles (applicable to society in
SA) need to be considered for the ODU. What does the ODU, this powerful and influential collective, stand for externally? When would it speak up or take a stand? To borrow from Prof Jim Winfield (Bishops
92) - the question needs to be asked, how would the ODU be the best Union FOR SA, rather than in SA? Within its ambit how would it contribute most positively to guiding SA to the high road?
Make it very clear to all OD's exactly what the aims of the School & the ODU are and how they can promote these ideals in their communities and the behaviour they are expected to exhibit in their business
and social lives. I don't think that a lot of OD's really know what the aims are and I am perhaps one of them!!
"Raising the consciousness of pupils (and ODs, I suppose) to be aware of their very privileged situation and to recognise how easy it is to slip into an assumption of entitlement.Said entitlement leading to e.g.
gender-based violence and corruption. So basically, encourage self-reflection and (genuine) humility."
Apart from the current programmes to foster disadvantaged children with potential I am not sure what other activities could be suggested
By example
As the ODU covers a diverse range of people, skills and generation - to create a think tank to address issues that can either be taken to the broader community or to raise awareness in the school body.
"Simply to live by values that your old school espouses. And that were part of your school education. Respect and appreciation for others. Nothing complex and contrived to look good on a document but
coming from the heart."
We need to integrate the BOD's as part of our societ. They feel that they are not and often(especially in JHB) act on their own in a very exclusive space,without them we appear as a split organisation.
Clearly in the South African context, Bishops is still regarded as a school which is held in high regard by other schools and other parents. This has been achieved - in my view - by the influence an OD has had
in society. Having said that, I do believe the "aura" of Bishops is on the wane.
Local Fund raising events. Braai's, get-togethers etc.
strengthen South African Provincial branches
Be a force of good for other OD's as well: socially, professionally etc
Become active and relevant in the issues of the day particularly in the SA context.
This is a great purpose provided it does not become a charity appeal platform.
3Bn people live on less than $2.50 per day. That’s where we have to be a force for good
mentioned at outset of questionnaire
Extend the mentoring to deserving candidates who were not fortunate enough to be schooled at Bishops.
This element of the ODU’s Purpose is surely best served by the behaviour of any one OD in public, and through pursuit of the preceding elements of the Purpose of the ODU. This could be the reason for the
absence of detail concerning this element: it stands alone and should, to an OD, require no explanation.
Have a portfolio on the branch committees where that person identifies (or calls for suggestions) various upliftment projects that local OD's can get involved in regularly or contribute towards. After
canvassing support for various alternatives, he can communicate with and encourage OD's to support the ones chosen. He would probably need to identify a 'champion' for each project and delegate
responsibility for driving the project. Projects could be one offs such as a 'Beach clean up' or on going regular upliftment. Support for these various projects would need to be reviewed so that 'dead horse'
projects are timeously 'canned'.
Youth and entrepreneur development through mentoring (aimed outside of the OD community)
"support for individuals who are able to propose and run worthwhile initiatives, subject to means and an opt in mailing list for OD's who don't mind being solicited for help. However, there should be news
on this that the entire Union receives so they know what initiatives are being supported.There should be a clearly defined set of criteria for what type of projects can be supported and who gets partnered
with, so as to uphold the reputation of the ODU. "
"Outreach, Exchange prgrammes, Much more involvement of our boys in grass roots programmes that will see positive change and engagement in the BROADER community. "
You must integrate into local communities. NFPs and Charities. Do not become a closed community that only "communicates" and has social interaction with itself. i do worry that some people never leave
school.
cf previous notes and comments. By definition the ODU needs to reach out beyond itself, in every possible way, in order to build a naturally evolving non-patronising voluntary association/friendship for
betterments in all environments and societies. The privilege of the Bishops exoerience is not to go back to school, but to go out from school, beyond the school experience continually....
The OD Union should organise entries into charity runs/cycles/volunteering programs etc. They could organise marches to Parliament, attend Pride parades, support ODs involved in theatre and encourage
ODs to use their access and wealth to better their own communities as well as those less fortunate.
"Create a mechanism* that allows OD's worldwide to share information about instances and issues that represent opportunities to act as ""a force for good"". This could cover almost any identified need
from disaster response to issues of social justice, threats to the environment etc. The mechanism* would need to make it easy for OD's to get involved to provide practical action and/or financial resources to
address such issues. It would create a means for OD's to respond and assist either individually or collaboratively. No doubt some such issues would be 'politically charged' so the system would need to be
politically agnostic, allowing OD's to contribute or not as they chose, with no priority given to one issue over another.*The mechanism could be a segment in the ODU newlsetter, email alerts/updates, a
regularly updated space on the website or even a mobile app. No doubt there would be no shortage of OD volunteers with the relevant skills to build such a system"
Practise in one's daily life the Christian principles upon which Bishops was founded to advance.
Keep it all MUCH simpler !
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Refer to my previous response, as it overlaps with this. There will be ODs doing great work in a variety of areas in different corners of the world. However, you probably need to define what 'a force for good
in the societies' means in reality. I would think about servant leadership. Also, what would be really good is to go back to the reason why the school was founded in the first place - Christian roots! These
thoughts should drive whatever is decided. We live in an increasingly secular world, so is Bishops going to move away from its reason for being or is it going to go back to its reason for being and develop
future strategies from there. Key question which I don't know the answer to: how many of the current OD Committee are active Christians within their communities? This will partly answer the questions I
am seeking answers to.
Broederbond/secret handshake/MINUTE lapel pin or such to unite. Become OD ambassadors in order to reinforce positives to all and sundry - the world is a terribly negative place ..... too much fear. "..... in
the societies in which it operates.” is a conundrum i.e. standing up for women's rights in Saudi Arabia may get one into trouble.
Frankly for me this should be a higher priority . In this unbalanced world I feel that the best thing ODs can do is develop a reputation for doing good works . I would be happy to support and endorse a
nationwide structured programme
More charity on behalf of the ODU
"A THOUGHT ...The Bishops contribution to the greater successes of our Cape, and, indeed, South African Society can build, naturally, growing, and strengthening human groupings. Independent of
Government, surely our approach to 'projects' might be measured, consistent, and competent, with substantial impact. I think of the assistence to build community chiors, (Think of Ndlovu Youth Chior at
America's Got Talent) Community sport clubs, think Tennis coaching, chess, Athletics, swimming, and more. Plainly our objective is not to be a charity as such, but rather to be facilitators/ initiators. Also
school boys can be included in training etc. Good for them, too."
"For the more financially successful ODs to set an example for the younger ODs. For their “giving back” to be published/distributed to all ODs, so that it becomes a consistent flow of good news stories where
ODs give back. Then have the successful ODs mentor younger ODs and instill a culture of giving back. "
To be a force of good in all aspects of life.
Outreach programmes be established...particularly in the Western Cape....aimed at helping selected communities with basic education needs and how to go about seeking employment ( CV's, interview
techniques etc.).
"I would much prefer something like the mentor programme had more to do with people outside of the school than internally I am reluctant to be involved in the existing mentor programme for a whole lot
of reasons but would give freely of my time to a structure that supported and promoted those who did not have the benefit of being at Bishops And I think that more deeply fulfills the objectives of what it
means to have been at the school and the broader commitment we have as ODs to our communities "
I do think we could reinvest not just in scholarships to come to Bishops, but in community, poverty alleviation and environmental programmes. What is the ODU fingerprint on society.....at the moment only
the collective efforts of the individuals. There could be an ODU prpogramme.
Please see my previous comments.
Find key groups/collectives that are "a force for good in the societies in which they operates" and perhaps initiate go-fund-me campaigns (or other calls to action) within the community.
I have slipped it into some of the strategic objective discussions. The key here is to ensure that being a force for good is in the DNA of what we do, not an add-on at the end. The way we form associations,
how we promote them and how we run them will determine how much of a force for good we are.
I feel that Bishops interacts well in its environment and societym
"Without this, Bishops may as well not exist - and without it, the world would probably be better if it didn't exist.Specific initiatives could, in the short term, include building stronger ties with Quintile 1,2,3
schools and actively seeking to expand the number and proportion of black students. The school can also play a more active and vocal role amongst both ISASA and national educational fora, pushing for a
more egalitarian, democratic, and decommodified education sector.In the medium to long term, this could involve 'de-privatising' school assets, turning them into publicly-accessible Commons or
democratically redistributing them, as well as developing innovative shared-teaching models which bring the knowledge locked behind the school's gates out into the service of society and humanity."
I am under the impression that a number of scholarships/bursaries are offered to pupils of Bishops. This addresses the concern at hand on an extremely local level. However, to widen the spread of the
ODU's societal fortification, efforts could be made (in the way of donations or action) to address the detrimental socio-economic problems in South Africa, such as the tragically high rate of gender based
violence, and indeed on a global scale. For example, since 2018, there has been a notable rise in knife crime in London. Perhaps looking into a way to provide aid for the impoverished, underprivileged
people of the UK could be part of expanding the ODU's outreach. These projects must however be sorted by relevance. As the crime etc. in South Africa is far greater than in the UK.
Transparency. Bishops should be entirely open about its history: this includes both the reputable and the disreputable points. Why has our wikipedia page been whitewashed? In the last year or so, the
controversies page has been entirely deleted. The 'notable alumni' section has been doctored to only include the most agreeable figures (mostly sportsman): the British nobility have been almost entirely
removed, as though we have no connection to the English establishment, along with the Rhodesian ministers. Granted, some of these alumni do not fit the school's modern profile but this does not mean
that they are figures of historical or informational relevance. We are trying to build an international brand but don't seem to notice how existing brands conduct themselves: Harrow still lists Winston
Churchill on its page, despite his well-documented history of virulent racism. It is a matter of principle that an institution should be upfront about it past. Wikipedia is a public source of information not a
marketing platform for the Union or the School. The information that was previously documented on our page has been replaced by descriptions of grand piano's in the John Peake Music School. If the
school wants to list its inventory, it should do so on its website - not wikipedia. The latter, is was built to house information of relevance to the wider public of internet readers. This is yet another example of
the school trying to change its image, not by reconciling with its past but by pretending it never happened. We cannot change where we have come from - and nor should we want to as there are roses
amongst the thorns. We should aim to be open and progressive about how we confront our history and how we plan to move forward. The school was founded by proponents of the British Colonial
establishment and continued to be a part of the South African establishment throughout the last century. Aspects of this reality is shameful, given their implications but we cannot pretend it is not true. By
virtue of the fact that we are an Anglican school, we admit to our ancestry as a product of British colonial activity - these facts are irremovable from the foundation of our identity. Whitewashing is not the
solution here. Using Wikipedia as a marketing tool is not the solution here. Using Wikipedia as a marketing tool, without so much as consulting the wider Union as to how it feels the School should be
represented online, is not the solution here and entirely unacceptable, for that matter.
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Very few young men have ever had or will ever have, in the future, the privilege of having an education of the quality, breadth and depth that Bishops has provided over the past 175 years and will continue
deliver to future generations. For this reason the ODU should assist Bishops to reach out, attract talented potential leaders from all strata of South African society. Furthermore there was a time when
Bishops attracted pupils, many the sons of ODs, from around South Africa, Southern and even Eastern Africa. In this day and age is there any good reason why the ODU should not assist Bishops to attract
more pupils from other parts of Africa? Is there any reason why the Bishops model of education cannot be exported to other parts of South Africa or into the SADC states? How can ODs assist the Bishops
model of education to be adopted by co-educational schools, particularly at foundation and primary school level? Does the ODU assist Bishops boys with exchange programmes with other schools around
South or Southern Africa?
"OD collections for underprivileged talent bursaries. Financial support for Bishops boys who have become orphans or in special cases for families who can no longer afford school fees. This sort of support is
always the sign of a true community. "
The union should use its position and influence to makes it position clear on topical issues - national and global.
With respect, the questions all are almost rhetorical, in that they illicit obvious responses, but the current OD union is far from fit for purpose
Charity starts at home seems cliched but I believe we should focus in societies that need the most assistance. The preceding objectives deals adequately with the wider ODU members, the above purpose
should be directed to the society within which Bishops the school lives. I think this should be more clearly defined.
ODs could coalesce around key projects in SA where we could make a meaningful difference to those that benefit.
Much of it is common sense.
"The collective IQ/EQ etc of the ODU is immensely gifted and strong. There could be more participative involvement of anyone - outside of the Union - who could be invited to exploratory discussions on
campus to discovery and explore many subjects that could enrich many lives. For example, to discuss and discover a possible alternative to the failed materialistic capitalist model that seems to require
population growth to achieve success and is fast running the world into a dismal dead end. Bishops surely is cleverer than that!"
"This is main thing lacking at bishops .Without this Bishops will become irrelevant and may not exist past 2040 .It's vital that bishops is aware of the unfair advantage enjoyed in colonial south africa , and
builds restitutive and other appropriate structures and strategies to adress this "
"Each OD lives the values in whatever role they have. CEOs will have proportionately more weight than say employees. However I strongly believe that a lot of little efforts can make a big impact."
Establish a fund to benefit a chosen school or schools in under resourced areas. A partnership of sorts. Fund raising for these types of schools in addition to our current Bishops funding.
As with all alumni groups, and I see this very strongly in the USA, people are very alumni oriented. Just because our school is in South Africa does not mean that we have a great opportunity to promote it in
our own local environments and to have it's name and association made known.
Yes, like many other charitable organisations. My Motto as a MD of my own Company, is to do good for the comunity, for Society and work in charitable organisations. These could be as a Football Coach, in
Business organisations, the fire Department (which is only voluntary staff in Germany), etc.
To promote through various media and other more personal interaction where appropriate, the values of Bishops and the ODU targeted specifically at areas perceived to be lacking these values or needing
encouragement and needing to be made aware of such values.
The ODs should have had this culture embedded during their time at Bishops. Where there have been ODs who have fulfilled this potential in their adult life it can be reported on with some modesty and
pride but and in doing the the purpose is subtly fulfilled.
To be involved and participate in a broad arena of focus areas. A call to arms in effect where needed and useful.
Perhaps its function can be to support initiatives of various individuals as is appropriate rather than attempt to accomplish too much from the centre. many are probably involved in a wide variety of
'good'....
"Drawing attention to world problems, interesting articles, news.Local OD branches volunteer locally in their own communities."
Start with focusing on the OD community and Bishops, which I think would keep you very busy.
community outreach/mentorship offerings, perhaps using school facilities unused after hours
Perhaps some periodic competitions (e.g. biennial) for funding or exposure for deserving OD (or external) projects, voted for by ODs.
I think the primary value that the ODU can add is to connect donors (of money, skills, time) with the initiatives that the ODU has prioritized. In my opinion the latter should focus on the school and on
education in South Africa more generally but there could be other priorities as defined from time to time
If in the budget: potentially some outreach programs
"1. Promote the school, and it's delivery of good young men into society2. Develop a culture of adding value to society - whether it be in the way we treat people (values), we give, or employ lots of people,
or my wise business decisions that consider society. Foster Bishops Values3. Support and show case projects that ODs do in the charitable space (cable way charity challenge, craig bellamy swim)4. Start with
one project a year (weekend workshop for underperforming school headmasters)5. Start the ""Ian Macdonald Initiative"" (https://www.sagoodnews.co.za/ian-macdonald-rip/ or
https://www.odunion.com/news/deaths-and-obituaries/115/115-Obituary-Ian-Macdonald-1991O). He reflected so much of these values. He was a mentor at Hillwood primary School, through partners for
possibility https://pfp4sa.org/ - just some ideas - yes yes, I can do it. It would be great if it was an official theme of the union. we won't save the world, but it's something to consider"
I don't think separate initiatives are necessary here as reading all the other initiatives it is clear that if we achieve those, we can only be a force for good. Unless a separate and clearly identified initiative is
deemed necessary, then each branch should commit to an initiative in their areas that would clearly land this part of the purpose. So this could be to provide assistance to NGOs that provide care for abused
women; start library and reading for underprivileged areas; etc. The onus should be placed on the branches to come up with their own initiatives that would be tailored to their specific areas - so branch led
initiatives. The ODU would then share globally what's going on and provide some direction if necessary.
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Affiliations with Anglican churches in the "branches" inviting local ODs to partake in community initiatives organised by the church. Promote the leadership of ODs in local communities - the mentorship
initiative is key in achieving this. The reputation and good standing of Bishops should always be upheld by OD members.
Ethics in the workplace/sports and our values in general could be a topic for the mentoring process.
"Fall in line with what Bishops is doing as a school; support these initiatives where possible. For the ODU to operate its own CSR programmes is not necessary."
I think the mentorship programme contributes significantly to this.
I think the term "Force for Good" requires a bit more clarification. Is "good" also taking a stand regarding the extremely poor governance of this country over the past 25 years, which if it continues, it likely
to result in far less children and grand-children of current ODs attending Bishops because they will not live in SA. The term "Force for Good" is tremendously vague - there is a gargantuan amount of
politically determined issues occurring right now in SA that are anything but "Good" - and they are occurring at a political level; the promotion of racial antagonism by the current SA government to detract
attention from its own issues, and its foot-dragging regarding dealing with the long-standing and shocking levels of corruption. The OD Union is part of SA; it should be making statements and organizing
speakers/events which assist in speaking out more. Less politically correct window-dressing, more taking of a political position for this country's real "Good".
"instead of a fund to help indigent OD's how a bout a fund to help those in the community of bishops? to help the families of the grounds staff. the public spaces around our school. it says alot when a
person maintains and upgrades that which the own, and that which is neighbouring their own. Support global initiatives, celebrate and push more OD led public service initiatives. not just write about, but
send the hat around the church and put some money where our mouths and letters are. lets show how much OD's perpetuate the good in their societies and equally when good needs to be done, an avenue
to call to arms to achieve that good. Example: vuza rugby (may be naming it wrong) as soon as I saw the post that they needed help and some money, I messaged Brendan and Anton and offered my
assistance, I wouldn't have known of the need without the Facebook post...."
"Need to show leadership. Need to address issues in our society. Need to set good example and guide society into the future This objective become more and more critical "
Outreach Programmes, such as a Mentor Programmes for ODs that want to help at risk youths. There are many ODs that would be happy to mentor at risk youths in their communities/neighbouring
communities. The ODU could set up paths for this to take place. With the current climate of violence in our country, we could be "a force for good".
Philanthropic events to support others in our societies who are less fortunate or find themselves in a situation requiring support.
Subtle reminding of the privilege of going to a private school in SA and therefore an obligation give back to both school and country.
Support for less advantaged schools by way of mentoring teachers
This is a tricky one as the initiatives would be different in each country where OD's reside. Only through personal conduct can OD's support the force for good.
Yes, I agree very strongly with this part of the ODU's purpose! I feel this is the biggest gap in the strategy and the ODU itself. We're too much of an old boys' club risking isolation and irrelevance in an
already-too-polarised world. We need to actively work to be a force for good in society.
Initiatives need some debate and brainstorming, but ideas might include:
1. Build a community that cares - may the ODU be a community where relationships are formed and people genuinely care about each other.
2. Find the good - seek out and increasingly celebrate those who are making a positive difference in the world RATHER THAN mainly highlighting those who are successful largely in financial terms. For
example, see Larry Fink's 2018 letter to CEOs on how companies must have a social purpose and pursue a strategy for achieving long-term growth - not merely seek to maximise profits. The world is hurting.
The world is polarised. Our country need healing. We have a powerful opportunity to be a far more active and vocal role in helping talk about the tough issues and opening up conversation. "How do we
meet more needs and make a given situation work better?
Being a force for good and each other should be our purpose and anything else is in support of that. By showing we can make a difference in the world we will be global leaders and ensure the survival of the
planet and it’s people.
A qualified yes - through publicising the activities of its members but this goes beyond the specific role of the Union itself. The Union should ensure that internal governance procedures and high standards
of ethics are maintained.
Align with other organizations that are forces for good, eg OUTA in SA, not being shy to be contentious.
"Encourage commitment to building and upholding positive societal values through a commitment to do the right thing. This includes not saying nothing - the recent ""enough is enough"" response to
gender violence is a good example of this."
I do think the priority for charitable activities etc should be South Africa and probably the Western Cape more specifically. That means relying on Western Cape ODs and others for ideas.
Promote integrity and accountability amongst the worlds leaders
Suggestions would be more effective slightly later once the major part of this survey are collected and offered for further comment. The ODU must beware of becoming too versatile. I realise that this
statement could be misunderstood.
"The initiatives set up for OD's ie. mentorship programme, bursaries etc. could also be extended in some sort of way to the greater society. The Russel Adams bursary a case in point. Maybe a minimal
monthly contribution/stop order by all OD's to support a fund for the ""greater good"" especially in South Africa with the huge disparities we face."
We belong to an ex-pat group here in Belgium. They raise modest funds and find socially important initiatives to uplift the community. And they do several such events every year. Perhaps ODs can start
doing these things (if they are not already doing them), and then share with other OD communities what they are doing - lessons learnt, benefits for community, etc.
"Support the school to offer a Bishops education to a wide spectrum of society.Provide a platform to encourage philanthropic endeavours amongst successful ODs.Set up a ""force for good"" panel amongst
ODs to track and measure where the Union and ODs are contributing positively to society. This can be used as a benchmark and by working closely with the school set a good example to the next generation
of school leavers."
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Patron of a positive community initiative, that all would agree with and support.
I would add at the end of the quote "particularly in South Africa"
This is difficult when simply filling in a questionnaire. However my feeling is that I went to Bishops as an Anglican school and therefore I should uphold the Christian standards that I was taught. We should be
tolerant of other religions but not forget our roots. I am getting the impression that The school is backing off this a bit. ODs should be a force for good in maintaining these standards without necessarily
being evangelical.
I tend to think that this can be interpreted widely, and that charity starts at home. Mnotho Makhoba made a good point at a recent YOD event when asked by a Social Justice Warrior what the ODU was
doing to improve South African society. He advocated that 'charity begins at home' and argued that he would rather support Black ODs in need of help that take pictures of ODs going to an orphanage in
Langa and feeding kids for a day. I tend to think that we can be a force for good by empowering our own - many of whom need help - rather than window-dressing with events and acts that only serve to
signal our virtue. So perhaps then the answer to the above question could be considered 'no', depending how one looks at it.
More publicly mentioning the contribution of ODs to various activities or OD interest in and support for charities or similar organisations.
Addressing sexism, promoting Transformation, sustainability (social and environmental), promoting reconciliation
Given the fledgling nature of the branches the force for good needs to start within the OD community in that region. Immigrating and relocation is a stressful exercise so primarily ensuring the well being of
the OD community needs takes centre stage. That being said initiatives whereby OD's can collaborate on community exercises can help achieve this primary objective as well. A win-win if you like.
I believe that some form of engagement within the broader local environment is important. This is especially true in Cape Town; I think the initiatives should be based on supporting exceptional, talented
students attending the school, and that this should explicitly be included in our efforts to give back to society - acting as a force for good.
I think the "force for good" is an OD Union that is stable and confidently lives its values allowing ODs to make their own decisions about being "forces for good" in their communities and across the globe.
I think there needs to be far greater opportunity to leverage our network to create more positive political and social influence to address societal inequalities and injustices. This would not be formally as an
ODU but informally by supporting and promoting the good work being done by ODs in these spheres of society. Let's not just praise our sportsmen and businessmen but put greater emphasis on this doing
social good
"It's difficult to make specific suggestions, as the societies within which ODs live, and the contributions that we can make are so varied.Broadly, I think that there are two ways that ODs and the ODU can help
to be a force for good: money and time (expertise).Money: being a force for good via money might involve (e.g.) generating a fund for socially valuable purposes. Given that this is unlikely to ever be a huge
fund, the money could be put towards 'quirky' or unpopular-but-valuable issues.Time(/expertise): this could involve ODs being mentors for particularly socially-valuable purposes, and/or encouraging ODs to
provide some pro-bono work in their professions (e.g. lawyers or medical doctors), if they do not already do so. I'm sure others would have much better ideas here."
"ODs and the Union to identify key areas that should be developed where ODs can play a positive role in supporting these key areas .Eg supporting education for those who do not have access with their
time etc Finding initiatives to help the homeless Establishment of a broad OD charity supporting identified charities/etc. "
Of course we should try to avoid politics here. But there are a range of possibilities that do that, from the support of environment causes to mountain rescue to volunteering in disadvantaged Cape Town
communities or funding such activities if you are not living in the Cape to supporting Cape Town based educational facilities to providing a network for internships in our businesses for young people from
disadvantaged communities....etc
Perhaps focusing on pressing issues facing us currently, for instance some sort of workshop or brainstorm with ODs on climate change and achieving better climate orientated improvements and decisions in
industry. Given our vast resource and networking connections, we could perhaps enable more growth and consideration of restorative practices amongst the ODU, giving inspiration to more climate
conscious ideas and motivate connectivity within the union surrounding globally unifying goals of healing our earth and environment
"Provide trustworthy (informal?) and accurate communications channels (to counteract the prevalence of ""Fake News"" in social media, etc)"
Support action on climate change, education of women in developing countries, population control.
"The Mentorship Programme is a good one why not extend this to Bursary students as well before they actually leave school.Perhaps an OD branches could form NGOs that adopt a/a few causes with a a
common theme. A bit like Round Tables do."
This is difficult because many of us live in countries that are politically divided. Certainly I would like to see the ODU support campaigns that focused on combatting climate change, corruption, intolerance,
gender violence, and sexual harassment, to name a few important causes.
Twinning schools, assisting with equipment, training and mentoring in schools that are not nearly as well advantaged. service credits and awards to pupils that actively promote and fundraise towards these
initiatives. The Boks go to Langa before a test match. Why aren't Bishops 1st XV there 4 times a year helping train and nurture the U13 rugby players to make Craven week in 5 years time?
Upholding faith, integrity, truthfulness, respect and courage.
Whilst agreeing with this objective, it is of less importance to me than the other objectives. We are first and foremost an old boys union and given our education and life circumstances, i feel the "force for
good" aspect will come naturally rather than being something that needs any specific planning.
You could set up a sub-committee to determine areas in which the Union and its members could operate to contribute to the public good, preferably not financial.
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1. Be a moral compass for South Africa as a whole.
2. Be a moral compass for schools in South Africa - education is in a terrible mess / bad education means future joblessness and crime.
3. Be a strong leadership to Bishops:
All meaningful talent has left, or is leaving the country, that leaves very little talent to teach at South African Schools - we should work towards attracting talented educators at Bishops by subsidizing their
incomes
- by attracting volunteer teachers to visit to teach etc...
Horrible horrible teachers left in the country believe me!!!

I suggested the following to Adam our Chair' in the light of the Vilotti scandal:

What initiatives would
you suggest would
give effect to this
"force for good" part
of the ODU's Purpose
(9)

20 November 2019

We OD’s, are an organization of caring evolved and capable people – qualities for which we are rarely if ever credited (due in part to our own false modesty), we care deeply for the boys involved, their
parents, loved ones and the damage caused to these young lives.
The best, and indeed the only real amelioration that we as OD’s can affect are:
• to help establish and disseminate the whole truth in this and all further matters, towards more effective healing
• to immediately, openly and honestly deal with similar future matters
o as I hope your email “Statement from our Chairman” of 12 October, makes precedent
• to make it abundantly (Constitutionally ?) clear that the ODU will NOT IN ANY WAY PROTECT a current or past sex-offender, be it an OD or even a ‘beloved member of staff’.
• to educate all Bishops boys & staff far more effectively employing specialist sex-therapy psychologists (not a step too far at all, given our reputation) as early as modern psychology permits.
o to initiate an ongoing non negotiable Counseling Program (dealing with sex, among other stresses of working with boys and young men) for all academic and domestic staff
This may be the only constitutionally effective manner of identifying a potential danger to the boys
o clearly any efforts with regard to the above already in place, have not been effective.
• research and investigate other programs in place around the world – especially at schools similar to Bishops, eg. Ampleforth etc
• MARKETING! Make a very big deal about the implementation of the above – the whole world knows about this, so why should it not be an item on the prospectus?!
o Work towards a reputation that Bishops, because of its nefarious past, is safer than any other school – let’s strive to be leaders in “sex-safe education”.
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"The aim of the ODU should be to promote the interests of the members . Do gooding aims should not be stated as a goal."
I do not know this can be achieved, nor do I feel that such a statement is necessary.
Don't want to be seen to be pushing a private school agenda on South Africa at this point in time.
As far as I'm concerned, the union is more about its self and the members in it than the wider community as a whole.
I think this is over-reach, and likely to get the ODU supporting differing points of view from one country to another. I happen to think legal abortion is good for society. I am quite sure there are some OD's who
consider this infanticide. What good would it do the ODU and the sense of community it should engender if it took a position on this issue.
This sounds more like a witch hunt than a questionnaire. See my comments above
There are just too many other things for ODs to do or join once they have left school.
I don't think we could ever agree what "good" means.
Exceeds the ODU mandate.
Should focus on Bishops and improving its standing. Let people do their own social outreach
Maybe it needs to be stated that we need to be a force for good, but I would think that our time at Bishops would have taught us that. Do we really need to state this as an objective?
I gave my view at the start by pointing out that I was uncomfortable with this as our primary purpose unless it is included specifically for South Africa.
We are not a nation state nor a political party nor a business with a social conscience to appease. We are a past pupils association and have difficulty in even getting that right! And who actually do we think we
are in suggesting such a purpose? We pursue such an arrogance at the risk of actually being the kind of people others think we are which will not help our cause at all.
This is the responsibility of individual ODs, not the collective ODU.
The ODU is not a charity. It is not meant to be a force of good to society. The purpose is to encourage positive interaction and impact of ODs so that the ODs themselves will be a force of good in society.
Agreed in a South African context, but given the small Australian OD membership there are more appropriate channels to achieve this on the assumption that Bishops has turned out well rounded individuals
who participate in their communities.
As I wrote in the answer to what I would change in the Purpose.... the ODU itself is not a force for good. It does not have the resources or funding. It should however be active as a platform for members to take
that role in their societies by communicating, promoting and celebrating.
This should be the ambition of all us. We should not need a formal institution to do this on our behalf
Loose, ambiguous, open to interpretation - the kind of fuzzy group-think NPOs thrive on. Ask yourself the question, "what kind of an Anglican institution are we that we need to spell this out on behalf of our
wide diaspora of members that we should be a "force for good"?"
Need to be careful this does not become too political. ODs will have different political views & I would hate to see the ODU divided as has happened recently.
"I indeed noticed this section earlier and have already commented on it at the beginning:The ODs Union is not a service club outside the Bishops context and obviously not a ""force for bad"" even if that is not
mentioned as a part of its express purpose."
"1) Focussing only on itself would make the ODU too elitist.2) Providing ODs with opportunities to help communities is a mechanism to drive OD engagement3) Helping people beyond ODU members is
something to be proud of (if it is done).4) Helping others is a mechanism to develop leadership and ability of ODs."
Beyond the remit of us collectively. One would hope that all ODs aim to be a force for good in society,the sum of the parts making up the whole.
What is the society in which OD's operate? this could be perceived as 'elitist'
It's not what an old boys union is there for. And it overstates our importance and is pretentious.
I doubt that this was envisaged by those who established the ODU. That said, the ODU holds no mandate on behalf of those societies in which it operates. In my view it is arrogant to adopt as a 'purpose' a
position which the ODU may see as 'good', but which others, who are not OD's, may see differently.
This is an individual responsibility. The term also needs to be defined as it may mean different things to different members
I think that should be a part of each individuals core values and should not be a focus of the union
I did make suggestions earlier on this point - please reference the less than modern relevance of the word or meaning of "societies"
One mans or society force for good may be another one's worst nightmare. There will need to be a lot more debate around this topic and much better articulation.
Would take focus away from the other main objectives. There are other bodies out there doing the role of "being a force for good"
I would say a "force of good" is a by-product of the values held by Bishops boys and will naturally reflect in society as they go out into the world. It does not need to be defined in the purpose.
Stick to information exchange, nothing more.
I agree with this statement for Bishops as a school but its not relevant to the purpose of the ODU
"The OD union should be a force for the good of the OD's.the union was set up primarily to help develop and keep OD's in contact.We should be looking after ourselves and then the wider society that we are
in."
The term “good” is too vague and open to interpretation.
This is a lofty ambition that sounds appealing but is very difficult to deliver in practice. The purpose of the ODU is to support its members and, to some extent, the broader Bishops community. While OD's
individually and collectively can and perhaps should be 'a force for good' in broader society, I think this is beyond the remit of the ODU
This seems to me to be more a founding principle on which the ODU should operate rather than a specific purpose of the ODU.
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This is a body that should be focusing on facilitating connections, not influencing. How can a member who is jailed for life for raping someone possibly be a force for good? Can the union really be
responsible for that? No, so why spend time distancing?
Too broad. That's not the OD Unions purpose.
i believe that if a Bishops education has achieved its purpose, OD's as individuals will be a force for good in their communities across the diaspora. The ODU will have a hard time, and spend huge effort in
trying to agree on what to support and how to do so if "being a force for good" in all "the societies in which it operates"
We are an association of former pupils of a good scholastic establishment. A force for good suggests to me that it is seeking to influence opinion within a country or society which I submit is inappropriate.
However the tenets hopefully inculcated during our time at Bishops should assist us individually to seek to do good.
I dont think this should be the job of the OD committee. Whilst it is most definitely something we should all be striving to do , I do not think that this committee should be formally responsible for initiating
such projects. Other committees like the trust should be doing this possibly.
It puts a positive and potentially onerous obligation on OD’s abroad. A number of OD’s will not have the time, money or resources to do this, some prefer to do this privately without recognition and most
have a primary obligation to their immediate family to establish them in their new location abroad. I prefer to try and live by a set of values than have a positive obligation to be a force for good which
sounds a bit missionary like.
Not enough detail, too woolly, too antiquated, no real obligation at all. The world is a very demanding and complex set of forces and relationships; "good" is too imprecise, you need references to achieving
"social justice, addressing inequalities" etc etc
I feel strongly that this has nothing to do with the ODU's purpose and is inappropriate.
"I do not believe this is the ambit of the ODU - the ODU is there to connect OD's and ensure information is communicated etc. Once the ODU becomes involved in forcing good then it enters troubled waters
- who decides what the "good" is? What if I as an OD disagree with it's angle - I will then terminate OD membership or at least become a disinterested OD. Many OD's already engage in driving agendas for
doing "good". It is not for individuals on a committee to decide where that good is. The one aberration may be where it is to assist other alumni organisations that may not have the skills to organise their
alumni etc.
"Societies" replaced by the word "communities"
Ethical and responsive leadership democratically accountable.
If you are overseas you may not feel this objective necessary, but for those closer to the home of the school and the country within it resides, there is much change going on in society. This may feel less
important if you are older or not a parent?
In supporting this the emphasis should at all times accept that the school is a South African institution that needs support from its worldwide network
"It would be good to know what societies/charities the OD union is involved in helping. It would be good to know what funds are being diverted to those charities every year. That information could help
make the management of Bishops more accountable to OD's, staff, parent's etc"
Promote integrity and accountability amongst the worlds leaders
Suggestions would be more effective slightly later once the major part of this survey are collected and offered for further comment. The ODU must beware of becoming too versatile. I realise that this
statement could be misunderstood.
"The initiatives set up for OD's ie. mentorship programme, bursaries etc. could also be extended in some sort of way to the greater society. The Russel Adams bursary a case in point. Maybe a minimal
monthly contribution/stop order by all OD's to support a fund for the ""greater good"" especially in South Africa with the huge disparities we face.“
It begs the question why and also what is a 'force for the good’. I am not sure that is something the ODU needs to become involved in.
One man's good is anathema to another.
It always should be made up of people who are aware of being a force for good. It should not, however, be a purpose of the Union itself.
Because the purpose of good is not defined and is not applied by all in a similar way. The ODU is not in place to decide what is good and what is not. It is frankly ridiculous for the Union to virtue signal like
this
"Again needs a mixed feelings box... I think all that the ODU does should be ethically motivated and ultimately ""for good"", and if we can encourage charity and ultimately develop charitable causes that
would be noble and wonderful. But my concern is again about priorities and distractions. This should be a long-term goal, if anything. Perhaps ""force for good"" considerations could be placed in the OD
values and principles box for now.
"No idea what it means. 'Societies' is too broad ... are we talking groups / communities with shared interests, etc.?
I think it is self-evident and flows from the School's values. By disagreeing with the statement I am not suggesting that it be "a force for evil". In any event, I am suggesting that it is redundant and should not
be included as part of the OD Union's Purpose Statement.
In principle this is fine, in practice this goes beyond the scope / function of a school society.
"It’s yes and no. See my answers to question 1 and 4.It is not and should not be a purpose of the ODU. It is and should be a purpose of every one of us. These are values we share which were in part instilled
at school but are now we are no longer at school our individual responsibility. "
Please see answer to first question where I deal with this in more detail
This ethos of being a force for good in the societies in which we operate should have been woven into each boys character during their time at the school and by their parents. I think the OD needs to focus
on engagement, action with its OD's andthe retention of that relationship. Once the ""friendraising"" stage is complete - then ODU can leverage these relationships to fund the societies in which it operates.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
Suggest the vision statement needs to be revisited, along following lines as is precedent Our Vision: Two or three sentences summarising the vision of the OD union Our MissionThe OD unions seeks to
....(how to achieve the vision) Our values : We live the Christian..., We respect, nurture...., We are inspired by...., We recognise the value of diversity of all people and treasure it, we care for the
environment...also Collaboration, responsibility, inspiration, integrity, "
without necessarily being based on any particular religion, adopt a credo of "do unto others"...
"live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously respect, nurture and value each person inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams "
I believe one can be a Christian without being an Anglican. Bishops has for decades drawn pupils from non-Anglican backgrounds. It is the ethos that the members of the Bishops body aspires to & holds
sacred that is all important rather than sectarian classification. Bishops must show itself to be a ‘broad church’ to maximise its relevance.
With respect to the first bullet above, while Bishops was unquestionably founded with this emphasis on “Anglican” values I believe it has moved into a more secular world today emphasizing a vaguer and
more universal set of values. I am concerned that the reference to Anglican may feel excluding to those well meaning OD’s who are of other faiths or non believers
I agree with the suggestion that the values of Bishops are applicable to the ODU and the way in which it carries out its business. It makes sense for the Union to be united with the school (as ultimately that's
the thing we all have in common) and a fundamental part of this is to uphold these values of Bishops.
The issue of faith is moot for the ODs and should not be as narrow as the one currently espoused
Much as living "the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition" may be a core value of Bishops, which the Archbishop should monitor as Visitor, I don not see how this can be a core value of the ODU if it is to
welcome ODs of other faiths and traditions. It would hardly "embrace and celebrate diversity".
While Bishops was founded on the Christian faith, a truly open minded community needs to embrace a set of values and ethics grounded in common humanity rather than religious beliefs.
Maintain principle of good manners (as taught at home) and then followed while at school. The world society is forgetting basic principles of "please and thank you", and having been taught those
fundamentals, it is difficult to live where they are not followed. So while we cannot change others, we can lead the way of showing good manners
We can't pretend to be a diverse, multicultural institution and still suggest that living in Christian faith is a prerequisite for being considered a true Bishops man.
Hard to get away from the specificity of that first value, given the origins of Bishops ... but it does feel woefully out of touch with the modern, secular world. Could be broader, something about the values
taught and embodied by Christ.
"""live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously"" This is outdated, and even though we are an Anglican school, it indicates that we are not all inclusive. This may need to be
reworked to highlight key attributes of what a Bishop's student/OD should strive towards as previously mentioned ""humbly and courageously""."
I believe the magnificent Memorial Chapel should be the centre of the school and that any one who goes to the school must accept this premise and this is regardless of what faith you belong to. As an ex
Anglican now a Catholic I have very minor reservations about the Anglican faith.
I like the above values but I am not sure how the ODU achieves points 5 and 6. A lot of work to be done in these areas if they really are a priority. I am not saying that work is not done in these areas, but I
certainly do not see any actions or communications that touch these points.
The 3rd and 4th bullets need to be amended as they apply to the school more than the ODU. The others are all valid.
"Knowing (or wanting to know) what is the right thing to do Respect and humility Honesty and Integrity Being an active and constructive citizen who can offer solutions and proactively support community
or other initiatives."
I dare say that these values should be part of the Bishops ethos, but the aims of the ODU should be more limited and more specific. Also, Item 1 is inappropriate in our multicultural, multi-religious society.
I embrace all of the above and feel they are important
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
I support all the above values and principals strongly.
"These are very reasonable values, perhaps the addition of: Making a difference in our communities by demonstrating our commitment to honesty and integrity in all that we undertake."
I must confess to being a bit troubled by the first one. Perhaps it could be expanded to mention religious freedom.
"1. What religion one is has no bearing on your love and passion for this school. 2. Respect is a given 3. Diversity is one thing but celebrity it - not really sure. We all went to the same school so that's the most
important thing. "
Agree. Just have to live them!!!!
My preference would be to remove the first value (live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously). The other five values listed are fine by me."
With regard to the first point. I believe in the statement “to live humbly and courageously”, but I do not agree that you need to “live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition”, to be able to live humbly and
courageously. I fully appreciate that Bishops is a Christian school, but also appreciate the fact that there are many ODs with diverse religious beliefs and cultures.
I'm not too fussed if a set of values is or isn't established for the ODU. In a commercial and competitive environment, and where litigation is also ripe, I think values are used for specific strategic reasons and in many cases just a 'feel-good/look-good' for leaders who either battle to live them or never refer to them again! But they can be discriminatory and limiting too.I also think that, while some of the
objectives of Bishops and the ODU might be similar, they are not the same organisations, and by necessity are pulling together people under completely different day-to-day lives, motivations,
responsibilities, and influences. I do not see the need nor relevance for the ODU to emulate Bishops School values designed to drive the schooling and development of boys from 6yo to 18yo! For example,
Australia has become a very secular society now keenly realising the absolute need to be relevant to - and accepting of - all faiths. Applying this to just the first value stated above, and noting that religious
respect, tolerance, and inclusion is a world wide movement of concerned and community minded people... I think that a better value if needed, in this light for the ODU might be something like...""be
inclusive and recognising of the value of all faiths and utilise the Anglican traditions to demonstrate this humbly and courageously. In summary - I think quite strongly that if values are required, they be
drafted to support and guide decisions and actions of people who have left school behind and are trying to make their mark and be an influence in a much bigger world than 800 bishops boys.
I have reservations about the very first one. That is all well and good within an Anglican Church school, but I have friends and work associates who hold other faiths and I can imagine my situation would be
compromised if they found I belonged to a social group that contained that as a value. Besides the faith as practised at Bishops when I was there and the tolerance the Anglican church now shows to women
and homosexuals are worlds apart, so which should prevail?
The Christian and Anglican emphasis should be dropped. Our school years were embedded in those values and psalm 150 was fabulous, but almost all ODs live in a secular society and environment. The vast
majority feel very little if any affinity to Anglicanism and Christianity. So don't push it. You don't have to be a Christian to be humble, courageous and respect, nurture and value each person. Muslims, Jews,
Hindus and atheists do it just as well if not sometimes better.
Although an Anglican myself, I am not sure the Reference to Anglican is essential. Despite it being a church school.
Conflicts of interest between 1st and last item will need to be discussed, debated and addressed.
I already addressed this briefly on the previous page - I see now you have covered my thoughts!
The first and last in the list seem to be at odds. It will take some effort to reconcile them.
I am sorry. I don’t disagree overtly with the sentiments expressed but the intensity is somewhat overwhelming
I would tone down the Anglican faith bit. Concentrate on principles and action for good
These are perfectly acceptable, but everyone is different; that is why we are individuals who have been lucky enough to have been to Bishops.
Sustainability does not only refer to the environment. It should also refer to social sustainability at least
Sounds wonderful but actually completely irrelevant bearing in mind everything else an OD has to commit to after leaving school.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
not relevant - live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously - we live in a multi cultural world.
very relevant education should be ongoing address global issues via OD activities
"Coming from a Christian base, it should be specifically nominated that tolerance and understanding of other religious persuasions and folk who practice these, is a key value, provided these do not clash
directly with values espoused in the gospels. Non Anglicans or even non Christians also have an important role to play. Bishops offers an education, not the OD Union. Seek to further the ongoing education
and development of ODs from the base laid at Bishops."
My sense is that logic dictates that if the ODU is to remain relevant, there should be alignment between the values of the School and the ODU.
I disagree with the execution, not the intention, of the first statement “ live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously”
Too "goody goody" For me. We should be known for our deeds as opposed to a set of saintly ideals which few or any of us will achieve or wish to attempt!
I would be very happy for these values to be paraphrased to apply to the OD Union
I am not a Christian- so would argue that it should not be referenced. Diversity is again, a problematic point. What does it actually mean? Diversity of opinion? Again, celebrate, what do we mean by this?
Climatology is, highly debatable, and not a subject matter like Greek (or even Latin).Add: work hard to make the ODU, OD's and Bishops a success. The obligation aspects are important, so is, the
responsibility factors."
"respect, nurture and value each person" - this is a typical school value, where it exercises pastoral responsibility. How can it be the responsibility of an unpaid, volunteer committee to bear this duty? inspire
individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams"" - this is a typical school value. How can it be the responsibility of an unpaid, volunteer committee to inspire a 76 year old OD to reach
his dreams? ""offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances"" - irrelevant“ address global issues including the sustainability of the
environment both as part of the curriculum and as demonstrated in school operations"" - other organisations are better placed to do this. ""embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school
and nation."" - there are many communities in our nature that should be avoided, let alone embraced. I suspect that there should be a code of conduct for members too. the manner in which the speakers at
the SGM conducted themselves was an embarrassment, and fell far short of the ""values"" they purported to embody. "
First define what constitutes an enduring value and not simply a laudable activity or initiative
"First one should be "live by the values proposed by the Christian faith in Anglican tradition" - ODs shouldn't feel they need to be Christian but should follow the same values/morals as the Christian faith
proposes."
Are we really all Anglican Christians ?
Don't have to be Anglicans...or even Christians. Obviously the Anglican tradition is an important part of the school, however do ODs have to stick to this to belong? Surely as adults we can choose another
faith - or a different form of Christianity - and still belong to the OD Community?
While Bishops is an Anglican school, not all ODs are Christians, or would want to live according to Anglican traditions. If this was enforced, I would terminate my membership.
"Yes I do feel relevant. I do however disagree with specifically stating a particular religion though."
If you would like to expand the reach of Bishops and the ODU to the widest possible group of people and make all feel welcome then starting off with 'live the Christian faith' immediately alienates anyone
who isn't Christian. You instantly close off the ODU to many people of other faiths and those without any. Remove the religious overtones from the ODU. The school may have been founded by a Bishop, but
if you want to be welcoming and show advancement you need to drop this from being a core value. It was also founded to teach only white students and for a very long time did just that so it is really up to
you to decide what your actual values are. You cannot be both inclusive and Christian. Pick one. "
Fully agree. We are an extension of the school and the values we learnt and grew up with during our time at Bishops should be the ones we embody and include in our lives."
Matching the schools values makes sense to me, but reading those it feels like some are specific to the school experience (point 4). I also wonder if the Christian imperative is limiting in an organisation that
values diversity.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
I agree with all of those values. embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation. - Maybe change nation to reflect that not all OD's live in SA. For me, my nation is Australia first
then SA.
Very definitely, such values and principles will go a long way to raise the profile of our wonderful School!
I think these need to be fundamentally better articulated. In my experience, individual words should headline the value, with an explanation under it. For example: Excellence We are committed to the
pursuit of educational excellence......Respect We respect the world in which we operate......Diversity We celebrate our diverse cultures.... "
I agree with the first four above
Conduct yourself as an individual at all times in a manner which adheres to the principles of your education I would also not limit values to those that practice the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition. "
The values; - - offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances - address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as
part of the curriculum and as demonstrated in school operations are not directly applicable to the ODU, they are applicable to the school, and therefor are not appropriate as values for the ODU.I believe a
different set of values and principles should be developed (that should certainly correlate strongly, with the values of the school), but should be specifically for the ODU, a separate organisation with
separate objectives.
All relevant. Work should be done, especially, to make sure the school is meeting the educational value, i.e. it being world-class. It needs to compete internationally and have facilities to support applications
to international universities.
I believe that to love God with all your heart and soul, is the basis of life and further to love your neighbour as you love yourself and try to do Gods will would cover it all.
Honesty, integrity and probity! Something missing from some of the events casting a pall over the ODU in the last decade!
Living the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition entails remembering the widows and orphans and the poor and the marginalised, especially our own within the ODU. There are victims of tragedy, PTSD and
mental health who are unable to make a success of their lives who are no less ODs. Could members provide employment / support for those who are in reduced circumstances? In reality, the rest of the
values flow from the first. Here (UK) the Labour Party has voted at their convention to remove the charitable status of private schools and redistribute their assets due to their perception that these schools
are not fulfilling their original charitable intention. Although not applicable to Bishops, sentiment is turning against what many see as a privileged education, these will need to be seen as actively promoting
those professed values.
It is a club for old boys. I am not sure as to how relevant those values are (the ones in your list).
Perfect. All in all we should continue to embrace and/or improve the values & principle with which we were raised as Bishops and South African men.
I have no problem with these values per se but we remain a past pupils association and are not the School and are not an extension of the School. We are a diverse community on so many levels it's naive to
imagine that having left School we will all remain as we were. Many of us achieve recognised greatness but many if not more also go on to lead simple happy and productive lives and think very little more of
their School as they get on with life with all its challenges. A new set of values sounds as if we are are trying to be too prescriptive but I endorse the idea of development of a set of common ideals by which
we could function as a Union. Common decency and good manners not to mention patience and respect for each other should be high up on that list!"
live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously. I am not happy with this (for the ODU), some (many?) at Bishops or as ODs are not Anglican, even if one believes in the Christian
faith, many beliefs of which are similar in other faiths. If one respects, nurtures and values each person, that covers pretty much Christian faith values, so no need for repetition. I understand why, Bishops
being a church school based on the Anglican faith, the first value is included (for Bishops school), but it is repeated in the second, in my view."
"respect, nurture and value each person. This needs attention. To watch and hear Bishops OD's on social media and in person at meetings attack, berate and vilify each other is in my opinion distasteful and
disgraceful. "
They are relevant (mostly). My suggestions for value would be:- inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams-respect, nurture and value each person- address global issues
including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as demonstrated in school operations- Safety & Security of the bishops family to continue as force-for-good forever.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
some comments listed in previous box!I think the ODU values should include those of Bishops ( a broad, educational and foundational approach to life and goals) but should be broader and deal/fight/guide
pertinent issues and values-eg voice our concerns about state of the nation issues, not as individuals but as a group, a Union. Just a Business RSA needs to step up and make a stand on issues, so does the
ODU. Bodies (Churches, religious, political parties, etc) have more force and weight. Are we only inward thinking?
A different set of values is required.
These values would need to be adjusted from the school context that they were developed for to the context of an alumni organisation. ODs are expected to uphold the values that they were taught at
Bishops and to act with integrity in all that they do, in the knowledge that their actions will reflect on Bishops and the OD Union.
Bishops is an Anglican school. Refer to the Anglican literature and I’m sure you won’t go to far wrong in identifying the right language to articulate our values.
Encourage leadership!! This is the most important value. We should be inspiring leaders! We should remove or alter the Christian/ Anglican faith. It also contradicts the with the last point for encouraging
diversity
I appreciate the values and principles
We should broaden the first bullet on Christian faith. While not definitive in character it is exclusive to those of different faiths or who live through alignment to humanistic / non-religious values
"Apple pie and Motherhood... but essentially all contained in bullet 1 and bullet 3.The above set are school specific. The ODU could have its own set but aligned with those of the school as the ODU is a more
outward looking organisation given the nature of its membership.* Encourage its members to live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously* Support and uphold the school*
Support and uphold the OD community* Contribute to the well-being of local communities in particular* Contribute to the well-being of society in general*All pretty much summed up in bullet 1"
I know that Bishops is an Anglican Church school, but why should the faith of its members lie only in that tradition?'...open their hearts and minds...' to what? I am not being facetious; there are negative and
destructive voices in this world that I am not sure I would be keen to open my heart and mind to!"
above values are good
In addition I would like to see mention of open, honest and timely communication as a principle.
I agree with most of these
Somewhere there should be mention of the need to serve as in the prayer 'make us ever mindful of the needs of others'. Examples of 'good works' being performed by ODs could be highlighted in the Old
Diocesan although some people would prefer these to be anonymous - except for people wanting to replicate these activities in which case the OD Union would put fellow ODs in touch with each other,
breaking the anonymity only for a purpose.
I think if ODU wants to be an engaging force with the school these are good values to hold, but more importantly to show a tangible action upon said values
I disagree with emphasis on living in the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition in that it distances the huge number of excellent ODs of other faiths. However, I would like to see the school and the ODU to
aspire to live with the ethos of the above. The second point is actually two. The first part I agree with, but the second should not be to reach their dreams, but to assist them in aspiring to reach their dreams.
I identify with all of the above
The first and last value contradict each other. How can you claim to embrace and celebrate diversity when you ask people to live an Anglican life, no matter their faith (or none). WIth the exception of the
second and last points, I think these are school values, and would not use them.
These are basically the values of the school. By the time we leave school we should reflect those values as individuals and recognise them in other ODs
"- live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously- respect, nurture and value each person- inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams The rest
are specific to an educational institution"
These values are not relevant to the ODU and a different set should be developed and agreed, adopted and then applied.
Yes, the very point l was trying to make in the previous "not dealt with yet" section.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
They are relevant and applicable but t should be modified to reflect a post-matriculation environment.
I think the Anglican tradition puts us into a stereotypical box excluding other religions, faiths, cultures and practices. You cannot have one without the others.
I'm not sure that it's appropriate for an alumnus club to prescribe values. Why? For example, the school may well have Anglican roots, but how with any seriousness anyone can claim that this should
continue to guide the values of adults, many decades out of school, seems preposterous. One of the great privileges that we get from our education is the opportunity to choose how we want to live our
lives, with whom we want to associate, in what we wish to believe. Very few people in the world have that opportunity and we should be embracing that, rather than ascribing to values that may (or may
not) be appropriate to guide schoolboys and teenagers. The notion that an alumnus organisation should be proposing values, even if they're largely motherhood and apple pie, is wrong.
In this age of diversity and mutual tolerance we need to rise above narrow religious values or principles and embrace "" common morality, ethical values and mutual respect and tolerance"" as the first and
over-riding principle. The rest are fine.
From the outside looking in it seems that there is more Christianity than there was. I remain convinced that that is true.
I do not agree with using the Christian religion. Christianity is less and less relevant today, and it excludes those of other faiths. A humanist set of values is in my opinion preferable, morally more sound, and
safer for society. The rest is covered by humanism
I believe that these values should be guiding principles but only directly apply to the extent that ODs are expected to not disrespect or actively counter them. But it should not be the mission of the ODs
Union to actively promote these values with its resources. E.g.- ODs should be free to change their religious orientation but not actively disrespect that of their peers (or indeed anybody's)- It is not mission of
the ODs Union to actively initiate or run initiatives such as environment programs or the like. Exceptions apply where such initiatives of and run by ODs are supported administratively as a way of supporting
and promoting OD fellowship which is part of its core mission. BUTthe ODs Union should apply these values as guiding principles in the activities it conducts in achieving its mission"
I agree but would add in the tackling of injustice, if we are to live the Christian faith. Human justice, poverty, and discrimination should be worried about before the sustainability of the environment is
worried about (IMHO).
I would support all but the first value. I understand that Bishops is a 'church' school, but I am not sure any religion is doing a good job of guiding young people today.
Not sure that explicitly stating the Christian faith or the Anglican tradition are right for the ODU, and that statement does seem to contradict "embrace and celebrate diversity".
I understand the above bullet points are well meant - however somewhat of a mish-mash of ideas, values, intentions and strategies. Apart from listing a short list of the usual values such as courage, integrity
etc, which in practice become fairly meaningless, I suggest formulating a thorough and comprehensive Code of Conduct that links core values and principles to specific actions and behaviours. Happy to
assist with this if required.
I endorse the above values and would also like us to consider: Act continually to redress prejudice, inequality and dishonesty"
There should be room for those who have lost the Christian faith, but uphold their values
I'd reword the one about religion to be more focused around the values of being a good Christian, rather than actually being a Christian. There are many ODs that are of other religions or are non-religious.
I like these. I saw the following posted by a friend Richard Goold recently. Not directly relevant but possibly helpful: I was struck by a message from the headteacher at my sons school today which was sent
to every pupil. What great advice and guidance for young people. Wouldn’t it be great if we could embody these behaviours in the workplace. “I expect you to look after each other and to make one
further step by going out of your way to show kindness to those in need. I would also like you to reflect on a few tips which will help you focus on a successful year ahead.1. Take responsibility and make sure
that you understand that both your actions and inactions have consequences and that the one thing you have complete control over is your attitude.2. Say sorry - if things go wrong, it is never wrong to
apologise fully and in doing so acknowledge that you have understood how to avoid that same mistake in the future.3. Be good to people - there is simply no substitute for being a warm, generous and open
hearted person.4. Work hard and recognise your potential - and in doing so understand that you have amazing opportunities here this year. Nothing is set in stone. It is up to you how successful you are, how
much you flourish and what you achieve.”
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
The religious element - especially coming first - I find difficult to deal with, and is the primary reason why I would actively avoid engaging with the ODU and/or Bishops further. And this is coming from a
classic white, cultural Anglican, not someone of a minority ethnicity or faith. While Christianity/Anglicanism has had many cultural influences on me, I have never had any real faith, and I see furthering this
as a net negative. I want to be judged, and want to judge others, by their principles, values, and impact on the world, not their nominal faith which is largely an outcome of their birthplace/upbringing. I see
no reason to have a value which excludes those from different backgrounds or of a different faith. Please consider focusing on the values and principles which are consistent with / arise from
Christianity/Anglican tradition, but remove any explicit mention. Overall, clearly some principles are relevant to the school but not ODU (offer a world-class...). I would considering keeping the same core
points but rewording to be relevant to ODs rather than the schoolboys. "
Happy with current values & principles.
I dont believe "live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously" should be one of those values but merely focus on being "humble, courageous, ethical and contribute positively
towards society
Too much already! too dictatorial. The OD Union should be thought of as a 'Band of Brothers' using the Union offices and officers as a communication centre, not all OD's are practicing Anglican Christians,
not all OD's respect each person in our communities (they would be wrong to do so).the fifth item is for the school to add to the 'curriculum'."
As noble as this set of values is, it is not relevant to the ODU. I’m not sure that the Union actually needs a set of values. What would the Union do to an OD who didn’t espouse a particular value, discipline
him? On consideration, values should not be formally stated.
The values of Bishops the school and the ODU cannot be the same. They can be similar, but due to its nature the ODU will have a large variety of members to be taken into account, with ongoing additions
yearly. The ODU has to take itself a little away from the school ethos-but the ethos of the ODU should be what, as students of life and experience, the members of the ODU has learnt.
My goodness, are we establishing the next united nations? Far too lofty. The ODU is about connection to the school - it does not need its own values, its values should be the values of the school. The
words above feel like we are trying to make this much more important and significant than it is - it is an old boys association for goodness sake!
The first and the last appear to be contradictions, certainly after school going years"
To embody the ethical and moral traditions that Bishops represents, including the concept of fair play, create opportunities for all and support for those in need.
The above are suitable
Perhaps these can be adapted to OD values - see ending comment regarding our country.
Time to move on from religion - this activity is in world wide decline as we come to understand its irrelevance.
Od's of other faith groups may have an issue with living the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition.
Not particularly relevant, particularly no 1.
Whilst the ODU should have Values, I would have thought that OD's have moved on from the school's values. How about some originality.
As I have said, education at Bishops is still targeted at a highly privileged segment of SA society. It needs to do a lot more to embrace diversity. Bishops largely celebrates "success" (demonstrated by
traditional career achievement at high levels). I would like to see it celebrating more modest progress among a much broader segment of SA society.
The last time I attended church regularly was morning chapel at school and am not religious at all so I am excluded by the first value above. This does not mean that I do not appreciate and live by the values
instilled in me at school.
I think it is unnecessary to articulate values and principles. What does this achieve?
I am sure most OD members have some of the values and principles stated above, we learnt many of these at Bishops, certainly the Christian faith made us a strong and united school.
I think it might be appropriate to secularise the first item, taking advantage of the opportunity to spell out values of behaviour, which would include humility, integrity, transparency, servant leadership, etc.
The emphasis on living the Christian faith should be toned down to accept those, like me who valued the ethics of the Church teaching and training but whose beliefs tend more to Atheism with an
honorable life style doing the best for the world and your family that you can See the Aristos - John Fowles
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
I believe some of these values may be somewhat esoteric and I would suggest simplifying them so they are real and liveable. Address global issues... - I think these are too high flying and lost on a daily basis.
Values are the moral compass of individuals and collectively, organisations and nations - these should be instilled at school and carried through thereafter. Values taught at Bishops should be absolutely
aligned with values espoused by the ODU. I would suggest these be simple and easy to remember, and a code to live and operate by. I would like to suggest the following:1. Fairness2. Respect3.
Transparency (or honesty)4. Accountability
See my previous answer to the previous point. It applies here.
I'm an atheist. Many Jews, Muslims and people of other faiths (or non-faiths) have attended Bishops. Let's leave the Christian/Anglican principles out of it and encourage decent behaviour for the sake of
decent behaviour. One could argue that enshrining the Anglican tradition (point 1) negates the viability of diversity (point 6).
I am not certain of point 1. Not all ODs share the Anglican faith, indeed, no all ODs are Christian. However, I do believe in ethos that somehow, we as Old Boys should hold ourselves to a ""higher standard""
that reflects the privilege we have had of attending Bishops "
Should the ODU not be secular?
"Values throughout the world are changing and the good ones are in-bread in the people who attend Bishops and they, the scholars, go into the world and represent the school. "
A broader set for the ODU
While I agree with the above we need to recognise that not all ODs are Christian/Anglican and we need to acknowledge this. Bishops is an Anglican School and anyone attending needs to accept that.
However the ODU does need to include ODs who are of different faiths.
All above but not being ashamed of your values and of promoting them. Respect others... but expect / demand that respect in return. Being accommodating does not mean one has to be reticent of your
values. Nor strong in defending them."
The third value ...""inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams""...is a bit loose and probably could be rephrased/shortened to just ...“inspire individuals".. The sixth value
echoes my point in the previous page re the BOD's"
Over the years I have become very "confused" as to the faith that some of the ODs - perhaps over the last 30 years - have followed. Unless there has been an extraordinary conversion to the Anglican ( and
Christian ) faith, there appears to the uninitiated to be a gradual "creeping in" of other faiths into the school. I do recall that in my day, there was one chap whom we all believed was of the Jewish faith. It
was always the talking point with us as we were of the view that NOBODY, other than those with a strong Anglican heritage, was allowed near the gates of College ! Me suspects that the values in this
particular area have become somewhat tarnished and even subjected to financial persuasion perhaps.
Different set should be developed with some overlap
"live in the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition" should not apply to the OD union's core values. It is safe to say that most OD's are not practising Christians and most certainly not practising Anglicans. This
is a value has to potential to be exclusionary. And if it is a value one can conveniently ignore and still be a member, then what's to say that other core values can't be ignored as well?
There is a need to expose and address local issues and national issues and to foster a culture of confronting these in a manner which demonstrates both compliance with and giving effect to the other values
and principles. We need to walk the talk.
All good. We need to understand other cultures and faiths under than the Christian faith better. Above all we need to be humble - respectful - not arrogant "
* live the tolerant inter-faith and spiritual life, lovingly, humbly and courageously
These are very good values, but maybe we could simplify the process by asking OD's to agree to a "code of ethics" (COE) that would include and even possibly expand on what these values actually mean.
This may be part of the solution from the SGM, but takes the values further by asking all OD's to sign and agree to the code of Ethics and makes enforcing it so much easier in future if groups or individuals
behave inappropriately in line with the COE!
The OD community has members of a number of different religions and the values need to be inclusive of this. One of the core values needs to be "tolerance". The first point and the last point are a little
conflicted, we need to be somewhat agnostic in terms of religion with respect to the OD union.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
See my comment on the previous element: “NOT DEALT WITH ... YET”.
"live the Christian faith, humbly and courageously. Practice honesty, loyalty and kindness in daily life •respect and value people with whom we come into contact •inspire others to open their minds and
hearts, and to reach their dreams •address global issues including the sustainability of the environment•embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our nation. "
Putting a section on specifically Christian and Anglican faith is questionable. Rather rethink this into a broader sense of religion. While I understand that the school is Anglican to many of the OD's come from
other religious backgrounds and rather than be specific about the Anglican faith one should rather be more inclusive. Most religions have similar tenants in terms of doing right and differentiating from what
is wrong.
I like these
Not sure that the Christian faith and specifically Anglican is relevant to the OD group.
I think the focus on religion is alienating to those who follow no religion or are not Anglicans. I have always, personally, found this off putting.
Some ODs don’t live in that community and so may not understand the current situation and therefore be unable to meaningfully contribute.
While the school maintains an understandable core of religiosity, and religious backed education, to apply this ideological anchor to ODs is to place limitations, generate alienation and be generally offputting to the many, many ODs that no longer (or never were) part of this ideological background. I take strong exception to the first point being applied in any way to the ODU as it is not who I am. That
being said, to appease the more dogmatically inclined, refocusing the subject of the sentence will go a long way: ""to live humbly and courageously, as exemplified by the Anglican tradition."" This places
the focus on the life style and goal, rather than the method of doing so. It's more inclusive and less alienating.
Be careful. ODs are now an international community. They are everywhere. The values might have to be inclusive of local "mores.
I would say that most of them are relevant except the first which is to live the Christian faith."
live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition should be out... we all had to do it at school but there are Muslims, Jews, other Christian denominations so OD's can't live a faith when they have another faith
after school is done and dusted. Perhaps live and respect all faiths and tradition, humbly...etc......."
"Suggest own set of values which incorporates relevant Bishops values: Shared - Embrace and celebrate diversity; respect ,nurture and value each person. New - a collaborative ,collegiate approach to the
ODU that promotes camaraderie and ongoing interaction and communication- ODU contributes in a meaningful way to the well being of all members and helps make a social impact to the broader
community"
The first (Anglican) reference is not necessary: it should be assumed, interpreted and translated by individuals beyond the school. Have the confidence to assume such values, and a wisdom not to limit such
faith, or to preachify to inclusive beyond schooling friendships and associations...The non-racial, non-sectarian, and gender friendly realities should be implicitly central challenges in the values of a more
inclusive schooling and beyond school experience..."
I'm not sure that the values of the school should be carried through to ODU. In any event, in my opinion, the first and last values listed above seem to be at odds
I believe that the ODU's values need to be very closely aligned with those of the school but need to specifically shaped to guide the conduct of the ODU and its members. The context after leaving Bishops is
somewhat different from while at school. As one example, while Bishops obviously operates within the Anglican tradition, not all Bishops families, and certainly not all OD's are Anglican or remain so after
leaving Bishops. So this applies while at Bishops but perhaps for the ODU it should not be restricted to the Anglican tradition."
They should most certainly be reviewed in the light of current and likely future circumstances in both Southern Africa and the wider world.
Ease of on the religion thing. It’s archaic and out of date. And quite frankly nonsense
Of course all the above and what has gone previously are entirely very valid but one's life is so complicated that by comparison, all the fine things which have appeared here should be indulged in but at a
much lower percentage level."
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
I would add selflessly, humbly and courageously ...respect, empathize, nurture and value ....motivate and inspire individuals ...the education needs to be 'relevant' (bullet point 4. Be careful of using 'the
best'. Who defines 'best'? These advances need to be aligned to the school's founding principles (bullet points 1 and 2).address global issues - wording here needs to be very careful. This is an issue being
driven by a certain section of the global media - one would need all viewpoints considered to produce the most accurate wording. embrace, tolerate (?) and celebrate diversity ..."
I'm interested to see if/how these are altered in the final draft
Don’t have a different set ..but you make it tricky for those of us who have ceased to be religious believers ( and there are quite a few..)
First one a problem for ODs whose religion is not Christianity. Suggest delete
Whilst recognising Bishops is an Anglican school I believe we should not be too prescriptive about Anglican traditions if we are to appeal to Christian faiths at large.
It seems that someone knocked out these principles and values without much thought. I do not believe the following is either a value or a principle, perhaps goals?1. Offer a world-class, all-round education
fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances2. Address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as demonstrated in school
operations. In terms of principles, here are some examples:1. Understand that what you give or teach you build within yourself.2. Love the spirit in each and everyone you meet.3. Have the courage to give
rather than to receive.4. Hold thoughts of curiosity and blessings which is the friend of the open mind and heart of love.5. Recognize the true spirit (self) with joy and love.6. Where there are grievances,
bring forgiveness.7. Project God into the world through everything that you do.8. Only that which is based on love is acceptable.9. Have the will and fortitude to see peace in everything you want. In terms of
values: Even though Bishops is an Anglican school, I would not recommend including faith as the basis of the ODU values. This in its self will ostracise those who hold different views. Rather define a set of
values that apply to all, regardless of faith.i.e.: Honesty, Accountability, Integrity, Commitment, Fortitude, Strength... etc."
ODU reflects the values of the School, no more no less. It is not up to the ODU to address global issues. That is for the school and its curriculum to do.
There is relevance. But these are the values of a school. We may as ODs want to support and promote them. This would mean embracing them and creating a separate set of values that ensures that ODs
take the learnings and values internalized while at school and play those out (forward?) so that the men are committed to making a real and positive contribution to their respective worlds no matter how
big or small that is
None of those values seem particularly appropriate for a mixed and global community of adults who have mostly completed their education. Nor does it make sense to create a series of complicated mission,
vision and value statements, as these will simply cloud the message. There are a lot of needless bullet points and not much substance. I would stick with the purpose statement and the commitment to do
good in society.
We need to move on a bit from that. For starters, many ODs do not adhere to an Anglican faith but do hold equally noble and high-minded values. There will be individual values that differ across the ODU,
and will be felt differently according to our other cultural influences (age, background, chosen career, geographical location, etc.). There will be commonality, but there needs to be scope for diversity as
well. So, I would start by saying that ODs around the world hold diverse values. As a union we respect and celebrate this diversity. Furthermore, we acknowledge the following values that are recognised as
having wide acceptance amongst ODU members. Then add statements on fellowship, respect, care for each other, care for our society from community to global level, etc.
Bishops is a traditional British Anglican school, but I realise that it has to cater to many different and diverse people. I for one know that too well as an African but as soon as I arrived at Bishops in Gr3 I felt
completely welcomed by and embraced the culture of the school as I embraced me it as well. I feel that Bishops can remain "Bishops" as well as being one that is a inclusive and diverse school
Values are well covered.
We should aspire more towards an ethic of interconnectedness and community than one of individualism. Grounding the school in Africa, this might look like an investigation of what Ubuntu could mean in
the context of Bishops.
There is one conflation that I can identify in these principals. "live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously" while true to Bishops in a historical sense, is no longer as applicable
as it once was as the diversity within bishops has greatly increase. This value conflicts with the final value on the list as it may not feel as inclusive as possible to some if the Christian lifestyle is embraced with
such prominence.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
I do not agree that Anglican Christianity is the only way to live, in order to be humble and courageous. I feel very strongly about this. As far as a world class education, I hope so. You will remember we had
some more-than-excellent teachers and some very bad ones. I hope they are all at least good now.
- The values should support faith and spirituality and not be confined to Christianity.- Respected each person. - to inspire and support integrity, truth and love for the sake of the growth of the country and
each other."
The union should match the values of the School to its activities. In other my other answers I have explained how the Union/Bishops has failed to apply the values it espouses. First we should find out what
the school is claiming to instil in its students, then we should aim to instil those same principles in the actions of the union and the school. How can we expect Bishops Boys to follow foundational principles
of the institution if its administrative organisations, do not do so.
In South Africa we live in an increasingly secular, multi-cultural and diverse society which is grappling with a wide range of social development issues. We live in a progressive Constitutional democracy with a
universal Bill of Rights. The ODU and Bishops can and should ensure that the SA Constitutional principles and Bill of Rights are inculcated into the DNA of all Bishops boys. Hundreds of ODs have over the past
175 years lived, loved, fought and died for such principles, albeit in different socio-political environments or era. The fact that Bishops has stood by its Christian faith in the Anglican tradition has never been
nor should it ever be an obstacle to improving the socio-economic circumstances of the global human society and the natural environment of our common home, Earth.
Relevant
AMEN
The values are relevant and should be the core of the ODU values but amended for relevance, e.g. remove 'offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and
technological advances'
Spot on.
The current chairman and vice chairman are the antithesis of these values
Needs to be distilled into a less complex collection of values, words not sentences. We can elaborate on the values by describing behaviours that demonstrate the values. Simplicity is best.
We are not the school board , or the teachers within the school. The running of the school and where it wants to go should be up to the current teachers , parents and students not influenced by the OD’s.
We need to focus on our core values as a OD union - Support new OD's mentor where possible , encourage wider communication between OD's and to ensure that the OD union is strong , full and most
importantly a pleasure to be a part of.
The OD Union needs to be fully inclusive. While I would ascribe personally to the first point, I think it would be wrong to include it in our value statement as many Christians from our traditions, Jew, Hindus,
Muslims, etc would be immediately excluded. It would be better to acknowledge faithfulness in any religion and acknowledge the OD Union as an interfaith organisation.
Rather "High and Mighty" ideals and goals............
promote more participation in Cape Town community
I question whether the emphasis on the Christian faith is appropriate, given the range of faiths now accommodated to by the school. In particular, as Bishops seeks to encourage admission of previously
racially disadvantaged children, this emphasis will be a deterrent to many of those of different faiths - or agnostics! There is an inconsistency within the school of seeking a diverse mix of boys and
compulsory chapel attendance which will be anathema to many boys and parents. There are many excellent schools available in Cape Town which do not require strict religious adherence.
Nothing wrong with those principles at all. The movers for change chose to ignore several of these sadly. Let's not get soft and allow these principles to be misused/redefined as a stick to hammer the
intrinsically goodness of what Bishops stands for,
It should not say “live the Christian faith...”. That is too vague and also insinuates that all ODs are Christians which is utter nonsense. It’s not about the religion. It’s about the VALuES that underpin the
Christian faith. It should say something along the lines of “uphold, embody, and demonstrate the values widely encompassed of the Christian faith...”
Humility is fine but I'm not convinced that a core value need to tied to the Anglican faith - having an appreciation and respect for all faiths seems more relevant than ever. The rest seem fine.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
not so sure re Christian faith nor Anglican values. They have less value today..
Courtesy Respect Understand other perspectives "
I believe that there are many OD’s today who do not follow the Christian faith but adhere to all the other listed values and principles.
I agree with all of the above and do not have amendments to that list.
Yes, I think this is very important that the ODU has a set of values. I fully agree with These above. An ODU without values??? What does it stand for? Nothing in particular unless the People Living the ODU
make something of it. And immediately it has a set of values. And These values are more important in These times than when I was at School 40 years ago!
The values of the ODU have to talk to the reality that OD's live in (this is very different to the reality that Bishops pupils live in) otherwise they do not offer a meaningful touchstone for our choices. The
values described above do not feel relevant to the ODU - they are generally very operational, very task-oriented in their wording, whereas I think they should be more abstract, more behavioural. Two
specific thoughts off the top of my head:1. Humility and courage (in the first bullet point) are wonderful attributes to embody and celebrate2. But references to religion or faith are not helpful - even if
Bishops is an Anglican school, the world is not Anglican, or Christian, nor should it be, and OD's live in the world, not at Bishops"
I agree with these as being important values for all of us but that has little if any pertinence to being an OD.
Sustainability, energy, environment and gender issues globally must get more ranking and emphasis. There is no time to dally.
I'd prefer the first point o read: continue to consider, explore, and grow in the Christian faith with humility, integrity and courage. The Anglican tradition I don't believe is a prerequisite.... there are many
valid expressions (see last bullet point)"
Non-denominational would be equally successful in my opinion. I could go on, but, at this stage, I won't.......
Drop the Christianity bit.
I think ODs have a wide range of interests and value systems. I do not think it advisable for the OD Union to articulate a set of defined values for adults living in differing circumstances in many parts of the
world. It's fine for a school in CT, but not necessary for an international association of adults. Focus on practical items: connections, helping young ODs, giving country advice etc.
I believe 'live the Christian faith...' is too prescriptive and does not support an all inclusive free thinking ethos that should be a key foundation stone of any relevant organisation in SA. Borderline insulting to
all those who have and do attend the school from different faiths and belief systems. REMOVE
Delete references to the school and education in point 4 and 5
While Bishops is an Anglican school espousing Anglican values, I personally do not see the need for the OD Union network to have a stated religious inclination. I also struggle to see the need for the second
last value/principle (""address global issues...""), as I believe this is something that is better done in practice by individuals in a network offering excellent support, rather than by the network's committee. I
believe the OD Union will work best with 'lean' principles which will help it to offer the best support to the ODs and the school, who can in turn come up with their own ideas of what it means to address
global issues. As such, although I wholeheartedly agree with the intention behind the principle, I believe it can be better served by 'letting it be', so to speak, and leaving it to the individuals in the network to
interpret the OD union purpose of "being a force for good in society"
this is an excellent place to start!
I agree with all the values listed above but would include the value of an active lifestyle with an emphasis on sport
the 4th one might need tweaking - change offer to 'support’ a few more: a few to add:1) Behave and communicate in an inclusive and transparent way2) Use independent critical thinking. Follow ideas and
principles, not people3) Always contribute to achieve positive outcomes. Take care with criticism.4) Celebrate the wellbeing of others. Support each person."
The values of the ODU should be no different to those of the school. Our purpose therefore must be to live these values equivalently and in a broader global sense as we are no longer physically at school.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
Absolutely they are important. The ODU is an extension of your Bishops experience, and the ODU should be seen to be displaying the exact same values that Bishops has, and that made you a Bishops man
(or women). Those are the values that the ODU should hold dear. I am not sure this extends to trying to save the world and address global issues including the sustainability of the environment. Although this
is a noble cause, and close to many people's hearts (including increasingly the millennial generation), is this the reason for being of the ODU? I don't think so - the reason for being of the ODU is to further
forge connections between ODs themselves, and between the ODU and the school (and by extension between ODs and school), and for upholding the Bishops values.
'inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams' I agree with the intention but would like to see it reworded–it's too much of a motherhood statement.
How can one "live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously" while "embracing and celebrating diversity" .... While the school may maintain religion as a core component of it's
reason for being, perhaps the ODU drops that? Does it not alienate Catholics, Muslims, Jews etc?
I strongly object to a set of values/principals being 'faith' based. Not in today's world. The basic premise of the faith and church can be articulated without reference to a single religion. The values and
Principals should(a) embrace diversity.(b) inspire actions in an open minded and global perspective(c) be world class(d) celebrate individuality and community integration"
I don't think expressing these values are relevant to the ODU charter
I agree in principle, but humbly suggest omitting the first bullet point from a written statement of ODU values. Having benefited enormously from the Christian/Anglican ethos during my 4 years at Bishops, I
suggest there may be more than a few OD's like myself who do not live in the Christian faith, much less the Anglican tradition.
I think not appropriate as it is. But can be re-worked for ODU."
I find the first and last to be contradictory as the first seems to specifically disengage our non-Christian and more specifically non-Anglican fellow ODs.
I have an issue with the first stated principle. While I accept that Bishops is a school founded out of the Anglican faith, I do not feel that this is so relevant to the principles of the ODU as to be stated by the
ODU. I feel this stated principle isolates the ODU and subconsciously creates a barrier between those of a Christian faith and those of other faiths or beliefs. This principle reads as outdated and I believe a
more inclusive statement reflecting the other beliefs of fellow ODs should be considered here.
Laudable but I would leave out the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition. Many ODs have probably lapsed and take a secular but Christian-liberal stance on their conduct.
Anything that promotes tribalism, or segregation should be avoided. I understand that it is an Anglican school, and the values of the school are enshrined in the way it operates. which whilst may offer a
superior education, may not tie in with all those who attend the school. Perhaps a more holistic, inclusive set of values, that prescribes the good of Humans as opposed the values prescribed by religion
would be more inclusive. Perhaps rephrasing the first line to: Live, in the same ethos of the Christian faith, Humbly and courageously....will end the concerns?"
As a Catholic, not sure about the Anglican tradition. That said, I also believe in 'living in faith' is important - regardless of the tradition. And I agree with the humbly and courageously statement. I also like the
embrace of diversity - that is very important in today's world.
Fully agree. Number 1 is definitely applicable as this is a core value of Bishops. We are a Christian school and the ODU should uphold these values.
"live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously does this sync with the school itself? The school accepts people from all walks of life now....?In my day we had Greeks and
Catholics other than Anglicans. as far as I can remember. Mike Fisher used to take the Catholics to mass. I don't recall what the Greeks did...? Probably joined the rest of us mixture of protestants. So, does
the school remain exclusive in terms of is founding principles or does it become everything to all.....?"
No, the values are not comprehensively relevant to the ODU. Some are, some aren't. This is just lazy from those who proposed it, if they require a set of value (beyond the purpose, which would seem
sufficient to me), then they should at least apply their minds to proposing a relevant set of values.
Numbers 1,2 , 5 and 6 are well stated; look at section 1 of the SA Constitution for some more inspiration, we are, after all, a school in South/Africa!
Points 2 and 3 are the only ones which could remain unchanged and relevant to an OD who has already left the school system. 1 and 6 are definitely at odds with each other
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
The Bishop's values instilled in the boys while at school are generally ones that the individuals follow through life. Honesty, integrity and tolerance are the main ones.
These are fine values for the school. But in my opinion these are neither relevant to nor practical for the ODU to aspire to. The ODU's values derive from the values its members stand for as well as its
activities and the people who participate in them.
These are generally good values, but I am not a Christian (I’m an Atheist), so the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition is not for me.
Well stated!
All are extremely relevant including - indeed, especially - the first and last! However, the first needs some evolution to make it more inclusive (Christian ecumenical and inter-faith), without losing sight of our
Christian core.
I think we should consider the values and not the traditions but I am not the right person as an areligious spiritual person
A spiritual life rather than Christian/Anglican
I believe point 6 is inherent in point 1 and does not add anything beyond being PC
I believe that this is confusing. The schooling of pupils and the instilling of these values is one thing but the values of the ODU are surely another. Once a pupil leaves school his values, beliefs and religion are
not fully formed. So if post school I become a Muslim does that mean I may not have the values of the ODU at heart - i think not. How does the ODU have a values that relate to education - the school
educates - not the ODU surely? Yes respect and nurture ODs. Yes - inspire ODs But largely the ODU is exactly that - an old boys union to keep past pupils in contact with each other and offer them
opportunities to be involved in appropriate school activities. "
I don't think that we should be too prescriptive in these areas. Religious belief, for one thing, is a personal matter and I would not want to see ODs excluded who are not practising Anglicans. Some of the
other values above are more relevant to a School and it is not obvious how they would apply to its alumni."
I have already sent comment on the first bullet item above. The above list is a mixture of material and spirit. Nothing wrong with that but they should be addressed in different ways which could intertwine
and complement each other.
I Support the values listed above
I'm not certain that we need to punt the Anglican angle. I would prefer to see that the ODU promotes strong spiritual values amongst its old boys, tolerance of others' beliefs, cultures and ethnicity, and
above all, a humanitarian approach to all they come in contact with.
The suggested values are particularly relevant and should certainly be applied by the ODU. With specific reference to the final one: "embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and
nation", which I believe needs to be adopted more conscientiously throughout the Bishops community.
They are very good for the School itself but go beyond what is need for the Union. Perhaps the ones I have suggested on the previous page relating to eg governance and ethics are more relevant to the
Union.
Yes, these are essential values and should be incorporated into the ODU "manifesto".
"Bishops needs to remember that it was created by the Anglican Church and needs to continue playing it part in the Church which of necessity does not ignore or judge other communities or religions."
I believe point 6 is inherent in point 1 and does not add anything beyond being PC
I do not think the ODU needs a set of values. It is merely a construct to keep ODs informed and connected.
I have already sent comment on the first bullet item above. The above list is a mixture of material and spirit. Nothing wrong with that but they should be addressed in different ways which could intertwine
and complement each other.
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
I think these values should be adopted by the ODU. As a life member it s my school that guided me to where I am today
I'm thinking that there needs to be some sort of charter or mission statement which espouses the values, aims/goals of Bishops within the community and within the nation. I feel that this should be put to
the scholars as a project and could finally endorsed by the staff and management at Bishops.
The ODU is itself an extension or reflection of the school. I think these school values have been updated over the decades, but some aspects in the OD have not kept up. It needs to remain relevant to change
and transformation in both a country and a world that is rapidly changing.
A different set should be developed and applied, with these as the starting point. EXCLUDE- If the intention of the Union is to encourage engagement from all ODs I'd think we would have to deprioritise
Christian/Anglican, given how many ODs that excludes, a reality we should not tiptoe around.- Nurture- Educational clause- Global issues clause KEEP- Respecting and valuing each person- Inspiring
individuals to reach dreams- Embrace and celebrate diversity ADD- Promote open-minded thinking, inclusivity and giving back- Aim to do good for the benefit of greater society / be force for good"
Religion should not be part of this at all. We are all free to practice whichever religion (or none) and this should have no effect on our standing as ODs. The education part has no real bearing on the ODU."
I think it is wrong to promote a particular religion because the implication is that others are inferior, when they are not. No-one can be judgemental. Environmental sustainability is hugely under-estimated!
This should be a very high priority. ""Embrace and celebrate diversity..."": this sentence contradicts the first: ""Live the Christian faith...""."
I would broadly agree with these values other than the first one. Instead of Christian faith in the Anglican tradition"" one could say ""live universal humane values of justice, human decency and
compassion""....Otherwise where does it leave our Buddhist and Jewish Buddhist? Personally I would find the current wording in line one offensive.
I'm not sure about the Anglican thing. I would try not mention it if I could. I would be interested to know how many ODs consider themselves Christians and thus how important this aspect is. Whilst I respect
that Bishops is an Anglican school, I don't think that the ODU has to take this on. Doing so doesn't really add to us. Bishops has to prescribe to the Anglican faith for obvious reasons. I don't think the ODU is
tied-in to the Anglican Church in the same way. I think the WP10 crew just wanted to make their cause seem righteous and pious, and that's the only reason they added it. I would personally say that I am
against religion being used in any official OD documents. If a segmented group of Christian or Muslim ODs want to have their own meetings then that's fine.
Items 4 and 5 above, while excellent for the school itself, are largely irrelevant to the ODU
Agree, in part. I would add that the future wording should permit the inclusion of a phrase along the following lines : "respect the legacy of a Bishops education“ The value listing needs to have a future
orientation, if the ODU values are to be modelled on it ... the value should address values which apply after Bishops too.
I don't believe these values in the form set out are the "business"" of the OD Union.The OD Union should be there to foster the connection between OD's and the School and the relationships between OD's
across the world. Whilst the values that the school espouses are excellent I am not sure OD Union should bind its values to these. To me the core values are ones that are based on comraderie, support,
friendship and fellowship amongst OD's and an undying loyalty to our Alma Mater, Bishops. Our values should be driven by a humble pride of having been to Bishops and having an Old Boys Union that
coordinates things as many of the values are actually driven by the OD's themselves after school having been educated within the parameters of the school's values. The OD Union provides the nexus
between OD's and the school after leaving school and provides the perfect place(home) either virtually or physically for OD's to visit from time to time
Yes they are relevant
I believe that the ODU is a different entity with different priorities compared to those of the school.
I would support one set of bishops values. I would remove the reference to the "Anglican tradition"as it is sectarian toward the Christian faith and not representative of an inclusive Christian theology. My
son is at college and the reality is that this tradition has lost boys from experiencing an authentic, life-giving contemporary faith in Christ and scripture, and as a result the school is losing its Christian ethos. I
would also replace the 5th value with words that confer individual responsibility like "be a responsible citizen through faithful stewardship of the resources, relationships and opportunities entrusted to us
for future generations"
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
I disagree with this. Values and principles are for individuals to decide and we should support the freedom for each person to decide what is important to them. The goal of the ODU is set out in its purpose this is just a method to subvert, muddy and disrupt the clarity of purpose. It's not going to help anything and quite likely hurt. At minimum it's meaningless.
I agree with all of that however it is South Africa focused and needs to incorporate language that speaks to a global community.
First bullet point to be replaced with ""To live with the highest ethical and moral standards."
yes these remain relevant . Whilst likely to be controversial , diversity in the school context ( rather than than corporate context) should be within the bounds of the Christian faith.
The principles underpinning the school are not necessarily the same as those on which the ODU should be based. The first point could alienate ODs of other faiths (or no faith!)The second point is somewhat
trite. Third point: I am not sure that this is what the ODU is about. Fourth & fifth point: This is for the school, not the ODU. Sixth point: ....I suggest that fresh consideration should be given to developing a set
of principles that are relevant to the ODU.
I think much more work is required here to build our values which probably should be in line with the school. Of all the strategic objectives this is for me the most critical and important one for us to get right
and to get full commitment too . If we can all strive to live by these values then so much can be achieved by each and everyone of us and every school boy.
I do think that having a set of values is quite useful. However, whilst Bishops is a Christian school, it is a school that non-Christians also attend. I would not want to exclude my fellow-ODs by making
reference to a particular religion. Apart from that, I think the suggested values & principles is as good a starting point as any."
A discussion of values can often provide a fruitful vehicle for the engagement of disparate views during a strategic planning process. It speaks to "who we are" and enables an organization to identify the
priority values which inform their goals/objectives. How about? ""We, as members of the OD Union, value* The School's Anglican roots* Respect for the individual* Excellence in education* Community
engagement through sports* Integrity* Diversity* Environmental sustainability* The ethical application of technological advances* Tradition"
These values are great. But they miss one thing: the shared spirit of belonging to a group. School Spirit was (and probably still is) excessively overemphasised at school with negative effects and - for some,
sadly - with the effect of turning them away. Perhaps we should be grateful that it is not part of the school’s values. Our values are, most of all, to foster the sense of community. To foster the friendship that
leads to the purposes above. A club I belong to has as #1 in its values: this is a place where nobody stands alone at the bar. That is what we too should want. Yes, we all went to the same school and shared
similar experiences. Yes, we believe the school’s values - and our own - should be reinforced and propagated. So yes, we stand open for each other, willing to help each other and to lead by example. But not
to discriminate or exclude, rather to show what can be.
Given the diversity of Bishops and the Society from where it sources students, should it include the word Anglican ? "Delivering on Commitments" ...I think there have been some omissions on this from ODU
Administrators since Brian Robertson left the house.
Valuing individuals needs to be contextualised within society. Maybe add to second bullet “and their community”. First bullet is very narrow and I strongly do not support it. There are many worthy ODs who
are Moslems, Jews, Hindus and Atheists. Does our fine print exclude them from the strategy? I mean fucks sake isn’t Raymond Ackerman Jewish?
Not having taken note of these before, I would support them as a start to developing Values and Principles. It is an ongoing process.
Although Bishops is a church school in the Anglican tradition, there are many of us who have "strayed" since leaving it's hallowed halls. Adherence to the virtues extolled in the 10 commandments, common
to most religions, would be better than specific reference to the Christian faith.
I agree with the values above, as I interpret them. Sadly, the current Committee has seen it fit for other values to be required to be brought to the fore, namely:1. Do unto others and one would like done to
oneself2. Treat other ODs with respect3. Stop airing everything on Social Media ... this above all else is what has damaged Bishops the most, in my opinion. How there has not been any sanction against any
Committee member for their PUBLIC Social Media outbursts is incomprehensible."
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live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously
respect, nurture and value each person
inspire individuals to open their minds and hearts, and to reach their dreams
offer a world-class, all-round education fully up to date with the best educational and technological advances
address global issues including the sustainability of the environment both as part of the curriculum and as
demonstrated in school operations
embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation.
The first bullet point of the values listed above may pose a limiting barrier to those who have graduated from bishops and engaged in or who have always been in different faiths and religions - while the
message within and the spirit of the value is truly valuable, directly outlining that may pose a sort of religious or philosophical tension in those in the ODU who are seeking or engaging in different religions,
in light of the second bullet, in order to nurture, respect and value each person such a specific value may limit the inclusion of our multicultural and open minded community uneccesarily and to our own
detriment
I think that these are the values that the OD Union should aspire to. Of all these values, in an increasingly fractured society, I think the most important is that the OD Union and Bishops is rooted in "the
Christian faith in the Anglican tradition, humbly and courageously" (I think the wording could be improved - the OD Union cannot "live" a Christian faith and cannot require ODs to do so either - it would be
better to say that the OD Union is rooted or something similar). This does not contradict the value that the OD Union should "embrace and celebrate diversity in the communities of our school and nation" it is quite possible to do so rooted within the Anglican tradition.
To "live the Christian faith in the Anglican tradition" needs further definition. I think it is problematic to be tied to church dogma. I would prefer more inclusiveness of all religions.
in line with the first value above: to develop a spirit of generosity and development to uplift the community in which the ODU members live
I am very happy with all of these values bar the first. While I recognise the positive contributions that the Anglican faith and its spirit bring to the school environment, I do not believe it is necessary to weave
this into the fabric of the ODU. By all means, explicitly state those morals and values inherent to Anglicanism that are desirable of our members - integrity, humility, care for fellow people, duty in service and
in leadership, and so forth - but they need not be tied to the faith outside of the school itself.
Living the Christian faith and embracing diversity are anathema - can we not acknowledge that the school subscribes to an Anglican tradition and ethos while welcoming people of all faiths as well as those
with Secular beliefs into the community, by making central the Christian principle of non-judgment of the beliefs of others? The point should be to make those with minority beliefs feel like they are worthy
members of the ODU."
I think the last two values are certainly appropriate for the ODU, but the first four seem better suited for a school rather than the broader ODU community. Values that I would suggest for the ODU:•
contribute to the communities and societies in which members of the ODU live• support and encourage ODs in their work and life• maintain ties with ODs around the world“
I agree with all of the above with these additions:
That to "respect, nurture and value each person" must TRULY include the invaluable gift of their sexuality, whether that be any of the gay and bisexual. NO BULLYING, NO SLIGHTS, NO HARASSMENT, NO
DEFERENCE, NO SLANDER, NO DEGRADATION FROM PEERS OR ANY ADULT AND SHOULD BE STRENUOUSLY PROTECTED & DEFENDED FROM ANY OF THE SAME BY EVERY BISHOPS BOY OR EMPLOYEE IN OUR
OUTSIDE OF THE SCHOOL.
If the "respect, nurture and value each person" is truly to be given a place iro VALUES & PRINCIPLES, then fundamentalists placing boys at the school must agree to these VALUES & PRINCIPLES and
infractions and contracts be entered into on admission with the understanding of immediate removal of the fundamentalist offender from the school. The CONSTITUTION OF RSA will defend this point with
some argument
ALSO, that ANY young man (OR boy as the case may be), should at EVERY COST POSSIBLE, BE PROTECTED & DEFENDED IN THE INNOCENCE OF HIS SEXUALITY, BE THAT HETERO' OR HOMOSEXUAL WITH
ABSOLUTE CERTAINTY OF CRIMINAL ACTION AGAINST THE PERPETRATOR.
THAT WITH THE CAREFUL & GENTLE GUIDANCE OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGISTS (AT LEAST) ANY SEX ACT BETWEEN BOYS BE CAREFULLY AND PROFESSIONALLY ASSESSED AND ADDRESSED WARNING TO THOSE IGNORANT: HOMOSEXUAL CHILDREN ALSO HAVE CONSENSUAL (EXPERIMENTAL) SEX WITH EACH OTHER.
THIS MATTER IS STRICTLY FOR PSYCH PROFESSIONALS (NOT NECESSARILY MEDICAL DOCTORS - GP'S)
THAT THESE PSYCH PROFESSIONALS BE REGULARLY ASSESSED, AND BE IN THERAPY THEMSELVES AS A MATTER OF COURSE AND GENERAL PRACTICE
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non od membership should have a different category
non-OD's becoming members by invitation and approval, not simply by applying
OD by definition means old diocesans. If you open it up it becomes a club. Which, by the way, should be discussed.
OD union is for Bishops old boys - that is what makes it unique and special.
ODU admission should be predicated on actually having attended Bishops as that is the tie which binds us. Admission of those who did not attend the school weaken the institution and reduce its relevance.
ODU should be that. Benefactors/Parents could be a separate union/Honours Board e.g. Friends of Bishops
One can see the benefits of parents and benefactors being associated with the school or even being invited to attend some OD functions However parents interest tends to wane when their children leave
school and benefactors should not be allowed to have too much influence on an association of old pupils
Perhaps a form of associate membership for non-ex students. e.g. bishops staff, benefactors, etc. Their involvement in the union can only improve it.I think voting rights and a majority of the ruling
committee should be ex scholar ODs
Teachers yes, benefactors yes, parents no
I am not in favour of non-bishops pupils being OD members. Why would they want to?? They never attended Bishops and that is what it is all about! In any event it should not be automatic. If any of them
requested or applied to be a member, perhaps that would be okay.
Staff and prep school boys definitely able to be members , can have membership to parents but only while their kids at school .
ODs are by definition those who have been schooled at Bishops. So the only exception to this, I believe, should be that permanent staff who have served for 5 years are offered membership. (I think I heard it
was thus, but not sure if it still is)
The nature of the union needs to be maintained, else it will lose its essence and dilute the lustre attached and indicate that membership could be "bought". An Old Diocesan should be just that - someone
who attended Diocesan College as a student, irrespective of how many grades they attended or in which grade they exited be it grade N or grade 12 or post-matric
The ODU should be more than just the pupils - families and benefactors are as important to the welfare of the pupils
The ODU is by its definition a union of those who have attended Bishops, either as pupils or members of staff.
The ODU is for bishops boys and not other people.
The ODU is for pupils that have attended the school, non-ODs should not be allowed to become members or the union risks losing the values on which it is built
my initial feeling was 'No' but I am sure there are many parents (and others) who feel strongly part of the Bishops community. GIven that a wider community might be of benefit, I changed my response to
'Yes' but do we then need a different segment/category and does this then complicate and divide rather than unite?
The ODU should belong to ODs, not the school or outsiders. To the first question, I am a "maybe". I think parents have a good claim to being members. I don't think anybody should otherwise be able to
"buy" their way in. I think the more the ODU does, the more relevant it came become, as long as it is adequately resourced to do so.
There is a value attributable to having had the privilege of “actually being there”
There should be a sub-category or other named group for parents who are not ODs themselves. They have a valuable role to play, but if you make them ODs then being an OD loses what it is now.
To ask whether 'non-ODs (parents, benefactors, etc.)' should be ODs as the question is phrased in this questionnaire is impossible to answer in a binary fashion. 1. I'm in favour of some 'non-ODs' becoming
members of the Union like long-serving staff members as they would have had a significant impact on the development of a large portion of the ODs in entirely separately from the influence of the school
itself. While, at the same time, to grant parents OD status undermines the role of the ODU as an alumni association because, unless the parent was an OD themselves, the parents had a comparatively
peripheral relationship to the school by comparison to their sons—even if we take into account the various ways parents contribute. The camaraderie cannot be quite the same. I agree some parents fulfil
several 'roles'—staff, OD in their own right, a personal history with the school (albeit different to that of their children)—over and above the fact that they are the parents of a Bishops boy or, as the case
may be, OD but the fact is their relationship with the school and, more importantly, other ODS can never be the same as a long-serving staff member (i.e. >10/15 years of continuous teaching) or other
students. Given that the ODU has a foundation in the camaraderie that comes from Bishops as a student, the parents have no place in the ODU. That said, should the parent hold or have held a role that
would make them eligible, then by all means. Being a parent of a Bishops boy (past or present) should not be, in and of itself, grounds for OD-ship. At the same time, it shouldn't disqualify them.2.
Benefactors should be acknowledged for their contributions to the Union. As beneficial as their contributions are or could be, it should not grant them OD status. If we allow that, we are effectively 'selling'
membership which would completely erode the meaning of the ODU as an exclusive alumni group. If we want the ODU to remain the alumni association for Bishops, we should not let benefactors gain OD
status. If we let that happen, we fundamentally change what being an OD membership means. Saying no to this suggestion feels a bit cold to me. At the same time, I don't feel the question deals with the
nuance it should for me to agree with it. The phrasing is too vague for me to feel comfortable in understanding the implications of my agreeing to this. As the phrasing stands, I cannot support it. Come back
to me with something more concrete and complete and I will reconsider. Do I agree that some non-students deserve recognition for their contributions to the school and/or the ODU? Yes. Do I agree that the
recognition should take the form of membership of the ODU? No. The way the ODU was pitched to me throughout my time at the school and, indeed, during my time as a member of the ODU, is that it helps
to continue to foster the camaraderie and relationships between former-students (and the odd outlier here and there) as well as maintaining a close link with the school once we put away the uniform. To
grant non-students membership simply because they were connected with the school at some point in some way runs a serious risk that the camaraderie which characterises the ODU is destroyed or, at the
very least, weakened. Unless you went to Bishops, it makes no sense to invite non-school boys to the union. I would have no problem with ""honorary members"" being appointed for deserving parties, but
this needs to be under exceptional circumstances, proposed by at least 3 members and agreed upon by an impartial committee
Opening membership to parentls or benefactors or recipients of the Rhodes Scholarship who have no other connection to Bishops would mean that the organisation would no longer be and ODU. The
shared lived experience on a daily basis is what makes the ODU what it is
Staff members who dedicated their lives to this school can join yes but a SACS old boy who sends his son to this school, why would they want you join. If you donate money but u went to another school
same applies. If you did not attend Bishops then no means no.
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with ""honorary members"" being appointed for deserving parties, but this needs to be under exceptional circumstances, proposed by at least 3 members and agreed upon by an impartial committee
While I do not support an elitist view, the ODU is there to serve OD's. There are other organizations that support a wider audience/constituents.
Yes / No is irritatingly binary, allows for no nuance.Q1 - Not full blown ODs, as they simply are not "Old Diocesans" - but why not an honorary OD tier for benefactors?Q4 - No, but school should have a seat
on the committee to represent their interests (no idea if this is the case at present)
ODU is for past pupils and not hangers on
I think most of these are irrelevant. What should possible happen is that anyone who attend Bishops should automatically be enrolled as a member. Having paid fees for years it should be a gift bestowed on
the by the school
I still believe that our attending Bishops College is the sole criteria for becoming an OD. I do accept that certain individuals who were not scholars should be allowed membership eg teachers and people who
have made meaningful contributions to the school - other than splurging large cash donations (it should not be something that is "up for sale") - otherwise it is essentially open to anyone in the public who
can drop some cash to buy their membership.
I have given quite a lot of thought to the 'no' in both the questions about non-alumni being in the ODU. We wouldn't allow it in an Army association....... someone who hasn't actually been 'through the Mill’.
Non-Bishops pupils should have the option to join if they want, no automatically made a member if they do not want to
I think there can be a new category of honorary ODs for benefactors etc. and possibly a equivalent for parents
I guess some of this is stretching the ODU too far. The trouble is that the school moves in one direction and thus puts the ODU in a spot.. follow or not. For eg are non matriculants members of the ODU? How
many years attendance qualifies for membership? I would imagine only matriculants, but then again what about post matrics who come from elsewhere for one year.I don't know enough about this
stuff....too old!"
I think the ODU membership should only be open to people who have been through the school and educated there. If eg benefactors can ‘buy’ their way in it becomes a different sort of organisation.
The SA schools association should join us in joint functions locally and abroad. This could also open up greater female participation. Careers guidance could be a helpful function for select ODs, otherwise the
pupils' functions should be confined to school activities
To be an OD, one must have been a member of the student body. Only in this regard can one fully appreciate what it is to be an OD.
To the best of my knowledge and my experience within the OD union, it is not and has not ever been or supposedly claimed to be a meeting place of all OD’s (I.e. one that includes non-Bishops graduates). I
do not see the need, nor the substantial value in opening its membership up to a process that can not be equated to having been at Bishops.
Non-ODs: I strongly believe that only those who have been through the system, understand the traditions and carry the values of the school should be allowed membership. Membership should not be sold
but should be earned. Kelvin Grove is just down the road. ODU should be kept separate from the school. It provides a platform for both to scrutinise and keep each other in check. ODU is very relevant in the
21st century. Humans are becoming more like machines and an organisation such as this keeps us human, gets us out for drinks twice a year, connects us with old friends, the list goes on... In an age of
consumption where money can buy almost anything the ODU, although exclusive, offers something different and special that money can't buy overnight (it's a long-term investment from pre-prep to
matric).Is the ODU doing too much? Tough call. Revisit the purpose and see how far we are from it. Perhaps financially we are doing too much. All who qualify as parents, benefactors, past staff, etc who are
not past pupils at Bishops should be given Associated Membership. This would allow them to receive OD communications, attend OD functions, etc. but they would not be entitled to wear OD colours or
play in OD teams.
I'm wary of opening ODU to parents. It could be flooded with new ODs who may have a different agenda.
Yes / No is irritatingly binary, allows for no nuance.Q1 - Not full blown ODs, as they simply are not ""Old Diocesans"" - but why not an honorary OD tier for benefactors?Q4 - No, but school should have a seat
on the committee to represent their interests (no idea if this is the case at present)Q7 - Don't they have better things to do than listen to old farts wax poetic about battles for the lion? If present students
want to do that sort of thing, sure.
While I do not support an elitist view, the ODU is there to serve OD's. There are other organizations that support a wider audience/constituents.
non-Bishops pupils should have the option to join if they want, no automatically made a member if they do not want to.
Unless you went to Bishops, it makes no sense to invite non-school boys to the union. I would have no problem with "honoury members" being appointed for deserving parties, but this needs to be under
exceptional circumstances, proposed by at least 3 members and agreed upon by an impartial committee. Not something I would advise.It may be worth having the school take on certain tasks on behalf of
the ODU. I guess, offering them a number of portfolio items that form part of the Union. i.e. an ODU sports day.While it would be nice to have boys taking ODs on a tour, you will likely find that ODs will have
more in common with the administrators of the ODU. Prospective parents bringing their children to the school should be taken around by the boys.
I would add staff to this list. Provided there is a connection with the School, and the individuals support the mission and values of the OD Union I would be in agreement with enlarging the size of the "tent“
I am *strongly* opposed to non-ODs (parents, benefactors, etc) becoming members of the ODU. Membership of the OD Union should be limited to old boys and teachers of Bishops (and as an exceptional
circumstance non-Bishops pupils who win the Bishops Rhodes Scholarship) - it should not be something that can be bought - that is what the Bishops Society is for.
As already commented, I would also like to see former staff eligible to join the OD Union. I would propose that different categories of membership be created so that the right of passage of being an OD is
not eroded and that the core of the ODU is not overrun with outsiders. E.g we can have a parents of boys ODU affiliate membership, teachers affiliate membership, donors/benefactors affiliate membership,
which gives them a level of access and participation in the ODU for a period.This will give them access to the Union in some capacity but they for, for example, should not be permitted to vote at meetings or
attend certain forums reserved for proper OD's, or get life long membership. This should be an annual membership subscription“
It’s a narrow road to walk here! The principle is to enable a stronger voice without diluting its origins
No non-ODs as members but we should embrace and value contact with them
Only bishops boys should be members of the union. If not, it's not an OD union. Honorary membership should be extremely rare.
The ODU is for ODs. If the ODU wishes to morph into a global charity then it should break its links with Bishops. It is a union of old boys of the school.
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The Bishops community should be wider than just past pupils...how did they manage to get to the school in the first case?8.Automatically qualify to become members but subject to the same rules/
requirements as past pupils."
An OD is someone who has attended the school. Are you in favour of non-ODs (parents, benefactors, etc) becoming members of the ODU: Only under certain circumstances (the ODU should remain a
generally “closed” society. Alternatively; membership of non-ODs could be differentiated from that of ODs
SPECIAL CASES ONLY - To be decided by the committee and voted on if needed. Would you be in favour of senior School boys rather than the OD Secretary/Archivist taking ODs on guided tours of the
school:.
Being all inclusive is more to gain than not.
Benefactors can be accepted to be members of ODU - not parents of OD’s. Management of ODU - not only by School but needs collaboration of outsiders too.
Everyone who has a significant connection with Bishops should be allowed in to the ODU. Ergo parents and benefactors
I am strongly against parents/benefactors becoming ODs. That, surely, is the reason for "Bishops Society"
I believe it simpler and more in keeping with the “OD community” of boys/girls who actually attended or in future attend Bishops to limit membership to this population only. I believe strongly that the ODU
is a network to be reserved for men (and women) who had the privilege to attend Bishops. That is what binds us. Otherwise we are no different from Kelvin Grove or WPCC.
I believe the ODU is an alumni association and should be just that.
I still believe that our attending Bishops College is the sole criteria for becoming an OD. I do accept that certain individuals who were not scholars should be allowed membership eg teachers and people who
have made meaningful contributions to the school - other than splurging large cash donations (it should not be something that is "up for sale") - otherwise it is essentially open to anyone in the public who
can drop some cash to buy their membership.
If non ODs are admitted the Union will be nothing more than a PTA.
If you open the ODU to too many people, you may lose the sense of family and pride dynamic that men who attended bishops achieve. It is that sense of shared history and experience which brings us back
together. By involving others, it will lessen the significance of it.
I'm not 100% committed to my answer to the last question. I take a purist approach to who is a member of the ODU and therefore allowed to wear its colours. On the other hand as there is only one Rhodes
Scholar each year it seems a little mean not to extend membership to them as they will have represented Bishops at Oxford for some time.
Strongly against the addition of Rhodes scholars via Bishops’ scholarship arm into the OD Union. Again, not focusing on the core issues that exist in its existing structure(s) and making the existing union one
where all feel comfortable, welcome and included.
I think the Bishops Rhodes Scholarships should only be available to suitable Bishops boys
It is patronising to offer Rhodes Scholars hon Membership of the school. They have their own to be proud of. The Scholarship should be renamed e.g. The Cape School Scholarship
I have no objection to Bishops Rhodes Scholars being invited to become members of the ODU - not sure if this is automatic for ODs, who need to join on leaving, pay their subscriptions etc. The same should
apply.
The ODU should be for Old Boys (and ladies, if they were in post matric) of the school, not for parents of old boys. Likewise, the mere fact that you are awarded a Bishops Rhodes Scholarship does not
suddenly make you a Bishops boy. If we start doing this, we further dilute the direct connection between the ODU and the school, and the ODU as an extension of the Bishops experience. By doing this, I
think the ODU is trying to be too much, and is trying to be everything to everyone. Stay true to your score.
Tricky ... what connection would they have to school other than receiving a scholarship previously reserved for Bishops Boys? Honorary OD, maybe? Give them a tie and handshake?
I feel that while non-ODs may be able to bring many benefits to the Union, the majority will only serve to dilute the makeup of the Union. I believe this overall affect will cause members to become
disinterested if there is no longer a cohesive, unique bond between each and every member. Conversely, I think that Rhodes Scholars could add enormous value without diluting the pool of members
Rhodes Scholarship membership: perhaps a b-grade membership where they have all the benefits of being an OD but without any voting rights. It would be a waste to just let go of such great talent. They
should also be required to feed back to the school and ODU about their experiences as a Rhodes Scholar.
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If the Rhodes scholars request it, then that is great. Welcome! But not automatic
Likewise, the mere fact that you are awarded a Bishops Rhodes Scholarship does not suddenly make you a Bishops boy
[The Rhodes Scholarship] is not for someone who has been lucky enough to obtain a Rhodes Scholarship and who may have never set a foot inside the school grounds
If you get the Bishops Rhodes Scholarships, you are a pretty special person, who has attained one of the ultimate achievements available to Bishops, they should be welcomed with open arms, as they have
effectively earned the school stripes, and it would be a massive injustice to not. Also it would be really good for PR
Not sure why non- Bishops boys are permitted to contest for Rhodes scholarship
Herschel etc Scholars are not "old boys"
How does a non-Bishops Pupil win the Bishops Rhodes Scholarship?
A non Bishops Bishops Rhodes scholar doesn't understand the school so really doesn't understand the role of the ODU and what it means to be part of
If people from other schools who win the Bishops Rhodes Scholarship wish to become OD union members I would make an exception in their case. I would prefer (as a Bishops Rhodes Scholar from about
1960) to change the name of the Scholarship to something more appropriate to its new inclusion rules.
I would be heavily concerned with non-ODs being in the ODU for fear of eventual powershifts motivated by those that weren't even at the school. I'm in favour of a "Bishops Network" of some kind- but this
should be different from an "OD" union. The same applies to the Rhodes Scholarship question.
If the pupil cuts the Scholarship grade then they presumably pip the best of Bishops - yes they should have the privilege.
It is patronising to offer Rhodes Scholars hon Membership of the school. They have their own to be proud of. The Scholarship should be renamed e.g The Cape School Scholarship
Proxy voting would encourage proxy wars, as it does in the US corporate world. Given the SGM, that should be avoided.
I have no objection to Bishops Rhodes Scholars being invited to become members of the ODU - not sure if this is automatic for ODs, who need to join on leaving, pay their subscriptions etc. The same should
apply.
Let's not forget the ODs are former members of the school body. Outsiders such as parents and Rhodes scholars should not be members of the ODU. Old boys and ladies are past students only.
No scholar should be awarded a Rhodes scholarship that has not attended Bishops for at least 4 years
If Bishops Rhodes Scholarship is not for Bishops students only, ought that title to be changed rather? Not sure of the contents of Rhodes' will.
This is a brilliant idea. We need to claim our position as a formative actor in the creation of the Rhodes. Including, non-pupil Bishops Rhodes recipients in the Bishops community demonstrates that not only
are we proud of our relationship with the scholarship, we have a vision for what the scholarship should represent in the 21st century. This is exactly the sort of opportunity through which we can apply some
of the values we are always talking about.
How can a non-Bishops pupil win this scholarship?
Rhodes scholars from outside Bishops being made ODU members - although this might be a stretch for some old boys, I think this would bring more diversity to our union and would only serve to strengthen
the community we have already. So yes, let them in!
I wholeheartedly object to non-Bishops pupils who won the Bishops Rhodes Scholarship being made ODs simply by virtue of the scholarship for the same reason. Sure, they won the scholarship but they
didn't spend time as a Bishops pupil and, as such, are not able to understand the subtle nuances that being a student at school affords you. As far as I'm concerned, a winner of the Bishops Rhodes
Scholarship should be congratulated by the school, not the ODU unless that individual has some claim to the ODU independently of the scholarship (i.e. being a former pupil. "
What connection would they (non-Bishops Rhodes Scholarship recipients] have to school other than receiving a scholarship previously reserved for Bishops Boys? Honorary OD, maybe? Give them a tie and
handshake?
"Yes and no !! And "who cares“
Difficult question. Perhaps in some ways, not in others. non Bishops pupils wining the BISHOPS Rhodes Scholarship !! This should never have been allowed (See my copious correspondence with the ex chair
of Council I have always believed that nobody or organization has the right to change the terms of a will. Having read Cecil John Rhodes' Will I have not accepted that Bishops should share it with other
schools. His will did state that the scholarship was for leaders of men not swots as he called them. Obviously a recipient should meet the academic standards required.
As a one time Bishops Rhodes Scholar I should probably have abstained from that question
Bizarre last question [non-Bishops pupils who receive the Rhodes Scholarships be eligible for ODU membership]
There should be no non-Bishops pupils permitted to win the Bishops Rhodes Scholarships. There are ample opportunities for non-Bishops pupils to apply for other Rhodes scholarships such as SA at large.
The ODU should be for Old Boys (and ladies, if they were in post matric) of the school, not for parents of old boys. If we start doing this, we further dilute the direct connection between the ODU and the
school, and the ODU as an extension of the Bishops experience. By doing this, I think the ODU is trying to be too much, and is trying to be everything to everyone. Stay true to your score
I'm wary of opening ODU to parents. It could be flooded with new ODs who may have a different agenda.."
The questions above require a third option of “not sure” or “abstain”. To be able to leave this page I need to answer yes or no on all the questions which is not a true reflection of how I feel. I don’t believe
that parents should automatically become OD members. It should be reserved solely for people who have gone through the ranks of the school. However there is a place for functions that include both ODs
and parents. A lot of positives could come out of this sort of function.
I don't get where the last question [regarding Rhodes Scholarships] comes from. Of course they shouldn't be members of the ODU - they did not go to Bishops.
While one can't make the last one compulsory, I believe that Bishops Rhodes scholars should be warmly invited to be a part of the union as we can only benefit from such exceptional individuals
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Only boys who are good communicators and who are up to date with the school and where it's going should be entrusted with OD tours.
Perhaps a combination [OD Secretary/Archivist]; often prospective parents want/like to see a product of the school to help them assess the place
School boys or the OD Secretary could take the guided tours depending on the circumstances. Pressure is enough on the school at the moment to provide the education and support for the scholars. By
involving them in the ODU process, emphasis could be moved away from that. In this day and age, education is the most primary thing for setting young adults on the road to success in the world
School tours - it would be great to have a mixture here, perhaps to hear from both the OD Secretary/Archivist as well as current pupils, I think both offer different insights
Senior school boys used to take ODs on guided tours of the school and are able to provide insights into life at the school now
The one about Senior boys doing the guiding - not a bad idea, but there is much benefit in getting insights from staff / experts in aspects of the school, e.g. the architecture, history, strategic initiatives etc.
that senior boys may mot be able to provide.
The point about the guided tours - should be the persons choice and what is the most appropriate at the time. It is not a hard and fast rule.
Retired teachers, should remain retired. The tour we were given by a Grade 11 boy was considerably better.
Tours could be done by both the OD Secretary and senior School boys
Tours of the school could be led by senior boys if the OD Secretary was unavailable
Tours should be done by both [boys, OD Secretary/Archivist]
It may be worth having the school take on certain tasks on behalf of the ODU. I guess, offering them a number of portfolio items that form part of the Union. i.e. an ODU sports day. While it would be nice to
have boys taking ODs on a tour, you will likely find that ODs will have more in common with the administrators of the ODU. Prospective parents bringing their children to the school should be taken around
by the boys.
I think this is almost a right of passage for the School boys and I remember taking prospective parents around the School when I was in Matric. I was extremely proud to show off Bishops and this lets the
OD's/Parents interact with the future leaders of tomorrow.
Don't they have better things to do than listen to old farts wax poetic about battles for the lion? If present students want to do that sort of thing, sure
school visits should be by both ODU sec and a boy - two real and I expect different perspectives
Senior boys AND/OR the sect/archivist. The panel of guides should certainly include senior boys who would like to. This may inspire them to become active, participatory ODs
Surely the question of who conducts guided tours of the school, is a matter for the school authorities? I can't imagine the likes of HJK or Anthony Mallett leaving that decision to others.
I would not know if senior boys or the secretary are the best for showing guest.
Why be rigid about who conducts tours? Archivists would tend to have a better idea how the school has changed. Senior boys might have as better idea of the school as it is now
I am surprised students are not showing ODs and visitors around the school. they are the best ambassadors for the school. OD Secretary/Archivist can also do the job - create a broader team facilitated by
the OD Secretary
I am more ambivalent that my answer suggests about students conducting tours rather that OD staff, my concern is for students spending too much time on this task, while I am sure it would be interesting
for both the student and OD
I don't think the boys should replace this, i think it could be nice to have them on the tour also... or give a tour... its a nice touch
The tour that my wife and I were given of the school by my Std 2 Afrikaans teacher was not a good advert for Bishops.
Tours of the school: good opportunity for school boys to strut their stuff, meet and engage with ODs and build confidence for later in life.
I suspect this will improve communication with the School and result in better integration and availability of resources
also did meet some senior students and this was productive.
I think School boys would bring a new flavour to guided tours as I'm sure most OD on such tours want some insight into the day-to-day life of the boys."
I think a Senior Schoolboy also being on the tours would be a good idea
I would prefer to see the phrase 'as well as' instead of 'rather than'.
"School tours - I don't believe that the choices are mutually exclusive. Where boys host these tours, they should be sufficiently knowledgeable
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As for voting, assuming of course the correct controls are in place, the better voice we hear from the greater number of ODs, the better. Let's face it - people don't go to AGMs in overwhelming numbers, so
we end up being governed by a very small voting block. Let's get the view of as many as possible.
Postal/email/remote voting only if the matter to be voted on is clear and can be communicated properly by email. Proxy voting if it is genuinely only for someone who would have attended but for some
reason cannot. Not for the purpose of getting a lot of votes to support a point of view
Proxy votes tend to be collected and loaded when proposing changes or votes rather than listing to a debate upon the subject.
If there is a simple online option which the vast majority can access then 'No', although how to police this is unclear to me. If 'Yes' what mechanism will be put in place to ensure the proxy vote is approved
by the vote holder?
Postal/email votes are not the only electronic voting mechanism; not sure why it's being asked, because not favouring a democratic principle is, well, wrong.
Proxies can be used provided the positions that the proxy needs to take up are given in writing by the person nominating the proxy
The voting thing is difficult, but if you want to be properly democratic and have an organisation spread around the world, you are really obliged to let all members have their say even if they cant attend."
Not in favour of non-local voting in general, because from thousands of miles away it is hard to fully understand the issues. But perhaps there's a halfway where, for example, those living not too far away
could vote remotely. Maybe that's too contentious. This is a tricky issue.
Online voting should only be allowed if the issue of interest is of minor importance to the functioning of the Union.
There should be a strict limitation on proxy votes so that meetings are not gerrymandered
In recent years the ODU has been rocked by two controversies. My impression is that neither should have reached the unsettling proportions they did. The more the ODU tries to expand its activities, as a
union, and the more it allows non-ODs as members, the more prone to controversy it is likely to become.
Issues of proxy and remote / electronic voting must pass the muster of being informed of the issues. We cannot have populists mustering support on matters through misinformation (such as we've
experienced recently) through emotive means, and then we regret our vote (Brexit comes to mind, potentially). We can take certain steps to ensure that people get the info required to cast such votes, and
vouch that they are aware of the issues, before casting a vote. It is not foolproof, much like granting permissions for cookies on websites and matters of privacy, but we must make an attempt at allowing
only informed voting
Yes if the AGM is live streamed then go for it.3 Proxy , no ways it's giving an individual 2 or more votes and that can easily be misused
A postal or proxy vote means that you have made up your mind beforehand without having heard the arguments put forward at a General Meeting. I am in favour of Remote Voting for those that have been
logged into the meeting for its full duration
With the international spread of OD's it is ridiculous to require OD's to be physically present at a meeting in order to exercise a vote. On governance, the ODU should probably incorporate as a not for profit
company
Email and proxy voting are dangerous in that it allows ""misinformation"" and ""manipulation"" to be served to parties who live away from the mechanics of the Union. Regardless of the diaspora of the
ODU, unless someone can physically be present at an AGM, they have no right to vote. The rabble that made up the VP10 are an example of potential candidates who would spread misinformation in order
to bring the ODU to its knees. Not something I would advise.
Voting is a concern. With social media, and peoples acceptance of what they read being the truth (not verifying) could lead to chunks of votes being used negatively to further the objectives of an otherwise
minority
Voting should be allowed by proxy and remote voting, this is logical. To prevent favouritism, proxy/remote voting should be confirmed prior to any event via a written/email form submission. The ODU, due
to a very vague mission statement and values tends to over-reach when there is no clear direction or scope
IF email etc. voting is allowed then proxy voting shouldn't also be allowed.
International and proxy voting are both important additions but need to be managed properly. Surely resolutions can only be voted on if members have observed the meeting/discussion? And would there
be a limit of how many proxies a member could hold?
The only reason I am not in favour of postal voting, etc is that I do not think the ODU should become embroiled in contentious matters. When it has it has recently not covered itself in any glory
As for voting, assuming of course the correct controls are in place, the better voice we hear from the greater number of ODs, the better. Let's face it - people don't go to AGMs in overwhelming numbers, so
we end up being governed by a very small voting block. Let's get the view of as many as possible.
Voting is a concern. With social media, and peoples acceptance of what they read being the truth (not verifying) could lead to chunks of votes being used negatively to further the objectives of an otherwise
minority
Voting should be allowed by proxy and remote voting, this is logical. To prevent favouritism, proxy/remote voting should be confirmed prior to any event via a written/email form submission. The ODU, due
to a very vague mission statement and values tends to over-reach when there is no clear direction or scope.
While I would support broader participation in voting on resolutions, implementation thereof has to occur in Cape Town. Maybe an electronic ""straw poll"" could be taken prior to a general meeting as a
means of informing discussion at a the meeting.3. Provided that strict protocols be in place for such proxies.
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ODU managed by the school - HOW would this look? That's the crucial question to answer before making a definitive decision. School management per se could be impacted negatively by questionable
personnel in management at the time - no-one is perfect! "
I'm not sure what lies behind the issue of the school managing the ODU. If it will make things easier / better - then, yes
It's not about who runs the ODU that important. It's the values that are upheld and the reasons for having a union that are the most important. People come and go. It the core values stay the same
I wouldn't want the school to run the ODU, but feel there should be a closer communication link and more mutual set of objectives for the two.
I specifically support the OD Union to remain a standalone entity. This will support its focus, relevance and independence from potential school politics
There are good arguments for the School managing the ODU as there are a number of School functions such as marketing, PR and possibly fund-raising and development that could work closely and
symbiotically with the management of the ODU. It would also take some of the factional issues that dog the ODU off the table
Perhaps the school and OD Union can hold hands on some of the management issues - nothing should change that. There are certainly enough willing OD's who can certainly run and administer the ODU.
As long as that remains an open and non-invisible process, it can definitely work.
Managed by school? where did that come from!
A suggestion that the Union be a function of the School is in that instance not a bad idea. Politics will be banished and the secretariat will be able to get on with their work!
Am in-between on the point of the school being in charge of the ODU. It should be kept separate so that there is not a direct conflict of interest and both parties should be able to take each other to task
I believe that Jan Newman has recently suggested to Adam that the ODU fall under the school. Given my misgivings about the competency of the school, I would reject such a notion in the strongest terms
possible. I understand that the school is hesitant to let the ODs continue to fight and have things aired publicly, and might want to control the Union, but it unfortunately just can't be allowed to. We should
rather focus on dispute resolution and limiting SGMs. With regards to question one, I don't mind the idea of non-executive members being allowed into the ODU. It will make things complex and we'd have
to have a whole set of new events open to non-executive ODs, but I suppose it could open us up a bit in terms of being diverse and getting in some income. I think long-serving parents might want to become
involved, although I understand there is a Bishops society and I don't know if this complicates things .I would also like to say that I don't agree with partners being invited the OD dinner. Bruce Jack made a
unilateral decision which was in my mind there only to window-dress. I like the idea of one night just being for ODs.
Was the ODU managed by the school in previous years?
I'm not sure what lies behind the issue of the school managing the ODU. If it will make things easier / better - then, yes.
ODU should not be managed by the school. The school has other priorities.
The ODU could be managed by the school but is better managed independently - albeit with a smaller budget
ODU should not be managed by the school. The school has other priorities
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Arranging talks at the Mitre - with a wide variety of topics.- Communicating community updates via the mailer- Maintaining global /regional networks with which the ODs can connect.
Communicate with its members.- Foster a feeling of community.- Instil pride in its membership.
Regular electronic communications has dramatically improved my level of interest with the ODU.
Regular news updates in the form of newsletters- Fundraising for scholarships- "
The mentorship program.- The role it plays in hosting various events, presentations, sports functions, etc "
Trying to communicate on a regular basis- Trying to make the ODU relevant"
Updates- Maintaining communication - Transparency"
Weekly newsletters- functions at the Mitre (we recently had our 20 year reunion there and it was magnificent)."
Weekly news letter 2) - Facilitates reunions 3) Engages well with the ODU regional groups and committees"
Arranging and communicating about informal local get-togethers for members 2) OD magazine3) Weekly newsletter"
Building up the communication platform - OD connect 2) lots of events and functions 3) Loyalty and care"
Communication 2) advertising 3) hosting events"
Good communications: regular and for the most part, interesting 2) Mentor program seems like a great idea. I would keep pushing it. "
Membership (Unity) 2)Magazine (Internet) 3)Old School Tie (Friendship)"
Weekly newsletter is extremely well done"
Annual Dinner2. OD Talks 3. Functions 4. Sporting days (golf etc)
Communicate clearly regularly, not necessarily often!2. Encourage OD network development throughout SA, Southern Africa and the World. 3. Encourage and assist ODs to send either
their sons or other talented young men to benefit from an education at Bishops.
Communicate 2. Accountable to one another and the school 3. Email
Maintaining online platforms which allow ODs to connect easily 2. Keeping in contact with specific people in the Union who provide valuable support 3. Organising events
OD Dinner with interesting speakers.
The Mitre 2. Mentorship. 3. Communication with branches. "
The weekly newsletter that is emailed out. 2. The willingness to help all that is portrayed currently.3. The willingness to adapt to change as requirements are noted."
Providing a destination (with a cuppa) at The Mitre for OD visitors and (with appropriate refreshment) for OD’s attending sporting and other events. (Let them pay as necessary). 2.
The regular (it need not be as frequent as weekly, although that’s ideal) published bulletin from The Mitre 3. Outreach programmes such as Mentoring, etc 4. Fostering meetings and
gatherings of OD’s, whether at The Mitre or elsewhere (eg Branches) 5. Allocating areas of responsibility to Committee members. OD’s should continue to do the following -1. By their
demeanour advance the concept of being connected with Bishops as a good thing which benefits both the School and the world around us2. Maintain a personal connection with The
Mitre and the School3. Maintain their own network of School peers"
Act as a contact forum only.
Act as a strong kernel to ensure the welfare of Bishops. Bond OD’s. Mentorship programme."
Add strength to a global process. I think an attribute of our school was in creating confidence and curiosity ..so we are fairly far flung . Information flow ...really good The Mitre is a
sound addition. Having a physical base even if visited I frequently gives a sense of place plus participation in the school"
Annual dinners News updates
Annual dinners/events Mentor programme OD Connect"
Being present, active and increasingly relevant. Making an effort to engage and improve. Organising relevant functions at the Union.
Bringing in young members Regular activities..Entrepreneurship forums Mentoring...although I this needs more active "management"
"Broad Communication. Having representation around the world"
Building and communicating with its OD base. Make sure all ODs know that they have a voice and that it is heard.
Communicate between ODs Inform about the school Advise about what activities of ODs"
Communicates critical issues. Provides facilities. Provides voluntary staff who go out of their way to answer requests made by other OD’s. Open to new ideas about change. Stimulates
critical thinking.
Communicates well with regular news updates. Has a good annual dinner for all old boys in Cape Town. Has a great OD center on the high school grounds
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Communicates well Keeps us in touch with our peers Keeps us in touch with the life of the school
Communicates with the OD community Arranges interesting functions at the Mitre Facilitates reunions
Communicating about the achievements of OD's and updates of forthcoming events as well as reports on events that have been held. This really helps those of us in the diaspora to
retain a sense of connection to the life of the school and the ODU
Communicating by means of the excellent magazines now prevalent. Class Reunions."
communicating events to ODs, asking them for input, keeping ODs in touch
Communicating school activities, OD activities, specifically the mentoring project"
Communicating school and OD events and successes.
Communicating weekly with OD's on email is a vast improvement to a quarterly magazine particularly where most of the magazine was irrelevant to OD's.
Communicating with alumni. "
Communicating with OD's
Communicating with ODs eg Mitre News, OD Mag. Encouraging ODs in other areas to contact local ODs to form a group/branch. Use the Mitre facility just as it is doing now. Encourage
visiting OD to visit there.
Communicating with the OD community
Communicating Establishing a platform to bring people together "
Communicating, acting as a central repository of information, organising some functions
Communicating, meeting, building relationships
communicating, OD news, connecting
Communication
Communication - in the past few years, I have felt far more informed and connected to the ODU. "
Communication - more especially over the last 10 years. A vast improvement and skilled use of the latest technologies.
Communication "
communication engagement"
Communication Togetherness Support of the school"
communication , social events and networking.
Communication has always been very good.
Communication is good and should be continued. It hasn't been an easy period but keep asking the tough questions, and keep challenging ourselves to be better
Communication of OD news; Founders Day, Year reunions
Communication of relevant OD achievements and stories.
Communication to the community Building community
communication branding connecting OD to the school
Communication Events (local)
Communication Events Workshops
Communication Mentorship Records
Communication Recognition Reunions
Communication Reunions Financial support
Communication, a huge sense of oneness, and pride in our old school
Communication, Financial support of Bishops, Financial support od Students
Communication.
Communication. Explanation
communication. functions. looking after less privileged e.g. bursaries etc"
Communication/ Administration Functions Advice
Communication; Events; Transparency
Communications are good, newsletter, magazine etc Mentorship is a wonderful initiative. "
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communications, relevancy and values
Communication Let us OD's follow what is going on "at home" Organise events"
Conduct themselves Represent their school Show loyalty to their fellow men"
Connecting members; ensuring communication between the school and the members; social events
Connecting Ods Helping ODs with internships"
Connecting people.
Consistently keeping connected/communicating with ODs. Solid administration and passion by solid board members who have a passion for Bishops. Keeping connections with ODs
living in other countries. (Eg: OD events in the UK etc)"
Constant updates, communication and camaraderie
Contact with ODs Promoting integration of races Showing values to be admired"
Continue sending news of both Bishops and the wider OD network to ODs all found the world.
Current news letter - Brilliant
Current segmentation and events for YOD's/Entrepreneurs OD Magazine Weekly communications Website"
dunno all I get is an e-mail in australia that about it. so I'll organise the next Queensland event this year end once the ODU is all sorted out. I used to chat to WP but he is gone and
nobody has communicated with me the next steps.
Electronic communication. Functions to support ODs. Support for the school."
Email communication,
Engaging with
Engaging with ODS , creating events and creating more relevance
Engaging with ODs globally, interesting talks, key projects
Events organisation, mentoring program, reunion facilitation.
Excellent communication : Weekly Newsletter, The Old Diocesan magazine
Excellent communication An efficient and well-run Committee"
Founders Day remains an important connexion between ODs and the school. The new online weekly magazine is a great improvement on the quarterly magazine.
Founders Day The Magazine Annual Dinner"
Friendly interesting communication through the digital media Keeps us in touch with friends and children of friends we were at school with Lets us know what's happening at the
school
Functions, in particular in Cape Town and the UK. Maintenance of records to keep members in touch. Maintenance of regular communication through the magazine (or its virtual
equivalent)."
General communication with the OD's is good
Giving news & information. "OD News" from the school magazine seems to have gone missing & become 'visitorcentric'
Good at communication-generally Increasingly good at showcasing Bishops and its achievements"
"Good publications and newsletters Mentorship programme- but broaden and deepen"
"hatch match despatch"
Have not been involved at all these past decades so cannot comment meaningfully
Hosting reunions
I have covered everything I want to say in the previous sections, so do not intend to repeat this.
I have not really been involved in the ODU so this is not ab area I can help much
I like the five annual reunions back at school; I like the weekly email with news of OD’s I like the local gathering with other OD's and their partners
I think I have said it all
I think that the ODU is doing very well in its organisation of " evenings of interest", the mentor program and the ongoing reunions.
I think the coaching, events, newsletter, and magazine are excellent.
I think the way the ODU in the UK is run should be the model for all branches and for the Union headquarters. I think the UK union communicates outstandingly well and initiates and
innovates very well.
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Identifying, tracking and linking OD’s. Communicating about the school and its alumni. Facilitating continuing engagement & identity.
Improving the school and educational facilities Fundraising for relevant sport activities and tours
In the old format magazine, reporting on the coming and goings of the members, the reporting of the development of the campuses, college and prep, and communicating on the
various functions of interest to OD's identifying names with the last year and house e.g. (1963G.)"
Inclusivity
It endures and provides a sense of belonging It extends the intention of the school beyond the early years It provides an opportunity to connect
Keep in touch with past pupils Highlight past pupils' achievements Let these past pupils have access to fellow, class-mates"
Keep OD's interested and aware of the goings on in the school The magazine Newsletters"
Keeping contact with OD’s Supporting the school's educational objectives Mentoring of recent OD's to prepare them for the 'big' world"
Keeping in touch Encouraging and highlighting the achievements of some of its members Providing infrastructure for re-unions and other relevant events
Keeping ODs in touch with what other ODs are doing - via the weekly emails
Keeping ODs informed about their peers, their old teachers and the school. Helping organise reunions.
Keeping ODs informed via the magazine. Playing a role in organising reunions. Providing a service to ODs visiting Bishops."
"Keeping ODs up to date on activities and developments within the schoolKeeping in touch with ODs around the worldMaintaining an active and informative presence through the UK
branch"
keeping of together
Keeping the ODU values on track and keeping the ETHOS of Bishops alive
Keeping us all in touch and informed
Keeps ODs informed, organises functions all around the world.
"Keeps us in touch with each other & the school.Is a catalyst for immense pride in our Alma MaterHighlights the changes for good taking place at the schooĺ & how they are impacting
society in the ever evolving RSA."
Magazine comms are excellent.
Magazine Advise of events Publication of get togethers around the world
Magazine Weekly newsletters Functions (although there there could be more!)
Magazine, news, reunions.
magazine, website, dinners, reunions, fund raise for the school, welcome back OD, keep a history, publish history, tell stories, man us all glad to have been part of this school. We all
(well nearly all) love those warm fuzzy memories of life in this school when we were approaching adulthood.
Maintaining contact with ODs; spreading news; arranging functions
Maintaining information about OD’s according to year attended. Encourage contact between different age groups in a relaxed manner. Maintain information about the school "
Mentoring, support and events
Mentorship, events, newsletters
News letters and other information dissemination. Annual gatherings of ODs
Newsletter
Newsletter / regular comms - keep it concise, consistent, engaging Magazine - the new mag has had excellent editing/writing beyond my expectations and I will continue to read it
Mentorship network - a great, successful initiative.
"Newsletters - the combination of banter and informative news is greatOrganising events - it's good to know there are many opportunities to meet, nothing beats hanging out together
in person Communication - it's good to stay informed of what's happening at the school these days"
Newsletters are excellent and informative
Communication is excellent Mentorship programme excellent o Worldwide OD brancheso The Magazine "
OD dinner Founders Day Events AGM
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OD interaction OD networking ODU approachability "
OD Union dinners; Anniversary dinners of leaving school;"
ODU UK communicates well The Mitre email is good Our OD UK Branch Secretary is actively engaged in events, including those arranged by our year group, which is great!"
Ongoing connection and communication regular events transparency"
Organise gatherings Advertise links between the school and the O.D.'s (like the visit of a choir or a sports team)Keep O.D.'s informed about events at the school."
Organising interesting tours. Holding social events that transcend year groups. Being a mentoring hub."
Organising the regular events
Organize interaction between ODs, class reunions etc. All ODs a say in how the school is run. "
Personalised content. Emails contain current issues "
Provide updates and info regarding OD's .... news of deaths and achievements, updates regarding what is going on today at the school weekly emails..."
Provide weekly newsletter. This has proved to be an excellent communications tool. Publicise the important work of OD's."
Providing information on some ODs and their activities.
Providing updates on ODs.
Provision of Social media information email updates have been relevant and informative"
Rather than well - I would say that the ODU is beginning to face its issues head on and increase communication with the OD community.The increased push towards creating a
meaningful network."
Reaching out Communication"
Regular communication and facilitating core activities associated with the ODs
Regular communication, promotion of ODs achievements and updates on what is happening at the school
Regular communication: Simply maintaining a database and regularly contacting members through newsletters reminds us of being ODs and our connection to the school - even if the
content is not read Connecting for internships (at least it worked very well for me many years ago)"
regular communications raise up and praise excellence respect the past through honour and remembrance where and how appropriate remind ODs as to what is great and good of
being a bishops boy, part of the Bishops family and by extension the ODU"
Regular emails and updates. "
Regular news, events and financial and other support, including mentoring.
Replicate the functions and engagement levels to that which are apparent in the UK.
Report on activities of ODs in various spheres of endeavour.
School year end get togethers Communication on a weekly basis (sadly been a bit poor last few weeks."
Send a weekly email
Some communication is good, eg the newsletters. They are succinct and you are able to click a link if you want to read more."
Some of these have been covered earlier. Traditionally the ODU has kept interested ODs in touch with each other and with the school. These are vital.
stop the politics of the committee members elect people who really care
support for OD. Having branches in so many countries. Regular news of ODs"
Talks !! Sport orientated events such as OD cricket and OD rugby and OD golf. Sharing stories of OD’s around the world on their adventures and achievements. "
Technology and comms has improved but I would encourage more video updates, no longer than 2 minutes as opposed to Friday email
The fact of the weekly communication is good and should be continued.
The Magazine and newsletters
The magazine...Functions and evenings at the Mitre
The Mitre email weekly updating us on OD news. Arguing ;)
The new magazine is outstanding. The events organised at the Mitre are very good. Weekly newsletter is good."
The ODU communicates its decisions
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The newsletters are a great way of keeping in touch with the OD and Bishops community. I think the mentor program is a great initiative and well run from what I have heard. The
regular events organised by the ODU provide a great platform for interaction, especially across the various age groups.
The ODU communicates very well and even better in times of crisis
The ODU does keep communication going amongst its members. Mentoring is a good initiative - I have not been involved with the ODU variety yet."
The ODU does many things well, particularly in the branches, organizing fantastic events and reunions, holding the community together and keeping track of so many remarkable ODs
around the world.
The ODU magazine is a vital tool that should be produced four times a year (i.e. quarterly) and circulated to all ODs (with options for print or ebook).
The Old Diocesan and weekly newsletters. ODU functions, including sports ODU branches
The regular emailed bulletins Interesting articles about OD's past and present who allow us to reflect on the diversity of interests, passions, and contributions reflecting our OD
community Preservation and place of reflection and gathering of the history and story of Bishops
The UK OD branch has done very well in keeping in touch and making members feel welcome.
the various functions in different corners of the world; the weekly email newsletter; offers an opportunity for ODs to connect with each other through the website etc.
The various workshops and talks that are held at The Mitre. The dinners and functions outside of CT. keeping the flag flying outside the Mother City.
Thinking of three things is hard. 1. Newsletter is basically all at this stage.
Updating members of the happenings within the school & OD Union."
Weekly communication
Weekly communication. Actively encouraging and promoting class reunions.
Weekly email updates
Weekly Mitre messages were fantastically informative under WP's leadership. you got a real sense of his passion for the School and for connecting members of the ODU. The standard
has slipped markedly since his departure. The Mitre is an excellent facility that should be used much more actively and thoughtfully."
weekly news letter
Weekly news via email.
weekly newsletter including school news-OD dinners-class reunions-in the UK, special trips. The World War I trip was incredible - and a far better way of fostering spirit and support
than any written down values!
weekly news letter annual dinner reunions
Weekly newsletters When we have a crisis, the family pulls together - what can we learn from that?"
Weekly Newsletters.
Weekly updates by e-mail (all though I think OD's should contribute more) Giving access to the ODU facilities at Bishops Using the ODU to raise funds for eh school and helping fellow
OD's
You are still worrying about whether you are doing enough and well. Stop worrying.
You nave covered pretty well everything in your comprehensive standard replies
Interacts with the members2. Keeps members up to date with achievements of the other members3. Assists with reunions and the likes, which is a core component of an old boys
union
Weekly email with OD and school news
Friday newsletter Connection website The Mitre
The UK OD union, keeps its members abreast of school developments and community developments, provides opportunities to be involved, is energetic and enthusiastic about all
aspects of the community involvement.
Commitment Communication
Keep the membership informed of OD comings and goings, much as was done for years in the print magazine.
Communication with members. This will depend on dedicated members such as Nicky Bicket in the UK continuing their good work.
Mentor programme Various talks of interest
ODU Connect OD Magazine (a huge improvement in the last few issues) News and Communications
1) The building of a network for ODs to engage upon.2) Functions and events at the Mitre.
Social events News of the school and its alumni“
Dinners, Sports and Bureaucracy
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Annual Dinner Informal get-togethers Invite new Principal to branches Founders Day
Communication weekly connecting with YOD’s creating a community
Giving us news about School and fellow ODs
I think the regular newsletter by email is fantastic and should be kept up.
I would appreciate information about the school and its academic and sporting achievements. I would also appreciate interesting information about ODs of all vintages
Networking
The communication levels have improved in recent years - newsletter is useful and website has provided the opportunity to connect with ODs. Keep the comms going. Since the new
building has been built, there have been more events than ever before. I do enjoy a business relevant ODU, so would like to see more business-related events."
Annual dinners (with excellent speaker)- I had two others last time but have forgotten them
Annual Christmas drinks and Annual dinner Mentoring program Regular newsletter"
Open days at the school. Promote networking between people that might otherwise never have met. Retain the school pride.
The meetings and lunches with interesting achievers and public intellectuals in London.
Functions Information Communication
The events that are held are good and should be continued and expanded upon. The support given to ODs in need is fantastic. I personally greatly enjoy the Facebook communications
of the vice-chairman.
Communicating with ODs, although this depends on the willingness of ODs themselves to make full use of such communications. Staging of various events, such as the annual dinners,
reunions, etc and the increasing frequency of talks.
Making a significant effort to communicate with ODs, with limits means The ODU shows respect to all The ODU's admin effort is outstanding ... silent achievers
* Keep in touch with its members* Maintain a world wide association* Manages good contact with the school
1) OD news2) OD get togethers3) OD Events"
1. Real time communication2. Supporting reunions3. Publicizing achievements about the School and its ODs - sporting and otherwise."
1. strong OD comms (Magazine, new letter etc)2. camaraderie - as I grow older I'm increasingly noticing the seamless interactions between generations which is wonderful to see3.
celebrating and appreciating the benefit of the Bishops experience"
All activities bringing ODs together
Communicates members and school activities and achievements; Acts as a binding force for all ODs.
Communicating with ODs, organising reunions and Founders Day events
Communication in terms of newsletters Building communities of ODs in centres (Cape town, London etc)
Communication Support Facilitation
Engagement with OD’s Networking Communication by the School
Engaging the diaspora Notifying ODs of Bishops events Communicating Bishops issues on a weekly basis
Existing good communication A great mentoring program and establishment of a valuable network
Friday email talks/ guest speakers for the development & interest of OD's
Good communication (newsletters)
Good communication. Good initiatives (e.g. the relatively new mentoring programme)
Keeps ODs connected to the school.
Maintaining list of ODU's contact details Bring members together Introduce new members into the ODU
Maintains records of ODs. Organises annual dinners.
Publish of OD Snippets, especially sports, achievements and potential legacy moments OD contributions to the magazine Obituaries
Quite honestly, it's hard for me to think of what the ODU in general does. I think that the UK branch is really successful through its promotion of various activities that encourage ODs
to become engaged. But that's largely due to the work of Nicky Bicket. There may be other successful branches, but this is the one I know about.
Regular (weekly) news brief to members. Mentorship programme. Facilitating class reunions.
The magazine is excellent Support for the various branches is good, but can always be improved especially given the increasing diaspora of OD's in different parts of the world
The new OD magazine The OD website The regular e-mail updates.
The ODU newsletter continuity and consistency as well as variety Annual Cape Town events and gatherings Mentor program The response to local issues this year particularly as the
gender violence and xenophobic attacks were occurring made me hopeful of the mid fullness and caring nature do those working in the ODU“
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Develop principles specifically for the ODU itself.- The ODU should fund itself, it should not rely on the funding of present school parents.
governance and policy- cross communication between different branches
I heard something of a ""black ODU"" as part of that recent mess, I'm not sure if this is true, but I don't think that something like that is dangerous and can create big friction - it
definitely does not sound inclusive to all OD's.- Selection of the ODU comity - should be clearer and have better quality people.
In the build up to and during the recent SGM, the chairman and deputy chairman were very poor communicators. They should step down and better communicators should be
appointed.- Appoint non SA based reps to the ODU committee.
more events and workshops- improve on the mentoring program, should have a frame work for mentor and mentor to work by to ensure maximum benefit- news and
communications should have more content and be detailed, but offered to you in a minimalistic format.
- ODU committee should resolve internal disputes before involving the diaspora. Events of recent years generally arrive without context.
Offering an OD bar where social interaction / networking can take place without having to organise individual events- Increase awareness within society by offering volunteering work
for OD's at community events
1) - Create a Data base of presentations, talks and events (Online)2) - Develop and enforce a Code of Ethics3) - Enhance the engagement on career and mentoring/coaching to final year
graduates4) Facilitate and help OD's planning to immigrate
1) Communication of functional groups within the OD2) Stream events/functions/talks when possible3) Promote the various interest groups more, as the ODs collectively have
significant influence in major industries and business.
1) Increase community outreach programs2) Increase university student / technical college support programs3) Increase communications from the branches outside of South Africa4)
Interaction with other 'Old Boy' unions both in RSA and abroad."
1) More activity in SA- it looks quiet.2) Work harder to assist OD's worldwide to get into positions of Leadership.3) Do more fund raising.
1) This network is incredible with successful ODs living all over the world. It has access to knowledge, capital and resources. The union should not be so Bishops focused. What are
other challenges the union could take on? How do we mobilize this network to achieve something greater than just promoting Bishops?
1) transparency - of roles, and decision making of officials2) Define the branches, fewer, and enable connections between ODs in each3) Share internal details (challenges, resource
constraints, plans)
1) transparency2) diversity3) inclusivity
1. Communication, communication and communication.2. The website and social media exposure - while it is certainly good at the moment, it needs to expand to include more
people that are not close to the mainstream ODU.
1. Better engagement with its members. Would love to see an entrepreneurial platform where members of our community can share ideas.2. The ODU does not need to sell the
school, the school does this in its own right through the values of its current and past pupils as well as its teachers. Instead, it should focus on engaging with its members and acting as
a hub in a very large wheel.
1. Class reunions. I think that every class who has left Bishops should have a class reunion every 5 years. This should be driven by the ODU. This is especially relevant for the ""older
school leavers"" as we tend to disappear upstairs. Fortunately I was in class of 64 with Rohan Vos and we had 40th and 50th on Rovos Rail. Also had a 25th reunion but that has been
all. 2. Gatherings for senior ODs.
1. Corporate Governance.
1. Governance2. Relying on 80% of sponsorships from 20% of sponsors (I don’t know the exact numbers but the current setup results in people like Raymond Ackerman having too
much say in the direction the ODU follows.... one should not be able to buy their way into the direction the Union takes).
1. Make the union more accessible to its members, offices closed up on a daily basis unless functions are held . 2. Sell merchandise in OD colours. 3. Have more functions that will
include more members and not just selected groups.
A drive to connect OD members overseas and to update the database - All OD members to join the database .A drive for more events and participation in overseas locations with
meaningful agendas and topics.
access to AGM etc. by proxy representation
Actively promote business and industry specific networking within its members
Actual gathering of news about ODs around the world. The UK news letter is full of news re ODs there & what they are doing. The old mags had reports from branches round the world.
The current weekly letter is deadly dull.
Advise members in all branches of school tours to their specific areas and other matters of geographic interest to them
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After attending the SGM it was very apparent that the entire fiasco was about personalities, this needs to be dealt with.
Appealing in whatever way the ODs that did not have a strong pride or passion for bishops in school as they certainly won’t want to have much affiliation or make much effort to be
involved after school.
Articulating the role of the OD Union and the values it stands for
As a Christian Institution make its opposition to the obviously immoral corrupt ANC administration of this country better publicised
Be less inward focussed in terms of services it provides - i.e. mentoring program, bursaries, welfare - and think more of the needs in greater South Africa, which is after all the home of
the school and the Union.
Be less mercenary at times Remember it is a changing world Mix and bring hope to those less fortunate in the society in which they live. "
be more democratic - allow proxy voting
be more strategic more statesman like guide the school and thinking
Be more vocal about topical issues - be bold and make a stand that is in keeping with the ethos of the school. Be a thought leader on the future of education for the school and in the
country. Drive the school to be innovative and open to the latest educational trends. Drive to be more relevant"
Be relevant to the present
Being a 'safe and open' environment for those who are in need of help.
Being more insistent on participation from ODs - not to measure but contribute to the continuation and growth of the OD Community.ODU should be actively inviting ODs to join its
various social media platforms at least annually.
Better dispute resolution. I thought the entire recent SGM process was a disgrace and an embarrassment and impinged on the dignity of all concerned including the Union itself.
Branch communication and events - Nothing has happened in the Southern Cape for several years If possible draw in ODs in branches who may feel forgotten. My son is an OD in
London and I think he needs to be drawn in - it could help him. It would be nice if someone could make contact - I know this is far-fetched because I should do something in my area of
the Southern Cape, but never get enough time to think of other younger ODs who may need help. Perhaps you mentorship programme addresses this."
Business engagement and support for ODs amongst Ods Social media presence
But they need to allow for more input from us
Celebrate the successes of more individual ODs. This reinforces the culture of excellence and raises individuals' expectations of what they could achieve.
"Collect better data on members - contact details, whereabouts, education etc. Promote business between ODs"
Committee (as on display at and before SGM) is a joke.
Communicating with all ODs about all the branches - currently this space is dominated by the UK. Acting as the "glue" that keeps the union together Stop treating the union as if it is
some corporate entity
Communication with ODs - previously mentioned - current school international trips Feature an OD segment - better human interest
Communication world wide Greater support for ODs looking to move aboard/seek opportunity overseas "
Communication
Concentrate on trying to make OD functions pleasurable without being onerous.
Connecting ODs into club such as squash / waterpolo activities that might take place
Currently only the outstanding activities are reported on. This represents perhaps only the ‘top’ 5 to 10 % of ODs. It would be important for the more ‘average’ OD to feel part of the
OD community and to feel valued.
Delinking the Cape Town region from the OD union so it is a branch , and creating OD union that represents all branches independently More sporting interaction with ODs using
House structure after school Interacting with academic institutions/schools in the areas where branches are and creating mixed events with wives and girlfriends always involved "
Devise a bullet-proof constitution that is flexible enough to cover every eventuality. No more threats of a ODU without a Committee or Chairman to get it’s job done.
Diaspora support - the Union could actively connect members in the same region when it learns about a move Learn more about member's activities, interest and profession and then
specifically encourage interaction with other relevant members"
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do more trips, tours etc - the best way of ""bonding"" across generations-become less Cape Town centric and recognise that a lot of ODs are no longer in Cape Town-become a global
association - not just a Cape Town cabal
Doing pretty well already
Don’t know how to express this but ..be a little less “ pious” Ratchet up a “ get involved “ philosophy . To me it’s all too much about isn’t Bishops great and let’s shout it from the
rooftops .I thought the mentor process a thoughtful promising project . Has it worked ?"
Embracing people who look and speak different to us
"Enabling and delivering continuing education - in the widest sense. Digital/social media relevance."
Encourage ODs to reach out individually each in their own spheres of influence and share the principles, skills and benefits derived from their education at Bishops with family, friends,
work colleagues and neighbours in the communities in which they live.
Enforce equality, diversity and be more even more understand and open minded
Ensuring that all OD's wherever they are can vote via proxy but preferably online at AGM's and SGM's
Explicit shared values
"Extended mentorship programme ( it seems that only the UK branch has such a programme )More frequent functions with OD and outside speakers talking about various topics of
interest"
Finding out what the "run of the mill" OD is doing or has accomplished - not just the Raymond Ackermans, or Springbok sportsmen!
Fix it's database and use it well...7000 × R100.00 per month is a lot more subscription
Focus on connection and mission of school, one key high profile project with buy in from ODs, help more diversity at school -learners and teachers
Frankly I had never thought that anything was "broken" until this recent set of events. And I still don't, but I am happy that this work is being done.
get someone to proofread all these pages and correct some of the spelling/typo mistakes (said as a retired English teacher!) "
Give us back the school magazine (electronic)
Go back to its core and stop trying too be all things to all men. Bruce Jack's innovation of talks and lectures was excellent. What happened?
Governance - following the SGM and the run-up to this it seems that the issue of governance could be revisited.Inclusion /outreach initiatives - to reconnect with our lost lambs (I'll try
to make that sound less patronising).Greater use of champions for specific association initiatives - e.g. if ODU winemakers wanted a more formal association then maybe appoint a
winemaker secretary to promote it (and liaise with the wine sampling association, which might have a larger membership)"
Governance Financial strength and sustainability Encouraging diverse interest "
Governance, fund-raising
Greater public impact
Have more relaxed or family events
Having used extracts from the OD database to arrange events in Australia and seen how poor the data is I would say that there needs to be a major data cleaning project undertaken. I
have previously returned spreadsheets with corrected information only to be told that they cannot update it. The success of any OD initiative will depend on its ability to contact
members. The data we as foreign branch secretaries is poor. A solution would be for branch secretaries to access the database and cleanse its members data themselves. Not sure how
this would go with privacy etc but something needs to be done about this.
How it elects office bearers
I am one of the old school and cannot aggree that the new magazine is a success, it just a glossy Ra Ra magazine and only tells us about the heroes. Just remember 95% of the boys who
leave are ordinary, lets hear about them. I miss the Old Magazine having had it since 1947. Change is not always a good thing.
I have always been satisfied with my membership of the O.D. Union.
I have little interaction with the Union as an international OD as my region lacks the infrastructure to put together a cohesive network.
I may have missed the memos but I don’t see many talks of interest being held of ODs in the OD building. Consider using modern communication social media - Instagram for
immediate updates (ODs could send in photos of interesting achievements). - WhatsApp groups for suggestions and debates. "
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I think the new format magazine is not as informative as the old format with point form snippets of news about members.
I think the ODU should be more inclusive of entire families and not just the OD's. Spouses and and children can contribute to a healthy Union and often can contribute in a meaningful
way.
I would appreciate a bit more structure and Leadership within the ODU. You would be the chairmann / chairwoman and you have regional "Directors" who move Things.
I would like to see a modern approach to governance using the internet for example, to allow OD.s to participate "at a distance". This might also require bylaw changes to allow votes
to be tallied in a way similar to a shareholders meetings with a individual position being expressed by a proxy.
Identify class representatives to track down and connect with ODs from their years. My university magazine publishes written updates on what the alumni from each year are doing on
a quarterly basis.
I'm out of touch with the SA branch and the recent falling out, so can't make meaningful suggestions about it.
Including members of the ODU in ALL voting - only those present at the SGM could vote as an example - I found this offensiveIt is easy to accept a vote from a registered email address
linked to a specific OD as an example...
Institute proceedings to interrogate the behaviour of the chairman Institute proceedings to interrogate the behaviour of the vice-chairman Encourage these office-bearers to resign
Failing which, force their resignation"
integration of age groups staff efficiency"
International communication between ODs through the OD database so we can organize our own interactions in the countries we have moved to.
International engagement
Involving the branches Raising money
It should focus less on rugby Change the laddish and drinking culture associated with it Adjusting the external perspective that it is an egotistical association"
It would appear that senior personnel at base need to be little more alive to/ professional in their management processes to avoid damaging staffing issues.
It's outreach into the community.
keep exploring ways to meet the needs of the different age groups of ODs e.g. some will want more traditional approaches, while the more recent ODs live in a world of social media
(my assumption). It would be good to improve the info about ODs who have died and all they contributed - this was so interesting in the old magazine and when the OD Secretary put
together the Obituary. An opportunity to reflect on those who have passed on and the impact of their Bishops education.
Know very little so cannot honestly give an answer
"Leadership Wording and meaning of communication needs to be well thought through before dispatching through the Union channels. "
Looking outward, taking responsibility, building South African (and Capetonian) society. Even if ODs live all over the world, their education was provided by South African and
Capetonian society and an association built on their education should reflect on the context in which that education was provided and what that means for the country and the city.
Make it all more relevant.
Mentor programme to assist with transitions More clubs/divisions of the ODU so anyone and everyone engages with it"
mentoring system only one
More formal committee election process Less emphasis on drinking More professional "
More gatherings of ODs for events other than annual dinners/lunches
More recognition of the role women play in Bishop's existence and continuation. More eloquent and intelligent communication (like for example spelling Mallett correctly!) require
the school to disallow continuous erosion of spiritual values.
More regular events in relevant countries suggest a top 10 list of activities that local branches lead branches should focus on one significant sustainable development goal - e.g. greater
education.
More workshops and talks as referred to above.
Motivate OD,s to get personally involved. Get rid of the misconception that if a visit is planned, it is to basically raise funds and get your money .More news on ordinary OD s in the text
of their own communities.
No’s B. 1. , 2. and 3. above (It is recognised that these flow from personal attributes, but they are capable of inculcation from early age by both home and School)
None. Doing a great job.
"o Liaison with the worlds top school old boys unionso no repeat of the WP situation - should never have got that far. The Chair of the OD Union has a very important roll to play.o "
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OD magazine. Not so lavish(ie cheaper) and monthly.
Open, transparent, timely communication.
Perhaps airing more views from ODs around the world. Our new magazine, The Old Diocesan, is a good vehicle for achieving this.
Possibly - relevant projects that impact the broader society.
Possibly make it easier to see what the school is doing. We get the academic results, which is good, but with the old magazine we could see how the school was doing in sport and the
cultural areas especially music. There is a gap which needs to be closed.
Proactive communication when it comes to matters of the ODU such as the most recent debacle. Some of the OD's had no idea what was going on and then went to social media to
only be told a part of the story. Be more transparent with appointments and the business dealings OD's may have with the ODU and Bishops. Respond faster to OD's and have an
accurate OD's database
Promote a non racial identity and become more prominent in support of an integrated society.
Providing timely, frank and accurate information on significant problems and other issues affecting the school or the OD Union Ensuring that that those who were only at DCPS (Prep)
get news on past staff - in my case the many memorable characters of the early 1950s (Vandy, Sheila Wolfe, John Keble, Padre Brooks, Loubser, Le Mesurier, Selfe, Dr Brown, Allan
Selfe et al) Reistate the friendly welcome that any OD popping in to the ODU without notice used always to receive - this was entirely lacking on my last visit from the UK, when I
visited the new building for the first time"
Putting pressure on the council when identifying areas where the high standards of the school seems to be slipping. Sometimes it is more obvious when one is outside the fish bowl.
Putting pressure on the council when identifying areas where the high standards of the school seems to be slipping. Sometimes it is more obvious when one is outside the fish bowl.
Quick feedback- Allocation of business opportunities - I also feel like some know more than others. And those who are close to the ODU capitalize those opportunities."
Raising the prestige and profile of the arts in school and OD activities. Take a visible stance against events that oppose the stated OD principles (climate change, #metoo/#aminext,
corruption.
Reaching out to individuals in other areas (Qatar for example) and possibly letting them know of other OD's in their area.
Reaching out to young ODs, having inclusive events and creating more opportunity for young OD’s graduating university to get in touch with industry leaders available through the
union
Recent history implies poor leadership & internal dissension resolution. I trust decisions/agreements as a result of the SGM will result & be seen to result in improved leadership
.Communication with branches & review of branch leadership."
Records Always communication
return to the shorter obits that used to be in the blue Mags made up from information on cards maintained by the Office. abandon the long obits written by family members/school
chums. As individual OD info reaches the Office, it can be put on computer for later easy access. Resume the over 80's birthday list but starting at 85. Allow address/email info to be
given to colleagues who ask for it
See the positives in one another and not have the in house confrontation that has just passed. See positives in other cultures and lessen the egotistic things. Perhaps read up on the
Dalai Lama about Buddhism and see the positives in Eastern Culture whilst upholding western culture.
segmentation of engagement activities
Selection of office bearers to avoid nepotism, cronyism and the club mentality Governance and transparency leading to remedial action Greater diversity of thinking and independence
from Council
Send a weekly email
Sharing more achievement information about OD's ie if they succeed in business, sports, or culturally. Grow the online platforms as many OD's use social media more than email.
Involving more inter-generation participation"
sharing of achievements, interesting OD objectives etc. (what people are up to)
Sort out the constitution to remove an SGM and include a dispute resolution mechanism -Sort out tenure of committee members - needs to be 5 years & chairman 10 maximum- Do
away with the post of secretary - it's 2019 we don't need symbolic over paid flesh-pressers, we need superb administrators "
Specifically engaging alumni who are outside of RSA and the UK, particularly those in Australia.
Stop trying to be all things to all ODs who have enough on their plates !
Structured fora for ODs to submit their feedback
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Style of communication must be consistent with values! Eg we had only just got over the damaging/distressing late THS saga (particularly for those of us who had journeyed through
Founders in or around that time) when out of the blue we receive a curt one liner informing us of a dismissal! I hold no brief for the dismissee but in light of the above this raised a lot
more questions than answers and was in my opinion appallingly handled by people who should have known a lot better.In addition it seemed that absolutely nothing had been learned
from the late THS saga making this even more disappointing.
Support branch secretaries more administratively (regular updated contact lists, suggested annual events etc)
Support of the OD who sons are not able to now afford Bishops schooling. The weekly OD news letter needs to be made a tad more user friendly. Not particularly stable in my view. "
take care not to disseminate too much information such that recipients decline to read and thus participate.
The Celebration of 5 & 10-year reunions Opening the MItre to ODs as a clubs house - they can come and go as they please - Eg they can have braais on campus and watch sport on TV with family and ODs The Mentor and Mentee System
The Committee and its arrogance, lack of contact with ALL ODs. The ODU Office structured properly Meaningful representation of overseas ODs."
The communication is individual centric (the same names come up time and again). Some of the 'news' borders on individual self promotion and should be guarded against.
The communications approach could definitely be modernized to make better use of social media and video, and to build communities of interest on specific portals such as LinkedIn
and Reddit. The current ODU web portal is particularly clunky and unhelpful. I may be the only person who misses the OD magazine but it was a permanent record while the current
digital framework seems intangible and temporary.
The democratic ability of its members
The news about ODU activities outside South Africa seems to be mostly referring to the UK. More news from other branches would be good.
The OD social network - I recall some kind of platform was established, but have never heard about it further. What is it, why should I care or use it? I recently moved overseas, but
have not bothered to figure out who else is in my country of residence because I wasn't sure of the best route to go. I think a way to actually visualise and filter/sort the ODU database
and it's members would be useful to many. Change the constitution to not allow as few as 10 people to disrupt the ODU's work, and privilege local attendees in determining the
outcome. That was unacceptable for a global organisation. It was also unacceptable that, regardless of right or wrong, so few people could effectively impact all members so easily."
The ODU should be more involved in ensuring that the branches remain active and involved in arranging functions, dinners, golf days etc. Branch secretaries should be set KPIs and
their performance monitored annually. Non performing secretaries should replaced with ODs who are prepared to engage and stimulate OD involvement in branch activities.
The one concern I have about my comment above, is that the success and performance of the UK Branch really is attributable to one man who obviously spends much time on
devoting his considerable talents to the welfare of the Branch and the ODU generally. I fear that when the time comes for the present incumbent to move on, someone will have
massive shoes to fill and I fear a significant drop off in standards and effectiveness as a result. On another subject, I think communication from the ODU offices could be improved.
The range of events should be expanded beyond "Entrepreneurship" and events that appeal to the younger ODs. It needs to cherish the older ODs. The branches have all but ceased
functioning
"The standard of the weekly Mitre message has slipped markedly since WP's departure.The absence of a friendly, welcoming ODU Secretary to receive ODs to the Mitre.The Mitre is an
excellent facility that should be used much more actively and thoughtfully."
The 'WP' situation got totally out of hand and resulted in unnecessary divisions. However the ODU officebearers were elected and should have been allowed to make their decisions
without such recriminations by a group of ODs with particular interests in the matter.
think rooms to allow ideas to develop
This is a suggestion... certainly not a 'should'...Some kind of recognition that perhaps OD's overseas have different types of connection to Bishops. This is a broader connection and
might include the other schools we all interacted with as part of our time at Bishops. While its not really a responsibility of the ODU... perhaps each bulletin could have a section
covering some highlights of another school - a contribution by those schools of some of their highlights. After 12 months, we'd have had a bit of connection to 12 other closely
associated schools and the things they are doing that they are a bit proud of.
Transparency
Transparency KPI's for Chair and Committee members evaluated every 3 months Engagement on a physical level
Transparency and the office of the ODU more visible and personable. This will help to build links between Offive of the ODU and OD community
Unfortunately not actively involved so can't advise.
We are the Diocesan College, please let all meetings begin with a sincere prayer to our Creator, God, His Son Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit.
We don't seem to keep abreast of ODs who pass away. At least not to the extent we did when the OD Section was part of the quarterly magazine. As one who is into his 70's relying on
random emails from former class mates just doesn't do it.
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We need to be able to participate in electing office bearers without having to physically present at the AGM or other relevant meetings. Actively encourage this participation
with the removal of the old magazine, I want to still know not just about ODs but more about the current schooling and achievements in the OD communciations.it is first and foremost
why we are ODs - we were all Bishops school boys and they are the future ODs. These boys (and staff) have so much excellence to be proud of and share"
You are doing exactly what needs to be done to improve
1. I think issues of late have not been in line with the Bishops values, and those involved in these issues - from both sides - if they removed the emotion and looked honestly at
themselves, would hopefully (and should) realise this. So the ODU has not been upholding the Bishops values of late, which I think is one of their main purposes - being the custodian
of the Bishops values AFTER the learner leaves school2. I'm not close enough to the ODU to understand what else they should be improving - and maybe that point in itself should say
something about what the ODU should improve. As a very involved current parent and committed OD (who has organised every reunion since 1989), the fact that I am not sure what
they should improve because my interaction with them is fairly limited to reunions says something to me.... "
As an ex member of staff, I'm always interested to read about OD events. These are often accompanied by photographs, but these seldom have names attached. It would be great to
have more names to faces as many of the 'faces' have changed too much to be recognisable as the boys I taught decades ago.
"Making better use of The Mitre Being so bloody pompous"
The ODU doesn't feel personal enough - it should about your members. So make it about the ODs. The website should be a place where people can connect with each other and
interact. This is one of your main platforms where members can interact with each other - I think you're missing out on a tool that can facilitate interaction Be more involved in the
community where we can make a difference"
Internal relationships - groups and individuals - and the resultant fallout when these go wrong. There needs to be a proper mechanism for dealing with disagreement, binding on ODs.
The last 5 years have seen 2 major fallouts between groups in the ODU that should never have got to the explosive stage that they did nor have entered the public domain. Weekly
newsletter should be fortnightly. Shorter and announcements or arrangements repeated less often.
The Constitution - as agreed at the SGM
1) The mentorship programme.2) While OD Connect is a brilliant step forward, I feel an OD only group (members only) on Facebook might add value. Especially if posts from the OD
Connect site can be fed directly to the Facebook group. This might encourage increased engagement and interactivity on OD Connect."
Proving it is committed to its aims in relation to society
Business relevant events.
Make sure that you provide the details of societies that are supported by Bishops on the website. Also, charities that Bishops supports and any other organization that Bishops lends
support to. I would like to know what exactly Bishops is doing, with whom and what effectiveness and success is being achieved in these efforts. You can't expect OD's to simply
bequeath money to Bishops unless they see where the money is going and who is responsible for making those financial decision. Ensure that the OD union funds are invested in
organizations that are managed by professionals who can prove that they are qualified or certified."
I have found the calibre of ODU officials in recent years remarkably disappointing. Perhaps too many become involved at too young an a (is that a grumpy old man speaking).
The ODU should be less inward looking. It will remain relevant if it plays its part in the wider South African community
Accountable "leadership", annual re-election. Worldwide elections. Transparent in operations. Finances."
Conflict resolution encourage humility within the younger generation create awareness that with the privilege we had through our education comes responsibility to our society and
world
communication - mailing list- website- finances - how is the ODU funded (should be via the school) and is it sustainable in the long run?All priorities... "
Transparency at committee level Accountability at committee level Social media policy. I personally feel that I get good value from the ODU but I felt saddened by the recent events
and the manner in which they were handled.
Ensure timely reaction to social change.
Greater diversity and relevance of current topics. More collaboration with other South African stakeholders. Keener interest in current affairs. Organising visits to interesting countries
in the developing and high growth markets.
Details on principle school activities Mentoring functions
Our communications haven't been great. We really really need to improve our mailing list and get better engagement from ODs. This would lead to the ODU better advertising its
services.
Better accessibility to the Mitre for aged and decrepit ODs!
The ODU website should be integrated with the Bishops website. One can't have an ODU website ending with .com vs that of Bishops .... .org.za Build an effective, accurate and
responsive / dynamic OD database Improved ODU website design and functionality The ODU administration is not on the same plane as the ODU Committee / Senior Management ... "
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* Greater respect for its fore-fathers and founders* Promote its impact on the greater SA society (eg the 'Green' of the predominant national sporting colour)* Be more simple
1) Not get embroiled in controversy 2) Understand that there will be ODs who like to keep an interest without getting too involved
1. Comms sometimes seem to celebrate the same people over and over again. This can be alienating especially for those who might feel the same thing happened during their
schooling.
1. Maintaining an up-to-date membership database available to local branch secretaries. 2. Developing a more personal/hands-on relationship with branch secretaries - particularly
those in smaller branches.
Communication about school strategy and objectives, and key messages of the school. I know little of these.
Continue to improve news reports and interactions between members
Create the balance between trying too hard Not to become too formal. More people orientation and less process driven
Do more with less: reduce (halve?) the budget and extravagance and focus on fostering and facilitating friendship - both in years and across the years.
Engagement of the diaspora beyond the core Branches - perhaps a mailing list for “Diaspora” members outside of the traditional places (London, for example...!).
Get sound administrators / managers for the OD with strong Business / Organisational Management skills. The last experiment was a failure and even from afar it was obvious. Greater
utilization of well used Social Media tools used in Business eg LinkedIn or Workspace in FB
I am happy. Keep up the good work. I think the way "the 10" behaved was appalling. It do good actually...only demeaned the values of OD Union.
I can't think of three things, but will say that the recent debacle over the OD secretary/manager was embarrassing and like the Tim Hamilton-Smith saga extremely badly handled. The
fault does not necessarily lie with the OD Union, rather with certain groups of OD's who have an inflated sense of self-importance and seem to make decisions in the bar at Forries
rather than in the real world and without appraising all the facts.
I think the ODU needs to simplify its approach - outsource where relevant but not become a top-heavy, costly burden on the school
I'd like to see more options for in-person meetings. This may not involve a greater number of meetings; it might be a question of advance planning.
Identify what the successful branches of the ODU (and similar old boys' associations) are doing and imitate them. There's no need to reinvent the wheel.
"Improving upon the global reach and relevancy of the ODU in smaller centres. More engagement in the mentorship programme across different fields (as opposed to only
business/finance)
Increase the number of functions for OD's by interest.
It could be better at getting the basics right - such as recording births, marriages and deaths and effectively and sympathetically communicating with the bereaved. It could be better at
keeping ODs in touch with what is going on the school (separating the magazines did not help this.
Promote the good work of ODs doing work for social / societal good. Create a coffee shop at the Mitre that parents dropping off kids can meet at between 7-10am.have a monthly
drinks evening
Suggesting activities where Bishops could contribute to the greater good in South African society. Involving ODs with relevant life and work experience in targeted activities in the
school
The public slagging off of the ODU and the school. Public Social Media posts by thoughtless Committee members frankly astounds me. The ODU has NOTHING to do with the school
and unnecessary comments by Committee members are causing irreparable harm to the school and its image just to score Social Media points? Come on .... those individuals are not
required on any ODU Committee I support, and should be removed.
Its humanity
Its patriotism (Pro Fide et Patria?!)
Its pettiness - the WP van Zyl business was pathetic. Calling an SGM to challenge Adam and Co!
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Because the chairman and the vice chairman or alienating many Old Diocesans And there is a chance of real fatigue amongst past peoples of the current infighting
Doesn't add value to ODsPeople chase their own agendas
If the ODU tries to do too many things, it may well fail in all of them.- The ODU needs to get its financial house in order."
Lack of activities - Inability to realize business opportunities between 2 ODs- Lack of follow up. Not knowing what exactly one does career-wise.
Lack of interest from young ODs
Most activities naturally centre around SA and UK with their greater memberships. In an increasingly global environment, the name "Bishops" counts for nothing in geographies with
small memberships and populations with no knowledge of SA.
ODs who are intent on making it an Olympics Lite- ODs who revel in creating schisms, Dante places them in the 9th circle of hell- A poor quality committee and the resignation of the
UK Branch Secretary "
Poor leadership leading to dis-engagement- corporatisation of what is essentially a social network - straying from our purpose- If we start valuing "rules" over "relationships"
If it becomes just a series of success stories...if it is seen as representing only restricted social or economic interests, how if certain members feel themselves to be excluded from what
it represents...if it loses touch with its context. I feel at the moment that the ODU is very conscious of these and is trying very hard to avoid them.
Arrogance
Out of touch with real South Africa and Africa
Just caters to privilege and class
Focusing on a very small group of individuals and alienating the rest of the ODs
Unable to expand its influence beyond Cape Town, as most events are based at the school
In-breeding
Too little involvement from the younger generation (a long standing issue) / demographics
Lack of assistance/man-power/resources because of attention economy deficits (i.e. OD's deal less with OD community and events because their time becomes more "precious").In
other words, maintaining relevance/value-add to OD's.
SA unrest & political change
Lack of leadership"
Lack of purpose
Lack of a sense of belonging, or, that the union provides value to each OD (division)
A sense of Officials or School leading the direction, and not OD Members themselves. I don't think it will become irrelevant!
Not enough reach into SA political structures.
Lack of money.
Lack of interest from young members/ ageing membership base."
People care less for their High School once they have left
The ODU often represents and seeks to reminisce the past, which may alienate some people
There are other means of staying in touch with ODs that might render an ODU obsolete"
Not involving everyone - if there isn't buy in from the whole organization, it is going to become a localized thing and that will cause certain failure.
Cannot agree on values
If Bishops itself becomes irrelevant so too will the union and vice versa (unless the Bishops name expands beyond one school in Cape Town)
Poor leadership "
If it doesn't change with the times
Clinging to outdated perspectives
Not playing a meaningful role in society (then its easily seen as little more than an elitist club)"
Not being in a position to communicate with the younger ODs.
The ODU can only be as good as its members and if members don't participate, it becomes more and more irrelevant.
To focus on themselves and not the school as a whole.
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Members move away from the school.
Stuck in the traditions of the past. "
A failure to adapt, modernise and stay relevant - acknowledge that the old school of the past is exactly that. Follow instead of lead. Be too exclusive. We need to engage across a
broader cross section of schools.
A segregated education system is morally unjust, and socially destabilising. If Bishops doesn't embed itself more deeply in South African society, it will face challenges that could make
the school, and hence the ODU, irrelevant in the years to come. The ODU, with the social power that it connects to, has a role to play in ensuring the school's survival - not as a bastion
amidst turmoil, but a hub in a larger thriving community.
Alienation of newer ODs through a generational discord
An apparent move away from traditional mores and values - unfortunately a universal phenomenon of modernity; but it needs to be recognised and countered.
Anton Taylor attitude seemed to resonate among younger ODs and this callous approach seemed to complete lack the respect of the Union and the school itself. Respect for others
and seniors was instilled in me by these teachers and the school, it’s seems to lacking of late.
Apathy and pathetic infighting, Arrogance of perceived purpose. Dependence on and interference in the School itself
Apathy. Bad school experience. Bad press/politics
Apathy. Disengagement. Lack of relevance
Apathy?
Arrogance and insularity. Inefficiency. Sloth.
As evident at the SGM there seems to be generational divide between what younger and older OD's are looking for in both the Union and the appointed officers.
As more and more OD's are forced to leave South Africa to either go to university or to find work (and once they leave they seldom return - the growth of the number of OD's in the UK
backs this up), there will be less and less in Cape Town or South Africa.
At present I have no fear that the ODU will become irrelevant
bad blood as we have seen recently
Becoming too prescriptive and alienating members
Behaviour over past years indicates a level of immaturity conflict and inability to solve this quickly relevance to the VUCA world of the post 20th century
Being hijacked by a group of "militant" individuals who do not see the greater purpose
Bishops fails to be an institution with which ODs will want to be associated. Poor leadership by Bishops Council and ODU committee."
Bishops old boys forming their own informal Unions/Clubs.
Brand destruction brand and/or committee hijacked changes in education
By appealing to too narrow an audience. The busyness of social media and other forms of networking taking precedence. "
By not following the values of the school .An erosion and lack of tradition at the school means pupils have less emotional pull towards being a part of the OD community."
By not having appeal, by trying to obviate division, and being unfocused
Club for old boys.
Danger of becoming a petit bourgeoisie grouping that celebrates and clings to an outdated notion of "great men of Bishops" while waging petty squabbles with itself. In the process
miss how the world is moving on from the ideas of hierarchy and elitism that Bishops represents.
Diaspora of ODs Political turmoil in SA Largely composed of white, privileged, male minority (this may be changing with present school enrolment, no idea)
Discord. Interference in the running of the Union Disinterest.
Economic failure. Inability to maintain growth an funding. Loss of Christian principles /values. Division and infighting and cliques ,creating enemies and not forgiving and retribution."
Emigration of core members
Exclusivity within Bishops ODs
Factional disputes within the OD community should not happen and if they continue to do so, they could well disinterest many ODs.
Focus on high performing success stories, alienating those who are less so.
Global spread and not keeping in touch. Cape town focus. Lost generations are not interested
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I believe the ODU is getting better and better at promoting itself and involving the OD community at large....continuing along these lines will ensure it does not become irrelevant.
I can think of no such reasons!
I didn’t realize that this was a reality. This would be very sad.
I do not fear this
I do not think it will become irrelevant. The ODU may change in how it is structured currently but in doubt it will ever become irrelevant.
I don not see it happen as long as Bishops scholars receive an education during their formative years.
I don't fear that...
I don't see any risks specific to the ODU that are not linked to the school's relevancy itself.
I don't think I fear that it will be become irrelevant. I just think that there is so much more that it could do as a force for good. There are already some excellent OD role models who
have been a huge source for good in South Africa and it would be great to tap into their brains.
I don't think it will become irrelevant. There will always be some ODs for whom it will become irrelevant.
I don't.
I doubt it will
I doubt it will become irrelevant but it could easily become far too centred on the SW Cape.
I doubt the premise. As long as there are students that appreciate the education they received there will be a force encouraging a community around that experience.
I have no such fears. Just look at the outstanding work being done by Nicky Bicket.
I live in Cape Town and have not been back to the school for a Bishops related event for over 20 years. While I value my time there I have no interest in drinking at a Rondebosch rugby
match. Life is just so much deeper than that and there are far more relevant issues that the school and ODs should be engaged in that are relevant to the context of the current SA. For
the most part I find the OD frivolous and an old boys club of people that are lost in the “glory days” of their time at the school. For me the OD union will never be really relevant until it
is more than a social club"
I no longer live in SA and it's difficult to come to Bishops activities so I don't get any social benefits from being a OD.
I’ll give one: the membership (especially globally) is increasingly out of touch with the realities of life in South Africa.
If any particular group continues to hold sway in the running of the Union and narrows the appeal of being a member. We need to appeal to the broadest possible "church"
If Bishops closed down. If the ODU became self obsessed. If it did not continually reinvent itself and adapt to changing technology and social environment"
If communication ceases a problem could arise.
If ego is allowed to take over the ODU, the ODU will fade.
If it doesn't engage with its younger ODs, Isn't open to evaluating itself and its role
if it follows the trend of this questionnaire and becomes too dictatorial, members will lose interest and ignore it. The communications must be about the people of the union which will
be of interested to the other members. the OD Union is not meant to act as a pulpit to preach.
If it provides no benefit to its members.
"-if it remains just a Cape Town cabal-if it tries to be more than it should be - ""becomes too big for its boots""-if it allows resolutions to be passed only by those attending in cape
town"
If OD's trust in the inherent good values of Bishops are allowed to deteriorate. Fail to encourage more involvement from Oxcon-type engagement. This is our heritage and served us
well up until the 1970's.
If the previous three items are not attended to. If various groups of ODs continue to use access to the ODU to settle old "playground" disputes, petty jealousies and other stupid,
immature and petty quarrels.
If the school itself loses ground and relevance against the socio-political development of SA. If the escalation of problems worldwide reaches a point at which an organisation such as
the ODU finds itself meaningless.
If the values of the union aims to please a few it will lose the majority
If too inward focused, this latest event highlighted the risk. Need to be more outward focused as collective of privileged South Africans a lot of whom benefited from the past system
If we do not focus on our Creator God to lead our way forward, we may forget the 10 Commandments (like I did for so many years when Satan ruled my life) and then there is chaos,
big time!!
if you try and appeal to everyone. You end up standing for nothing.
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In focusing too much on exclusivity, it loses relevance beyond Bishops.
In today's time, where everybody just wants to be entertained, the ODU would become irrelevant to These People. Let them be and go. They Need to experience the shit in life before
they come to their senses. These are People I do not have anything in common with and they are a pure waste of time. The ODU should be like a lighthouse out there. In the dark you
can see it for miles. And once the shit hits the fan, People are suddenly in the dark and look for guidance. Then they should come back to the ODU.
Increasing global fragmentation of the OD community is both a threat and an opportunity. ODs need to find common ground beyond the fact that we attended the same school."
Increasingly dispersed diaspora weakening and reducing the relevance of the old boys networks
In-fighting and personal agendas
"In-fighting/ parochial interests. Losing inclusiveness or too narrow a focus. Social changes where the school (or its genre) ceases to be relevant."
Insistence on being a Christian club will remove all relevance to most people.
Insufficient modern day appeal across generations and inclusivity.
It becomes so in bred that it is no longer part of the community its members live in. True elitism.
It does not appeal to younger ODs.
It fails to provide anything of use or value to an OD.
"It is not necessarily the Union, but individual members who need to relive or regain their pride for the school, the ODU and for their fellow ODs. The easy way out is to be negative,
we need to portray a positive image and attitude. We have been so blessed by attending this great institution - surely we can achieve this together. "
"It just seems to be promoting business events at The Mitre which will be of little interest to the wider community. Talking to ODs of the older generation, they just feel detached as
the ODU has become introverted."
It needs people. Without active participation from OD's it will die.
It was only the OD waterpolo (where we couldn't even play the 1st team) which sparked my interest in the union again. That's not good enough in bringing the ODU together.
It will become irrelevant if it cannot engage ODs young and old in a meaningful and worthwhile way.
It will never become irrelevant while there are people willing to serve on the OD Committee etc. The only real danger is if the wheels come off politically in South Africa. Yet, having
said this, the wheels came off in Zimbabwe and the Independent Schools continue. However, they struggle to gain financial support from past students, as these students have moved
out of the country, have to pat mortgage, educate their own kids and have less free cash to pass around.
it will never become irrelevant, Now that WP is gone I dont know who to communicate with.
It won't.
It’s not becoming irrelevant, I just don’t want the union to endorse or promote any ego from any members or the union it’s self.
It's human nature in feeling good about being part of a group that is doing something meaningful in the world - regardless of scale. Reporting on and highlighting acts of social
responsibility and achievements by ODs can inspire others to do likewise.
Just too much and ODs will not have the inclination do all you have in mind.
Lack of engagement by new OD's and failure by my generation age 50+ in getting involved.
lack of funding, think and annual or monthly contribution to OD would make it more sustainable.
Lack of interest and fatigue with ongoing dramas. A bit like Brexit.
Lack of interest of by OD's to keep in touch; Location of the School - SA is no longer what it used to be and many fear even visiting the country"
Lack of involvement at branch level throughout the world will lead to active branches like the UK becoming more relevant that the ODU.
lack of involvement by ODs
Lack of involvement. AGM of c. 40 folk has appointed a totally ineffectual and flawed committee that is not representative (values of Chairman and vice-Chair are the best examples)
Lack of time to join something that has no real purpose. Some of us are already members of business forums, Chambers of Commerce, Industry bodies etc.
Lack of up to date communications. Lack of support to those serving ODU or causing or taking public issue - i.e. dirty laundry aired within the confines of the school or ODU"
Level of engagement amongst ODs and being exclusionary in practice.
Many take the union for granted"
Minority factions attempting to inhibit its progress
More and more ODs are overseas and have little to no contact with the union
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More effort needs to be spent on communications on different platforms such as twitter, FB, etc. with focus on sports results immediately. the only way that I can get the rugby scores
is by tracking down friends who are there and asking for updates.
More OD's living overseas for longer, and with less frequent visits to Cape Town. More school leavers heading overseas for work experience or studies and deciding to remain and build
careers overseas (perhaps this is encouraged by the political situation... but the fact is that Cape Town quite quickly becomes the past...) "
Motions of no-confidence of the sort we have recently endured don't help.
My response to this is on a delicate matter but it does concern me. I recently discovered in the build up to the SGM that there is now an ODU for black people. Whether this was
accepted by the ODU or not I don't know. However it concerns me that this is the thin edge of the wedge as Bishops and thus the ODU becomes more and more demographically
mixed. I fully support this but surely we have one ODU espousing one set of values for all the past pupils of the school irrespective of their colour or creed? Will we now find a break
away of OD's forming the Islamic ODU or the Catholic ODU and so on?? We must, to me, have one set of values and one culture as OD's or we will become meaningless.
NEVER
Never irrelevant, but probably less relevant as an OD enters late old age!
No clear benefit, increasingly time-poor thus taking out time to read a newsletter and attend an event requires a real commitment
No meaningful forum to interact and engage. No overarching, compelling purpose that has real benefit. Local overseas branches far removed from school and peer group
No such fears.
None
Not be seen an elite body and exclude many ODS in the process. Pushing their own agenda and focusing only on things that make them look good. Don't have the skills and abilities to
keep the ODU running efficiently
ODU will always be relevant provided there are ODs who are passionate about the school and will want to connect with past classmates.
Oh lord
Old boys club harping about the good old days-inward thinking. Set up think tank(s) to tackle issues, give guidelines.
Old boy's club, self serving, privileged
Only for a very small amount of people
Only if the school loses its way . As long as it grows and prospers it will drive a sound old boy’s operation The thing my generation reacted poorly too was the Boy Scout drum beating
that went on. Don’t make the basis for feeling part of the setup too narrow and defined Emphasise everyone. It’s natural but a lot of the publicity is given to success stories ..rather as it
was when I was at school. Make the also rand feel more welcome
"Our internal issues within the ODU have put a lot of OD's off Bishops all together. Appoint staff that is competent and capable of managing the ODU office. don't appoint people who
have never done this kind of work before. As much as I like WP he just was not the right guy for the job. Develop a plan that will encourage OD's to continue to stay in touch with the
ODU as well as with each other."
Overloaded lives
Parochiality
People believe it is a ""Gentleman's club"" only concerned with Bishops and their time there
Polarizing leadership within the OD committee? (I was not impressed with the recent activities of the Chair or Vice-chair of the Committee)
Political forces within SA may place such untenable social and other pressures on "privilege"
Poor communication. Poor treatment of members. Lack of member engagement
Poor selection processes and governance, allowing a cosy club of office-bearers. Unprofessional and/or unethical behaviour of key ODU and other office bearers. Tainted individuals
being recirculated and covering for each other
Potentially due to the changes in the current and coming generations. They seem to show less interest in things like school pride than older generations
Pushing a value system
Recent committee behaviour has ben deeply embarrassing and alienating. The union is administered by people with no history in the school. You go to visit the union and find the
administrator has no institutional memory, so you wonder what to say to them and don't really feel like having a beer with them. In previous years, you had met Brian Bamford, then
de Kock, Hamilton Smith, WP van Zyl.
“Religion. Elitism. racism"
Self-serving leadership
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Settling for mediocrity
Should not happen
Something like the recent SGM, which was so distasteful, I felt we embarrassed ourselves. Inability to make a meaningful and useful impact. Going to Bishops is said to allow you to
create connections that stand you in good stead for life. The ODU must ensure that this is true and being a Bishops Alumni does indeed open doors.
Splinter groups forming (ie Black OD forums) which defer from the original integrity of the Bishop way of life
Stickler behaviour and negative intentions from those who are dealing with personal issues.
Tendency to be very inward looking, petty and self-important (e.g. the performances at the recent SGM, on all fronts).
The association of Bishops with colonialism which has become a dirty word in SA. Changing demographics eg. Will the significance of a war memorial chapel remain relevant
The competition for attention has increased exponentially. The messages of the ODU may not resonate or promote a sense of affiliation or engagement
the current style of the committee is alienating OD's
The lack of integration of spouses and girlfriends in events and OD kids. Not keeping up to change in the societies we live in Not living in the real world
The leaders of the OD Union are voted in due to Popularity and not merit. I fear some members are just there for a 'party' The old traditions and history we should be highlighting will
be forgotten and trumped by the 'party' culture "
The need for physical presence for voting
The OD Committee needs to operate as a high energy team. Recent events (and events of a few years ago) must never occur again. To be blunt - the recent debacle around the WP
affair was mind blowing in its absurdity and handling. Such behaviour could easily make the ODU seem less relevant. The OD Committee needs to be transformed into a high energy,
focused team, leaving behind all vestiges of the 'country club' culture of a forgotten century. A total transformation is required."
The ODU does not keep the database up to date and interaction with members lowers. The information provided by the ODU is irrelevant. "
The ODU should not become an elitist club of men. If it does it will lose its credibility and relevance and become more isolated in a fast-changing global society which is becoming
increasingly and instantaneously interconnected and egalitarian.
The ODU's inability to communicate effectively and efficiently with those who aren't near vibrant branches worries me, especially when it comes to our senior citizens, their spouses
and the young techno savvy Od's.
The silent majority is really not interested in the puerile in-fighting that has gone on recently amongst the Cape Town cabal. Suggest decentralizing the pool from which ODU
committee is chosen.
The union seems to be stable and successful, I think and hope it will continue for a long time.
There are so many other organizations screaming for our attention, 'pick me, pick me...' the ODU could get lost in the noise.
There is a perception that the ODU is mainly a collection of conservative, possibly reactionary members, which are unwilling to embrace the modern age. Please take this view from
whence it comes. I have very little to do with the ODU and have only been to a few events in the UK over the passed few years. Most of my perceptions are second or third hand.
There is no reason if we continue to test the status quo and be sure to remain "self Critical" !
This process is the result of the actions of the SGM10. Whatever the merits of their arguments (personally I found them ridiculously self-important and bombastic), I think that the
ability of so small a group to hijack the agenda in this way is particularly undesirable. This has been an unseemly and unwelcome process that harms the reputation of the ODU and
their success is likely to encourage further interventions in future. Frankly, I would walk away completely if this kind of action was to become commonplace and I bitterly resent the
actions taken (particularly as I am familiar with most of the individuals responsible).
too blinkered
Too CT-centric. Committee does not have members with enough gravitas and clout. I have been told that the Michaelhouse union is made up of very powerful individuals
Too much focus on just the school when broader issues / challenges are facing society and your members everyday. Bishops and the OD union has an obligation to drive change in
society. How are we going to do that?
Too much focus on members achieving in the traditional fields of the usual sports and financial industries. These should be celebrated, of course, but the achievements outside of
these fields are what would make it our extraordinary when compared to others similar unions. Show the OD's who have taken the road less travelled.
Too much involvement in the school itself too many issues currently being raised about current charter may put others off joining or staying in communication no real say or vote given
to all OD's in important matters "
Too old / Too white / Too male
Trying to please ODs across all the year groups in single events
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Tyranny of distance
What does it mean to be a Bishops man? The school and union seem to have forgotten. If we are transparent about our history, we will almost certainly invite controversy and
attention. So what? These are necessary stages to reconciling with our past and the history of South Africa. If we are unwilling to put the school's reputation and its values to the test,
clearly they do not exist beyond a rhetorical level. We teach Bishops boys to stand for their beliefs and to make difficult decisions in support of doing what is right, yet school and union
cowers from taking any definitive public positions. If it continues to hide behind the safety of silence, the entire institution will become nothing more than a some of its parts. This is
the threat to the ODU - if it means nothing to be a Bishops Boy it means nothing to be apart of the network.
With the way the OD Union is being run now there is absolutely no chance of it becoming irrelevant. Far from it, it is becoming most meaningful and a force for the good especially in
South Africa where forces for good are in short supply.
With very few exceptions, I go to OD events to reconnect with old classmates. They are not frequent enough to make new friends in other year groups. Recent developments with
infighting in the ODU left a very bad taste. To what end?
1. The ODU needs to stay focused on what it's core intent is. By trying to save the world and be everything to everyone breeds lack of focus, and what follows is lack of relevance in an
increasingly busy world
It IS the connection age. Can an old boys union do any better? School leavers leaving South Africa. Has it ever been REALLY relevant?
It stops becoming relevant and there no longer appears to be a need for an individual to interact with the Union.
With the maximum number of years that a pupil can attend Bishops now 11 to 12 years and with life spans ever increasing, inevitably there will be a wide range of members, many of
whom will know little of the School outside their years there. It is a similar problem to parents who naturally have no interest in any school outside their children's' time there.
1) Politics and ongoing rumblings by ODs dissatisfied with the current structure however unfounded will undermine the ability to achieve the Purpose.2) OD Committee members must
fully understand the responsibilities their positions entail in accordance with King 4 and all other corporate governance guidelines and laws."
It may be seen as no more than a network or social club.
1) inward looking2) Parochialism
Generation gap between OD’s not being bridged sufficiently
If it takes on too much
Not democratically accountable. Broadly those outside Mitre ignored. "Leadership" has produced division.
That presupposes it is already relevant
The management style of the ODU has become something a turnoff.
With such a diverse range of members from different eras, keeping up with being relevant to everyone is a challenge. Given the recent SGM events, I think it is difficult to keep
everyone happy. I think the ODU is more relevant today than it was 10 years ago, so it is going in right direction.
Infighting - trying too many things and tiring out ODs; i.e. ODs unsubscribing from mailing lists- insufficient budget- school taking over management of the Union"
There was evidence of a generational divide amongst young and old ODs and committee members during the recent call to arms and 1st August showdown. it was largely driven by
ODs of an older generation (there was a clear gap between the analogue and digital generations). If there is no effort to engage with the younger crowd and adapt to their media and
expectations then the ODU is doomed. Social media has enabled large groups to connect and engage without a formal union with all the politics and administration to go with it. If
religion is part of the values."
Becomes old fashioned.
There are so many competing organisations. Bishops graduates are streaming out of South Africa because of the political situation and bonds with the school are weakening. Boys-only
schools are becoming an anachronism in most countries except for UK and South Africa. Bishops is losing its status as a primary destination for parents abroad to send their children for
a world-class education.
Social media. Change in school core values
I think a lot of ODs have become quite disillusioned with the OD since the SGM. There was just so much shouting and poor behaviour from the older generation that a lot of younger
(and gentler) ODs did not want to associate themselves with the Union. My biggest concern is that because of egos and the Unions susceptibility to SGMs, ODs will be turned off. It
runs the risk of just continuing to be a pissing contest between a select few ODs, while the 7000 other members get neglected.
None at all, even if the school were to close.
Too RSA-centric. Lack of strategic & long-term initiative. A perceived lack of direction, NOT strategy. The ODU Committee appears to exist in name only. It is not evident what
contribution is made, where the level of responsibility lies or what has been achieved by the ODU Committee. The achievements are not known or communicated in a simple, visible
way. The OD Committee achieved this .... x, y, z in September, and it plans to do ... p, q & r in Oct (and we ODs need to see the results)
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1) lack of professional management2) Interference by ODs
1. South Africa's future and relevance as a country impacts on the ODU itself2. ODU members destroying the ODU by their actions (particularly on Social Media)3. Failure to deal with
the multitude of generations in the organisation.... don't think only of the Millennials right now .... there are more than enough of the old farts out there that are still alive.."
Being self-absorbed and not relevant to outsiders.
Gets subverted in its mission to be a union for its members -- rather it tries to become all things to all people which is impossible to achieve. Union leaders become despondent and we
lose their passion and hard work. Other networks people have are more important / more useful
I cannot think of anything that would diminish the ODU's current level of relevance. For me, the ODU is a living link to my time at the school but not much else.
I don't think it will. I've seen too many instances of the spin-off communities from the ODU which are sustained outside the support structures of the ODU.
I don't think the ODU would become irrelevant, provided Bishops remains a leading school.
I have little fear of this!
Information overload. It was almost simpler in the 'old days' when we got a magazine once a quarter and we could spend 3 months reading it in the loo and catching up on the school
and other old boys. Now we get a weekly mail and many of us are too busy to read it - especially since it competes with similar regular mailshots from university, clubs, charities, etc.
But maybe that's just me. I'm sure that those with more time find the new system much nicer. And we still get the magazine.
It could lose touch with ODs who do not see the benefit of the organization. The OD Union needs to change with the school and society whilst maintaining certain values - this is hard
to achieve.
Lack of or poor communication. Defining its purpose too broadly and not delivering on its core priorities
Let's not OVERCOMPLICATE things!!
Members moving overseas to areas with a small ODU footprint.
More debacles like the those mentioned above.
Remaining too silent or inactive in gathering people together. Not trying to stimulate or motivate discussion towards highly relevant universal issues such as climate action and change.
The OD Union has thrived by virtue of its successful role of connecting the OD community. It will likely continue to thrive if it continues to provide service to its members. I think it is
less about relevance and more about the competence of the OD Union in delivering its services.
"The ODU becomes irrelevant if it is no longer there. We should realise that we do not need it but that it can help us in fostering friendship. The ODU becomes irrelevant if it does not
meet those needs and instead loses itself in empire building extravagance (The Mitre building, the new magazine, travel by branch secretaries and others) and internal argument
(there has in the last few years been too much of that).
We are a bubble in a bubble in a bubble in South African society. Bubble 1 = Western Cape, Bubble 2 = Southern suburbs, Bubble 3 = private school.
The decline of the School
The centrality of OD's permanently overseas and not sending their own boys to Bishops for obvious reasons
If the ODU is to maintain its integrity and ‘reputation’, and indeed, if Bishops’ itself is to maintain its integrity and ‘reputation’, then this is the perfect, although painful opportunity to
address the ghosts of the past, viz. our culture of silence, and the exercise of discretion being “the better part of valour”.
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Branch meetings , where all issues and ideas can be discussed and voted on
bring WP back or someone similar.
Business Forum, skills / business sourcing element. International cooperation
Cease being deferential to a dishonest disgraceful morally bankrupt Government
Celebrate success of ODs. Make it a pleasure to participate, not a chore."
Communication (multiple times!!!)
Competitions!
Contact each OD personally, even if once in 10 years. Try to gather ODs who live in the same countries. Make an online database of all the ODs which is accessible to all the ODs.
Continue with the upward trend of communication (quality not quantity).
Create spouse and family events
Continue mixing with unions of other schools
Seen to be a safe place to discuss and help with the challenges faced by members and the society at large
Current affairs debates & forecasting outlooks, global branch knowledge sharing (cutting through fake news...)
Don't treat the school as a separate entity to the ODU
Encourage all participation
Encourage an open database of old boys, by year. So for example for my year - 1972 - keep register of contact details.
Encourage branches world wide to hold social functions & report back with news of ODs in that area. Not everyone is on Facebook, Twitter etc.
"Encourage Christian guest speakers who walk with Jesus Christ, Alpha Courses which include a week-end away to meet the Holy Spirit, and other inspirational leaders. Billy Graham
from America after the 9/11 tragedy at a church service, defined Integrity: If everything you do, say, think and feel are in line with your God given conscience then you have Integrity in
that moment. I wonder if Shaun Pollock is still ministering? "
Encourage OD invitations to industry events, launches, etc. I.e. could a couple ODs be invited to a product launch alongside clients? An idea that would need to be developed.
Expat events outside of SA - for e.g. organised World Cup Rugby viewing.
Ensure branch secretaries are empowered to have committees who focus on functions, dinners and golf days etc.
Establish the OD Union as a source for good in South Africa
Ethical and effective leadership. Transparency and accountability. Modern governance "
Fairly regular evenings at The Mitre where groups of ODs are encouraged to get together to socialise. The groups would be segmented in decades e.g. matriculated in the 80s, in the
90s etc. Have a cash bar and a food truck.
Find ways to bring together younger and older ODs and to enable the mentoring programme to work better.
Finding out what an average member looks like and showcasing that.
"Get rid of the chairman and vice-chairman. Find a role for WP Van Zyl
Improve communication with the OD community. The weekly OD newsletter is an outstanding opportunity, but could be dramatically improved, with guest articles by ODs, etc."
Give ODs a reason to visit the Mitre. Yoga classes. Food fairs. TED talks. Provide fast wifi and good coffee for OD parents dropping their boys off at the School and wanting to avoid
the traffic into town. An excellent opportunity to create a buzz at the Mitre and foster OD networking.
Greater communication with school on strategy and specific projects where ODs can add value.
Have regular updates on Linked In and less so on social media other than "light" information Think about creating an OD Whats App group by sub-region (it is quick and instant
communication)
As difficult as it is due to SA's history, keep the country politics out of the ODU, meaning all Bishops boys are OD's assuming they have paid the subs. Creating separate OD streams
does not help in terms of being one strong Union. overall cause Give OD's a reason to come back to the ODU or engaging with the ODU"
Have social and current engagements where we as ODs can debate and discuss issues of the union and of the school where we can encourage positives and question negatives so that
we are not merely discussing agms.
Better age balance on the committee so that the suggested event/engagement might draw wider attendance.
Have social and current engagements where we as ODs can debate and discuss issues of the union and of the school where we can encourage positives and question negatives so that
we are not merely discussing AGMs.
Hold more events with key speakers/people of influence. 17
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How we educate our children. How we learn and share throughout our lives.
I believe that age / vintage is a relevant factor in the desire to socialise with alumni. Mentoring is a seperate issue but I would be more interested in having a drink or meal with
someone from my era than someone who left school in 2017.
I honestly don’t know, unless one recognises the merit of personal upbringing and example. Then, a whole world of opportunity opens up. Unfortunately name-calling rears its head,
and “elitism”, etc become part of the vocabulary.
I might have missed something but I do miss the old printed magazine format where one could turn directly to points of interest, without distraction
I think the most important way, is to be true to Bishops and what Bishops stands for. That gives orientation. Then naturally interesting Events. You will not please everybody the whole
time, but somebody some of the time. And that is perfect.
I think the OD Committee does a great job in this area. Thought must be given to HOW the OD Union will function moving forward ie, the personnel employed, use of OD volunteers
and so on.
I think the points raised earlier in the survey cover this quite nicely!
I work in the fitness industry and generally love sport. I think there could be more connection between OD's by more planning events Ie. Golf days, Waterpolo matches, Cricket, Rugby,
Touch Rugby tournaments etc.
I would focus on new ODs to those about age 35, possibly a little older, and keep the momentum going after the buy in. Those older are either already "in", some may be on the fringe,
but some may cost too much energy to catch :-)
Integrity of information(previous mention)
Central engagement of "famous", successful or interesting OD's to offer as speakers for national/international functions.
Bank of ideas for function type that can be used by individual branches(i.e. winetastings)
Relook OD Dinner function style to be spouse inclusive and not necessarily traditional style dinners
Interesting snippets about members
Communicating interesting function information. Reporting on any developments to do withy the school. the estate and it's buildings and facilities.
Investment club/stock ideas. Travel ideas/tip. sOD businesses - what do ODs own. New ventures/start-ups"
Involvement of high-profile ODs
Just do the basics well. Don't keep chasing down performance indicators, targets, growth, and other self important dogma of modern corporate structures. We are not a corporation,
business or accountancy firm.
Just keep holding events with people who want to share their wisdom in their careers or life choices. I believe those are really valuable.
Keep it simple. We are not big corporate, we don’t want to be. We want to be an old boys union of a great school.
KISS, KISS and KISS. It is presumed you know that KISS stands for - "Keep it simple stupid"
Make ODs pay for their membership annually. If you pay for something you are more likely going to use it and contribute to it. In return the Union will organise Dinners, provide
Magazines, mentoring programs etc.
Monthly talks/seminars by interesting and extraordinary OD at the Mitre and at OD branches elsewhere.
More mentorship
Social media and website
Events
More Networking - formal paths for career networking Charity Support (especially in other places)
More peer group connection - year , year above and year below Institute branch champions Annual event planning to driven by branch with proactive engagement
More smaller working groups that work on a regular basis around the world to feed back new thinking and help shape the future. Establishing meaningful presence in a global context,
so that the Bishops and the ODU is not so SA centric. Having a 50 year vison"
More video’s, live quarterly webcast with relevant ODs stories, let’s hear first hand via video from ODs who are making a difference and doing their school and country proud.
New areas of focus and engagement
Bring back pride in the school, not a place where mattresses are too thick and mothers too thin
Consistently deliver a positive message, divisive movements help no-one "
New committee, new constitution, properly sold to the member base.
Truly global outlook to make Bishops and ODU best in world."
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No need for more creative OD activities. You are currently doing well !"
Not every OD is a huge winner, or leader of society. More focus on the standard person doing his job and not a earth shaker. OD must not reflect vicariously only the highest of profile
OD.
Not sure what happens now but when I left Bishops there was really no effort made to engage me in the ODU. Some sort of transitional activity (I hate to use the word 'program' but
perhaps it fits) would be good, possibly starting during the final or even late in the second last year at Bishops. A means of integrating soon-to-be-OD's with the ODU while they are still
closely connected to the school. Despite coming from a 'Bishops family' I experienced nothing of this nature and although I was given a life membership as a gift I drifted away from the
ODU quite quickly and had no involvement other for many years other than reading the magazine. This could have been different. There are also those who don't go through all of
their high school years at Bishops and leave before completing matric. They are also OD's but I wonder how many of them are active OD's or even joined the ODU. They could also
benefit from this approach and become contributing members of the broader ODU community of some effort were made to 'catch' them as they leave the school.
Nothing new. Just ensure that the newsletter continues and the Website is kept updated. The ODU has made great strides in this area in recent years.
Now you're asking. I think it's far better than any other similar organisation I know of, so I can't expand on this.
"OD Sports days. Family fun fair day with the entire Bishops family, old new and those that haven't left yet.
Closed debates with South African politicians."
ODU's doing interesting things should be encouraged to tell their stories.
Push support to help OD's send their sons to Bishops"
One key project with big buy in
Online voting and participation.
Break the widely held view that the committee is a law unto itself and does not care about the views of ODs in general but rather their own narrow and self serving objectives
Online voting on topics
Openness / transparency of the OD Committee
Outreach Operations
Open the venue to host braais & RWC/Super Rugby viewing More Networking Occasions
People are curious about their friends and how they are prospering. Promote this.
Perhaps resuscitate smaller peripheral branches. e.g. Oxford branch which rather withered on the vine. Events with other SA school alumni associations. I greatly enjoyed a recent
lunch with the Rondebosch Old Boys. Sports events e.g. Springboks at Twickenham and similar
Pride and reporting extensively on positive news
Probably best done in the school itself. Teach history with an honest appraisal of events. Teach languages with a view to communication or different generations will tend to fragment
in the ODU.
Promote the ODU to pupils still at school
Promote the online communication platform more
Propose a reorientation of the mentoring programme.
Regional secretaries should report more frequently (quarterly) and share information on a broad spectrum of OD's and their activities in their respective areas. This would involve
secretaries having to communicate with OD's in their area seeking out reporatable information.
Re-introduce annual events in the branches which have become dormant
Revival of pride in what Bishops has done .Keep looking forward and planning. Get as many individuals as possible to contribute to an improvement of any kind for others.
Increasing the prestige of the ODU so that members feel proud in of itself, in line with other elite global alumni orgs.
See the points above on could/should improve and may I add communication.
Segment Bulletins into key topics and contributions by OD's to encourage interest, concern, and possibly direct action by the wider OD community... eg: Climate change, Renewable
Energy, Environmental preservation (eg eliminating plastics, preserving bees, re-building habitats, etc)Biotechnology, Medical technology, Robotics, and AI
Shared charitable projects?
Simplify and reduce the subject content involved in being an OD !
Smaller OD Groups, for things like running, networking, business referral, hobbies, etc.
Strengthen age group/year representatives and equip them to be leaders and engagers
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support the branches, especially overseas with timely information
Technology (and AI in particular) can tailor the interaction (mostly online) between the ODU and its members so as to make it more engaging and interesting at an individual level - for
instance stories and article or events about classmates (or within 4-5 years) will be fed to participants more than those relating to classes 20 years different. Similarly ex. rowing team
members will be more interested in rowing news than others.
The chairman of the ODU should be chosen from a coterie of respected elders. He should have the necessary gravitas, universal respect and clearly demonstrate that he holds all of the
values set out here very dearly. The day to day running of the ODU business should be in the hands of the ODU secretary who works hand in glove with the chairman.
The Magazine was a good way to keep ODs abreast of how the school was doing in general terms. Focusing only on ODs loses this component.
The Mentoring programme is excellent
The ODU must continue to stimulate interesting debate, exploration and bringing ODs together using all forms of communication and technology. Facilitate further OD education
programmes presented by ODs or other experts focusing perhaps on the 'soft skills' and on community development and engagement programmes might be particularly useful to ODs
and the communities in which the live and work.
Trying to appear to the younger generations who put less emphasis and interest into school pride and staying connected with their school. (In whatever way)
Understanding where ODs are in the world and what work they are doing - help to link up ODs in similar fields
Up to now, the union has mostly been a source of information about old school friends which offered an occasional opportunity to connect. That's powerful but if you want people to
engage then it needs to be far more proactive in trying to harness that community to deliver social change (e.g., through targeted campaigns and support for initiatives originated
within the community), provide support for members and students (financial, personal and professional), and create more tangible value for members.
Use of social media promote thought leaders include current pupils as they approach od status
Use the Mitre . Lectures ? Make the database of individuals really easy and accessible .Founders Day should have a greater pull for ODs
Video content distribution new events, cultural events"
We are a broad church & there is room for us all.
What about introducing discussions on themes like the importance of being good fathers to our children (psychological discussions).
What can the ODU do to help South Africa prosper?
"Wider initiatives, as discussed. "Open space" virtual meetings on matters of common interest.
Establish a high profile large project that can pique ODs interests (e.g. establish the entrepreneurship initiative that was mooted a few years back).
Without imposing on people consider way of making engagement easier. If the ODU is segmented into areas of interest, perhaps each region or country should have something like a
web-page that people can find there section of interest and look for events, happenings, clubs and interest groups etc
Young OD’s to have more events with sister schools and workshops with sister schools and other schools or opposite sex like Rustenburg and Springfield etc etc.
Stick to your core values and core intents
Spend more time also letting the ODs know what the school is doing at the moment, and the exploits and achievements of the boys. There are some unbelievable achievements that
are occurring on a weekly / daily basis
Keep the ODs more engaged with school activities - some of the ODs would be blown away with (say) what the Eisteddfod has become. It is world-class. "
Vastly improved digital platforms. Perhaps something along the lines of an OD Linked In that would allow for better business connections A regular time that The Mitre is open to
members. A modern version of Olympics if one were to look for a weird comparison
Keep on discussing why the school remains world class, how the output supports that thesis and how the school leverages off those who offer their input to improve.
Increased focus on ""the Purpose"" and publicising all success stories.
Functions and events that appeal to the diverse interests of the ODs.
Active mentorship and aid to young ODs leaving Bishops who will be faced with the big bad world.
Strengthen branch involvement within South Africa as well as overseas.
Annual worldwide election. Operate outside of campus and mitre. Change "leadership" and communicate better.
Celebrate what we have in common as OD's
The more diverse events, the more smaller pockets ODs you may attract. You never going to please all unfortunately and some may only want to engage once a year with ODU or once
a month or those maybe once every 5 years.
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Summer touch rugby on the Avenue followed by drinks/braai at The Mitre (in summer to play after the boys are finished practice)- properly publicised regular (annual or biannual)
events/functions with well-known/successful/topical ODs and possibly a guest of theirs; Shuttleworth the obvious one"
Invest in technology for ODs to 'self serve' (set up own events) with access to local members. I like the suggestion earlier about categorised events. For an old boys union I am happy
with the current level of engagement, especially in the UK.
New social initiatives.
Organising visits to interesting institutions in the UK particularly those where OD's and South Africans are involved. Organise trips to interesting developing countries. Celebrate the
excellence if OD achievers.
Brief resume of life after Bishops by year of leaving, eg choose 1960 and ask for submissions. It would be fascinating not only for those of the same year but many others as well. It
would inevitably lead to old friendships being renewed and like minded people getting in touch despite age difference. Resume would have to be limited to say 300-400 words
I think Jeremy Ryall can do a great deal in terms of social media. However, my main point is that changes need to be implemented to stop unnecessary conflict. The 3 points I gave to
the standing committee were:• All ODs must be allowed the right to vote. All parties must strive towards universal suffrage.•
SGMs have to require more than just ten names to
call them. I am firmly in support of an OD Committee that is held accountable, but we must increase the burden of support required to call an SGM. Considering that universal suffrage
should entail the ability to easily vote upon issues online, I would suggest 10% of ODs need to show support for an SGM for it to occur. It should be difficult enough to stop SGMs for
frivolous reasons, but not so onerous that it’s practically impossible•
In accusations of misconduct there must be strict protocol. If reasonable cause and evidence is provided
against an ODU office bearer, an independent investigation must occur, and the findings of the investigation must be respected. Once a decision has been made, further complaints
about the same allegations cannot be entertained. Correct channels of communication must be adhered to."
Get an opinion from the Bishops Principal
Interview DC Matriculants on their aspirations and knowledge re. ODU membership, values and benefits
Promote the ODU at the end-of-year prize-giving
* better contact* more regular contact* BUT, inherently it is in the blood of most OD's to be interested and to engage
1) provide access/ID cards for ODs to visit the school ( to encourage visits and avoid being prevented from entering by security)"
1. Delegation of organizing of events. People tend to engage more when they have skin in the game and further will have more empathy towards those that regularly do drive these
engagements.2. Cooler OD kit! "
1. Looking for opportunities to connect with smaller branches.2. Invite ODs living overseas to suggest possible alliances between Bishops and local schools where they live. "
"Don't try to do too much, resulting in higher expenses or burn-out for those volunteers that run out of steam because of the increased demands of being a branch secretary, mentor,
organiser, etc. Focus on the core - which is being a knowledge repository, and a way for ODs to connect with the school when they want to (and for the school to connect with ODs
when they want to)."
I would be interested in more events that include the OD's who were at school during the same time I was, including those who were a few years ahead or behind me.
"If any ""segregation"" is to be considered, it should be based almost around age rather than race, sport, creed etc . You have started it already with the YOB or YOD events (Young Old
Boys?). Those that matriculated in the 1950s have very little in common with those that matriculated in 2015, and this needs to be taken into account. I still keep in touch with a
number of my peers, but have very little interest in kids just out of school (as they have very little interest in me and my peers' interests)"
I've made some suggestions already; perhaps more individual profiles might be interesting.
Keep it simple. Communicate well. Follow the lead of the UK branch!!"
Keep up the good work. I am already interested and stimulated
Promote causes and not just individuals
Put out a weekly e-mail diary of coming events during the week ahead at The Mitre. If you do this already and I have not noticed, apologies.
Remember what the ODU is for and work on Saturday that.
Specialist or highly qualified Persons doing more speaker events.
Suggesting activities where Bishops could contribute to the greater good in South African society .Involving ODs with relevant life and work experience in targeted activities in the
school
The website can be enhanced with richer content - eg links to YouTube videos of old rugby games, historical events for the school, outstanding achievements by OD's, etc
There are a number of OD's doing interesting and worthy work in the Cannabis industry - can we profile them and their valuable contribution to the future of this country like we do
the other worthy OD farmers, Manufacturers etc?
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Tracking for each year where each person is and actively looking to bring them together. Most people have a strong affinity within 1 or 2 years max of their own year.
Use member's details to send them targeted mails informing them of events in their region.
"Workspace in FB & LinkedIn “
Lets do something GREAT!
Do the seemingly impossible ... we are capable and talented enough to do it.
Build relationships on things other than sports, making money and dinners:
build relationships on weaknesses and differences, eg:
Alcoholics & Drug Addicts Recovery groups
Depression/Special Needs/ Support Groups
Rebuild/New Friendships across sexual orientation lines
Actual physical work together; Habitat for Humanity; building school structures at Bishops and underprivileged schools/hospitals - think of the marketing
Marketing! Make it cool to be an OD!
... that is more than three, but, hell, we do very little together - and nearly nothing interesting!
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I have been encouraged in the recent past with the technological leap and increased quality of communication that the ODU is engaging in. There is still a long way to go but there has been a marked
improvement. The increased focus on building the OD network is significant and the attempt to be inclusive on young ODs is promising.
These are difficult Questions for a yes / no answer. Serve the Purpose of the 21st century? What is the Purpose of the 21st century? That I do not know, thus how can the ODU serve the 21st century? I would
say, that the biggest issue of the 21st century, is that the People are lost, have no values, only look after themselves, are egotistical. How can you serve that. My vales are old fashioned, and I do think that
that is OK!
Things are fine as they are.
This is a great initiative and it was a pleasure to provide insight as an OD that left the school 40 years ago but still holds the values and the importance of the Union close to his heart! Well done to the people
managing this initiative!
To those ODs who are devoting their time to fix things - take a bow
Just keep it simple. The ODU is improving in leaps and bounds. But keep it relevant to the"" everyman""... and not elites. Develop links to other selected schools. Male and female. Look to what Nicky Bicket
is doing in the UK and use that as a template. Hire him as OD secretary . "
My inbox is flooded by somebody pontificating on a weekly basis. I don’t need it. Don’t make it a chat show just because it easy electronically.
I believe much of what I have said already is applicable, to some degree, to some of the questions above. I think the ODU needs to be careful not to reach a stage at which its ambition exceeds its ability to
deliver.
Having been associated with schools for much of my working life, I know that Bishops' old boy network (for want of a better expression) is the envy of schools all over the world. This says much for the
loyalty engendered by the school. I think any attempt to promote it more forcefully would be counter-productive.
Best to do less well, than too many things not very well. Put quality ahead of quantity."
Sometimes institutions create a dynamic that leads to expansion of its mission as an end in itself. Be careful not to overshoot. The main value is to support the school and make sure it continues to function
well and sensibly in its South African context. Don't overshoot.
Suggest ODU benchmarks how other similar old boy unions operate and determine. gaps and opportunities
Thanks for all your hard work. Appreciated.
The 2015 stratplan was well conceived and perhaps too ambitious given all the other changes that the ODU was involved with including the development of the Mitre, the appointment of a more 'executive'
or business-like structure and the increased level of engagement between the secretariat and the OD body at large. The business plan was perhaps too ambitious and the financial implications not fully
thought through. Great and perhaps unrealistic expectations were created through well-intentioned zeal and a high degree of youthful exuberance.
The management of the ODU should probably remain independent of the school but not at the expense of building further on the relationship between the two bodies ..In trying to have a positive influence
on society we must not dilute that which qualifies us to be a part of this community: Old Diocesans.
The ODU can/should be the custodian of the soul of Bishops. It could/should? be the advisory board that is seriously considered. If the management of the ODU by the school (question above) assists in this
then I might change my answer.
The ODU must not fall into the trap of wanting to be all things to all men.
I accept that the ODU has become more sophisticated over the years. However, the WP van Zyl saga did not go down well nor the way Tim Hamilton Smith was treated. The ODU has to define what it is trying
to achieve which presumably is to keep contact with ODs worldwide and facilitate engagement between members in the same areas. We require a business manager to run the ODU and to work with the
committee in doing so. All requirements need to be defined. AND WE DO NOT NEED IDIVIDUALS but rather a team to work together.
I actually am strategist day-to-day. I work with Fortune 500 companies all over the world. There is a huge shift going on right now...employees want to work for companies that have a true purpose, one that
benefits the world around them. Consumers are being drawn to brands with a story, and typically these stories evolve around a purpose that is bigger than just the brand itself. The ODUs purpose can't only
be about Bishops and its old boys. We have access to resources (capital, knowledge etc..) that very few people could dream of. What are we going to do about it? We either need to be agents for change, or
we will just become the Readers Digest for old boys. In other words, just patting ourselves on the back for all we achieve will get, and some times already is, pretty dull."
I am in favour of proxy voting and postal/e-mail/remote voting, however there needs to be a validation process to ensure that there has not been e-mail hacking and that each individual vote has only been
counted once.
I cannot be of much use but was delighted to have been able to give my very limited views as have always wondered why a School like Bishops was not known universally and it is only its Old Boys who
should be empowered to spread the word
I strongly believe that the ODU is a critical entity and a valuable resource that has been underutilized and taken for granted. I really hope the ODU perseveres and I can most definitely see it becoming a great
meeting place that all Old Boys will come to respect and utilize but like with all great things and innovation, there is often huge resistance and time is needed for those to come to understand its purpose and
accept it for what it is.
I think the structure of the ODU should be looked at. The OD Committee should serve the way a board on a non-profit does with a series of sub-committees established (similar to an ExCo) and staffed by the
ODs with the appropriate skill sets and who are willing to dedicate the time and passionate enough to see the work through to conclusion. These sub-committees should each fulfil a particular function i.e.
an Events sub-committee, a Fundraising sub-committee, a Mentorship sub-committee, etc. with a clear objective to be attained each year. The sub-committees should then also submit a budget for their
projects/objectives to the OD Committee for approval each financial year
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1. Committee to appoint a Business Manager whose duties are defined. AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION TRAINING NOT REQUIRED. 2. Committee to work together. 3. Classes to have reunions at least every 5
years and ODU to lead this with representatives from the particular year. 4. Senior ODs to be looked after re gatherings, reunions etc "
1. Early in this questionnaire, it is stated: “In order to fulfil its Purpose, the ODU chose (in 2015) to focus on these four strategic objectives.” I think it may be useful at this stage to establish the reason for the
non-implementation of the strategic objectives concerned. 2. I think you’re trying to tackle a gigantic task. This may be connected with my haunting thought that this Union has become too complex for its
purpose. As I’ve said earlier, we need more K.I.S.S.
1. In terms of engagement, the ODU has many interesting characters and it should leverage off of this. For instance, at the OD Dinner, how about having a raffle where members can win a seat at a table with
say Raymond Ackerman or some other infamous guest?2. How about a yearly entrepreneurial fair, designed to raise funds where OD's get to buy a stand (in the mallet center) and present their business to
each other. It would likely be very eclectic "affaire" but could be a lot of fun and a great way to engage with the community.3. How about a fundraising dinner where OD's donate goods/services which are
auctioned off to the guests? Could be a fun way to raise money for the Union.4. How about an ODU theatre production? It could be a collection of skits, regardless of how silly it is, and could be a fun way to
raise money for the Union.5. How about an ODU betting application allowing ODs to bet on the various boy's games using fun credits. At the beginning of each year, all members start with the same amount
of credits and at the year-end, a winner is chosen.6. A means for ODs to offer challenges to the Boys at the school with rewards. Challenges should break the mould and require that the boys truly think
outside of their current knowledge. i.e. Build a cost-effective solar radio... 7. A way for ODs to offer and to share the costs of bursaries to specific boys going to the school. This could even lead to Tertiary
education support and even job placement once complete. etc."
Absolute kudos to you and everyone trying to make this a success. If we can help please shout.
Adam Pike needs to vacate his position as chair.
After being abroad for 50 years, I returned with my wife for our class reunion ('68). It was amazing to see how well the school has advanced and kept up with the times. I am forever grateful for the teachers
and outstanding education I received at Bishops, and my parents sending me to the school. Recently I realized that I never bothered to thank my teachers. I wish I had.
Appreciate the hard work. Thanks!
As above......
As I am approaching 80 I have no interest in participating in most of the initiatives outlined in this questionnaire. I do enjoy keeping up with the school and ODU news - particularly the obituaries!
As I said before get some new committee members that are go ahead .too many lawyers with all their nonsense and not enough marketing chaps with vision
As previously stated, the whole spat around WP was never fully communicated to the OD community. What was his job description and why he didn’t live up to expectations.
Based on the situation that has arisen between ODs and the committee I believe an appeal committee should be set up to hear disputes etc consisting of 5 members and voted for every 5 years "
Be like a business in that we should conduct ourselves along business lines but not be motivated by profit for shareholders. That's how a PBO should be but in many cases fail to be and become irrelevant
and disappear under the weight of apathy and insufficient funding.
Best wishes for a successful outcome for this planning operation. I'm sorry not to be of more assistance with suggestions and ideas.
Bishops is a bastion of tradition. The world is changing and the ODU must change with the times but parents send their children to Bishops rather than Reddam for a reason. Embrace the past. Bishops has a
soul. Do not lose this for the sake of change.
Dear Nicky, I know that you and the ODU have been through a lot. You have received a lot of criticism. But that is easy. Doing something and doing it Right, that is hard. Being a lighthouse with the old
Bishops values (of 40 years ago) is for me the most important issue. And yes, take These values into the ODU. The ODU is much more than "happy gatherings" and Money!!! Wishing you all the best. Kind
regards Max Madelung
Encourage the ODU chairman and Vice-chairman to resign
For Faith and Fatherland
Given that the environment is changing at a rapid pace affecting education, organisations and society at a global level, it is important for the ODU and committee to remain innovative and flexible,
continually challenging and adapting. It may be a good idea to generate relevant projects from time to time to engage OD's, stake holders and even pupils in being engaged with broader relevant issues and having a relevant impact wherever it may be needed. (Such as education in SA mentioned above.
Good luck !
good luck and don't try and be all things to all people, FOCUS on a few and do those well!
Good luck Nicky, and thanks for all you do. The way the ODU now functions in the UK is as good a vision as any for how the ODU should function. My main point is it needs to be global, not "us and them".
Good luck to those making this effort.
good luck with this
Good luck with this. Remember that we are a collection of old school friends who want to keep in touch, and while our community should be able to have a communal impact, this fact should be the driving
feature of the ODU.
Good luck!!
Good luck, this is a huge task. I do not think that there should be too much tinkering with the strategies already in place. Tradition is important!
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Good luck. It's been difficult to follow the ""drama"" of the last few months, because I feel completely detached from it - and having chatted to friends in my year, they feel very similarly.I ’m sure the issues
were very real, and the consequences very acute - but it was difficult for me to get a real grasp of the relevance. At face value, and I say this with admitted lack of understanding of the complexities and inner
workings and a complete lack of involvement in the ODU, it really didn't appear to apply to me and many others. "
Good work so far, I feel that any person/persons/faction who brings the Union and or it's members in disrepute should be able to be asked to leave the Union.
Great Initiative!
Great to see the engagement, looking forward to the outcome.
Great to see this process being open to all ODs
Great work in pulling this strategic initiative together - good luck
Happy to participate in this consensus. And perhaps a similar consensus should be conducted on a regular basis - perhaps every 5 years?
Happy with the sensible conclusion of WP gate.
I accept that my input has been singularly unhelpful and for this I apologise. Confidentially, the latest announcement of the new school Principal ( who is taking up office next year ) has taken the wind out of
my sails. Gone are the days ( it seems) that only the very best of the best could be appointed to this position. In is my considered view that the calibre of persons interviewing the applicants for the position is
clearly wanting.
I agree that we can not make our scope too cumbersome and there for unmanageable, however some diversity would be refreshing.
I am afraid my suggestions aren't very helpful it is difficult to think how to improve the situation but if I think of anything I will let you know.
I am happy with the Union as it is and has been for the last 50 years that I have been a member .Leave well alone , why change things which work well .This I feel very strongly about .
I am very supportive of those trying to refresh the Vision and Strategy of the ODU and wish them well. It seems important to me to keep the ODU relevant to a changing environment, and to do whatever we
can to avoid the division and I’ll feeling surrounding the recent issue of WP van Zyl.
I believe the ODU needs to remember that their primary goal is to serve the ODs and not the committees individual views on social justice or transformation.
I belong to a class that meets for a meal at the Mitre, formally in the old OD offices 3 times a year and then also has our 5 yearly meetings to which wives are invited. I believe we are one of the most active
classes and although we are loosing members at an alarming rate we can still muster 7 octogenarians for lunch a drop from our usual 12. I cannot speak for all but do know there has been some disquiet over
the past few years with the Tim Hamilton Smith and WP van Zyl sagas and hope that the OD Union with run with considerably more empathy and not use social media to character assassinate OD's of good
standing.
I can only congratulate all those involved in this extensive and well designed strategic planning exercise. Strength to your arm!
I feel that not enough effort is put into getting all the ODUs on board. For example: my brother is also an ODU and yet received no communication from them
I have helped quite a few ODs coming to the USA with advice, jobs etc. It has been a pleasure! Always happy to help."
I strongly support the work that the current committee is doing
I think when kids at Bishops can be mentored by old boys.. also in the last 2 years of bishops life they get a chance to work for a bishops old boy or parent in their chosen field to see how it's really like out
there..even if it's for free.. because the truth is it's a very different life out there away from the cotton wool of Bishops..I also think bishops has changed. and not necessarily for the good.."
I think it is doing reasonably well.
I think Nicky Bicket was a wonderful choice for this job and I am thrilled he took it on.
I think that a simpler set of objectives makes sense and increases likelihood of success. Thanks Nicky."
I think that in general, the secretaries for the ODU in overseas territories are far superior to the management in Cape Town. After the SGM and the turmoil that occurred from it, this is the situation that we
re landed in - filling out surveys online so that we can try reform and re-engage members. That is in no way a critique of this survey, because I think it is very necessary. However, engagement in Cape Town is
so limited and seems to revolve around young old boys coming to Bosch derbies and getting drunk, which thankfully is starting to be eradicated. The reason why overseas territories are so much better is
that the secretaries want to be involved with OD's and they want to help them. From personal experience, that is something that I firmly believe. The modern day OD does not have much interest in giving
back to other OD's but rather in just being sociable which is not entirely the point of the ODU. Younger OD's are not mature enough to realise what an opportunity it can be to engage, to have a mentor and
to benefit from all the connections the ODU can afford. I only hope that the caring and compassionate mindset of helping and nurturing that I found in the UK is one day emulated back where it all began for
everyone."
I think that the ODU today is far greater over the last decade than all those that have gone before. I wouldn't look for or advocate wholesale changes but tweaks and narrower focus on critical issues that
can't be ignored.
I think the mentorship programme is one of the best initiatives to have been implemented. The more the ODU makes a difference in society rather than being parochial in focus, the better.
I think the ODU has become a victim of it's own success. It really is an exceptional body which has recently been hollowed out by a series of poor appointments and a vindictive group of neo-conservatives
who wish to return it to the rolodex, tweed, and pipe days.
I think this strategic review/appraisal will be very helpful in defining and clarifying the ODU's role within the overall Bishops "family".....provided it is acted upon!
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I would like to express my concern regarding the SCF/WP 10 and the dissent that seems to gravitate around them. Having attended that SGM it became quite apparent that the fight was not actually around
the appointment and removal of WP Van Zyl, but rather it was a proxy battle "for the heart of the ODU" it seems. I was very concerned that there seems to be a "trumpian" move to "Make Bishops Great
Again" - perhaps take us back to the ""ruggerbugger Glory Days"". I need to express that my son would not be at Bishops (College in 2020) if it was still the same school I attended in the 1980s. He is not
interested in being a rugger bugger, but is rather more interested in the arts and cultural side of school (not for want of physical ability or presence either).I do believe the ODU should be working to help the
school look and move forward into the 21st century. To help it grow and evolve with the changing ""zeitgeist"" of the day. Not to sheepishly follow - mind you. But the school and indeed the ODU, are living
entities that need to grow, change and adapt and "making Bishops great again" is the antithesis of that
I would like to see the ODU host more informal evenings or gatherings. I would like to see them play a positive role in the Environment and Wildlife on the African continent. "
I would like to the the Union play a role in actively reconciling OD's who were bullied or disliked each other at school and drawing in outsiders who attended the school. And thank you to those on this
committee who are doing all the work."
I would like to warmly congratulate whoever proposed not voting at the special general meeting. I believe that embodied the inclusive nature of the union.
I would not be writing this if I had not been on the receiving end of a miracle during my cancer (1991 to 1996), the night before the bone-marrow transplant at Groote Schuur Hospital in Cape Town when
Jesus yelled at me: "Nobody comes to the Father except through me. Walking with Him is an uplifting experience. He is the Way, the Truth and the Life."
If the OD Union is going to be relevant in the future, all OD's need a voice. If it continues to operate as a closed shop where only OD's present at a AGM or SGM can vote, those disaffected OD's will drift away
as they feel completely disconnected and ignored by their union"
IF we don't get the strategy right and communicate it at its simplest terms to all the OD's incl. young and old I fear the ODU will become irrelevant. Last but not least we have plenty of people who have
nothing to do with the ODU offering opinions and views of the ODU on social media and the press. This has to stop. I have heard really good things about how SACS, Rondebosch and Wynberg run their
Union with clear objectives and goals. It works yet we at the ODU seem to get to bogged down in the politics of running the ODU.
I'm no great judge of the genre but I am glad the ODU exists for all of us who shared a common time together .. I enjoy the magazine. I also think for those who value keeping in touch with fellow ODs more
than I do, the ODU is a simply wonderful and necessary link across time and continents. Thank you for keeping the flag flying.
It costs money. The cloth may need cutting or vice versa
It may be good for ODs to get an annual report from the school as to what the vision is for growth and development of Bishops in this challenging environment: what has been achieved and what is hoped to
be achieved. Perhaps this is already shared but I haven’t seen it. I think that overall the OD union is Doing a good job. Thank you to everyone involved. "
It needs to be decided whether ODU office bearers are voted in or simply volunteer their services to serve on the committee. In either event, there should be a restricted time that anyone can serve on the
committee. I would propose a maximum of 10 years for volunteers, and a maximum of two or three terms of 4 years each, if elected by vote. However the committee is constituted there needs to be respect
for the office bearers in terms of them performing their roles, even if they do not make the correct decision 100% of the time. There could be a mechanism for the ODU membership to raise issues where it
does not agree, and possibly even allow a vote on this if required. "
It would seem obvious that the challenges include moving beyond self-satisfied arrogant and narrow school-centred inversions. Thankyou very much for the thought and efforts, including in this survey...."
Its a pretty good comprehensive job you have done!!
I've been extremely proud of the OD union and the friends i have made in it.it needs to be protected and defined in a more developed and intelligent way. The OD union should be dealing with the OD's
around the world and not the school. The school should approach us for comment , suggestions or help and not us being directly involved in it.
Keep it simple and relevant.
"KEEP IT SIMPLE! If someone wants to spread the Anglican Christian message, let them. If someone wants to admire any particular person, however good or bad, let them.but do not make this a part of the
Union."
Keep the ODU relevant and current don't exclude ODs based on money and status .Don't only call on ODs when money is required and make everybody feel part of the ODU and proud to be a member
keep up the excellent work!!
keep up the good work
Keep up the good work!
Keep up the good work!!
Keep up the good work.
Last year I attended a reunion function partly at Bishops. It was a Friday afternoon, and there were some OD/Schoolboy matched scheduled. The school was deserted, apart from OD's. I felt this was a poor
demonstration of ODU/School interaction. There were supposed to be some waterpolo games but this ended in a pick up game between OD's as there were no boys teams to play against. I walked about the
school unaccompanied and was dismayed at the state of the buildings, it would appear that there is a significant maintenance backlog. This was not reassuring and not a good advertisement for the school. I
have nephews at the school (I have been blessed with daughters only!) and more and more frequently I am of the opinion that this is a relief to me as I do not think I would have sent my sons to Bishops if I
had had sons. This is obviously highly subjective, and probably based not on the most balanced view. I am not alone in this opinion."
Learn from the running of the UK Branch. Excellent model to build on
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My congratulations and thanks go to those who are working to revitalize the OD Union
My final thought is that we should recognise that the ODU's mission/purpose is simple. To bring ODs together and to connect them with the School. We should not be trying to over-engineer our strategy to
be something that we are not, or to create something that our members don't need or value."
Nice and elaborate survey. I hope as many OD's as possible participate.
Nicky I think you have heard enough from me. Regards
Nicky, may the force be with all of you guys in difficult times. Strength!I
I currently have limited capacity to directly work on ODU matters, but am happy to engage further to provide feedback or guidance on what would be relevant for other "customers" or "users" of the ODU
like me (young professional, globally mobile, lightly engaged).
Nothing more. Keep up the good work!
On the sporting front I would like to see more effort to gather ex Rowers together. We have tried but lack of really appropriate venues in SA is a problem. vis Harvard on the Charles with well supported boat
houses along. Wishful thinking I know
One feature which sticks in my gullet is so-called "news" which is actually just business promotion. e.g. "Congratulations to Brett Cooper who has just been promoted to Sales Manager of PharmRite, the
biggest producer and retailer of over the counter medicines in the southern hemisphere. They were recently successful in buying out long time rivals ChemRite, and now have a capitalisation of
R250,000,000." More and more of the news items are just thinly disguised advertising.
Overall, I am very proud to be apart of this community. We are undergoing a transformative period in the country's history. We must transform with the rest of the country but be sure to not lose sight of our
values in the process.
Perhaps a list of members by province or area eg Port Elizabeth might be useful to some as I have no idea if there are any members anywhere near where I live.
Persevere, Persevere, Persevere. Things aren't perfect but I believe as a collective we can slowly tweak things to the benefit of all OD's
Please can we try and get the school to have a debate with ODs about the lack of dedicated focus to improve Bishops as a rugby school. I am not asking for bursaries or forgetting all aspects of excellence.
The boarding houses have been cleaned out of termly boarders (farming stock etc) because they choose Paarl Gym, Boland Agriculture, PBH and Paul Roos before bishops as they want their sons playing
competitive rugby. Yes they supply vast bursaries at these schools and I am not suggesting competing with that. But we are a school of excellence and look at getting the best teachers and coaches in the
country for all subjects and all sport codes, except Rugby. Fact! Gone are the days of Basil, Tim, Dobbo, Len etc so we have to change this mentality of only using teachers to coach. They are not competent
enough and are dragging our school down. P.S. don’t know why there is so much resistance from the school in this department because of the rugby improved we would win back some of our wealthy
farmers who would happily invest in the school.
Please keep everyone informed - the best laid plans and strategies start off incredibly well because they are well communicated. All to many fail because that part gets neglected moving forward - it
becomes "burdensome" to send out an email, or post an update on a website. Please don't let that happen.
Please keep up the wonderful work. It is deeply appreciated by so many of us.
Please submit to an open-book, bottom up strategic planning session with an independent facilitator who has no history with Bishops or the recent divisions. I believe the 2014 and 2019 SGMs should be
sufficient evidence that this ship is in very turbulent waters and needs new and unfettered thinking. I am not convinced that this ""lite"" approach on the strategy or the Standing Committee are going to
solve the problems and wonder whether these two initiatives are even aligned."
Please take my suggestion of celebrating The Bishops' Lady seriously and at least elevate it to a level of more refined thinking. Then I am happy to drop it if it is rejected. I have a 17 page proposal that I can
send.
Sport an important ingredient for the country so one must never take away the emotional connection and bonding that occurs during OD rugby and other sporting events. The OD rugby tour to St Stithians
built bridges and other old boy unions such as Kingswood heard about it when I spoke to them. Rugby is and will always be a good tool to unite OD’s together as well as build bridges with other unions. We
will always have the honor of displaying the green Jersey which other unions slowly start releasing in a friendly way is our nations sporting colour. Madiba would be proud in which the OD’s played and
behaved at St Stithians.
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Thank you for continued efforts to maintain contact
Thank you for doing this, glad the union is endeavouring to remain current.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to participate in this survey. Living out of South Africa since the late 90's this is the most interaction I have had with the ODU in 20 years. I trust that the ODU will be
able to put behind it the rancour of recent events and move ahead with a unity of purpose that fulfils and extends the blessing and privilege of having attended Bishops.
Thank you for taking on this task
Thank you for this survey, it’s a solid piece.
Thank you for this work!
Thank you to all who give their valuable time contributing to the ODU.
Thanks for being an amazing, dependable OD. It is appreciated more than you know.
Thanks for being honest enough to reach out for feedback and please take a deep breath and absorb the criticisms (and the praise). The Union has been a dark place for a decade, beside Bruce Jack's tenure
which seemed to have restored so much positivism and let the evil vapours escape through wide open windows. Those windows were slammed shut again. Lets just be nice and supportive to all ODs, even if
they aren't the best at their job.
Thanks for reaching out. I trust that the process will yield good results and clarity.
Thanks for taking the leadership on this important undertaking.
Thanks for the hard work you are doing for all of us ODs who are not involved, much appreciated.
Thanks for your time and expertise Nicky.......the passionate debate around the ODU over the past months has certainly made me realise that the organisation is very relevant and very much needed to
renew the passion some of us OD's have lost for the College since leaving.........in fact for the first time in years i have been in touch wilh old school friends again.
Thanks Nicky, crack on with the good work.
Thanks to all responsible for putting this together. When you do send something like this out to all ODs, make sure it is edited thoroughly to avoid typos etc., as there are a few. Small, yet important point.I
look forward to seeing how this process evolves.
Thanks to the Union for their ongoing hard work and commitment. My son is in grade 2 and has a long journey ahead. I want his time at Bishops to be as memorable as mine and for him to be a member of
the ODU one day
The appointment of an OD Sec needs careful selection. To my mind one cannot join a fund raising exercise with a PRO
The hard work everyone does for the ODU is appreciated although not communicated as often as it should be. I enjoy seeing the updates on a regular basis.
The most important thing for me is for the school and ODU to remain unapologetic about their origins. They should be able to acknowledge past faults and change in a relevant manner while doing so.
Offering an open minded and broad education will help the school maintain its relevance. Hopefully this will be recognized for what it is and not be treated as a material status symbol because of expense. "
The OD committee must appoint staff to run the Union but must then stand back & allow the appointees to do their job. They must never get involved in the day to day running.
"The OD union is for ex students of the college and nobody else otherwise it may as well be a club like the rotary.I would love my sons to go to Bishops, unfortunately international circumstances have
prevented that. I still would love to take part in OD activities and have say, if even a small one, of the activities of the college.
The ODU constitution needs to be amended to exclude 10 non committee members from calling a SGM. Only the ODU committee should be able to call a SGM. Disgruntled ODs should wait for the AGM to
table their issues. The ODU committee should be elected annually to give ODs the chance to remove committee members with a 51% majority should they so wish. The recent SGM was tainted by issues
against the chairman and the perceived unfair dismissal of WP which should never have been allowed to blow up out of all proportion with resultant harm to the ODU and its elected committee.
The ODU has a great and long term role and responsibility to fulfill. It is going in the right direction and will succeed in its endeavours. There will be potholes in the road but as long as the drivers of the ODU
remain focused and vigilant they will continue to steer the organisation through verdant productive valleys and over lofty mountain passes with vistas to inspire and stars to guide the future generations of
aspiring young men of Bishops.
The ODU is not the " Ministry of Social Welfare". Its main objective should be to enable OD's to keep in touch with one another should they wish to do so. The rest is superfluous and over elaborate.
The recent events have highlighted how little I know or understand about how this machinery works, or is meant to work, and as someone on the outskirts looking-in, my judgement may be unfairly skewed
towards the perception of an overly bureaucratic dinosaur male-ego driven organization.
The recent saga was a public relations nightmare. I picked up the potential nightmare from Adam Pike's initial email. I don't know of many of the existing committee, but when I was a member, it was a
diverse group in age and backgrounds.
The recent shambles within the OD Union and the behaviour of certain segments within the OD Union made me question my association with it, particularly given that i am a branch secretary. The callous
communication around the removal of the OD Union secretary made me realise how mis-aligned we as a Union are. It is very clear that there are factions within the Union and prior to any strategic planning
we need to stitch the rift with some strategic healing. There needs to be some concise communications around the progress of the new committee. Before we start expanding on strategy, we really need to
look intrinsically and decide whether we want to run the Union as a business or as a network of like-minded people who have all had the incredible privilege of attending the School. I am sure we all agree
that it should be the latter.
The Rhodes Scholarship is another mechanism of hoarding educational privilege, and should be opened more widely than it has thus far. It has already faced sustained criticism from the Rhodes Must Fall
movement, which I will not repeat here. However, the same is true for other, less well-known scholarships reserved for ODs.
The well being of the teachers (past and present) and assistance in times of need should be prioritised, even at the expense of OD students. The school owes them the debt of gratitude. They are the magic
that make it all possible.
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the whole WP saga and the consequent outplaying in the public harmed the Bishops brand. So for a small minority of actors playing out their drama in public the Brand has taken a bad knock. This is
unacceptable and should not be allowed to happen in future.
This a more general feeling of an omission which could be incorporated into all or some of the objectives. The motto of the school - pro fide et patria - brings faith and country to the fore. The values and
including Anglican values etc can be debated for eons - the fact that we should be acting more for the good and well-being of South Africa is, for me, a non-negotiable. I understand the need to be a "worldwide' organisation but I feel that the focus of our work should be the uplifting and promotion of SA. It is after all where we spent (at least) part of our schooling.
This process seems to be in good hands. That being said, if you ever want a second opinion, please let me know. I do strategy and op model work all over the world and care greatly about this school and the
union. Time commitments do not allow me to get too involved in things outside of work, but more than happy to help via email or phone if needed. Good luck. Really appreciate the work you are doing.
This took more than 20 minutes !! But hope this is all grist to the mill
This union has major governance issues as does the school and as does the appointment of the person running the strategic plan
Times change and so must organisations. To that extent I am supportive of change to the ODU. It suggests a vitality which is so important. On the other hand, there is so much change in S. African society and
it is vital the ODU not come an ivory tower. This is a danger if it tries to take on too much. I'd rather the role is seen as enabling its members to "fight the good fight" as individuals. Because individuals move
into all sorts of nooks and crannies of society, I think the above approach is more effective.
To become a life member of the ODU I feel one had to have attended the school for a certain number of years, or have matriculated there. I don’t see why parents etc should become OD s. That’s not very
traditional is it?
To me the most valuable aspects of the OD union are: It provides a platform for networking and interaction between ODs of various ages, professions etc. It provides an attachment to the school that will last
until the end of my life so that my relationship with my school is not cut off after matric.
Very supportive of a more proactive and cohesive ODU that encourages and proactively facilitates the building of international networks.
We need to address many elements of our governance, such as dispute resolution. I'd like to see significantly more around this. We cannot be held hostage as a group by those that simply shout the loudest
or are the most emotionally invested in a matter, or who simply drum up enough support from others to secure the same. We need to guard against such abuse
We simply cannot continue in a situation where it takes only 10 votes to call a SGM - the hurdle rate for this needs to be revised in line with best practice.Proxy / remote voting is an imperative in this global
community
Well done - keep up the good work
Well done Nicky and whomsoever helped write this questionnaire
Well done. This is a complex situation in fast developing societies, and changing world. This initiative will keep the ODU relevant. There is no need to be embarrassed about the mutual support of old pupils .
We stand for something ... which is good. And we can declare it proudly.
Wishing you every success in this admirable endeavour to interrogate and uplift the ODU for its fortunate members .
Wonderful project -Keep going
You're doing an excellent job, Nicky. The emphasis on commercialism in the magazine I find worrying. Bishops shouldn't be a vehicle for social climbing and wealth acquisition. I'm afraid people will always
use organisations of any sort for these purposes, so my disquiet is hopeless. However as it's always been a place for sons of the rich and influential, I appreciate I'm being unrealistic."
I'm very far removed from ODU matters, but was a little dismayed to see there was a Black OD group. I've always thought of the ODU as a collection of individuals from a wide range of backgrounds but who
all share the common experience of Bishops. So any groupings within the ODU (apart from e.g. having been in the same house, year or team) should be discouraged if possible.
In today's boringly beige world created by PC rules encouraged to make everyone a champion, and no one a loser, let not the school or the ODU lose it's independence and ability to have a say. The school
was a massively different animal in Tim Hamilton-Smith's day. It is thus tragically unfair to judge him using today's rules. This not to exclude anything that went on, but to be VERY VERY aware that both the
school and union need to adapt WITHOUT respecting where we have come from and why ....
Good luck with this project - I just suggest not trying to be all-encompassing. keep the goals modest.
Good luck with the Strategic Plan.
Thank you for taking on this task and helping to make the ODU what I believe it could become.
The success of the ODU depends on its branch secretaries. It is no secret that the UK has a highly effective secretary but the workload is probably more than most ODs would be prepared to take on. Perhaps
the work could be shared?
Well done Nicky and team and good luck with the process. If I can help in any way, let me know
I was ashamed to be an OD because of the recent embarrassment. I feel that the people running the ODU are fulfilling their own egotistical agenda's and masquerading that as doing good for the ODU.
Subtlety and professionalism can go a long way in keeping the respect of the ODU. It seems like you're trying to fix this, and I hope you get the right people on board. "
I will have sounded critical ..but am assuming genuflection isn’t what you are seeking. The ODU is a really fine institution...but seems to take itself very seriously and can get overly pious. Which is an easy
road to travel. I would seek more involvement and robustness
Less infighting, less agendas, less egos
Lets get the dirty laundry clean ASAP (and any not yet aired!) and real structures, constitution and this process back on tract to reflect the greatness, prestige, humbleness and proudness that we all carry
with the badge and brand of being an OD. Thanks to this team of dedicated people to take on this task"
Many thanks for the efforts being made to make the ODU current/better/ forward thinking!
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Unfortunately, the reality is that many of us living in far-flung corners of the world tend to only pay cursory attention to Bishops and the OD Union. While we certainly support it and will always take pride in
having attended Bishops and being an OD, it doesn't play as large a role in our lives when compared to those still living in South Africa, or nearby. Our numbers are relatively small, but we certainly enjoy our
infrequent get-togethers. I'm about to send out an in invitation for one in November. An update, and 'team' photograph, will follow. Please don't view my comments as being negative - they are certainly not
intended to be.
I think the ODU is pushing the envelope, although I said it wasn't trying to do too much.**"
1. ODU doing too much?-not sure, but guessing it is very inward (Bishops and ODU member focused)
The ODU is not doing enough as I see it. 6. Who ever wants to do school tours can do one as long as what they saying is correct . "
.As to doing too much I’ve answered no. But I feel it can do far more in becoming a body that gets involved in assisting the less fortunate . Our country is in need ..not Bishops or the ODU. The school is the
bedrock . We are out in the world ...that’s where we need to focus "
cf previous raves on inclusivities....
Do you think the ODU as an institution serves a purpose in the 21st century? Yes, I think it SHOULD and COULD. But I'm not sure that it is.
Does our school, Diocesan College, still give Confirmation classes in Grade 10 and are pupils still confirmed into the Faith by the Archbishop of Cape Town?
Don't understand the final question above, how is this possible? thus my answer is conditional
Good luck because getting consensus is not going to be easy. I believe the OD Union committee either needs to be a benevolent dictatorship of sorts with the authority to make decisions and not a toothless
group overseen and burdened by more and more committees who only serve to muddy waters and second guess the entire process.
I am very impressed and proud of the Bishops tradition and look forward to the OD News and email each week. Although I have not been able to participate directly, I do believe there can be a very strong
fabric between ODs worldwide - supporting and working together to improve one another and society in general.
I think that a lot of energy needs to go into updating the database so you know what you are working with in each geographic region. This is not an easy or quick task and needs to be properly resourced.
I wish you luck!
If possible, depending on the volunteers available - regular rotation of office bearers bringing in fresh ideas.
It is always interesting to receive news from Bishops. As an older OD, it is always interesting to see what opportunities are available to the current student body compared to what was available when we
were at school.
Nice survey! Thanks
No but thanks for asking for my views.
Strength to your arms for a very difficult project.
Thank you for doing this, especially Nicky, a truly wonderful soul. Good luck!
Excellent process, thank you!!
Best wishes.
Good luck Nicky!
I thank those responsible for their hard work in putting this together
Just to thank those who make the effort within the OD community in keeping it alive
Keep up the good work!
"The ODU in its current form is far from where it needs to be. Significant (wasted) energy has been expended, a function of poor ""leadership"" by the chair and vice-chair. With them gone the path back will
be expedited. The ODU is short of money. It is about R25m short. The money must be raised. This can only occur where there is a ""happy"", well-led, unified union. (Some R300m is also needed for proper
transformation. Same applies.) "
These thoughts are addressed to the ODU Committee: As a life member, I am passionate about my time at Bishops (Bramley at Prep and Top House) and what my alumni association means to me. The Old
Diocesan is an excellent magazine and I always look forward to receiving a copy of it in the mail. An ODU ""who's who"" should be included on the back page together with office bearers and branch
secretaries Features such as a social register (weddings, octogenarian birthdays, etc) should be brought back Having recently enjoyed my 40th reunion which was a very memorable and nostalgic and
resounding success, I would also like to see reunion reports brought back into the magazine. I still read our 20th reunion report. I was part of the organising committee. These reports are valuable for a
number of reasons including all those who are no longer with us. Do we really need advertising? I would rather see the space used for the above topics. I appreciate some advertising space may be
necessary, but should be kept to a minimum.
Initiatives like this should be supported. Keep up the interesting, good work!
"Great survey. Final point is that I think we should be making clear to all ODs on all formats (website homepage, p1 of the magazine etc) what the purpose of the ODU is. I think different people have
different ideas of what it should be doing for them and others - we all need to be on the same page. "
Looking forward to end of year drinks. Thanks for your efforts.
Thank you for the opportunity to respond.
Thanks Nicky. Keep well!
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1. Committee to appoint a Business Manager whose duties are defined. AND CONFLICT RESOLUTION TRAINING NOT REQUIRED. 2. Committee to work together. 3. Classes to have reunions at least every 5
years and ODU to lead this with representatives from the particular year. 4. Senior ODs to be looked after re gatherings, reunions etc "
1. Early in this questionnaire, it is stated: “In order to fulfil its Purpose, the ODU chose (in 2015) to focus on these four strategic objectives.” I think it may be useful at this stage to establish the reason for the
non-implementation of the strategic objectives concerned. 2. I think you’re trying to tackle a gigantic task. This may be connected with my haunting thought that this Union has become too complex for its
purpose. As I’ve said earlier, we need more K.I.S.S."
1. In terms of engagement, the ODU has many interesting characters and it should leverage off of this. For instance, at the OD Dinner, how about having a raffle where members can win a seat at a table with
say Raymond Ackerman or some other infamous guest?2. How about a yearly entrepreneurial fair, designed to raise funds where OD's get to buy a stand (in the mallet center) and present their business to
each other. It would likely be very eclectic ""affaire"" but could be a lot of fun and a great way to engage with the community.3. How about a fundraising dinner where OD's donate goods/services which are
auctioned off to the guests? Could be a fun way to raise money for the Union.4. How about an ODU theater production? It could be a collection of skits, regardless of how silly it is, and could be a fun way to
raise money for the Union.5. How about an ODU betting application allowing ODs to bet on the various boy's games using fun credits. At the beginning of each year, all members start with the same amount
of credits and at the year-end, a winner is chosen.6. A means for ODs to offer challenges to the Boys at the school with rewards. Challenges should break the mold and require that the boys truly think
outside of their current knowledge. i.e. Build a cost-effective solar radio... 7. A way for ODs to offer and to share the costs of bursaries to specific boys going to the school. This could even lead to Tertiary
education support and even job placement once complete.etc."
Absolute kudos to you and everyone trying to make this a success. If we can help please shout.
Adam Pike needs to vacate his position as chair.
Appreciate the hard work. Thanks!
As above......
"As I am approaching 80 I have no interest in participating in most of the initiatives outlined in this questionnaire.I do enjoy keeping up with the school and ODU news - particularly the obituaries!"
"as I said before get some new committee members that are go ahead .too many lawyers with all their nonsense and not enough marketing chaps with vision "
"As previously stated.The whole spat around WP was never fully communicated to the OD community. What was his job description and why he didn’t live up to expectations. "
"Based on the situation that has arisen between ODs and the committee I believe an appealcommittee should be set up to hear disputes etc consisting of 5 members and voted for every 5 years "
Be like a business in that we should conduct ourselves along business lines but not be motivated by profit for shareholders. That's how a PBO should be but in many cases fail to be and become irrelevant
and disappear under the weight of apathy and insufficient funding.
Best wishes for a successful outcome for this planning operation. I'm sorry not to be of more assistance with suggestions and ideas.
Bishops is a bastion of tradition. The world is changing and the ODU must change with the times but parents send their children to Bishops rather than Reddam for a reason. Embrace the past. Bishops has a
soul. Do not lose this for the sake of change.
Dear Nicky, I know that you and the ODU have been through a lot. You have received a lot of criticism. But that is easy. Doing something and doing it Right, that is hard. Being a lighthouse with the old
Bishops values (of 40 years ago) is for me the most important issue. And yes, take These values into the ODU. The ODU is much more than "happy gatherings" and Money!!! Wishing you all the best. Kind
regards Max Madelung
Encourage the ODU chairman and Vice-chairman to resign
For Faith and Fatherland
Given that the environment is changing at a rapid pace affecting education, organisations and society at a global level, it is important for the ODU and committee to remain innovative and flexible,
continually challenging and adapting. It may be a good idea to generate relevant projects from time to time to engage OD's, stake holders and even pupils in being engaged with broader relevant issues and having a relevant impact wherever it may be needed. (Such as education in SA mentioned above.
Good luck !
good luck and don't try and be all things to all people, FOCUS on a few and do those well!
Good luck Nicky, and thanks for all you do. The way the ODU now functions in the UK is as good a vision as any for how the ODU should function. My main point is it needs to be global, not "us and them".
Good luck to those making this effort.
good luck with this
Good luck with this. Remember that we are a collection of old school friends who want to keep in touch, and while our community should be able to have a communal impact, this fact should be the driving
feature of the ODU.
Good luck!!
"Good luck, this is a huge task.I do not think that there should be too much tinkering with the strategies already in place.Tradition is important!"
"Good luck. It's been difficult to follow the ""drama"" of the last few months, because I feel completely detached from it - and having chatted to friends in my year, they feel very similarly.I'm sure the issues
were very real, and the consequences very acute - but it was difficult for me to get a real grasp of the relevance. At face value, and I say this with admitted lack of understanding of the complexities and inner
workings and a complete lack of involvement in the ODU, it really didn't appear to apply to me and many others. "
Good work so far, I feel that any person/persons/faction who brings the Union and or it's members in disrepute should be able to be asked to leave the Union.
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Great Initiative!
Great to see the engagement, looking forward to the outcome.
great to see this process being open to all ODs
Great work in pulling this strategic initiative together - good luck
Happy to participate in this consensus. And perhaps a similar consensus should be conducted on a regular basis - perhaps every 5 years?
Happy with the sensible conclusion of WP gate.
I accept that my input has been singularly unhelpful and for this I apologise. Confidentially, the latest announcement of the new school Principal ( who is taking up office next year ) has taken the wind out of
my sails. Gone are the days ( it seems) that only the very best of the best could be appointed to this position. In is my considered view that the calibre of persons interviewing the applicants for the position is
clearly wanting.
I agree that we can not make our scope too cumbersome and there for unmanageable, however some diversity would be refreshing.
I am afraid my suggestions aren't very helpful it is difficult to think how to lmprove the situation but if I think of anything I will let you know.
"I am happy with the Union as it is and has been for the last50 years that I have been a member .Leave well alone , why change things which work well .This I feel very strongly about ."
I am very supportive of those trying to refresh the Vision and Strategy of the ODU and wish them well. It seems important to me to keep the ODU relevant to a changing environment, and to do whatever we
can to avoid the division and I’ll feeling surrounding the recent issue of WP van Zyl.
I believe the ODU needs to remember that their primary goal is to serve the ODs and not the committees individual views on social justice or transformation.
I belong to a class that meets for a meal at the Mitre, formally in the old OD offices 3 times a year and then also has our 5 yearly meetings to which wives are invited. I believe we are one of the most active
classes and although we are loosing members at an alarming rate we can still muster 7 octogenarians for lunch a drop from our usual 12. I cannot speak for all but do know there has been some disquiet over
the past few years with the Tim Hamiltonsmith and WP van Zyl sagas and hope that the OD Union with run with considerably more empathy and not use social media to character assassinate OD's of good
standing.
I can only congratulate all those involved in this extensive and well designed strategic planning exercise. Strength to your arm!
I feel that not enough effort is put into getting all the ODUs on board. For example: my brother is also an ODU and yet received no communication from them
"I have helped quite a few ODs coming to the USA with advice, jobs etc. It has been a pleasure!Always happy to help."
I strongly support the work that the current committee is doing
"I think when kids at bishops can be mentored by old boys.. also in the last 2 years of bishops life they get a chance to work for a bishops old boy or parent in their chosen field to see how it's really like out
there..even if it's for free.. because the truth is it's a very different life out there away from the cotton wool of bishops..I also think bishops has changed. and not necessarily for the good.."
I think it is doing reasonably well.
I think Nicky Bicket was a wonderful choice for this job and I am thrilled he took it on.
"I think that a simpler set of objectives makes sense and increases likelihood of success. Thanks Nicky."
"I think that in general, the secretaries for the ODU in overseas territories are far superior to the management in Cape Town. After the SGM and the turmoil that occurred from it, this is the situation that we
are landed in - filling out surveys online so that we can try reform and re-engage members.That is in no way a critique of this survey, because I think it is very necessary. However, engagement in Cape Town
is so limited and seems to revolve around young old boys coming to Bosch derbies and getting drunk, which thankfully is starting to be eradicated. The reason why overseas territories are so much better is
that the secretaries want to be involved with OD's and they want to help them. From personal experience, that is something that I firmly believe. The modern day OD does not have much interest in giving
back to other OD's but rather in just being sociable which is not entirely the point of the ODU. Younger OD's are not mature enough to realise what an opportunity it can be to engage, to have a mentor and
to benefit from all the connections the ODU can afford.I only hope that the caring and compassionate mindset of helping and nurturing that I found in the UK is one day emulated back where it all began for
everyone."
I think that the ODU today is far greater over the last decade than all those that have gone before. I wouldn't look for or advocate wholesale changes but tweaks and narrower focus on critical issues that
can't be ignored.
I think the mentorship programme is one of the best initiatives to have been implemented. The more the ODU makes a difference in society rather than being parochial in focus, the better.
I think the ODU has become a victim of it's own success. It really is an exceptional body which has recently been hollowed out by a series of poor appointments and a vindictive group of neo-conservatives
who wish to return it to the rolodex, tweed, and pipe days.
I think this strategic review/appraisal will be very helpful in defining and clarifying the ODU's role within the overall Bishops "family".....provided it is acted upon!
"I was ashamed to be an OD because of the recent embarrassment.I feel that the people running the ODU are fulfilling their own egotistical agenda's and masquerading that as doing good for the
ODU.Subtlety and professionalism can go a long way in keeping the respect of the ODU.It seems like you're trying to fix this, and I hope you get the right people on board. "
I will have sounded critical ..but am assuming genuflection isn’t what you are seeking. The ODU is a really fine institution...but seems to take itself very seriously and can get overly pious. Which is an easy
road to travel. I would seek more involvement and robustness
"I would like to express my concern regarding the SCF/WP 10 and the dissent that seems to gravitate around them. Having attended that SGM it became quite apparent that the fight was not actually around
the appointment and removal of WP Van Zyl, but rather it was a proxy battle ""for the heart of the ODU"" it seems.I was very concerned that there seems to be a ""trumpian"" move to ""Make Bishops Great
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Again"" - perhaps take us back to the ""ruggerbugger Glory Days"". I need to express that my son would not be at Bishops (College in 2020) if it was still the same school I attended in the 1980s. He is not
interested in being a rugger bugger, but is rather more interested in the arts and cultural side of school (not for want of physical ability or presence either).I do believe the ODU should be working to help the
school look and move forward into the 21st century. To help it grow and evolve with the changing ""zeitgeist"" of the day. Not to sheepishly follow - mind you. But the school and indeed the ODU, are living
entities that need to grow, change and adapt and ""making Bishops great again"" is the antithesis of that"
"I would like to see the ODU host more informal evenings or gatherings.I would like to see them play a positive role in the Environment and Wildlife on the African continent. "
"I would like to the the Union play a role in actively reconciling OD's who were bullied or disliked each other at school and drawing in outsiders who attended the school. And thank you to those on this
committee who are doing all the work."
I would like to warmly congratulate whoever proposed not voting at the special general meeting. I believe that embodied the inclusive nature of the union.
"I would not be writing this if I had not been on the receiving end of a miracle during my cancer (1991 to 1996), the night before the bone-marrow transplant at Groote Schuur Hospital in Cape Town when
Jesus yelled at me: ""Nobody comes to the Father except through me.""Walking with Him is an uplifting experience. He is the Way, the Truth and the Life."
"If the OD Union is going to be relevant in the future, all OD's need a voice.If it continues to operate as a closed shop where only OD's present at a AGM or SGM can vote, those disaffected OD's will drift
away as they feel completely disconnected and ignored by their union"
IF we don't get the strategy right and communicate it at its simplest terms to all the OD's incl. young and old I fear the ODU will become irrelevant. Last but not least we have plenty of people who have
nothing to do with the ODU offering opinions and views of the ODU on social media and the press. This has to stop. I have heard really good things about how SACS, Rondebosch and Wynberg run their
Union with clear objectives and goals. It works yet we at the ODU seem to get to bogged down in the politics of running the ODU.
I'm no great judge of the genre but I am glad the ODU exists for all of us who shared a common time together .. I enjoy the magazine. I also think for those who value keeping in touch with fellow ODs more
than I do, the ODU is a simply wonderful and necessary link across time and continents. Thank you for keeping the flag flying.
It costs money. The cloth may need cutting or vica versa
"It may be good for ODs to get an annual report from the school as to what the vision is for growth and development of Bishops in this challenging environment: what has been achieved and what is hoped
to be achieved. Perhaps this is already shared but I haven’t seen it. I think that overall the OD union is Doing a good job. Thank you to everyone involved. "
"It needs to be decided whether ODU office bearers are voted in or simply volunteer their services to serve on the committee. In either event, there should be a restricted time that anyone can serve on the
committee. I would propose a maximum of 10 years for volunteers, and a maximum of two or three terms of 4 years each, if elected by vote.However the committee is constituted there needs to be respect
for the office bearers in terms of them performing their roles, even if they do not make the correct decision 100% of the time. There could be a mechanism for the ODU membership to raise issues where it
does not agree, and possibly even allow a vote on this if required. "
"It would seem obvious that the challenges include moving beyond self-satisfied arrogant and narrow school-centred inversions. Thankyou very much for the thought and efforts, including in this survey...."
Its a pretty good comprehensive job you have done!!
"I've been extremely proud of the OD union and the friends i have made in it.it needs to be protected and defined in a more developed and intelligent way.the OD union should be dealing with the OD's
around the world and not the school. The school should approach us for comment , suggestions or help and not us being directly involved in it. "
"Keep it simple and relevant. "
"KEEP IT SIMPLE!If someone wants to spread the Anglican Christian message, let them. If someone wants to admire any particular person, however good or bad, let them.but do not make this a part of the
Union."
Keep the ODU relevant and current don't exclude ODs based on money and status .Don't only call on ODs when money is required and make everybody feel part of the ODU and proud to be a member
keep up the excellent work!!
keep up the good work
Keep up the good work!
Keep up the good work!!
Keep up the good work.
"Last year I attended a reunion function partly at Bishops. It was a Friday afternoon, and there were some OD/Schoolboy matched scheduled. The school was deserted, apart from OD's. I felt this was a poor
demonstration of ODU/School interaction. There were supposed to be some waterpolo games but this ended in a pick up game between OD's as there were no boys teams to play against.I walked about the
school unaccompanied and was dismayed at the state of the buildings, it would appear that there is a significant maintenance backlog. This was not reassuring and not a good advertisement for the school.I
have nephews at the school (I have been blessed with daughters only!) and more and more frequently I am of the opinion that this is a relief to me as I do not think I would have sent my sons to Bishops if I
had had sons. This is obviously highly subjective, and probably based not on the most balanced view. I am not alone in this opinion."
Learn from the running of the UK Branch. Excellent model to build on
"less infightingless agendasless egos"
"lets get the dirty laundry clean ASAP (and any not yet aired!) and real structures, constitution and this process back on tract to reflect the greatness, prestige, humbleness and proudness that we all carry
with the badge and brand of being an ODthanks to this team of dedicated people to take on this task"
Many thanks for the efforts being made to make the ODU current/better/ forward thinking!
My congratulations and thanks go to those who are working to revitalize the OD Union
"My final thought is that we should recognise that the ODU's mission/purpose is simple. To bring ODs together and to connect them with the School.We should not be trying to over-engineer our strategy to
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be something that we are not, or to create something that our members don't need or value."
Nice and elaborate survey. I hope as many OD's as possible participate.
Nicky I thin you have heard enough from me. Regards
"Nicky, may the force be with all of you guys in difficult times. Strength
Nothing further. I currently have limited capacity to directly work on ODU matters, but am happy to engage further to provide feedback or guidance on what would be relevant for other "customers" or
"users" of the ODU like me (young professional, globally mobile, lightly engaged).
Nothing more. Keep up the good work!
On the sporting front I would like to see more effort to gather ex Rowers together. We have tried but lack of really appropriate venues in SA is a problem. vis Harvard on the Charles with well supported boat
houses along. Wishful thinking I know
One feature which sticks in my gullet is so-called "news" which is actually just business promotion. e.g. "Congratulations to Brett Cooper who has just been promoted to Sales Manager of PharmRite, the
biggest producer and retailer of over the counter medicines in the southern hemisphere. They were recently successful in buying out long time rivals ChemRite, and now have a capitalisation of
R250,000,000." More and more of the news items are just thinly disguised advertising.
Overall, I am very proud to be apart of this community. We are undergoing a transformative period in the country's history. We must transform with the rest of the country but be sure to not lose sight of our
values in the process.
Perhaps a list of members by province or area eg Port Elizabeth might be useful to some as I have no idea if there are any members anywhere near where I live.
Persevere, Persevere, Persevere. Things aren't perfect but I believe as a collective we can slowly tweak things to the benefit of all OD's
"Please can we try and get the school to have a debate with ODs about the lack of dedicated focus to improve Bishops as a rugby school. I am not asking for burseries or forgetting all aspects of excellence.
The boarding houses have been cleaned out of termly boarders (farming stock etc) because they choose Paarl Gym, Boland Agriculture, PBH and Paul Roos before bishops as they want their sons playing
competitive rugby. Yes they supply vasts burseries at these schools and I am not suggesting competing with that. But we are a school of excellence and look at getting the best teachers and coaches in the
country for all subjects and all sport codes, except Rugby. Fact! Gone are the days of Basil, Tim, Dobbo, Len etc so we have to change this mentality of only using teachers to coach. They are not competent
enough and are dragging our school down. P.S. don’t know why there is so much resistance from the school in this department because of the rugby improved we would win back some of our wealthy
farmers who would happily invest in the school. "
"Please can we try and get the school to have a debate with ODs about the lack of dedicated focus to improve Bishops as a rugby school. I am not asking for burseries or forgetting all aspects of excellence.
The boarding houses have been cleaned out of termly boarders (farming stock etc) because they choose Paarl Gym, Boland Agriculture, PBH and Paul Roos before bishops as they want their sons playing
competitive rugby. Yes they supply vasts burseries at these schools and I am not suggesting competing with that. But we are a school of excellence and look at getting the best teachers and coaches in the
country for all subjects and all sport codes, except Rugby. Fact! Gone are the days of Basil, Tim, Dobbo, Len etc so we have to change this mentality of only using teachers to coach. They are not competent
enough and are dragging our school down. P.S. don’t know why there is so much resistance from the school in this department because of the rugby improved we would win back some of our wealthy
farmers who would happily invest in the school. "
Please keep everyone informed - the best laid plans and strategies start off incredibly well because they are well communicated. All to many fail because that part gets neglected moving forward - it
becomes "burdensome" to send out an email, or post an update on a website. Please don't let that happen.
Please keep up the wonderful work. It is deeply appreciated by so many of us.
"Please submit to an open-book, bottom up strategic planning session with an independent facilitator who has no history with Bishops or the recent divisions.I believe the 2014 and 2019 SGMs should be
sufficient evidence that this ship is in very turbulent waters and needs new and unfettered thinking. I am not convinced that this ""lite"" approach on the strategy or the Standing Committee are going to
solve the problems and wonder whether these two initiatives are even aligned."
"Please take my suggestion of celebrating The Bishops' Lady seriously and at least elevate it to a level of more refined thinking. Then I am happy to drop it if it is rejected. I have a 17 page proposal that I can
send."
sorry, too exhausted to think
Sport an important ingredient for the country so one must never take away the emotional connection and bonding that occurs during OD rugby and other sporting events. The OD rugby tour to St Stithians
built bridges and other old boy unions such as Kingswood heard about it when I spoke to them. Rugby is and will always be a good tool to unite OD’s together as well as build bridges with other unions. We
will always have the honor of displaying the green Jersey which other unions slowly start releasing in a friendly way is our nations sporting colour. Madiba would be proud in which the OD’s played and
behaved at St Stithians.
Strongly against the addition of Rhodes scholars via Bishops’ scholarship arm into the OD Union. Again, not focusing on the core issues that exist in its existing structure(s) and making the existing union one
where all feel comfortable, welcome and included.
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Thank you for doing this, glad the union is endeavouring to remain current.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to participate in this survey. Living out of South Africa since the late 90's this is the most interaction I have had with the ODU in 20 years. I trust that the ODU will be
able to put behind it the rancour of recent events and move ahead with a unity of purpose that fulfils and extends the blessing and privilege of having attended Bishops.
Thank you for taking on this task
Thank you for this survey, it’s a solid piece.
Thank you for this work!
Thank you to all who give their valuable time contributing to the ODU.
Thanks for being an amazing, dependable OD. It is appreciated more than you know.
Thanks for being honest enough to reach out for feedback and please take a deep breath and absorb the criticisms (and the praise). The Union has been a dark place for a decade, beside Bruce Jack's tenure
which seemed to have restored so much positivism and let the evil vapours escape through wide open windows. Those windows were slammed shut again. Lets just be nice and supportive to all ODs, even if
they aren't the best at their job.
Thanks for reaching out. I trust that the process will yield good results and clarity.
Thanks for taking the leadership on this important undertaking.
Thanks for the hard work you are doing for all of us ODs who are not involved, much appreciated.
Thanks for your time and expertise Nicky.......the passionate debate around the ODU over the past months has certainly made me realise that the organisation is very relevant and very much needed to
renew the passion some of us OD's have lost for the College since leaving.........in fact for the first time in years i have been in touch wilh old school friends again.
Thanks Nicky, crack on with the good work.
"Thanks to all responsible for putting this together. When you do send something like this out to all ODs, make sure it is edited thoroughly to avoid typos etc., as there are a few. Small, yet important point.I
look forward to seeing how this process evolves."
Thanks to the Union for their ongoing hard work and commitment. My son is in grade 2 and has a long journey ahead. I want his time at Bishops to be as memorable as mine and for him to be a member of
the ODU one day
The appointment of an AD Sec needs careful selection. To my mind one cannot join a fund raising exercise with a PRO
The hard work everyone does for the ODU is appreciated although not communicated as often as it should be. I enjoy seeing the updates on a regular basis.
"The most important thing for me is for the school and ODU to remain unapologetic about thrir origins. They should be able to acknowledge past faults and change in a relevant manner while doing so.
Offering an open minded and broad education will help the school maintain its relevance. Hopefully this will be recognized for what it is and not be treated as a material status symbol because of expense. "
The OD committee must appoint staff to run the Union but must then stand back & allow the appointees to do their job. They must never get involved in the day to day running.
"The OD union is for ex students of the college and nobody else otherwise it may as well be a club like the rotary.I would love my sons to go to Bishops, unfortunately international circumstances have
prevented that.I still would love to take part in OD activities and have say, if even a small one, of the activities of the college. "
The ODU constitution needs to be amended to exclude 10 non committee members from calling a SGM. Only the ODU committee should be able to call a SGM. Disgruntled ODs should wait for the AGM to
table their issues. The ODU committee should be elected annually to give ODs the chance to remove committee members with a 51% majority should they so wish. The recent SGM was tainted by issues
against the chairman and the perceived unfair dismissal of WP which should never have been allowed to blow up out of all proportion with resultant harm to the ODU and its elected committee.
The ODU has a great and long term role and responsibility to fulfill. It is going in the right direction and will succeed in its endeavours. There will be potholes in the road but as long as the drivers of the ODU
remain focused and vigilant they will continue to steer the organisation through verdant productive valleys and over lofty mountain passes with vistas to inspire and stars to guide the future generations of
aspiring young men of Bishops.
The ODU is not the " Ministry of Social Welfare". Its main objective should be to enable OD's to keep in touch with one another should they wish to do so. The rest is superfluous and over elaborate.
The recent events have highlighted how little I know or understand about how this machinery works, or is meant to work, and as someone on the outskirts looking-in, my judgement may be unfairly skewed
towards the perception of an overly bureaucratic dinosaur male-ego driven organization.
"The recent saga was a public relations nightmare. I picked up the potential nightmare from Adam Pike's initial email. I don't know of many of the existing committee, but when I was a member, it was a
diverse group in age and backgrounds. "
"The recent shambles within the OD Union and the behaviour of certain segments within the OD Union made me question my association with it, particularly given that i am a branch secretary. The callous
communication around the removal of the OD Union secretary made me realise how mis-aligned we as a Union are. It is very clear that there are factions within the Union and prior to any strategic planning
we need to stitch the rift with some strategic healing. There needs to be some concise communications around the progress of the new committee.Before we start expanding on strategy, we really need to
look intrinsically and decide whether we want to run the Union as a business or as a network of like-minded people who have all had the incredible privilege of attending the School. I am sure we all agree
that it should be the latter."
The Rhodes Scholarship is another mechanism of hoarding educational privilege, and should be opened more widely than it has thus far. It has already faced sustained criticism from the Rhodes Must Fall
movement, which I will not repeat here. However, the same is true for other, less well-known scholarships reserved for ODs.
The well being of the teachers (past and present) and assistance in times of need should be prioritised, even at the expense of OD students. The school owes them the debt of gratitude. They are the magic
that make it all possible.
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This a more general feeling of an omission which could be incorporated into all or some of the objectives. The motto of the school - pro fide et partria - brings faith and country to the fore. The values and
including Anglican values etc can be debated for eons - the fact that we should be acting more for the good and well-being of South Africa is, for me, a non-negotiable. I understand the need to be a "worldwide' organisation but I feel that the focus of our work should be the uplifting and promotion of SA. It is after all where we spent (at least) part of our schooling.
"This process seems to be in good hands. That being said, if you ever want a second opinion, please let me know. I do strategy and op model work all over the world and care greatly about this school and
the union. Time commitments do not allow me to get too involved in things outside of work, but more than happy to help via email or phone if needed. Good luck. Really appreciate the work you are doing. "
This took more than 20 minutes !! But hope this is all grist to the mill
This union has major governance issues as does the school and as does the appointment of the person running the strategic plan
Times change and so must organisations. To that extent I am supportive of change to the ODU. It suggests a vitality which is so important. On the other hand, there is so much change in S. African society and
it is vital the ODU not come an ivory tower. This is a danger if it tries to take on too much. I'd rather the role is seen as enabling its members to "fight the good fight" as individuals. Because individuals move
into all sorts of nooks and crannies of society, I think the above approach is more effective.
To become a life member of the ODU I feel one had to have attended the school for a certain number of years, or have matriculated there. I don’t see why parents etc should become OD s. That’s not very
traditional is it?
"To me the most valuable aspects of the OD union are:It provides a platform for networking and interaction between ODs of various ages, professions etcIt provides an attachment to the school that will last
until the end of my life so that my relationship with my school is not cut off after matric. "
Very supportive of a more proactive and cohesive ODU that encourages and proactively facilitates the building of international networks.
We need to address many elements of our governance, such as dispute resolution. I'd like to see significantly more around this. We cannot be held hostage as a group by those that simply shout the loudest
or are the most emotionally invested in a matter, or who simply drum up enough support from others to secure the same. We need to guard against such abuse if goidwill
"We simply can not continue in a situation where it takes only 10 votes to call a SGM - the hurdle rate for this needs to be revised in line with best practice.Proxy / remote voting is an imperative in this global
community"
Well done - keep up the good work
Well done Nicky and whomsoever helped write this questionnaire
"Well done. This is a complex situation in fast developing societies, and changing world. This initiative will keep the ODU relevant.There is no need to be embarrassed about the mutual support of old pupils .
We stand for something ... which is good. And we can declare it proudly."
Wishing you every success in this admirable endeavor to interrogate and uplift the ODU for its fortunate members .
Wonderful project -Keep going
"You're doing an excellent job, Nicky. The emphasis on commercialism in the magazine I find worrying.Bishops shouldn't be a vehicle for social climbing and wealth acquisition.I'm afraid people will always
use organisations of any sort for these purposes, so my disquiet is hopeless.However as it's always been a place for sons of the rich and influential, I appreciate I'm being unrealistic."
I'm very far removed from ODU matters, but was a little dismayed to see there was a Black OD group. I've always thought of the ODU as a collection of individuals from a wide range of backgrounds but who
all share the common experience of Bishops. So any groupings within the ODU (apart from e.g. having been in the same house, year or team) should be discouraged if possible.
In today's boringly beige world created by PC rules encouraged to make everyone a champion, and no one a loser, let not the school or the ODU lose it's independence and ability to have a say. The school
was a massively different animal in Tim Hamilton-Smith's day. It is thus tragically unfair to judge him using today's rules. This not to exclude anything that went on, but to be VERY VERY aware that both the
school and union need to adapt WITHOUT respecting where we have come from and why ....
Good luck with this project - I just suggest not trying to be all-encompassing. keep the goals modest.
Good luck with the Strategic Plan.
Thank you for taking on this task and helping to make the ODU what I believe it could become.
"The success of the ODU depends on its branch secretaries. It is no secret that the UK has a highly effective secretary but the workload is probably more than most ODs would be prepared to take on.
Perhaps the work could be shared?
Yes, it is trying to do too much of the wrong things
No, I don't think that the ODU is trying to do/be too much, but the danger is clearly present. Setting priorities within the initiatives will be really important in ensuring that the answer remains No."
Regarding the second last question Trying to do too much - I think we must be careful to broaden the scope of current activities. Rather try and do the existing things better"
The governance model for the OD Union should be fully inclusive of the membership and incorporate orderly succession planning to prevent the development of cliques. 7. I do not see this as an either or
but rather an issue of available resources
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I understand that the Standing Committee will make certain recommendations regarding governance - some of which are ludicrous - and I think that it is crucial that the Strat planning sessions counter these
and come up with governance suggestions. It will make the committee's lives much, much easier, if counter-suggestions come from the Strat planning instead of the committee itself.The suggestion that OD
Committee members cannot talk about OD affairs in public or on social media is bizarre. Apart from limiting freedom of speech, and being in direct conflict with the recommendation that minutes be made
available, it would mean members couldn't advertise events and so on. Elections will also be a dog show. They will tear the union apart and the committee will attract populists and politicians rather than
honest, hard-work and modest ODs. The idea of annual elections is absolutely bizarre.I blind copied you in on my submission to the SC, but here are the expanded points for governance. Recommendations
The events leading up to and following the 1st of August have revealed to us the areas where process improvements can be implemented so as to avoid, or at least efficiently deal with, such occurrences in
the future. Appropriate measures must be implemented in ensuring complaints are managed appropriately, and within structures. As I reiterated throughout the SGM process; if accusations are made, there
has to be evidence. If there is reasonable cause to believe misconduct has occurred, there must be an investigation by an independent, agreed-upon third party. If still, after such a process, there is no
evidence against committee members, accusations against members cannot be entertained any longer. Furthermore, future OD Committee members cannot be subjected to the barrage of communications
outside of formal channels that the current committee has endured. Accusers cannot be free to inundate pro bono committee members with thousands of correspondences - as was the case in the most
recent SGM. Such intensity of correspondence outside of appropriate channels can cause stress and conflict and can be perceived as intimidatory. Very few ODs would want to serve on a committee where
such practices were allowed. There has to be one clear channel for complaints and a respect of such a channel. Having been through two SGMs, I can inform the Standing Committee that they take up an
enormous amount of time, cause considerable stress, and prevent the OD committee from focusing on our key functions. If such events are to happen, it is critical that they be precipitated by more than ten
ODs. This seems universally agreed upon. To reiterate, I believe that things must be done democratically. The people must govern, and all voices must be considered equal. The union cannot have small
groups of ODs with their own motivations dictating policy that will affect a much wider body. We cannot have a handful of ODs interrupting services to 7000 other ODs. Universal suffrage, appropriately
representative calls for SGM, and rigid dispute-resolution mechanisms are the starting point. Such processes must be written into the constitution. We need to respect processes within the ODU. None of us
are above these processes. I was surprised to learn that members of the WP10 intentionally side stepped the Standing Committee and approached the Diocesan College Council instead, when they had
actively agreed to the formation of the Standing Committee, and agreed that the Standing Committee would facilitate the healing process. If we are to create a culture at the ODU where process and
autonomy is respected, we must begin by writing key foundations and procedures into the constitution, and adhere to them.With regards to the voting-in of committee members, I do not think annual
elections support long-term thinking. Annual voting-in and voting-out appears to be a method by which the WP10 hope to remove certain members of the committee in the future. However, members
should serve for terms. Elections will lead to campaigning. Campaigning will detract from Union work, will bring attention to the ODU, and might divide the Union. They most certainly should not occur every
year. This view is consistent with democratic governance models the world over.
Pro fide et patria
These all require either-or answers which is questionnaire-setter arrogance. My answers are there not as serious opinions but merely to enable me to finish the dealing with the questionnaire.
The ODU should be seen as part of a fast changing world.
I think you expect that all OD's have answers that must be fitted in the black or white category. Not everyone has that kind of feedback to offer. You should, in your questioning make allowances for that and
have a range of 5 different options, such as 1. Strongly agree, 2, Somewhat in agreement, 3 Neither agree nor disagree. Disagree, etc. At the least, you could leave a space under each question so that a
person stating yes or no could qualify their choice in either instance.
Questions 5 and 6 show to me that possibly ODs take themselves too seriously. I see the main aim of an Old Boys association is keep contact with School and past pupils and to pass on some news on these
topics.
I think the structure of the ODU should be looked at. The OD Committee should serve the way a board on a non-profit does with a series of sub-committees established (similar to an ExCo) and staffed by the
ODs with the appropriate skill sets and who are willing to dedicate the time and passionate enough to see the work through to conclusion. These sub-committees should each fulfil a particular function i.e. an
Events sub-committee, a Fundraising sub-committee, a Mentorship sub-committee, etc. with a clear objective to be attained each year. The sub-committees should then also submit a budget for their
projects/objectives to the OD Committee for approval each financial year.
I answered the ODU management question with reluctance - the survey requires an answer. In fact, I don't have the knowledge to make an informed judgment, which is why I voted for the status quo rather
than change."
I do believe the OD Union could do more, but if the finances do not allow it then either it must adjust to its restrictions or find better ways of financing its activities. Simple!
the whole WP saga and the consequent outplaying in the public harmed the Bishops brand. So for a small minority of actors playing out their drama in public the Brand has taken a bad knock. This is
unacceptable and should not be allowed to happen in future.
There needs to be a standard by which Committee members are held to account, specifically for their actions and comments on Social Media.
With all due respect the school has not always demonstrated it abilities to pick leadership at schoolboy level that translates to leadership in the real world. Unless that has changed and the school leadership
can demonstrate this change then I would prefer for leaders from the broader society we elect to represent us manage the OD Union. But I would like to see more sound Organisational Practises from the
Business World drive the agenda. A good example is selecting Administrators or Managers of the OD Union. In the real world we do Psychometrics, Assessment Centers and Competency Based Interviews
often by way of a panel. We need OD Union Management who are Business Tool literate and hence cannot understand why no LinkedIn or FB Workspace after all these years.
When I say OD Union is doing too much it ties in with what is planned...not what is happening...I think what is happening is excellent and at right level already
Trying to do too much - I think we must be careful to broaden the scope of current activities. Rather try and do the existing things better
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Enough said.
Good luck with the exercise. I wish you well...with a difficult task Pro Fide et Patria"
I am saddened and disappointed by the events that led to the SGM. What appalled me the most was the airing of "dirty laundry", together with the public shaming on Social Media of a fellow OD which I found
abhorrent. I am appalled that this happened, and astounded that the current Committee remain in place. They should all have resigned at the very least.
I appreciate being able to contribute to this process given my (relatively) remote location; thank you for engaging us.
I believe that the ODU is currently doing a great job. Often we tend to focus on problem areas and potential improvements without giving credit for what is going right. My son went to Michaelhouse and I
receive all their old boy correspondence - without running them down, I can say with confidence that the ODU is streets ahead."
I do believe that the intention of the founder of the OD Union, Richard Brooke, was correct. The Union needs to apply his simple philosophy.
I don't know if any of my previous thoughts were captured by this system, but just in case not... I believe there's a massive opportunity for the online database to become the single most valuable asset, offering
and purpose o the OD Union. And I would be happy to contribute to the strategic thinking and planning around that.
I feel strongly that the ODU should not pursue the model of a highly-paid Executive Manager / Secretary. This is not sustainable since ODs do not want to pay for the running of the Union, they would rather
fund scholarships and bursaries. I also don't think it's fair to ask the school to pay for the Executive Manager position. I think the old model of a retired (passionate) teacher who is paid for being the Secretary
combined with a newer model of outsourcing key functions such as Communication, Events, fundraising etc. is the way to go. One of the problems with WP's appointment was that it was not sustainable. I
strongly believe that the school will need to take a strong position on this issue - and insist that they if they are funding the ODU (which they are) then they should have a big say in how that money is spent. Not
in the running of the ODU (which is independent) but in the structure of the Secretary position."
I think I've probably said enough. I hope this questionnaire results in useful input to the strategy review. There is one area which is sensitive and very difficult to cover in such a review; that is the issue of the
support and integration into the OD Union of ""previously disadvantaged"" pupils. Also, the preamble to this questionnaire makes a distinction between ""friendraising"" and ""fundraising"". The focus of this
questionnaire has been on the former. While I believe that the distinction is important, the OD Union should still make sure that opportunities are available for ODs to donate to the School by way of straight
donations, will bequests or memorial gifts. "
I was very much a dissenter while a pupil at Bishops. However I came to realize later how tolerant and appreciative Bishops was of me and how much my subsequent achievements depend on the few years I
spent there. I have gone far in the world since I left Bishops, it is but one of a range of communities I am part of. But I recognize its uniqueness and wouldn’t want it to be lost in navel gazing and a lack of
understanding of bigger issues we face as South Africans.
It is difficult to find relevance for myself in the ODU as a consequence of being resident for decades in a location which is physically very remote from other members. As such, the maintenance of an
authoritative central registry and regular electronic communication is probably the most important priority.
Living in the U.K., I can't speak highly enough of the way our local branch is run. Perhaps the Home Union could take note and learn a thing or two.
"Need more transparency. The saga of the OD's having to vote a few month ago was a farce. There were not enough facts on the table for people to vote on. Should have been each parties demands / concerns
laid out, and who was driving each. (and their objectives if they won)Then the OD's could have cast a fair vote - rather than watch a power struggle unfold before them with inflated ego's running amok. Think
of the benefit to the OD and to the society as a whole if those 800 people each dedicated 3 hours of their time in their chosen profession to the OD? "
"Stay focused on members. Don't get distracted with nice sounding missions to save the planet and become all things for all people."
Thank you for undertaking this exercise.
Thank you to those who are doing so much work here to build our ODU
Thanks for running this Survey and Engagement Process. .Long overdue
Proxy voting creates and encourages partisanship - to much already! Those lukewarm votes can be used to nefarious ends.
ODU is for OD's we have learned in ways that are indefinable, what it is to LIVE the LIFE of BISHOPs. Honorary members do not have that - nothing personal!
Why would it matter if "senior School boys rather than the OD Secretary/Archivist taking ODs on guided tours of the school"? - I would like that answered in the results of this questionnaire.
"ODU as an institution serves a purpose in the 21st century" - this is serious guys! Bishops & ODU are in serious trouble of just sinking into the quagmire of RSA graft and corruption - the end - finito!
"Do you think that the ODU is trying to be/do too much" - hell NO! after sports, dinner and drinks ... and the five % who do that, there is nothing going on!
I love Bishops. It was hell for me, but it was a home when I had no family to speak of.
I was victimized for being gay, my peers I could stand, but my housemaster was horrific - Dave Hiscock! As long as I live, I will make sure that that never happens to another child in my frame of influence, I
would risk my life for that. i WAS BADLY SCARRED BY THIS & TOOK MANY YEARS TO RECOVER.
I was not sexually molested at school, but was accused of doing that to another boy - he protested my innocence, his father protested my innocence, my (White) house protested my innocence. Strap was not
satisfied in any representation.
Other boys I knew were molested, and that too, I will make sure that never happens to another child in my frame of influence, for that I would TRULY risk my life DEFEND!!!!
Bishops will survive, the ODU will survive.
IN RECTITUDE, I BELIEVE THAT BISHOPS AND THE ODU WILL SURVIVE, AND THRIVE!
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